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ARTISTIC SERIES FLATRON

L1940P

26mm

Every high-performance machine
needs a high-performance engine.

The world’s first picture-enhancing chip for
LCD monitors. FLATRON

L1730S

17 TFT LCD Monitor

ABOUT CLEVERDIS

> Cleverdis : a Clever Concept
leverdis is more than just the worldwide reference in
corporate and institutional markets for display, new mobility
solutions and peripherals.
With a unique concept of information sharing, with an aim of
"growing the pie", our goal is to establish, develop and improve
communication and understanding between Manufacturers of
Display, Enterprise Mobile Solutions & Digital Peripheral Industries
and buyers of the world's largest enterprises, including
Governmental and administrative organisations, who use these
products.
Through the various Cleverdis Guides, over the past years, we
have grown to become the essential reference tool for many of
these buyers.
A true encyclopaedia and decision-making tool, Cleverdis Guides
give Major Corporate and Institutional Buyers the chance to
benefit from fully comprehensive market studies, including
application developments, analysis, technical outlines, case
studies and interviews with key players in the market.

Cleverdis Guides are annual
reference
works
and
decision making tools,
providing
information
about the market, latest
technologies, manufacturers'
product
&
marketing
strategies as well as their after
sales
policies.
When
purchasing in the fields of
Displays, Digital Peripherals
and
Mobile
Enterprise
Solutions, the Cleverdis Guide
helps corporate and institutional
buyers get straight to the point, to find the
right product or manufacturer.
The Cleverdis reference guide exists in five
different editions for Europe, North America and Asia/Pacific
regions as well as France. If you are involved in the corporate or
institutional buying process, or are an industry professional, you
qualify to receive a free copy of the guide covering your region Europe (French language versions also available on request), North
America, or China.

But that's not all. Cleverdis works to obtain invaluable feedback
from buyers and decision makers about their needs and issues,
passing this information back up to manufacturers - enabling them
to hone their products and marketing to better serve the buyers.

• "PERSONALISED" PUBLICATIONS

ACTIVITIES

Special Reports

The best known of Cleverdis' activities, being the most "public", is
that of publishing. This activity henceforth covers all markets (B2B
and B2C), and we distinguish two types of publications:

B to C publications

•"GENERALIST" PUBLICATIONS

Special Reports answer precise issues. These issues may relate to a
product, a distribution network, a
target buyer group,
etc; this is a
typically specific
product.

dedicated to all of

the actors of the industry
SMARTreports - Target: corporate & institutional - Vertical
markets (such as Hotel and Restaurant Trade, Digital Signage, etc.)

dedicated to a
precise manufacturer, a particular product and/or with precise
problem:

"Personalised" Publications dedicated to a precise manufacturer
and precise solutions.

SMARTguides - Target:: European channel - Training literature by
product
Yearly Cleverdis Guides - Target: corporate & institutional buyers

www.cleverdis.com
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A beautiful picture from every seat in the house
LG.Philips LCD provides a full line up of large & wide LCD TV modules with S-IPS!

LG.Philips LCD Milestones
World’s #1 LCD monitor module supplier in `00~`03*
World’s #1 15” and above LCD notebook PC module
supplier by units in `02~Q3`04*†
World’s #1 large-area TFT-LCD supplier by input area for
`02 & `03, and #1 by unit shipments & revenue for `03* **
First to develop and mass produce 14.1”XGA, 17.1”WXGA+,
18.1”SXGA, 20.1”VGA, 20.1”UXGA, 22”WSXGA, 23”WUXGA,
30”WQXGA+ and 42”WXGA LCD modules
Highest rated in DisplaySearch’s Customer Satisfaction
Award in `02, `03 and `04***
World’s first 4th generation LCD factory in `00,
world’s first & third 5th generation LCD factories in `02 & `03
and world’s largest 6th generation factory in `04

★ According to DisplaySearch, various publications

DisplaySearch DisplaySearch DisplaySearch
March 2004
April 2003
March 2002

* Quarterly Large-Area TFT-LCD Shipment Report of Q2`02~Q3`04†
** Quarterly TFT-LCD Supply/Demand and Capital Spending Report of Q2`02~ Q3`04
*** Annual Customer Satisfaction Reports for 2002, 2003, and 2004
† The latest DisplaySearch numbers as of early 2005 were from the Q4`04 reports,
published in November 2004, with data from Q3`04
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Preface

by Gérard Lefebvre Publisher

The release of the 2005 Cleverdis European
Guide coincides, as usual, with the CeBit
show in Hanover. While this year is no
exception in this respect, what is an
exception is our vastly expanded presence
at CeBit with our SMARTevent, aiming to
educate and inform corporate and
institutional buyers, bringing them together
with industry professionals who are able to
offer them the right answers to their
specific questions and needs.
Being at the heart of this educational
activity, and with constant feedback from
buyers regarding their need for impartial
and complete market information, it has
also been with great pleasure over the past
year that we have launched parallel
publications catering for vertical markets as
well as channel and resellers.
The vertical market publications, called
“SmartReports” give European buyers, for
the first time, the chance to express their
needs through testimonials and case
studies, while at the same time finding
answers
from
leading
industry
professionals – not only vendors and
manufacturers, but more importantly,
integrators, content providers and other
service
organisations.
Our
first
SmartReport – on the hotel industry, was a
great success. The second SmartReport –

www.cleverdis.com

on Digital Signage, is also being released at
the CeBit show, and is stirring major
interest among all players in the market.
It has also become obvious over the past
year or so that with a plethora of new
technologies and solutions arriving on the
market at the same time, the people selling
them are having a very hard time keeping
up. It has been repeated over and over at
different conferences and seminars that the
industry must be educated. Our other new
flagship
publications,
known
as
SmartGuides, thus aim to educate and
inform those selling digital solutions, in an
effort to remedy this situation! The first in
our SmartGuide series – on Tablet PC
solutions and on Digital and HDTV, have
also had excellent feedback, and will no
doubt become very useful tools for
resellers in the industry hungry for facts
rather than simple sales spiels.
Our Flagship remains the Cleverdis Annual
Guide – which is I believe again superior to
previous editions this year thanks to ever
more synthetic information and an ongoing
attempt by our team to listen to the
feedback from you… our readers. I hope
this Guide will become an essential tool for
you; a true encyclopaedia of visual
solutions.
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Editorial
The concept of the Cleverdis Guide is
evolving with the times. Having humble
beginnings in 1997, our aim has always
been to serve the needs of corporate and
institutional buyers when it comes to
forming Requests for Information or
Requests for Quotation (calls for bids). To
this end, the structure and contents of the
guide are aimed at educating and informing
you, the buyer; assisting you in your task of
qualifying, assessing and deciding.
Growing from Feedback - You will note
some marked changes in the 2005/2006
edition. Firstly, we have heeded feedback
from readers, many of whom have asked to
be informed of the newest, most innovative
products hitting the market in an unbiased
way. To answer this call, we begin the guide
with a tour of those products that have
been selected by the world’s top industry
organisations (notably the iF design awards
and CEA). Manufacturers did not pay to be
in this section. It is totally impartial in tune
with our philosophy of giving a true picture
of the market.
Another comment we often have is that
market data is increasingly important for
planning and forecasting purchase
projects. To this end we have greatly
expanded content from the top analysts in
the field in chapter 2 – dedicated to this
topic.
Also this year, we have separated out the
chapter on technologies – essential
information
when
it
comes
to
understanding the basics.

6 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006

by Richard Barnes Editor in Chief

2005 – The Year of HD – We firmly believe
that 2005 will mark the “kick-off” for the
High Definition TV industry in Europe. This
will vastly impact the entire display market,
including corporate and other professional
applications. In this year’s guide we give
you an overview of what HDTV is all about
and how it may affect you.
Applications – More Features – In our
chapters on various applications – desktop
monitors, plasma and large LCD as well as
projection solutions, we have worked
harder this year on giving you “feature”
reports explaining in more depth some of
the key elements to be considered when
buying.
Giving you Inspiration – The best way to be
inspired for your projects is to take a
glimpse at some of the most breath-taking
and “clever” uses of display solutions. To
this end, in chapter 8, we not only explain
the sales process in the AV business, we
give you some great insight into Europe’s
top AV projects over the past year.
To cap it all off, we explain what legal
obligations will be enforced with new
recycling laws in Europe.
Enhanced Directory – Our directory has
been greatly enhanced, giving you full
company information of all the main
players in the business, enabling you at a
glance to see who does what.
I wish you happy reading, and look forward
to your comments and feedback. Please
don’t hesitate to contact me directly at
richard.barnes@cleverdis.com

www.cleverdis.com

Research and development is the key to the success of companies in the display field where
competition is ever increasing. The fruits of R&D are many and varied, some not shining
through in an obvious way, and others bringing major new advantages and features to products.
In the past year, major advances have been made; not only in the field of visual aesthetics, but
more importantly, in the way machines will be able to interact with humans and vice versa.
Through our ongoing contacts with corporate and institutional buyers and end users, we know
that one of the first things you’re looking for in this guide is to see what new innovations are out
there. For this reason, for the first time, we’re highlighting those products that have been put
under the spotlight by various industry organisations, beginning with the iF design award
recipients (officially announced at the time of the Cebit show each year), followed by products
that have received awards from other key organisations and analysts over the months running
up to the publication of this guide.
Hats off to the innovators!

CHAPTER 1

What’s New at CeBIT
About CeBIT

I NNOVATION

Infocomm Las Vegas
New Projector Categories
Smart Event

www.cleverdis.com
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WHAT’S NEW

> INNOVATION
© Photo: Nec

IN THE FOLLOWING PAGES, WE HIGHLIGHT THE MOST
INNOVATIVE NEW PRODUCTS TO BE LAUNCHED ON THE
MARKET IN THE PAST YEAR.
WHAT BETTER PLACE TO FIND THE GREATEST INNOVATORS
THAN AT THE IF PRODUCT DESIGN AWARDS, WHICH ARE
ANNOUNCED TO COINCIDE WITH CEBIT…

2005 IF DESIGN
AWARDS
The famous iF product design award
2005 by iF International Forum
Design GmbH. This much soughtafter distinction is the prize for one
of the most important design
competitions in the world. The
judging panel for the IF design
awards consists of top international
designers and judges on the basis of
innovation,
functionality
and
ergonomics as well as finish and
design. With its annual award, iF
International Forum Design GmbH
wants to raise awareness of
exceptional design and to honour
innovative design ideas.
8 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006

The NEC MultiSync® 70s range has been
specially developed for traditional office
applications in the corporate and small and
medium sized business sectors. According
to NEC-Mitsubishi, “The modern case with
a silver front trim – available in white or
black – and its gentle, flowing lines and
rounded shapes appeals particularly to
technically demanding and
design oriented users.”
According to NMD: “From a
purely visual point of view,
the
70s
range
is
characterised
by
a
completely new design. The
colour combinations of
black and silver or white
and silver have a classic
effect; clear and impressive
with functional and simple
elegance. Every detail of
the casing, with its elegant
flowing lines and rounded
shapes, is designed with
care right up to the
ventilation slots on the
rear. The forward angled,
fully adjustable stand gives the
monitor
a
dynamic
appearance. In addition to
ergonomics, intuitive operation has also
been intelligently planned into the design
concept. Front-end operation has been re-

interpreted thanks to an excellent legible
and user-friendly On Screen Display
making use of NaViKey, which is superbly
integrated into the whole design of the
monitor. Cables pass invisibly beneath a
cover on the rear. Together with its slender
frame as well as its shallow depth, the
design means that the monitors can be
used in many different environments.”

© Photo: Nec

NEC MultiSync® 70s range
NEC-Mitsubishi Electronics
Display

www.cleverdis.com

© Photo: Fujitsu Siemens

19 Inch PREMIUM LCD Display
Fujitsu Siemens Computers
According to Fujitsu Siemens: “The
solution for any workplace. The Premium
Line takes the typical SCENICVIEW
ergonomics and design and adds a
generous portion of powerful features. The
environment-ally compatible LCD TFT
technology delivers top picture quality,
while the flexible stand ensures that you
find the perfect positioning in any setting.
With its wide screen diagonal, high
resolution, fine pixel pitch and integrated
speakers, this 19-inch model is ideal for
tricky multimedia applications.”

LL-191A/171A LCD monitor
Sharp Electronics (Europe) GmbH

www.cleverdis.com

© Photo: Sharp

The LL-191A is a 19-inch (viewable) super-slim bezel LCD Monitor with
1.3 Megapixel (1280x1024) resolution, pixel pitch of 0.294mm,
brightness of 220 nits, an announced contrast ratio of 500:1, viewing
angles of 160° horizontal and 160° vertical, 50,000 hour (typical)
backlight, and a lightning fast 16 ms response time.
With its low power consumption "Office" mode, power usage is a scant
36W.
The LL-171A is Sharp's high resolution, high contrast monitor now
available for office and professional applications. The screen is
equipped with a high performance TFT that achieves a contrast ratio of
430:1, so pictures and even small letters are clearly legible. Colour
matching is achieved with sRGB compatible peripheral equipment, and
also has a 'vivid' mode for dynamic primary colours. Built-in stereo
speakers provide true multimedia flexibility. `
Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006 I 9

© Photo: Nec

The new VT series is ideal companion for
schools and educational institutions.
Thanks to the projector’s attractive priceperformance ratio, NEC is ensuring that
these facilities are able to invest their
limited budgets in an optimal manner.
The increased luminous power of up to
2,100 ANSI lumens and a contrast ratio of
400:1 enable the new VT generation to
project optimal images, even in daylight.
The very low operating noise level of 28
decibels in energy-saving mode prevents
distracting sounds during the presentation
and boosts lamp life to a potential

maximum of 3,000 hours. A new manual
wall colour correction function ensures
additional operating convenience –
especially for mobile usage. It guarantees
near perfect colour fidelity on coloured
projection surfaces. If the projection wall
has slight colour shifts, the user can select
the appropriate colour from amongst seven
different pre-defined colour tones. The
projector then corrects the colours in
keeping with the chosen background. The
colour option “Blackboard” is configured
especially for schools and permits
projection onto a school board. Another
useful equipment feature of the new VT
projectors is the automatic keystone
correction function which compensates for
keystone distortion caused by diagonal
upward projection, without requiring any

> CES INNOVATIONS HONOREES
At the CES show in Las Vegas in January, Cleverdis for the
first time launched our US-based publication – “New
Visual Solutions” in media partnership with the CEA,
organisers of the show.
The CES Innovations Prizes are regarded by the industry on
the “other side of the pond” as the premier industry
awards.
We have selected just a few of the CES innovations
honorees here in order to give a more global vision of the
display market.
The company that really “scooped the pool” this year at
CES was LG Electronics, underscoring its growing
worldwide brand presence and reputation for innovation.
The company is being honored with 16 CES 2005
10 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006

help from the user. The new
Off Timer is an attractive
security feature which automatically
switches the projector off after a predefined time period has elapsed. Users can
select a time period ranging between 0.5 to
8 hours. The delivery scope of the VT470
and VT670 furthermore includes a new
external infrared control unit. An infrared
receiver supplied with the projector
permits control of presentations with the
projector’s remote control device. This
freedom from a notebook enables the
presenter to move about freely and speak
wherever desired during the talk. Drivers
for Windows 2000 and Windows XP have
been preinstalled. NEC also supplies
drivers suitable for earlier Windows
versions upon delivery.

Innovations awards - more than any other company
worldwide - across multiple categories, including Digital
Display, Home Theater, Video Components, Computer
Components, Computer Accessories, Home Appliance and
Wireless Communications.

© Photo: Cleverdis

NEC VT470 Multimedia Projector
NEC Deutschland GmbH

www.cleverdis.com

MONITORS

BenQ America Corp.
BenQ FP785
Design by: BenQ America Corp.
www.BenQ.com

© Photo: LGE

© Photo: Benq

The BenQ FP785 LCD monitor features 'Senseye,' the latest in image
enhancement technology, and specifications for the latest multimedia
applications. Its modish design easily attracts the style-conscious
consumer. The breakthrough design and style is meant to appeal to
trendy professionals on the move and those working at home or in small
offices where the work environment needs to be stylish as well as
technologically well-advanced. The unique foldable base of the FP785
LCD display screen can be turned into a “handle” giving the display the
look of a fashionable handbag. In addition its’ creative feature, the
back of the screen is free from burdensome wires contributing to a
simpler and clearer working space for users. The FP785 is ultra-flat
(less than 3.5 cm, about half of normal LCD displays) and easily
portable. With pivot software design, the 180° rotary display
enables adapting its positioning whether the display is standing, or
hanging on the wall.

LG Electronics, USA Inc.
Flatron 1730 with f-ENGINE
Design by: LG Electronics, USA Inc.
www.lgusa.com

Hewlett Packard
HP f2304 23" High Definition LCD Flat Panel Monitor
Design by: Lunar Design
www.hp.com
Offering incredible visual quality and performance in a slender, versatile display,
the P f2304 23-inch High Definition LCD Monitor is ideal for consumers using
their PC while juggling multiple applications, editing photos and video, playing
games, surfing the Internet and watching DVD movies and television. The
monitor’s large 23-inch screen boasts a blazing16 millisecond response rate,
making PC play more enjoyable and delivering motion images free from
ghosting for action-packed gaming and for watching exciting digital videos and
movies. The HP f2304 23-inch High Definition LCD Monitor allows users to
enjoy razor-sharp images. Its 1,920 x 1,200 native resolution is 175 percent
greater than a typical 19- inch LCD monitor or 23-inch high-definition TV.(3)
With 250 nits of brightness, 500:1 contrast ratio and 176 degrees wide
viewing angle, the monitor yields a brilliantly rich display. The monitor also
includes a range of video inputs, such as DVI, VGA, component
video and S-video.
www.cleverdis.com

© Photo: Hewl
ett Packard

FLATRON L1730S LCD Monitor with f-ENGINE: In addition to being honored with
a CES 2005 Innovation Award, LG's Flatron L1730S received the "Best of Innovation"
award in the Computer Components product category, receiving the judges' highest
scores in the category. Model L1730S is the first product with LG's revolutionary fENGINE technology. The f-ENGINE picture-enhancing chip alters the relationship
between brightness and contrast resulting in the sharpest, brightest, most true-to-life
images available today. With a quick 12ms response time, the L1730S is an ideal unit
for gaming and multimedia applications. Available now. Suggested retail price: $499.
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FRONT PROJECTION
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Plus Vision Corp
V3-131 DIGITAL PROJECTOR
Design by: Ignition Inc.
www.plus-vision.com
Pixa Inc.
Pixa DHT-200 Integrated DLP Projector
System
www.pixainc.com

The V3-131 includes features and functions
designed to get your presentation going
quickly! Full automatic sensing and projector
adjustment enables users to achieve an
optimized projected image by input source.
© Photo: Infocus

Why deal with three or four different home
entertainment devices when you can get them
all in one package? That’s the idea behind the
Pixa DHT-200 Integrated DLP Home Theatre
Projector System — a space-saving home
media center from Pixa, Inc., that is the first
product to combine a Digital Light Processing
(DLP)-based home projector with a built-in
DVD player, 6-in-1 digital media player, TV
tuner and wireless speakers. This portable 10pound unit was honoured in the Home Theater
category of the Innovations 2005 Design and
Engineering Showcase sponsored by 2005
International CES for its breakthrough ability to
support DVDs, cable TV, HDTV, digital photos
and more with a single piece of hardware.

InFocus Corporation
InFocus ScreenPlay 777
Design by: InFocus Corporation
www.infocus.com

The InFocus ScreenPlay 777 features a
sophisticated lens, offering up to seven
different focal lengths, comprehensive connectivity including DVI, YUV and RGB-Progressive-Inputs, fully equipped Faroudja® video
processing and a unique design. Utilizing high definition Mustang HD2 DMDs by Texas Instruments®, the InFocus ScreenPlay 777
delivers a resolution of 1280 x 720 (16:9), resulting in flawless home cinema perfection. It also takes advantage of the Faroudja DCDi®
deinterlacer to deliver reduced noise, additional sharpness and color and a videophile-grade scaler. Eight selectable video sources
ensure unrivalled connectivity while a unique 2:2 pull down menu provides virtually non-existent scan lines or flicker. Additionally, the
InFocus ScreenPlay 777 utilizes the D65 cinematic color mastering standard to deliver the crispest, sharpest and truest color image.
Carrying on the InFocus tradition of an intuitive menu system, electronics and connectivity found across the entire InFocus ScreenPlay
brand, the ScreenPlay 777 brings unrivalled cinema-standard quality to even the most opulent media rooms in the world.
12 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006
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WHAT’S NEW AT CEBIT

> INDUSTRY ACCOLADES
In the months running up
to the release of the 2005
Cleverdis Guide, a number
of industry organisations
and analysts have also
highlighted innovative new
products on the market.
Cleverdis has made a
selection of the “top of the
pops” in this respect:

Barco iCon Projector
Gary Kayye’s rAVe Radical
Products of the Year - Best New
Product (Industry-Wide)
According to Kaye, “No doubt every
projector manufacturer will attempt to
emulate this technology. With Window’s
XP-Server embedded and the
capability to connect and
display six different video
sources simultaneously,
the
iCon
H600
essentially creates a new
way
of
building
environments.”
The iCon H600 offers
advanced
picture-inpicture functionality for
displaying
multiple
sources, AV and data,
connected over a LAN
network. Barco’s press release
states: “The iCon H600 is the
www.cleverdis.com

most cost-efficient, reliable, and userfriendly solution for higher-education
classroom
environments,
museums,
corporate
boardrooms,
and
videoconferencing rooms.”
The iCon H600 is specifically designed for
displaying HDTV video in native resolution
(1920 x 1080 pixels). The 6,000 ANSI
lumen LCD projector generates a bright,
true colour, high-resolution video image on
a 16:9 canvas, with a contrast ratio of over
800:1, resulting in the projection of high
quality video images.
Equipped with a powerful, upgradeable
Pentium 4-based platform display server,
the iCon H600 can be easily connected to
the user’s network infrastructure. Linking
several iCons to the network brings high
definition multi-windowing to multi-site
meetings. Presenters are able to retrieve,
via the projector and over the network, any
remote user’s desktop or file, creating
higher flexibility and efficiency in
information access.

The iCon H600 can also stream video
material over the network. Frequently used
video material can even be saved on the
hard disk of the projector to be retrieved
upon demand. The familiar WindowsTM
XP operating system allows the user to
easily control the information and connect
sources.
Multi-site collaboration, with the ability to
perform real-time interaction and file
sharing between remote sites, enables
increased
business
efficiency
by
eliminating the need for travel and
accelerating the decision making process,
resulting in a higher return on investment
(ROI). With the iCon H600, control over
the projector can be passed instantly over
LAN to any meeting location.
For example, changes made to a
spreadsheet in an office in Europe can be
viewed real-time in the office in the US,
and vice versa.

rco
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Best New Product – CEDIA awards. This
product also tied with the Barco iCon
projector as Gary Kayye’s innovation pick
of the year.
CEDIA's panel of expert judges honoured
the new TPMC-10 for its unique
combination of wireless touch-panel
control,
mobile
computing,
WiFi
compatibility and modern industrial
design.
The Isys I/O panels are
the first touchpanels
to integrate an
industry

©
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standard operating system (Windows) and
to include true WiFi. These units allow
users to control their boardroom, control a
PowerpPoint presentation and even browse
the Internet at the same time using a
touchpanel... and NO PC required!
In effect, it looks like Crestron has added an
operating system into what Viewsonic
previously called their “SmartDisplay”
casing, making this unit an excellent hybrid
between a Tablet PC and a wireless
monitor. In fact it is now a different
kind of Tablet PC with a form
factor adapted to this
specific usage.

s
Isy

Epson’s
PowerLite 745c
Networkable LCD
projector
Gary Kayye’s rAVe Radical Product of the Year
Embedded with WiFi 802.11g wireless networking and the ability
to send MPEG video via a wireless and wired network connection,
the XGA resolution 2500 ANSI lumen 745c is Gary Kayye’s pick
for the best front screen projector of the year.
Touted as the brightest ultraportable projector weighing only less
than 2 kg., the Epson PowerLite 745c delivers incredible
performance. 3 Epson XGA LCDs work together with 2500 ANSI
lumens for superior results in any setting. This ultraportable
facilitates PC-free presentations with USB or PCMCIA connectivity.
And, it includes 802.11g Wi-Fi® capabilities for high-speed
wireless presentations, plus WEP, WPA, and LEAP compatibility.
Features include:
• Wireless presentations to project images in real-time, without
cables; display on up to 4 projectors simultaneously
- NS connection for PC and Macintosh systems (compatible with
Mac OS X 10.3 or later)
- 802.11g and Epson’s original algorithm ensure the fastest transfer
14 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006

By adding the Windows operating system
to the ViewSonic display, Crestron has
embedded PC applications that allow the
user to access the Web using Internet
Explorer, utilize and view streaming media
through Windows Media® Player, manage
e-mail using MS Inbox, and view popular
file formats including MS Word®, Excel®,
PowerPoint®, and Adobe® Acrobat® - all
while providing easy control of every
system in the home, from audio and video
distribution to lighting and temperature to
security. Its smart design achieves an
optimal viewing angle under any use, with
four programmable hard buttons and an
integrated thumbpad to provide tactile
control of audio volume, channel
selection, OSM navigation (DVD, DSS,
etc.), or even pan/tilt cameras. To
complement its incredible video and
computer capabilities, the TPMC-10
delivers great sounding audio from its builtin high-powered tuned-port speaker
system,
microphone,
and
stereo
headphone output to support mobile
entertainment, or even wireless intercom.
Placing the TPMC-10 into its optional
docking station provides a convenient
charging
solution
with
simplified
connectivity to any wired USB mouse and
keyboard.

speeds for streaming MPEG2 videos, plus real-time PowerPoint
and Apple® Keynote (Mac OS X 10.3.x or later) presentations
- Broadest security protection—WEP, WPA, and LEAP
compatibility to safeguard the display screen and ensure
uninterrupted presentations
• Connect a memory device and start your presentation– all
without a PC
- USB or PCMCIA connectivity to stream movies, digital photos,
and MPEG2 videos
- Improved transfer speeds for PowerPoint® and Apple Keynote
animations.
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Crestron Isys I/O Touchpanel

www.cleverdis.com

NEW CATEGORY - ALL IN ONE PROJECTORS
Optoma DV10 MovieTime and
Radio Shack Cinego
Winner and runner-up – Insight
Media – CES Best Buzz Awards
USA

there are numerous office and educational
applications for a unit such as this. It will
no doubt be the first of a new wave in this
category.
Due for release in US this summer. Keep
watching the Optoma website for more
details!
The Radio Shack product Cinego features
1000 lumens, two speakers, and a
resolution of 854 x 480, so it is perfectly
matched to the wide-aspect resolution of
the DVD. As an integrated product, there
are no A/D conversions, so image quality
will be better.

© Photo: Cinego

Following HP's lead, CES saw the
introduction of new "all-in-one," or
"instant,"
projection
systems. This
potentially new category combines the
projector, DVD player and audio system in
one integrated unit. Place it on your desk or
coffee table, plug in power and a DVD, and
project the video.
The Optoma unit, the DV10 MovieTime,
features 1000 lumens, two speakers, and a
resolution of 854 x 480, so it is perfectly
matched to the wide-aspect resolution of

the DVD. But as an integrated product,
there are no A/D conversions, so image
quality will be better. Optoma added a
dynamic iris to boost contrast to 4000:1.
According to Optoma, “This pure digital
DVD projector has the inherent advantage
of having been perfectly preset from the
DVD disc to the projected image, resulting
in optimized DVD viewing with
guaranteed colour accuracy and distortion
free pictures like never before. Gone are
the issues of complex compatibilities,
confusion about which connectors to use,
challenges of cable matching, the hazards
of cable lengths or cable electromagnetic
shielding. This machine is preset to deliver
the best DVD results from this astounding
technology.” While targeting the Home
Cinema market, we at Cleverdis believe

NEW CATEGORY LED-Based Pocket Projectors
BenQ and Mitsubishi Pocket Projectors
Tie-- Insight Media – CES Best Buzz Award
New palm-sized projectors from the likes of BenQ, Mitsubishi, InFocus, Samsung and LG Electronics were launched at CES. All appear
to be based upon using a 0.55-inch SVGA DLP chip set and have light output in the 10 to 30 lumens range.
The InFocus, LG and Samsung units were concept products. BenQ and Mitsubishi plan to have units available this summer. No word
on pricing for the BenQ model, but the Mitsubishi unit will sell for $699, and $849 with an optional battery.
www.cleverdis.com
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CeBIT - HANNOVER

> ABOUT CeBIT
WHAT’S CeBIT?
CeBIT stands for “Center for Office and
Information Technology", not least because
the syllable "BIT" (the smallest unit of
information handled by a computer)
alluded, at the time the name was
spawned, to the growing importance of
electronic data processing in the Seventies,
and even more so in the Eighties, when PC
manufacturers flocked to the HANNOVER
FAIR.

SECTORS COVERED

AIMS AND PHILOSOPHY
The theme is “Solutions for a Digital
World”. The market for information and
telecommunications technology has
undergone a dynamic transformation, and
the breakneck pace of development in IT,
telecommunications, software and services
has opened up completely new
perspectives for our work and daily lives.
CeBIT's future will be characterized by
solutions for our customer - solutions that
connect the most disparate markets. CeBIT
offers the word's biggest forum for B2B
solutions and remains the word's most
popular, key meeting place for the industry.
In just one and a half decades, CeBIT has
grown from its origins as part of the
HANNOVER FAIR to become the world's
leading event for information technology,

Martina
LÜBON
CeBIT SALES
DIRECTOR

In her function as Sales Director at CeBIT, Martina
Lübon is responsible for the exhibition sector
Digital Equipment & Systems. Digital Equipment
and Systems takes up 8 halls and 80 000 m2 of
floor space at CeBIT and includes product groups
such as computers, digital entertainment, consumer
electronics, peripherals, storage, cases/coolers,
display technologies, sound & graphic cards and
games. Ms Lübon is furthermore involved in the
organization of "Planet Reseller" and the Public
Sector Parc - a presentation platform for ICT
solutions for Government and public services.
Following her commercial studies, Ms Lübon has
been responsible for diverse sectors at CeBIT
organisation, such as telecommunications and,
even involved in different marketing campaigns,
she e.g. looks after the PR activities for retailer and
dealer on the visitors side.
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CeBIT this year offers the world's biggest
forum for B2B solutions and remains the
world's most popular, key meeting place
for the industry. The progressive
convergence of the IT, telecom, software,
content and services markets will be
reflected at CeBIT 2005. The establishment
of new primary exhibit sectors at CeBIT
2005 include Business Processes,
Communication, Digital Equipment &

Systems. Further vertical structured topics
include Banking & Finance, Card
Technology, Future Parc and the Public
Sector Parc.
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telecommunications,
software
and
services. With 6,270 exhibitors (47 percent
come from abroad) and a booked display
area of 320,000 square meters, CeBIT is
once again reasserting its singular role
among the world's IT and telecoms trade
fairs in 2005. Throughout the past 19 years,
thousands of suppliers and users from all
over the world have come together every
year in the early spring at CeBIT in
Hannover, Germany.

ATTENDANCE FIGURES RISING
In 2004 there was noticeably improved
willingness to invest in new technology.
Specialist resellers and SMEs were driving
sales and there was higher attendance each
day of the show. It could be said that the
CeBIT upturn had begun. Never before not even during the ICT boom years - had
companies attending CeBIT to make their
final purchasing decisions shown as much
willingness to invest as in the year 2004.
Almost 50 percent of trade visitors at CeBIT
2004 came with actual purchase plans, and
firms across all sectors made it abundantly
clear that they were ready to make an
active contribution to triggering an
economic upturn. With attendance
totalling 490,000, CeBIT 2004 exceeded
all expectations, with an average of 3,400
more visitors per day compared with the
previous year - the first such rise in three
years. This fully confirms that the decision
to shorten the show by a day was a very
favourable move on the part of Deutsche
Messe AG and its exhibitors.
www.cleverdis.com

FEEDBACK –

CLEVERDIS AND SMARTEVENT

According to the organisers, exhibitors at
CeBIT 2004 were more than satisfied with
the run of the show. According to BITKOM,
(the Berlin-based German Association for
Information

Technology,

Tele-

communications and New Media), the
show was a real success. According to
BITKOM, exhibitors particularly praised the
growing international character of the
show and the high caliber of attending
professionals, most of whom came to
CeBIT with specific investment plans.
CeBIT exhibitors viewed their own export
prospects in all regions of the world as
better than in the previous year. The way
CeBIT unfolded has also given exhibitors a
particularly positive outlook on future sales
in Germany, and business prospects in
Europe as a whole. In all criteria used to
rate the success of the show, exhibitors at
CeBIT 2004 gave much better ratings than
they did in the previous year: The visitor
turnout at their stands was higher, there
were more promising talks with visiting
professionals, more contacts made to
potential new customers and, above all,
more deals concluded. Expectations for
post-show business were also much higher
than they were twelve months before.

This year in the Display Hall, Cleverdis has
organised an "educational" booth – with
SmartEvent … So how does this fit in with
the CeBIT philosophy? According to
CeBIT’s Martina Lübon, “We are very
pleased about the commitment of Cleverdis
and we support this target group-specific
action, where Corporate buyers and
decision-makers are invited personally and
advised according to their needs.”

PLANET RESELLER
Planet Reseller is the major attraction for
dealers and retailers from all over the
world, taking place at CeBIT 2005 for the
third time in succession. This separate
display is tailored to the specific needs of
manufacturers, distributors and suppliers
with their products, services and special
solutions. Located in Hall 25, Planet
Reseller paves the way to new contacts,
sales channels and orders. With over
60,000 trade visitors, and more than 90
exhibitors, Planet Reseller is the event of
the year for the trade. New this year is
Digital Lifestyle HOME @ Planet Reseller.
Since IT, Telecommunications, Consumer
Electronic, High-Tech and MultimediaUses are more and more melting together,
they conquer our living rooms and also
Planet Reseller. For the first time at CeBIT
2005 products of manufacturers and
dealers will be demonstrated live in a
realistic setting by the home environment
at Planet Reseller.
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INFOCOMM

> INFOCOMM
LAS VEGAS 2005
THE PREMIER CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION FOR THE AV COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

INTERVIEW
RANDALL
LEMKE
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

ICIA
11242 WAPLES MILL ROAD
SUITE 200
FAIRFAX, VA 22030 - USA
+703 273 7200
www.infocomm.org

Cleverdis: The 2005 InfoComm Show
takes place June 4-10 at the Las Vegas
Convention Center, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Tell us about the event…
Randall Lemke: InfoComm is where you
see the technologies, the systems, and the
applications for projection, display, audio,
lighting, videoconferencing, streaming
media, digital signage, and everything
related – before they hit the streets!
Cl.: Who attends?
18 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006

RANDAL A. LEMKE, Ph.D. is executive director of the International
Communications Industries Association, Inc.® (ICIA) responsible for the
direction and operation of a 2,700 member-company trade association for the
audiovisual (AV) communications industry. ICIA operates trade shows in
Singapore, China, Europe, Japan, and North America and provides Internet
and classroom-based education for over 6,000 students annually. Lemke is
also the President of InfoComm Information Resources, Inc.

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION,
Inc.® (ICIA) is the premier trade association for the professional audiovisual
(AV) communications industry worldwide. ICIA is the founder of InfoComm,
the largest gathering of AV systems integration and communications
professionals who come to learn about the latest technologies and available
products and services as well as new and alternative applications. InfoComm
is the industry's most advanced educational and interactive annual event,
offering cost-effective training and marketing opportunities to reach a highly
targeted audience of decision-makers in the AV industry. InfoComm is held in
the U.S. and has also co-founded Integrated Systems Events in Europe, Asia
and China with association partners, CEDA and NSCA. ICIA also offers the
industry a vital information source, InfoComm iQ, an online service based on
a database of over 80,000 AV products. ICIA’s web portal,
www.infocomm.org, provides news and information gathered from industry
sources and publications.

R.L.: The entire audiovisual and
communications information industry
gathers
annually
at
InfoComm!
Professionals from many different industry
sectors attend, such as Manufacturers of
AV, videoconferencing, and presentations
technology & systems; Dealers, systems
integrators and installers; Rental & staging
companies; Independent consultants;
Production companies; Presentation and
video professionals; and Press and market
analysts. There are also End users and
technology managers in Corporate,
Education, Government, the Military,

Worship, Healthcare, Retail, Meetings,
Entertainment, Sports, Transportation… In
short, anyone who sells or buys the
equipment and services that are vital to the
communication of information to people
in a business or institutional setting. In
short, InfoComm is THE venue to see
audiovisual, electronic and information
communications products, systems, and
services.
Cl.: Let’s talk more specifically about the
technologies that are on show…
www.cleverdis.com
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available in the ICIA Online Store, together
with ICIA's own market reports. Visitors to
the website can quickly search the several
hundred reports by product category,
geographical region, and vertical industry
to find the exact market data they need for
their business purposes.
Cl.: The ICIA is one of the three main
driving forces behind Europe’s ISE show.
This year’s show was a big success in
January…

R.L.: At InfoComm, you'll find over
10,000 of the latest, most exciting
technologies emerging for the professional
market in all their dazzling glory over
almost 300,000 net sq. feet of space. The
main fields are Display and Projection,
Audio Systems, Video Systems, Control
and Interfacing Systems, Conferencing
Systems, Furniture, Cabinets, Racks and
Cases, and Services, such as AV rental and
staging, consultants, facility design,
production, publications, catalogues,
videoconferencing or teleconferencing
planning and presentation services..,

R.L.: Integrated Systems Europe this year,
at the RAI, Amsterdam, saw a total of
7,401 visitors, with more attendees on the
first day than for the entire inaugural
edition. Pre-bookings for ISE 2006 have
exceeded the total space sales achieved in
2005. Before the close of ISE 2005, over
half the exhibitors had re-booked for the
next event. With the majority opting for
larger booths, ISE 2006 already exceeds
the total stand area of this edition and is on
course to increase by at least 50% next
year. The third edition of ISE is set to take
place in Brussels, providing a central
European location at the heart of the EU
community.
Brussels has been chosen because of its
accessibility with good road, air and highspeed rail connections with other major
European cities, including London, Paris
and major German cities. ISE 2006 will be
held at the Brussels Expo, 1st - 3rd
February 2006. The show will occupy
Halls 5 and 6, accommodating the

anticipated rate of growth in both numbers
of exhibitors and attendees alike.
Cl.: What is the background
philosophy of the ICIA?

and

R.L.: The International Communications
Industries Association® (ICIA®), founded
in 1939 as the National Audio Visual
Educational Dealers Association, is the
premier international trade association for
the
professional
audiovisual
communications industry. ICIA’s origin was
in the visual education movement in the
1930’s where educators looked to add
visual elements to a print-dominated
school curriculum. Edison’s moving
pictures and Kodak’s photography had
much to add to the education of the day. In
Cleveland, Ohio a group of educators and
companies organized a trade show and
conference, a forerunner of InfoComm, to
meet the needs of these visual educators
and new customers. Today, the ICIA serves
its worldwide membership and the AV
communications industry as the preeminent
provider
of
education,
exhibitions, and information services to
enhance their ability to conduct business
successfully, profitably and competently.
ICIA’s membership is made up of over
3,000 companies and individuals located
in 56 countries, representing tens of
thousands of AV communications
professionals. ICIA presents value to its
members as an industry-wide noncompetitive entity.

Cl.: What, more precisely can people see
in the display and projection fields?
R.L.: There are digital cinema projectors,
flat panel displays, front and rear
projection screens, LCD, plasma, LED,
OLED, DLP, HDTV, High-Resolution,
videowalls, video cubes, touch screens,
and smart boards, just to name a few…
Cl.: The ICIA has launched into the
promotion of market research. What’s that
about?

www.cleverdis.com
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R.L.: We have formed Market Intelligence
Partnerships over the past year with eight
leading market analyst firms — CriticalEYE
/ Infoscape, DisplaySearch, IDC, Insight
Media,
InterConnection
Consulting
Group, iSuppli/Stanford Resources, SCRI
and TFCinfo. Market reports describing the
AV industry from these partner firms are
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NEW IN 2005
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> NEW PROJECTOR CATEGORIES
– LAUNCHED IN 2005

Just when we thought we had enough
different projector categories to remember,
two new categories were launched earlier
this year at the CES show in Las Vegas.
Texas Instruments, manufacturers of the
DLP™ chip (at the heart of many a modern
projector) announced two entirely new
categories of DLP™ projectors: INSTANT
THEATER and POCKET PROJECTORS.

enable a whole new category of portable

Instant Theater projection products from
HP, Optoma and Cinego combine DLP
projection, DVD player, and sound system
in one single unit; and new Pocket
Projectors from Mitsubishi and InFocus will
allow on-the-fly projection from gaming
applications, cell phones and other mobile
devices, all from a micro projector that fits
into the palm of your hand.

for true consumer convenience and
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movies, digital camera pictures and games
from almost anywhere. With dimensions of
just 121mmX47mmX97mm and weighing
only 400g, the Mitsubishi Pocket Projector
can easily fit into your pocket. It also
features instant on-and-off, and quick play
flexibility.
HP, Optoma, and Radio Shack Cinego are
introducing Instant Theater DLP-based
projection products that offer consumers
the entire home theater experience with
just one product purchase. Avoiding the
confusion of hooking up components,

© Photo: Cleverdis

The DLP Pocket Projector – the first of
which will be released by Mitsubishi this
summer, offers a never before seen micro
form factor utilizing an LED light source to

projection, allowing on-the-fly fun viewing

Instant Theater products give consumers
DLP projection, DVD player, and sound
system in one compact, affordable unit.
www.cleverdis.com

SMARTEVENT

INTERVIEW
Bettina
SPEGELE

BETTINA SPEGELE
Bettina Spegele obtained a Bi-national diploma in European Business Studies
from Fachhochschule Landshut and APU Cambridge. After completing
internships in the US and France she held the position of Assistant for
Internal Communication for an international Internet provider.
From 2003 she has been working at Cleverdis, first as a Consultant and
Country Manager and then as Manager for Strategic Partnerships in Europe.

MANAGER FOR
STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS
EUROPE & EVENTS
COORDINATOR
Cleverdis
513 Route de la Seds
13127 Vitrolles France
+33 4 42 77 46 00
bettina.spegele@cleverdis.com
www.cleverdis.com
www.smartevent.com

Cleverdis: Can you explain how you have
organised Cleverdis’ presence at Cebit
2005?
Bettina Spegele: We have conceived a
unique hub for buyers in the Display Hall
(21). The booth covers approximately
180m2 floor space, in which we are
making available a communication platform for vendors, channel and buyers – a
unique tool for the Digital profession.
Buyers are divided into groups according to
their respective vertical markets, meeting
face to face with major vendors and solution providers, who address all the current
issues at hand.

The first SmartEvent seminar has been launched at CeBIT 2005 (10th – 16th
March 2005). The event is a unique meeting place and discussion forum for
the major actors of the Digital industry and Key Account corporate buyers.
In a nutshell, SmartEvent is a convention designed to facilitate the flow of
relevant information to these buyers, offering them first-hand market
information and direct purchase consultation.

their questions through dialogue with solutions providers and vendors (sponsors).
Cl.: What is the real value of this operation
for the participants?
B.S.: The concept of SmartEvent is a logical consequence of the worldwide trend of
conventions towards highly qualified participants with concrete projects and targeted
content including exhaustive dialogue possibilities. The Event thus provides the
buyers with concentrated information on:

• products and their applications in the
context of each vertical market
• market state and future development
• evolution of technologies and prices
(ASP: Average Selling Price on 3 years)
• methodologies of calculating Return on
Investment (ROI) and Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO)
Real value-added will come from the professionalism and competencies of the participants and their ability to give answers to
all kinds of customer issues. The buyers
who will arrive with lots of questions, will
go home with the corresponding answers.

Cl.: Can you present the programme in
detail?

www.cleverdis.com
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B.S.: Each day will be dedicated to the
purchase requirements of just one of these
industry sectors: Hotels / Congress Centres,
Digital Signage (Airports / Public Transport
/ PoS), Universities and Education, HDTV
and Digital TV (Consumer market), HDTV
(Commercial sector), Trading rooms,
Hospitals and Healthcare.
The morning of each day starts with a plenary assembly addressing the specific purchasing issues of each industry sector. After
lunch, the participants take part in a workshop to directly work on their individual
purchasing issues and to obtain answers to
Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006 I 21

In this chapter, we bring together the top analysts in the field today to give their outlook for the
industry. When planning major AV integration projects or monitor rollouts it’s essential to know
what direction the industry is taking over the year, or years to come. What technologies are
emerging? What price can you expect to pay? Will prices continue to decline? If so, by how
much? Which companies are better suited to talk to in my field? Which geographical areas are
they strong in? All these kinds of questions can strongly influence the outcome of a project.
We’re proud to have the participation in this chapter of leading research organisations such as
DisplaySearch, Meko, DTC, Interconnection, IDC and Cap Ventures / Infotrends. The
information you’ll find here is just the tip of the iceberg of what these companies are able to
provide if you are looking to plan major projects based on analytical data. This being the case,
do not hesitate to call them on our behalf for customised research projects.

CHAPTER 2
C LEVERDIS
M ARKET WATCH

New Digital Solutions in the
Corporate World
Japanese Flat Screen Industry
Consolidates
The World Display Market
The European Display Market
- Meko
Plasma & Flat Panels - DTC
The European Projection and
Flat Panel Markets
The Digital Camera Market

www.cleverdis.com
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NEW DIGITAL SOLUTIONS IN THE CORPORATE WORLD
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> THE WORLD
DISPLAY MARKET
MICRODISPLAYS –
MAXI EVOLUTION

Over the past year, the display market has
continued to go through turbulent times,
and the consolidations and buy-outs
predicted last year have come to pass.
Wagers by manufacturers of TFT LCD
panels over the past few years on the fact
that the LCD TV market would power onto
the scene like a knight on shining armour
had a number of effects: massive overproduction of LCD panels, backlogs of old
panels in stock – still being put onto the
market at the moment, and a price war that
did none of the manufacturers any good.

TECHNOLOGY AND REALITY
The truth came out sorely when, at a recent
industry event organised by DisplaySearch,
one of the analysts addressing the forum
asked how many people in the room
actually had an LCD TV at home. A few
hands gingerly rose. Then when the same
person asked how many people had
BOUGHT an LCD TV, no hands were to be
seen. At an industry event, bringing
together the cream of the crop, not one
person had put their money where their
mouth was. The truth of the matter is that
24 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006

until recently, LCD TVs displayed in large
shopping chains have set themselves apart
by the singularly “crappy” image they
carried on their screens. This stemmed from
various reasons – old tech panels,
insufficient processing electronics (made
by companies not used to dealing with TV
signals), poor scaling and so-on. I certainly
wouldn’t have bought one. But at that time
the whole industry was hedging on the fact
that everyone would go racing out to buy…
The timing was wrong. Now, as “newer
tech” panels with better response times and
viewing angles, along with improved
electronics are starting to hit the shops,
people ARE starting to buy LCD TVs and
there are now some great looking units in
the shops. Price reductions are helping
clear backlogs, however with many large
TFT LCD panel factories still opening (they
had been planned years ago) in Korea,
China and Japan, price reductions will
continue and the market will continue to
be volatile. The same can be said for
Plasma, with prices going to the floor,
consolidations and cut-throat competition.

Microdisplays are what is at the heart of all
modern projection devices – both front and
rear projection – and this sector has
continued to evolve at an ever increasing
pace. Texas Instruments, makers of the DLP
(digital light processing) units at the heart of
many a projector and rear projector , have
been working on improved efficiency and
resolution and DLP is really coming into
the mainstream, looking like dominating
the European market as we head through
2005. By the same token, LCD microdisplay manufacturers, headed by Epson,
have formed a marketing consortium
promoting 3LCD as a brand to face up to
the rearing DLP monster. Then just to make
matters interesting, what some might see as
a newcomer, but in fact a technology that
has been around for a while – LCoS (Liquid
Crystal on Silicon) is also starting to head
more into the mainstream with new
projectors by Canon and Sony using this
technology to create ultra-high definition
images with no “screen door” effect…
Other manufacturers are starting to use
LCoS in rear projection with great results
and we’re sure this sector will begin to
make itself felt.
Conclusion – Another rough ride for the
manufacturers, cheaper prices across the
board, and technology improving at the
speed of light… great for the buyers…
difficult as always for the manufacturers
and vendors!
www.cleverdis.com

MARKET WATCH

> JAPANESE FLAT SCREEN
INDUSTRY CONSOLIDATES
It was the only way to go… too much
competition both internally and from the
emerging
Korean
and
Chinese
manufacturing giants has forced the big
names of the business in Japan to buckle
under and consolidate.

Hitachi and Matsushita will also consider
standardising some components and
manufacturing processes to lower costs.
Manufacturers are scrambling to boost
efficiency with the price of panels falling
20 to 30 per cent each year.

manufacturers.

After merging, then handing over its plasma
production activity to Hitachi, Fujitsu
decided early this year to sell its LCD TFT
division to Sharp. At the same time, Hitachi
and Matsushita are creating a new alliance
for the sale of plasma displays.

At the same time, Fujitsu made the decision
to sell its TFT production facility, Fujitsu
Display
Technologies
Corporation,
specialised in the production of PC
monitors, to Sharp. The latter plans to turn
the plant into a production facility for
screens of small to medium size. The
agreement is also reported to include the
transfer of Fujitsu’s LCD R&D department,
as well as all of its licences.

products.

The deals are the latest in a series of
realignments among Japanese flat panel

Electronics and Information Technology

Fujitsu first officially announced its partial
disengagement from the production side of
plasma panels, leaving Hitachi the majority
of its shares in the Fujitsu-Hitachi Plasma
Display enterprise, which now becomes a
subsidiary of Hitachi to the tune of more
than 80%, with Fujitsu only retaining a
little under 20% of the company. Hitachi
has been quick to announce, following this
move, that it has formed an alliance with
Matsushita. What are now the two biggest
Japanese manufacturers of plasma panels
plan to cooperate at all stages of the
production chain in order to improve
performance and reduce production costs.
The goal is of course to be better armed for
the ongoing battle with the Koreans – LG
and Samsung.

Sony

Corp.

said

in

December it would buy the Japanese LCD
operations

of

Taiwan's

Chi

Mei

Optoelectronics Corp. to boost its ability to
make parts needed for high-end digital
In

August

2004,

Hitachi,

Matsushita and Toshiba Corp. said they
would spend a combined 110 billion yen
($A1.37 billion) to jointly produce large
LCD panels for flat-screen TVs. Annual
demand for LCD TVs is expected to reach
59 million units in 2009, up from 7.98
million in 2004, according to the Japan
Industries Association (JEITA).

Matsushita is the world's third-largest
plasma panel maker after Samsung SDI Co.
Ltd. and LG Electronics, according to
research firm DisplaySearch.
The alliance will give Matsushita, who are
investing heavily in plasma production,
cheap and easy access to Fujitsu's patents,
while offering Hitachi access to
Matsushita's proprietary technology for
creating high-resolution TV pictures.
www.cleverdis.com
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THE WORLD DISPLAY MARKET
www.displaysearch.com

> 2004 LCD MONITOR
MARKET YEAR IN REVIEW
© Photo: Cleverdis

THE LCD MONITOR MARKET IN 2004
WAS A CRAZY ONE TO SAY THE LEAST.
WITH 2004 AGAIN SEEING THE
REVENUES FROM THE SALE OF
DESKTOP COMPUTER MONITORS
(BOTH CRTS AND LCDS) AS HAVING
THE MOST OVERALL IMPACT IN THE
TOTAL
WW
DISPLAY
MARKET,
ACCOUNTING FOR 31% OF THE
$78BILLION REVENUES SEEN IN THE
SALE
OF
DESKTOP
DISPLAY
COMPONENTS (FIGURE 1.0), SUCH
VOLATILITY IN THE MARKET MADE FOR
AN INTERESTING YEAR.
THE YEAR BEGAN WITH CONTINUED
INCREASING DEMAND FOR LCD
MONITORS ALONG WITH INDUSTRYWIDE SHORTAGES. THIS INCREASED
DEMAND AND NET LOWER PRICE
POINTS IN 2003 HELPED TO CATAPULT
LCD MONITORS TO BECOME THE
DOMINANT DESKTOP DISPLAY BY
Q1’04, AN HONOR SHORT LIVED,
HOWEVER (FIGURE 1.1).

Figure 1.0
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2004 Display Revenues by Application
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Figure 1.1

2004 Q/Q WW Desktop Monitor Demand

The increased demand and short supplies allowed the price LCD panel manufacturers to recoup their lost profits by increasing the cost of the core
components to the major brands, which eventually lead to overall Street Level price increases at almost all of the major sizes in the 1st half of 2004
(Figure 1.2). These increases in the price to customers (both B2B and B2C alike) did not come without consequence, however, in that by Q2, CRT
monitors once again reined supreme, accounting for almost 52% of all desktop monitors sold WW that quarter. With new LCD production coming on
rapidly and demand shifting back to CRTs, LCD panel manufacturers had to react quickly and did by significantly lowering their component costs again
mid-year. Due to the channel inventories which had built up as a result of the increased supply, the benefits of the pricing actions by the panel suppliers
was not felt on a sales basis until the end of Q3 and most of all in Q4, when sales of LCD monitors again accelerated, pushing aside CRTs seemingly for
good.

Figure 1.2
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2004 Q/Q LCD Monitor ASP Price Change
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The supply and demand dynamics of the LCD desktop monitor market can easily be seen when comparing pricing from 2003 to 2004 on a quarterly
basis as shown in figure 1.3. As indicated while 15” LCD monitor Street Pricing was lower in Q1’04 than it was in Q1’03, 15” pricing was actually
HIGHER on a Y/Y basis in Q2 and Q3 of 2004 when compared to 2003. Customers, especially B2B customers, who had been evaluating changing
standards from CRTs to LCDs found that they were being asked to pay MORE in 2004 for the same product than they did in 2003, a concept not very
well expected in the IT industry where Y/Y price reductions are expected. While this type of supply and demand pricing had been seen before and is
actually commonplace in the Crystal Cycle of LCD pricing, the fact that LCD monitors had become the de facto standard made this concept more difficult
for consumers and companies alike to swallow and thus the shift back to CRT demand occurred in Q2’04 and again to a lesser degree in Q3’04. By
Q4’04, however, pricing in all major sizes had dropped significantly (Figure 1.2) and the industry dynamics were completely changed. As Q4’04 saw
more aggressive Street Level pricing and with the traditional seasonal increases that usually accompany Q4’04 sales, it can clearly be seen in Figure 1.4
that as LCD monitor prices decreased again, volumes began to return. As the market looks to 2005, and LCD panel vendors are still seemingly aggressive
in their wantonness to expand production, many questions still remain in regards to whether or not the emerging LCD TV marketplace will be able to
consume all the planned production, or if price points will still remain out-of-reach for most consumers, thus pushing causing panel manufacturers to
allocate their line space towards the production of LCD desktop monitors and thus causing pricing in this market to erode even more in 2005.

Table 1.1

2004 Top 15 LCD WW LCD Monitor Brands (% Basis Units)

Rank

Brand

Share

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

DELL
SAMSUNG
HP
LGE
ACER
NEC-MITSUBISHI
BENQ
SONY
PHILIPS
FUJITSU
VIEWSONIC
IBM
PROVIEW
LENOVO
AOC
OTHERS

16.7%
10.3%
9.9%
5.4%
4.5%
4.1%
3.8%
3.6%
3.4%
3.1%
3.0%
2.4%
1.7%
1.6%
1.4%
12.2%

Figure 1.3
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As for the winners and losers in the up and down market of 2004, the WW winner
seemed to favor the PC companies, the vertically integrated manufacturers and the
companies with the strongest brands. As for the PC companies, they gained the
most by the lower pricing in 2003 and again gained in the 2nd half of 2004 as
LCD monitor pricing lowered once again, reaching all time lows, in fact. In a year
where the market saw the 17” display begin to out-ship the 15” LCD monitor, Dell
and HP, the two largest producers of Desktop PCs WW faired well, taking the #1
and #3 marketshare positions respectively (Table 1.1). Dell’s share was quite
dominant at 16.7% for 2004, with HP coming in at just under 10% for the year
due especially to their growth in Europe in 2004. Samsung continued with its
brand building efforts and even bettered HP for the year with a WW marketshare
of 10.3%. Others in the top ten were mostly stand-alone monitor manufacturers
including LGE, Acer, NEC-Mitsubishi and BenQ with vendors such as LGE and
Acer also growing as a result of their sales into Europe but not as successful when
trying to continue to crack into the North American Market.

2004 Q/Q LCD Monitor ASP Price Change
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OUTLOOK TO 2005 AND BEYOND
As the market enters with increased production in LCD panels still on the rise and the hope that the LCD TV market will emerge beyond its current niche
status, was is clear is that the increase in production and the fact that LCD monitors have now reached a price point so that regardless of their pricing
delta vs. CRTs, they are the new desktop monitor standard. As shown in Figure 2.1, the outlook for the LCD monitor marketplace is that by 2008, 81%
of the desktop monitors sold WW will in fact be an LCD monitor, with CRTs now becoming either vertical market products or products relegated to
emerging markets.

Figure 2.1

2001 – 2008 WW Desktop Monitor Unit Share By Typ

With 17” pricing in Q4’04 being almost equivalent to that of the price of a 15” LCD monitor less than 8 quarters prior, the continued shift to larger sizes
is evident. Indeed a similar pattern is being witnessed at the beginning of 2005 when 19” volumes are increasing as its price point is now reaching levels
previously only seen for 17” desktop monitors. In fact, the outlook is that 19” displays will out-ship 15” LCD displays by the end of 2005. Pricing is
expected to continue to fall in all major LCD monitor categories through 2008 as seen in Figure 2.1 with the $20+ category having the biggest net drops
over the period. Since this category includes the now well established 20” UXGA product as well as the emerging wide desktop monitor sizes such as
20” WSXGA+, 23” WSXGA and 23”/24” WUXGA the continued convergence of CE and IT displays may cause this category to drop in price even more
quickly, however with such price points at $599 for a 20” UXGA already being achieved by the end of 2004.

Figure 2.1

Stand-Alone LCD Monitor Price Forecast

15 inch
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By size:
17” LCD monitors, which have become mainstream, will continue to be the single largest segment until the end of 2007 when 19” will emerge as the
dominant size. With larger fad lines geared more towards TV size panels, these lines are also more optimized for larger size desktop monitor panels as
well which will help to bring down costs. Additionally, as Chinese players such as SVA-NEC and BOE-Hydis, enter the market for LCD production, they
are poised to enter first at the “smaller” sizes as they look to improve their manufacturing efficiencies.
19” LCD monitors are still expected to enjoy the fastest growth, outselling 15” displays in 2006. The potential for 19” Wide displays is still being
examined on the desktop and this size may be more geared towards TV products or convergence products much in the same way that 17” Wide displays
are currently being used (there are only rare cases of 17” Wide desktop monitors which do not include any type of TV functionality).

Figure 1.8 2002 – 2008 LCD Monitor Shipments by Size (% Basis)

By region, North America and the newly defined EMEA region will show almost equal shares of tme market from 2006 through 2008. With the regions
formally classified as simply ROW (Rest of World) as playing a larger role in the sales of Desktop LCD monitors, these regions have now been broken
down into Latin America, Greater China and Asia Pacific with China and AP forecasted to collectively account for 28% of the WW market for LCD
monitors by the end of 2008.

Figure 1.10

2002 – 2008 LCD Monitor Unit Market Share by Region
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THE WORLD DISPLAY MARKET
www.displaysearch.com

INTERVIEW
Ross YOUNG
PRESIDENT &
CEO

DisplaySearch
United States Headquarters
1301 S. Capital of Texas Highway Ste. B125
Austin, Texas 78746
Main Phone: 512-459-3126
Fax: 512-459-3127
info@displaysearch.com

Cleverdis: Why should industry professions
use market research?
Ross Young: Market research can provide
their organization with a thorough
understanding of its market, customers and
competitors, and can help their company
establish a dominant position in its industry.
It can increase their market share, boosting
revenues by millions and market valuations
by billions. It can also reduce their costs and
time to market. In the flat panel display
(FPD) industry, it is particularly critical due
to the rapidly increasing number of markets
adopting FPDs and the continued
emergence of new display technologies. As
a result, market intelligence and technical
assessment are critical in order to validate,
quantify and assess the opportunity of new
markets and benefits of new technologies.
However, many companies limit market
research expenditures despite the fact that its
insight can quickly help you gain a
competitive advantage.

Ross Young is the founder and President and CEO of DisplaySearch. Prior to
founding DisplaySearch, he served in senior marketing positions at OWL
Displays, Brooks Automation, Fusion Semiconductor and GCA in the driver
IC, flat panel automation, etch and strip and lithography markets
respectively. He also consulted to SEMATECH and numerous semiconductor
and flat panel-related manufacturers prior to founding DisplaySearch. He
authored a book on U.S.-Japan high tech competition entitled Silicon Sumo:
U.S.-Japan Competition and Industrial Policy in the Semiconductor
Equipment Industry, published by the University of Texas, which offered a
unique perspective on U.S.-Japan competition. Ross has been an invited
speaker at over 20 conferences including a keynote speaker at conferences
worldwide. He has been quoted in numerous national publications
including Business Week, Forbes, Fortune, New York Times, USA Today, and
Wall Street Journal. He attended the University of California at San Diego
(UCSD), Australia's University of New South Wales, UCSD's Graduate
School of International Relations and Pacific Studies, and Japan's Tohoku
University. He was recently named to the Board of Westar Display
Technologies.
Ross Young can be reached at ross@displaysearch.com.

food chain approach. I therefore put
together an elite team of analysts with
extensive industry and market research
experience, providing extensive contacts
and
innovative
methodologies.
DisplaySearch's analysts have held key
display-related positions at Apple Computer,
Brooks Automation, Casio, Chi Mei
Optoelectronics, Circuit City, Compaq
Computer, Ericsson, HannStar Display,
Hitachi, IDC, InQuest, In-Stat, LSI Logic,
Mosel Vitelic, Motorola, NEC Technologies,
Nikkei Market Access, OWL Displays,
Panasonic, Photon Dynamics, SAMCO
International, Techno Systems Research,
Tokyo Electron, USDC, VLSI Technology,
and others. All of DisplaySearch's analysts
have at least five years of display industry
experience.
They have strong language skills that allow
them to survey and meet with manufacturers
in their native language and generate more
useful information. DisplaySearch analysts
speak Japanese, Korean, Mandarin and
Taiwanese.

Cl.: Why DisplaySearch?
Cl.: How do they obtain their data?
R.Y.: I started DisplaySearch because the
only available reports lacked sufficient depth
and analysis due to the analysts' lack of
industry experience, global perspective and
www.cleverdis.com

R.Y.: We have contacts at all layers of the
FPD food chain, including component
manufacturers, equipment suppliers, FPD

manufacturers, OEMs, brands, distributors
and retailers. Because DisplaySearch
employees come from all layers of the FPD
food chain, the company is better positioned
to contact all layers of that chain, due to
years of experience and contacts. As a result,
DisplaySearch is able to verify survey results,
ensuring more reliable and accurate data
and analysis. DisplaySearch produces
reports that cover all layers of the display
food
chain,
including
equipment/component shipments to panel
shipments to OEM shipments to brand
shipments to sell-through.
Cl.: What fields do you cover?
R.Y.: DisplaySearch's first products were
related to capturing LCD supply. Our
product offering has expanded to include
capturing shipments of displays, display
applications,
display
manufacturing
equipment, display materials, related
integrated circuits, technology assessment,
display and system pricing, display and
component supply/demand, cost models
and retail channel reports. DisplaySearch
will continue to expand its product
coverage, following flat panels and related
products into new applications.
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MARKET ANALYSIS

> THE EUROPEAN
DISPLAY MARKET –
MEKO
BY PETE GAMBY

For the desktop display market in 2004 it
was very much a case of "Oh no, not
again!" as LCD pricing experienced the
usual roller coaster ride of ups and
dramatic downs and the poor monitor
suppliers suffered (again) at the hands of
the panel makers. Greed is an emotive term
but it seems appropriate to describe the
motivation behind the price movements of
the early part of last year.
At the start of the year we said that the
latest forecasts from our DisplayCast
market research service on the CRT and
LCD desktop monitor markets in Europe
called for continued year on year growth in
the LCD sector. We anticipated 3.1%
growth in volume in 2004 compared to
2003 and this is about where we expect
things to be when we finish collecting the
Q4 data at the end of the month. The major
regions in the west of Europe were not
expected to drive this growth as demand
for notebook PCs reduced demand for
desktop PCs and thus for monitors. Central
and eastern Europe are expected to grow
strongly though with demand for LCD
monitors rising quickly.
However, as the market for flat panel
desktop displays has begun to mature,
there is no longer a consistent quarter on
quarter growth in the LCD monitor market.
Instead, predictable seasonal trends are
beginning to show in many of the countries
in Europe. For example, some of the Nordic
countries are showing a downturn in LCD
shipments in the third quarter each year.
The 18" LCD monitor segment fell away
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very quickly as 19" became the accepted
larger format.
Perhaps the most significant change in our
latest forecast is in the larger LCD screen
sizes of 20" and above. We expected sales
to double from 2003 to 2004 and this was
a conservative estimate as it turns out.
We've raised our expectations for 2005
and beyond as the larger LCD monitor
sizes continue to gain traction.
As the year continued, we had to say "We
hate to say we told you so. But we did". The
ongoing upward price pressure from LCD
panel makers finally became too much for
the market and aggressive price cuts were
implemented by monitor makers in an
effort to rebuild sales in some markets. The
result was a significant slow-down in the
increase in penetration of LCD monitors in
Q3.
The panel suppliers seemed to determined
to kill the market again in order to prop up
margins. Having bet heavily on a massive
surge in demand in the LCD TV market
which didn't happen, they turned to the
monitor makers for volume but would not
keep pricing down.
As seasonal demand slowed in Q2 and
panel prices continued to rise, there were
reports of inventory build up. For example,
Benq was said to have as many as 200,000
monitors in stock in Taiwan. Panel price
cuts then hit hard in August and street
prices for monitors begun to move down
shortly afterward. Many vendors reported
that it was too late to save Q4 shipments
though.
www.cleverdis.com
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In 2004 large-format flat screen TV became
more accessible to the masses due to price
drops (becoming more and more severe
towards the end of the year), increased
competition in the PDP market as well as
the threat from LCD and RPTV and a
greater awareness of the technology from
consumers. It wasn't just the consumer
market either. Public display applications
became more varied and were installed in
greater volume, with Euro 2004 and the
Athens Olympics driving sales in both the
leisure and broadcasting industries.

new line is touted to have a monthly
capacity of 120,000 units. This will give LG
enough capacity for the big push to the top,
with an overall monthly capacity of around
285,000, hopefully securing the company's
dream of a 30% market share by 2005.
However, the Japanese old guard was not
quite willing to hand the market on a plate
to the Koreans. Matsushita Electric
Industrial upped the ante with an
investment of $833m in its PDP business.
The company plans to build the world's
largest plasma display panel processing
plant with the money, a plant which is due
be completed around the same time as
LGE's new A3 line.
Samsung had come out as the victor in a
PDP size war with its nearest rival, LG.
Throughout 2003 the pair had been trying
to out-do each other since sizes hit a 60"
diagonal. Samsung unveiled a 70" display,
LG countered with a 71" unit. In early
2004, LG had achieved the upper hand
with a 76" model, but Samsung hit back the
world's first single panel 80" plasma
display at CES in January. However,
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PLASMA

There was consolidation too. The year was
little more than a month old when NEC
announced that it was selling out to
Pioneer. Kesanobu Yamagishi, a spokesman
for Pioneer in Japan, told Display Monitor
at the time that Pioneer would acquire
NEC's entire plasma business. By October,
the deal was signed, sealed and delivered.
The main focus for most of the major
players over the last twelve months has
been
expansion.
Despite
analyst
predictions that plasma would be a dead
technology in the short term (and there
have been a few in the last year), many
makers seemed willing to commit to the
technology with large cash investments.
Large format LCD makers may think that
the future is sewn up but, in the short term
at least, they are going to have a fight on
their hands.
Among the big spenders was LG
Electronics. The company announced a
$568m investment in a new plasma display
production line, due to begin operation in
Q2 this year, in a bid to secure the title of
"World's Largest PDP Manufacturer". The
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In Europe in 2003, currency changes meant
that higher dollar prices for panels
translated into static or declining prices in
euros but the same was not true for the
majority of 2004. Rising panel prices
translated into rising monitor prices, which
in turn have met with buyer resistance. In
Q3, the average selling price for all
monitors dropped to $393 having reached
a peak in early 2004.
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Samsung was yet to enjoy its second, and
possibly most important world first. In late
December, the company unveiled its 102",
single panel PDP module. The display has a
resolution of 2.1 megapixels (1920 x
1080), brightness of 1,000cd/m_ and a
contrast ratio of 2000:1, and mass
production will begin this year at
Samsung's PDP plant in Chonan.

PROJECTION
Perhaps the biggest news of 2004 was
Intel's planned entry into the LCoS rear
projection TV market. With the
chipmaker's
deep
pockets
and
considerable manufacturing capability,
many believed that the resulting economy
of scale would help lower yield rates and
kick start the expensive reflective
technology along the road to cost effective
mass production. The announcement was
made at CES in January 2004, with the
company claiming that its all-digital design
would provide a superior image
performance than competing LCoS
solutions. However, within ten months, the
wheels had fallen off Intel's LCoS
bandwagon, leaving the semiconductor
supremo millions of dollars out of pocket
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(some sources at the time suggested figures
upwards of $50m) and out of the LCoS
business.
Intel was not the only one. Philips'
departure from the LCoS segment was just
one aspect of its business that fell away as
the company continued its drive towards a
more marketing focused business structure.
The company's first bombshell of 2004
(others would follow, including the
aforementioned LCoS departure and the
sale of its low end monitor business) was its
withdrawal from the front projection
market altogether. The cessation of worldwide projector manufacturing in April
followed a week of speculation after
Philips suspended its North American
projector operations.
As Rear Projection technology developed,
2004 saw product depth become an
increasingly important weapon in the
technology's arsenal as the battle for
market share with flat screen technologies
raged. With more advanced DLP optics
available, manufacturers were able to
substantially reduce the footprint of RPTVs
even further. The InFocus ScreenPlay
md10-series displays made their debut at
CES 2004 using the Mustang HD2 DLP

chipset which enabled not only native HD
resolution (1280 x 720), but also a 7"
footprint.
The InFocus RPTV was one highlight in
what was already turning into a good year
for Texas Instruments' DLP technology.
2004 saw the company break the 3m, 4m
and finally the 5m unit shipment barrier,
showing an exponential rise in the number
of DLP-enabled units on the market. It took
TI five years, from 1996 to 2001, to ship the
first million DLP units and just under two
years to ship the second million. The last
two million units were shipped within eight
months.
In early 2004, the industry was beginning
to suffer from a dearth of projector lamps, a
situation that could have serious
repercussions for all segments of the
projection market. Many of the major
vendors we met at CeBIT played down the
under-supply problems, with one company
even offering free bulbs with consumer
projector purchases. However, these were
the companies with the big spending
power and priority supply - the little guys
were not so bullish. The summer's
Projection Summit 2004 at InfoComm in
Atlanta put the lamp supply issue at the top
of its agenda.
www.cleverdis.com

It was not all doom and gloom, however.
Pixelworks CEO Allen Alley's presentation
at the Projection Summit was an
entertaining look into the future of
projection in terms of performance and
design. Entitled "Projectors 2014: A Look
Back", Alley set out his vision for the future,
including LED light sources and pocket
sized, butane powered projectors!
Fast forward six months to CES 2005 and
both Mitsubishi and InFocus have already
made a start on Alley's vision, unveiling
prototype pocket projectors, with InFocus
promoting its model as a "mobile monitor"
and Mitsubishi predicting a product launch
later this year.
The latest set of data from Meko's
DisplayCast market research service shows
that the European desktop monitor market
showed very solid growth in Q4 2004 and
that the penetration of LCD monitors in the
market increased again. This is good news
for the LCD makers following the
slowdown in market penetration in Q3
2004. LCD panel price cuts implemented
in late summer were in time for end user
prices to fall sufficiently to boost demand
and the relatively lower sales in Q3 were
made up for by the growth in Q4. This
suggests that the channel and end users are
well aware of the trends in panel pricing
and, if necessary, are prepared to delay
purchases until the "price is right".
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The total number of units shipped was just
under 13.3m units. The street price value of
the market was more than $5.1 billion with
the LCD monitor sector accounting for
nearly $4.5 billion of that total. For the
year, this meant that the desktop monitor
market in Europe was worth $16.1 billion
with more than 40m monitors sold.
With panel prices and consequently
monitor prices falling, LCD monitors rose
from 59% of the market in Q1 2004 to
70% of units sold in Q4. There were more
than 26m LCD monitors sold in Europe in
2004 - nearly 3,000 every hour or nearly
50 a minute!
Unit growth for LCD monitors was 58%
compared to Q3 2004 and nearly 50%
compared to the same period a year ago.
For the CRT monitor, the decline continued
with year on year shipments down by
around 20%. However, some of the
markets in the east and centre of Europe are
still buying CRT monitors and the data
shows quarter on quarter growth of 20%.
The fastest growing sectors of the LCD
market are for the larger screen sizes and
the most significant increase came in the
22" and larger category. Here sales more
than doubled from Q3 to Q4 as prices
plunged and more vendors entered the
segment. Samsung in particular has been
driving down the price of its 24" models to
meet the aggressive prices set by suppliers
of 23" models such as Philips and HP. With

Dell joining this sector in Q1, the market
can only continue to expand.
"We're pleased to see the larger LCDs
becoming more affordable", commented
Pete Gamby, research director at Meko.
"With the choice of large size CRTs
becoming ever smaller, users that need
large, high resolution displays have been
reluctant to switch whilst prices remained
very high. Now that there is some good
competition in this sector, we expect to see
users begin to more readily replace 21" and
22" CRT monitors". However, Meko does
expect most of the market for these larger
sizes of display to switch to 20" or even 21"
LCD in the short term.
The overall market leader was Samsung
with shipments in excess of 2m units. This
is the first time any single supplier has
shipped more than 2m units in a quarter.
For the year, the company sold more than
6.5m monitors with the majority of these
being CRT. It was not until the final quarter
of the year that the Korean giant sold more
LCDs than CRTs.
In Q4 2004, LG moved up into second
place in the European market and shipped
nearly 1.5m units. The company also had a
heavy reliance on CRT monitors to
maintain its high market position but it too
is switching the majority of its customers to
LCD.
In third place in Q4 was HP which also
managed to reach a significant milestone
with shipments of more than 1m LCD
monitors in the quarter. The PC maker was
ahead of arch rival Dell in Q4 but still some
way behind the Korean makers at the top of
the table.
Europe-based Philips had a great Q4 and
moved up into fourth in the rankings. The
company edged ahead of Dell and was the
best placed "monitor specialist" for the
period (although the company has begun
selling PCs again in some countries).
The best performing LCD-only monitor
supplier was Benq. The company ranked
eighth in Q4 and was tenth overall for the
year. This is a staggering achievement for a
company that was not even in the market
in 2001!
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DTC

> THE FLAT PANEL MARKET –
25” AND ABOVE
DTC OFFERS A COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE OF RESEARCH AND CONSULTING SERVICES
FOCUSED ON EMERGING TECHNOLOGY MARKETS WORLDWIDE. THE FOUNDATION OF
THEIR REPORTS IS RESEARCH-BASED CONSULTING WITH BOTH AD-HOC AND
CONTINUOUS COLLECTION OF INFORMATION FROM MANUFACTURERS, RESELLERS AND
END-USERS. DTC REGULARLY OPERATES RESEARCH PROGRAMS COVERING ALL TYPES OF
METHODOLOGY FROM TELEPHONE AND WEB-BASED INTERVIEWING TO FACE-TO-FACE
INTERVIEWS AND FOCUS GROUPS.
BACKGROUND:
The 25 inch and above Flat Panel market in
2004 was 2,017,885 - almost 4 times larger
than 2003. It came in 13% above DTC’s
forecast made in 2003 Q4, and much of
this increase came in Qtr 4 where the retail
volumes were higher than expected, the
Qtr 4 market ending up higher than
forecast

at

1,016,287

units.

Tiny

Computers and Medion performed well in
Q4, most other brands grew in line with the
market doubling or trebling their Qtr 3
volumes. The Qtr 4 Growth came from
strong sales in the LCD 25” to 29” category.

MID-LONG TERM FORECASTS
DTC long term forecasts for 2008 show that
market volume growth is expected to
continue with the market reaching 15
million units. However, market value is
expected to slow down from 2006 to 2008
due to rapid price erosion in competition
from Microdisplays and new low end
competitors, specifically on 42” HD and
50” plasma models, affecting the market
heavily.
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COUNTRY FORECASTS
The UK market retained its dominating
position as 2004 #1 European market with
development in both the business and
consumer markets, but its share of the
European market is falling each quarter.
The German market continues to perform
well below the expected level relative to
the size of the economy in both
commercial and consumer markets
The French market had a poor performance
in the Commercial markets but had a
strong Qtr 4 in the consumer market as
retailers supported the product
The Spanish market witnessed significant
growth in Qtr 4 in both commercial and
consumer markets.
www.cleverdis.com

AVERAGE
SELLING
FORECASTS

PRICE

The key price of 999 has already been
achieved for the 26/27” LCD TV in France
and this pricing point is expected to
stimulate demand. Panasonic especially
have aggressively dropped pricing on both
their business and consumer models in
Qtr 3.
In 2005, the delta between 42” VGA and
XGA plasma pricing is expected to reduce
as manufacturers drive the delta to approx
US$1000.
The delta between B2B and B2C models is
now decreasing to such a level that
monitors are being substituted for TVs in
many B2B applications. This issue is
causing difficulty for many B2B focused
channels.

CORPORATE MARKET
FORECAST
The Corporate market has remained slow,
but the interesting development has been
the increasing use of TVs instead of
Monitors in this market. This trend is
hurting many of the traditional business
channels however as they often do not
have access to TV’s.
The meeting room installation market is
expected to witness recovery in 2005 as
large corporates gradually receive larger
budgets and look to re-equip their meeting
rooms, but availability of low priced
product will keep the value growth down.
Flat panels are increasingly being used as
secondary displays applications for
showing video.
DTC Corporate End User research also
indicates that an increasing number of
corporates are looking at equipping
reception areas with flat panels in the next
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12 months as they seek a ‘high impact’
entrance to their buildings.

CORPORATE MARKET
SPECIFICATION SPLITS
VGA screens continue to perform well in
the corporate market as most displays are
being used as secondary displays showing
video, thereby the advantages of XGA
panels are not so important. The current
price delta between VGA and XGA panels
also ensures that VGA panels will maintain
influence, however the introduction of
lower priced large LCD’s will also hasten
the development of XGA resolution from
2005. Demand for a wider variety of screen
sizes is expected in 2004 as customers seek
to install screens in reception areas and
individual offices.

PUBLIC DISPLAY MARKET
FORECAST

© Photo: Cleverdis

The Public Display market has also shown
a shift in demand to TVs as opposed to
Monitors as the main demand generators
are Pubs/Clubs and Hotel rooms. The delta
in pricing between monitors and TV’s
means that TV’s are increasingly becoming
an option for B2B applications.
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> FRONT PROJECTION MARKET
… “DLP is expected to represent approximately 2 out of 3 sales in the corporate
market by 2008”…

OVERVIEW
At time of writing, major CE multiple stores
in Western Europe have not increased the
rates of sale from a year ago, although
many are starting to introduce new brands
to their portfolios. Retailers have been
focusing on Flat Panel Displays, so there
has been little “push” for projectors.

www.cleverdis.com

CORPORATE MARKET – THE
BRIGHT SPOT…
Corporate Market Forecasts for 2005 have
been increased by 70K units as compared
to previous forecasts, due to reduced
pricing and increasing proportion of IT and
CE retailers adding business projectors to
the IT equipment section of retail stores.

Market Value
The EMEA market value is forecast to be
2.3 billion Euros in 2005, representing just
2% value growth on 2004. As the flexibility
to reduce prices by the manufacturers
reduces from 2006, combined with the
trading up of existing users and the
increasing value added features from the
vendors, prices are expected to stabilise
and market values to increase.
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market volumes came in at 405K units 45% growth on 2003. 37% growth is
expected in the next year.
Corporate Market Forecast
While the Corporate market volume will
continue to grow over the next few years,
the rate of growth is expected to be much
higher in the Eastern European and MEA
than Western European countries. Meeting
room penetration in W. European countries
will be very high by 2008. The 2004
Corporate Market Value came in at just
under 1.2 billion Euros in 2004, with
values looking to remain relatively static
through to 2008.

SPECIFICATION FORECASTS

APPLICATION FORECASTS

Resolution
Wide VGA, 480P forecasts have been
increased with the introduction of brands
such as NEC, Targa and BenQ entering the
480P space for the low end of the home
market. Epson, Toshiba, and InFocus are
making share advances in this segment.
XGA is expected to continue to be the
dominant resolution through to 2008
across all vertical markets, with price
erosion enabling XGA to get close to SVGA
pricing over the next few years and
factories driving the cost of production of
XGA, close to SVGA.

Corporate Market
Germany contributes to almost 1 in 5 sales
in the Corporate market;
- Large and Medium sized companies on
their second/third generation projector are
now getting more value for money as they
trade up on specification;
- The Corporate Market expected to
increase by 171K units in 2005 on 2004,
reaching 868K units, increasing by another
125K to 995K in 2006;
- The increase in penetration rates is
expected to result in slower growth.

Weight
2-3KG category expected to remain
dominant through to 2008. Portability,
brightness and low pricing are the key
success factors expected to keep this
weight category strong. The 1-2KG
category expected to steadily build share
from 2006 with pricing, increased
brightness and less noise contributing to its
growth.

Institutional Market
The UK accounts for the majority of the
institutional volume, with education still
representing approx. 92% of institutional
sales in this area. Total 2004 Institutional

Decreasing prices and increased product
performance is expected to drive volume
sales in this market, but the rate of price
decline will slow as vendors add more
value to the products and the flexibility to
reduce prices reduces. XGA pricing is
expected to be eroded by an average of
30% in 2005, with SVGA price erosion
expected to be approx 26%.

CORPORATE MARKET
SPECIFICATION SPLITS
Resolution
The XGA share is expected to continue to
increase over the next 4 years, with SXGA
expected to reach 7.5% by 2008. XGA is
expected to account for just over 3 out of 4
corporate sales by 2008.
Weight
The 1-2KG category is expected to grow in
share through to 2008, closing the gap

Brightness
In the B2B market, the entry level category
is expected to move to 1500-1999 lumens,
whilst replacement demand is expected to
move to the 2000-2999 lumens category,
with both these categories having an
almost equal share in 2005
The 1000-1499 lumens category is
expected to remain strong, particularly in
the home market, with new dedicated
home products expected to fall into this
category.
40 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006
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Technology
DLP overtook LCD in the corporate market
for the first time ever this quarter with a
54% share, growing by a massive 8%
points from the previous quarter. DLP is
expected to represent approximately 2 out
of 3 sales in the corporate market by 2008.
LCD now has a 46% share of the Corporate
Market and this figure is expected to be
reduced to 32% by 2008.

INSTITUTIONAL MARKET
FORECAST

between with the 2-3KG category, though
the latter is expected to remain the
dominant category through to 2008, with
just under half of all corporate sales. The
sub 1kg category retains a very small share
of the corporate market, with just a 2.8%
share in Q4 2004, though it is expected to
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more than treble in volume by Q4 2005.

Brightness
The Corporate market is moving very
quickly to higher brightness categories for
both entry level projectors and
replacement demand. The 2000-2999
lumens category is expected to be the
dominant brightness category for the next 4
years, with the 3000-5000 lumens category
expected to account for 23.5% of the
market by 2008.

The Institutional market came in at 405K
units in 2004, growing by 45% on last year,
with the 2005 Institutional market
expected to grow by 37%, coming in at
556K units. The Institutional Market is
expected to reach 1.12 million units by
2008, very much led by Government and
Education tenders. The total market value
for 2004 came in at 642 million Euros and
is expected to remain the same for 2005.
Future values are expected to increase as
customers trade up.

www.cleverdis.com
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THE EUROPEAN PROJECTION AND FLAT
PANEL MARKETS

> LARGE DISPLAYS IN EMEA
INTERVIEW
Frederik
LEHNER

FREDERIK LEHNER
Frederik Lehner holds a doctorate in business administration from the
University of Business Administration and Economics in Vienna. After
working as a market researcher and consultant in Europe and South America,
Frederik Lehner founded the InterConnection Consulting Group in Vienna
and Munich in 1998. Mr Lehner is a recurring speaker at international
conferences on AV markets and regularly consults leading manufacturers on
forecasts, branding and sales policies.

LEADING
MARKET
ANALYST
INTERCONNECTION CONSULTING GROUP

INTERCONNECTION CONSULTING
GROUP
FAULMANNGASSE 8 * A-1040 WIEN AUSTRIA
+43 1 5854623 58
www.interconnectionconsulting.com

INTERCONNECTION CONSULTING GROUP is one of the leading market
research companies in Europe. Detailed know how about specific industries
is provided by our research analysts and marketing consultants who are in
charge of more than 30 industry sectors and service more than 400
customers in Europe and all over the world.
Specific industry know how makes it possible for our industry experts to
identify rapidly pushing market forces and the relevant key factors for
success. Requesting company are supported with objective market data,
substantial background information and industry trends including valid
forecasts as well as interpretation of the results.

THE FOLLOWING MARKET DATA IS SUPPLIED BY INTERCONNECTION, WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO DR FREDERIK LEHNER…

FRONT PROJECTION MARKET
Big Sport Events Pushed the Market in
2004
The year 2004 has been a successful year
for the projector market. It has grown by
36% in terms of quantities and thus will
exceed the 1 million mark in EMEA. The
main reasons for this were two big sports
events: the Olympic Games in Athens and
the UEFA Championship in Portugal. As a
reason of a slight market saturation in some
countries, market growth will slow down in
EMEA in the next few years. Despite this
trend, growth rates in 2006 are expected to
increase slightly because of the positive
impact of the FIFA World Cup in Germany.
The tremendous total market growth in the
upcoming years will be mainly due to the
booming Home Cinema segment. In the
42 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006
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business sector, the driving force is the
small business and SoHo as well as the
education and government segment.
TOP BRANDS CLOSE TOGETHER IN
TOTAL EMEA…
Top Brands in EMEA: B2B Market Shares
by Quantity 2004
The top manufacturers in the business
market for projectors in EMEA in 2004 have
been Epson and NEC, each with a market
share of 9-11% in terms of quantity,
followed by InFocus and Hitachi with
about 2% less. Regarding the top 5
countries the following brands had the
biggest market shares:
UK & IRE: Hitachi, NEC, Epson (accounting
together for ~37% of the market)
Germany: NEC, Epson, Hitachi (accounting
together for ~33% of the market)
France: Epson, InFocus, Sony (accounting
together for ~33% of the market)
Italy: Epson, NEC, Sharp (accounting
together for ~34% of the market)
Spain: Epson, Hitachi, BenQ (accounting
together for ~33% of the market)
www.cleverdis.com
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ANALYSIS
DIGITAL CAMERA MARKET
PAUL WITHINGTON

INTERVIEW
Paul
WITHINGTON
RESEARCH
MANAGER
EUROPEAN
PRINTERS AND
PERIPHERALS
GROUP
IDC UK Ltd
British Standards House
389 Chiswick High Road
London
W4 4AE
+44 (0) 20 8987 7239
pwithington@idc.com

Cleverdis: Tell us about the evolution of
the digital camera market in Europe. How
is the market evolving?
Paul Withington: The market in Western
Europe has shown staggering growth over
the last 3 years and has been doubling in
size in many countries on an annual basis.
Our Preliminary full year 2004 figures
show that over 25 million digital cameras
shipped in Western Europe (Cameras above
1MP). This would represent a growth of
over 56% on 2003. IDC expects that 2008
will be the year in which the DSC market
reaches its peak at just over 30 million
units, while maturity will begin to show in
2006. The camera phone is expected to
have a negative impact on the DSC market,
in the low end in particular. With 1MP
sensor camera phones now commonplace
and product roadmaps in place for 2MP
and 3MP introductions in the European
market in 2005, coupled with the fact that
consumers are buying on megapixels, IDC
46 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006

Paul Withington is a research manager for IDC's Western European
Peripherals service and is responsible for analyzing trends, technological
developments, and market movements across the printing, peripherals, and
digital imaging landscapes. Prior to joining IDC, Withington spent two years
working as team leader for a computer broking firm, after this he went on to
join Context, where he became service manager responsible for pricing
research on printers and MFPs across Europe. Withington holds a BA honors
degree in social science as well as an HND in business and finance and a
post graduate certificate in information technology.

IDC
IDC is the premier global market intelligence and advisory firm in the
information technology and telecommunications industries. We analyze and
predict technology trends so that our clients can make strategic, fact-based
decisions on IT purchases and business strategy. Over 700 IDC analysts in
50 countries provide local expertise and insights on technology markets, and
our management team is comprised of experienced and respected industry
luminaries. Business executives and IT managers have relied for 40 years on
our advice to make decisions that contribute to the success of their
organizations.

expects these factors to stunt today's
growth levels, beyond 2006.

Cl.: What are the main driving factors
behind purchasing?

Cl.: Who are the main players in the 4-5
and over 5 MP categories, and what is
affecting their sales?

P.W.: The factors driving the high-end of
the point and shoot category are
replacements for older lower resolution
cameras, as we have seen prices and the
technology in the market move at such a
pace over the last 2 years we now see that
3MP is becoming the entry level. The DSC
market however still has room to grow and
the technology developments in other
areas of the camera are also driving sales
such as Zoom, shutter speed, LCD size etc.

P.W.: The main players in the high end of
the market reflect the total market with
Canon and Sony jostling for the number
one position. Sony in particular has seen
the 5MP segment become its best
performing segment and now does not
offer a 3MP product. The D-SLR segment
really took off in 2003 when Canon
launched the sub Eur 1,000 EOS-300D,
Nikon followed soon after in 2004 with the
D70 and now both those vendors are way
out in front and leading the rest of the pack
by some considerable distance in terms of
unit sales. Both have products in this
segment which address both the Pro
photographer and the advanced amateur or
“Prosumer”.

Cl.: Apart from pixel count, are people
starting to pay attention to other factors
such as colour rendition, lens sensitivity or
optical zoom?
P.W.: While price is always important,
consumers are still buying on one major
feature, the megapixel count of the sensor.
www.cleverdis.com

That is what was found through IDC's latest
consumer
research,
which
asked
consumers in the U.K., France, Germany,
and Sweden about their purchasing habits
and usage of DSCs and printers. In fact, the
U.K. returned the highest response for this
question, and over 90% of respondents
resolved that sensor resolution was either
important or very important when
considering a digital camera purchase.
Zoom range was the second highest
response with almost 70%, indicating that
it was either important or very important.
Cl.: How do you see the progression of
sales in purpose-built printers and
pictbridge? Will this breathe a second life
into the market?
P.W.: The home photo printer market is
booming. There are very few photo
products out there now that do not
incorporate the Pictbridge standard and (in
fact the IDC definition for a Photo printer
says that it has to include a direct print
capability) and this standard has certainly
helped to grow the sales over the last year
since the standard was formally
introduced. There are 3 main segments in
the photo printer market; the single
function A4 injket printer segment which is
giving way to the All in One or MFP photo
printer segment - these products also allow
scanning and copying of printed photos;
and the Small Format Printer segment
which is comprised of the specialist
printers which only print 10cm x 15cm
photos. In fact it is this Small Format
segment which has really taken off, 300k
units were shipped in 2003 and over a
million shipped in 2004 - over half of these
shipments being in Q4.
Cl.: What will the driving factors be in the
near to mid future?
P.W.: I think that we will continue to see
prices drop in Europe, the US market is
now reaching a commoditisation stage in
the DSC market and we are yet to see this
here. I think that increasingly for vendors,
being able to offer a broad portfolio of
digital imaging products form capture to
storage and output will be the key to
success and will help to develop brand and
maintain margin in what will be a tougher
market in the coming few years as
cameraphones also start to impact.
www.cleverdis.com
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DIGITAL CAMERA MARKET

INTERVIEW

METTE ERIKSEN

Mette ERIKSEN
EUROPEAN
MARKETING
CHIEF

InfoTrends/CAP Ventures
7-9 Castle Street
Luton
Bedfordshire LU1 3AJ
United Kingdom
+44 (0)1582 400120

Cleverdis: What is the outlook for
European digital camera sales in 2005?
Mette Eriksen: In 2004 sales of digital
cameras in Western Europe reached 24.2
million units and in 2005 this is expected
to increase by 35% to 32.,7 million units.
The European digital camera market
became the leading region in the world for
digital camera sales in 2004, overtaking the
U.S. market for the first time. The
expectation is that the European market
will continue to be the largest market
through 2009.
Cl.: What drives this growth?
M.E.: Digital cameras are becoming more
affordable which is leading to mass market
adoption. Consumers like digital cameras
because they deliver instant gratification,
the ability to view and access photos
48 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006

Mette Eriksen joined InfoTrends/CAP Ventures in May 2004. She provides
market research on the consumer digital imaging market, focusing on the
European market. Mette produces InfoTrends/CAP Ventures annual Western
European digital camera forecast, manages end user studies and produces
numerous trade show, product and technology reviews on digital
photography and photo printing.

INFOTRENDS/CAP VENTURES
InfoTrends Research Group, Inc. (www.infotrends-rgi.com) is the leading
market research and consulting firm for digital imaging technologies and
markets. InfoTrends helps its worldwide clientele improve the effectiveness
of their strategic planning by proving valuable tools for intelligent decisionmaking, including forecasts, end user research, product analysis, and market
trend tracking. InfoTrends is a member of the CAP Ventures family
(www.capv.com), a worldwide strategic consulting firm for providers and
users of business communication technologies and services.

immediately.. Digital cameras as well as
digital photo accessories and services are
also becoming easier to use and consumers
who in the past considered digital
photography “too technical” are becoming
familiar and confident with the technology.
Many people see their friends or family
members using digital cameras and this
can also influence consumers to buy a
digital camera. At the same time related
services such as retail photo printing and
online albums have become prevalent,
making it is easy and fun to share digital
photos.

referred to as one market there are
significant differences between the various
European regions. In 2005 we expect
digital camera penetration to increase over
the Western European average of 26% in
2004. Some European countries such as
Sweden and the Netherlands already have
high digital camera penetration, while
other countries such as Greece or Portugal
have much lower digital camera
penetration.

Cl.: Which are the largest markets for
digital cameras in Europe?

M.E.:The European digital camera market
is very competitive and there is not much
margin between the top 3 players. In 2004
the market leader in Europe was Canon
followed by Sony, Olympus, Nikon and
Fuji. These 5 players had 67% of the
European market share in 2004.

M.E.:The three leading markets are
Germany, the U.K. and France, which is
driven by the size of the population in each
of these countries. Although Europe is often

Cl.: Who are the main European players?

www.cleverdis.com

In 2005 Canon is expected to remain in the top spot , but for other
players’ positions we expect some movement in 2005. However,
these five will all remain among the leading European brands.
InfoTrends/CAP Ventures report entitled “2004 Consumer Digital
Camera Forecast, Europe” provides market forecasts for Western
Europe including detailed analysis of the five largest markets
France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the U.K. The report sizes the
© Photo: Canon

consumer digital camera market; outlines key vendors, trends, and
pixel segments, and projects unit shipments, revenues and price
declines through 2009 by country and region. The report is
available immediately in electronic format.

European Digital Camera Unit (K) Forecast 2004-2009
Source: InfoTrends/CAP Ventures “2004 Consumer Digital Camera Forecast, Europe”
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While it may not, at the outset, appear useful to delve too deeply into “technical jargon”, it is
extremely useful to have as basic idea of how the basic technologies work and what
differentiates them. If you’re not a neophyte, it may also be useful to use this section to explain
to your colleagues how things work. In this chapter we also hear from some of the backstage
“gurus” of the industry – those who can tell us which way display technologies are headed!

LCD and Plasma Technology

CHAPTER 3

DLP Technology
LCos
Led illumination
Why LCD?

UNDERSTANDING
THE

TECHNOLOGIES

OLED Technology
3 LCD Brand Officially Launched
Technology Guru - Interview - Bruce
Berkoff - LG.Philips LCD
LCoS - Interview with CEO of eLCos
Understanding Image Quality - Yves
Faroudja
Throwing Specs to the Four Winds Special Interview - Ian Miller Samsung USA
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UNDERSTANDING THE TECHNOLOGIES

> LCD & PLASMA
TECHNOLOGY
WHEN IT COMES DOWN TO IT, A CUSTOMER SHOULD BUY
TV BASED PRIMARILY ON WHETHER THEY LIKE THE
PICTURE AND THE LOOK AND FEATURES OF THE SET ITSELF.
IT IS HOWEVER IMPORTANT FOR YOU, WHETHER BUYING
OR SELLING LCD OR PLASMA SETS, TO HAVE A BASIC
UNDERSTANDING OF THE TECHNOLOGIES INVOLVED.

BASIC LCD TECHNOLOGY
Liquid crystals are organic compounds
consisting of long rod-like molecules
which, in their natural state, arrange
themselves with their long axes roughly
parallel. In their natural state, LCD
molecules are arranged in a loosely
ordered fashion with their long axes
parallel. However, when they come into
contact with a grooved surface in a fixed
direction, they line up in parallel along the
grooves. The first principle of an LCD
consists of sandwiching liquid crystals
between two finely grooved surfaces,
where the grooves on one surface are at 90
degrees to the grooves on the other. If the
molecules at one surface are aligned north

Norm

to south, and the molecules on the other
are aligned east to west, then those inbetween are forced into a twisted state of
90 degrees. Light follows the alignment of
the molecules, and therefore is also twisted
through 90 degrees as it passes through the
liquid crystals. When a voltage is applied to
the liquid crystal, the molecules rearrange
themselves vertically, allowing light to pass
through untwisted. A typical twisted
nematic (TN) liquid crystal display consists
of two polarising filters with their lines
arranged perpendicular (at 90 degrees) to
each other, which blocks light trying to
pass through. In-between these polarisers
are the twisted liquid crystals. The light is
polarised by the first filter, twisted through
90 degrees by the liquid crystals, finally
allowing it to completely pass through the

Horizontal Resolution
x Vertical Resolution

Norm

VGA

640 x 480

UXGA

1600 x 1200

SVGA

800 x 600

HDTV

1920 x 1080

XGA

1024 x 768

HDTV plus

1920 x 1200

SXGA

1280 x 1024

QXGA

2048 x 1536
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Horizontal Resolution
x Vertical Resolution
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second polarising filter.However, when an
electrical voltage is applied across the
liquid crystal, the molecules realign
vertically, allowing the light to pass through
untwisted but to be blocked by the second
polariser. Consequently, no voltage equals
light passing through, while applied
voltage equals no light emerging at the
other end. Light is generally supplied from
a fluorescent back-light with a diffuser that
distributes the light evenly across the
surface of the screen.
TFT (Thin Film Transistor)
In the TFT display, the controlling
transistors are metallised directly onto each
sub-pixel as so-called “thin film
transistors”. With direct control at the subpixel, TFT displays are almost 10 times
faster than the original STN models.

VIEWING ANGLE
IPS and S-IPS
Super IPS TFTs are based on IPS technology
(In Plane Switching) and greatly extend the
viewing angle in many directions. This is
because the rod-shaped crystals are
aligned parallel to one another in every
operating state, lying between identical
horizontally aligned polarisation filters.
www.cleverdis.com

MVA (Multi-Domain Vertical Alignment)
As with the S-IPS, MVA liquid crystals are
perpendicular to the polarisation filters
when de-energised and with increasing
voltage tilt over into a parallel position.
There is less loss of brightness than with IPS.
MVA’s often has a higher maximum
contrast, but usually vary more with
viewing angle.
They do however have two disadvantages.
They are traditionally more expensive than
S-IPS and are not able to display black as
well as IPS cells.

BASIC PLASMA TECHNOLOGY
As with other matrix display devices (e.g.
LCD), a PDP (Plasma Display Panel) is
comprised of a great number of cells, but in
a PDP these area filled with red, green and
blue phosphor. A voltage is applied
between two transparent electrodes on the
front glass plate of the display. The
electrodes are separated by an MgO
dielectric layer and surrounded by a
mixture of neon and xenon gases. When
the voltage reaches the “firing level”, a
Plasma discharge occurs resulting in the
emission of ultra violet light. This UV light
then excites the phosphor material at the
back of the cell and emits visible light.
Each cell has red, blue or green phosphor
material in 3 sub-pixels, which combine to
make up a pixel. The phosphors are in fact
of the same kind used in conventional
cathode ray tube (CRT) televisions and
standard computer monitor displays. The
intensity of each colour is controlled by
varying the number and width of voltage
pulses applied.

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS
Over the past few years, a counter current
against plasma technology has been
founded on factors such as “Burn In” and
overall screen life expectancy, not to
mention power consumption. We have
been told by some resellers that customers
will occasionally shy away from buying
plasma, preferring TFT-LCD as a flat screen
technology for these reasons. It is true that
in a public display setting, where screens
are left on all day with static images,
plasma
can
have
some
major
disadvantages. However in a home setting,
when using the screen to watch TV or
DVDs, plasma is now not only satisfactory,
but should last many years, though with
reduced clarity in rooms with the light on.
The main considerations to take into
account when helping buyers decide
should be:
. Refresh rate (here, if possible,
manufacturers should give the response
time for a pixel to go from one level of grey
to another level of grey - much more
indicative than white to black and back
again). LCD used to be a poor performer in
this area, however new S-IPS and MVA
screens are much more acceptable, and
newer over driving circuitry (ODC) seems
to make it a non-issue.
. Viewing angle (Here, what's important is
to avoid major colour shifts when changing
the viewing angle.

THE
EVOLUTION
OF LCD FABS

LCD factories are evolving over time. Let’s look at
the difference between the different "generations" of
factories, and how this affects the quality and price
of panels: Three main factors are important to take into
account:

TIME - Historically, there has been an average of about 2.5 years or so
between fab generations (allowing equipment makers time to incorporate new technology).
SIZE - Glass substrate area is a major determining factor in terms of
size. However, one generation can include multiple substrate sizes
(i.e., Gen 5 includes 1000 x 1200, 1100 x 1250, and 1100 x 1300). A
new Gen level usually doubles the substrate area from the previous
generation.

www.cleverdis.com

For this, plasma and CRT are great,
however new TFT technologies like S-IPS
make LCD TVs equivalent.
. Electronics - While various LCD TV's have
precisely the same panels (from a vendor
like LG.Philips LCD, Samsung, etc.), the
quality and
intelligent assembly of the electronics that
process the incoming signals are vital when
it comes to making a good picture.
. Definition - It is much easier to produce
HDTV screens using LCD than with
plasma. See the Glossary for correct
explanations of HDTV and
Enhanced Definition (ED)-very important
when advising customers, as ED is not HD,
and is much lower resolution than many
expect.
. Contrast - In a dark room, contrast is
generally similar between an LCD and a
plasma screen, although LCD has the
disadvantage that the backlight is always
on, and no matter how good a job the
polarizers do, some light always creeps
through. By the same token, the phosphors
in a plasma screen, just like in a standard
TV, have a slight "afterglow" effect meaning
contrast is not perfect either. In a room with
almost any light, LCD has a definite
contrast advantage.
. Brightness - Plasma has better theoretical
peak brightness than LCD, while "average"
brightness (across the screen) is better with
LCD, and thus real images are usually
brighter on LCDs.

TECHNOLOGY - A new fab must employ new technology that substantially speeds up turn-around-time (TAT). For example, the “onedrop fill” technology, which we were the first in the world to employ
in a Gen 5 factory, has increased the speed of filling a large TFT cell
by around 100X vs older technology. In terms of how fab generations
influence the price of panels, the main factor to consider is glass usage
efficiency – essentially, certain “mother glass” sizes (the size of the big
sheet that the panels are cut from) can produce certain panel sizes with
less wastage. One good example of this is the production of 32” LCD
TV panels: whereas two 32” panels could be produced from one substrate on most Gen 5 lines, meaning significant glass wastage and slow
output, Gen 6 can efficiently produce eight 32” panels from one substrate. This reduced wastage can be considered to “enable” mass production of 32” panels by making production fast and cost efficient.
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UNDERSTANDING THE TECHNOLOGIES

> DLP TECHNOLOGY
TM

DLP™ TECHNOLOGY USES AN OPTICAL SEMICONDUCTOR
TO MANIPULATE LIGHT DIGITALLY. IT ENABLES TELEVISIONS
AND VIDEO PROJECTORS TO CREATE AN ENTIRELY DIGITAL
CONNECTION BETWEEN A GRAPHIC OR VIDEO SOURCE AND
THE SCREEN IN FRONT OF THE USER.
©

THE DMD CHIP
At the heart of every DLP™ projection system
is an optical semiconductor known as the
Digital Micromirror Device, or DMD chip,
which was invented by Dr. Larry Hornbeck of
Texas Instruments in 1987.
The DMD chip is probably the world's most
sophisticated light switch. It contains a
rectangular array of up to 1.3 million hingemounted microscopic mirrors; each of these
micromirrors measures less than one-fifth the
width of a human hair.

an all-digital image onto a screen or other
surface. The DMD and the sophisticated
electronics that surround it are what we call
Digital Light Processing™ technology.
A DMD panel's micromirrors are mounted on
tiny hinges that enable them to tilt either
toward the light source in a DLP™ projection
system (ON) or away from it (OFF)- creating a
light or dark pixel on the projection surface.
Each mirror switches tilts (on and off) up to
several thousand times per second. When a
mirror is switched on more frequently than
off, it reflects a light gray pixel; a mirror that's
switched off more frequently reflects a darker
gray pixel.

When a DMD chip is coordinated with a
digital video or graphic signal, a light source,
and a projection lens, its mirrors can reflect
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ADDING COLOUR
The white light generated by the lamp in a
DLP™ projection system passes through a
color wheel as it travels to the surface of the
DMD panel. The color wheel filters the light
into red, green, and blue, from which a
single-chip DLP™ projection system can
create at least 16.7 million colors. The on and
off states of each micromirror are coordinated
with these three basic building blocks of
color. For example, a mirror responsible for
projecting a purple pixel will only reflect red
and blue light to the projection surface; our
eyes then blend these rapidly alternating
flashes to see the intended hue in a projected
image.

Lens

DMD chip

Light source
Colour wheel
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Rear projection screen
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LCoS stands for liquid crystal on silicon.
LCoS is similar to LCD, but consists of a
liquid crystal layer that sits on top of a
pixelated, highly reflective silicon
substrate. Instead of being between two
layers of glass as in LCD, the electronics to
control the pixel is below the silicon
substrate. This silicon and glass assembly is
combined to create a panel sandwich and
is packaged for use in a projection
subsystem.
At the time of writing, LCoS microdisplays
are primarily manufactured in 1280 x 768
(720p) configurations. By placing the
wiring area and switching elements under
the silicon layer, there is no black matrix

© Photo: Brillian

> LCOS

area – so the image is almost seamless.
Pixels on LCoS panels can be made smaller
than is possible with other microdisplay
technologies (DLP and LCD), without
compromising picture quality. LCoS
displays easily can be scaled to 1080p
resolution (1920 x 1080 pixels) and
beyond, while also decreasing the size and
cost of the microdisplay and other optical
components in the light engine.

SONY ENTERS LCoS MARKET
Sony first announced plans for front
projection products using liquid crystal on
silicon projection TVs in 2003/2004. In
Sept. 2004, the company announced that
HDTV products would also be forthcoming

in 1Q 2005. A 70-inch LCoS-based 1080p
rear-projection TV will be Sony’s first LCoS
product. It is priced at $10,000 and will be
the cornerstone of Sony’s high-end HD
strategy.
LCoS-based systems are proliferating. JVC,
with its 70-inch product, is the first to
achieve LCoS RPTV production volumes of
thousands of units per month. Other
players in the LCoS industry include
Aurora, Brillian, eLCoS, Microdisplay
Corp., Prokia, SMIC, Spatialight, UMO,
and others. Brillian, for example, is offering
65-inch 720p and 1080p system
configurations based on its
Gen II LCoS™ technology.

NEW
TECHNOLOGY:
SED

Just when we thought we’d gotten a grip on basic panel technologies, Canon and Toshiba throw a spanner in the works with
a brand new large screen technology that will be pitted directly against Plasma.
Surface-conduction electron-emitter display, or SED, is purported to have the brightness and contrast of CRT displays, but use twothirds less power than plasma TVs and one third less than LCD TV.

FIRST MODELS ROLL-OUT IN 2005
The first model to hit the streets will be a 54” TV, scheduled for release in September 2005. First models will have 1080p (HDTV)
resolution. The very first product was announced at CES Las Vegas in January 2005. While panels will be “high end”, prices will
also be “high end” to begin with. This new technology will not, in the first year of production, be licensed to other companies.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The SED consists of a glass plate mounted with electron emitters and with pixels similar in number to those of a CRT electron gun.
Positioned next to it is another glass plate coated with a fluorescent substance. Between the two glass plates is a vacuum. The key
here is the extremely narrow slit (several nanometers wide) made from ultrafine-particle film. Application of voltage in this narrow
slit creates a tunnelling effect that causes the emission of electrons. Some of these electrons are accelerated by the voltage applied
between the glass plates and collide with the fluorescent-coated glass plate, causing light to be emitted. Since it is a spontaneous
light display similar to a CRT, it maintains levels of brightness and colour performance, as well as a wide angle of visibility, also
on a par with a CRT. Larger screens can also be produced by simply increasing the number of electron emitters in accordance with
the required number of pixels. Unlike CRTs, SEDs do not need electronic-beam deflection. As a result, it is now possible to
create wall-mounted large-screen TV displays that are only several centimetres thick.

www.cleverdis.com
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> LED ILLUMINATION IS HOT AND GETTING HOTTER
BY CHRIS CHINNOCK

produced an image that was 105% of the
NTSC standards. This is the best-looking
LCD-TV you will see anywhere.
The technology can also be used to replace
arc lamps, typically used in projection
systems. One area of keen interest is rearprojection TVs. Here, UHP-type arc lamps
are often red light deficient, have a
relatively short lifetime (2K to 8K hours)
and can explode. An LED backlight
provides plenty of red light, is solid state
and has a lifetime measured in tens of
thousands of hours. Plus, it can eliminate
the color wheel in a DLP projection system
and color separation optics in a 3LCD
projector.

LEDs, or light emitting diodes, have been
around for ages, but their use in many
applications is on the rise. With a new
emphasis on developing high-brightness
LEDs, these components may one day
replace the fluorescent backlight in an LCD
display and the arc lamp in a projection
system. In addition, they may enable new
types of products to emerge, like tiny
projectors.
High brightness LEDs are already finding
uses in products like LED walls, traffic
lights, specialty lights, instrument panels,
etc. But, as brightness levels of red, green
and blue LEDs increase, many other
applications open up. Any place a
fluorescent, incandescent or low wattage
arc lamp is used, LEDs have a shot at
replacing them.
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Just as the microprocessor industry has
“Moore’s Law”, the LED industry has
“Haitz Law,” named after retired Agilent
scientist, Roland Haitz. This law states that
LED luminous flux will double every 24
months.
Evidence of what LEDs can bring to the
display arena was clearly demonstrated at
the Consumer Electronics Show. Consider
the LCD-TV. Both Samsung and Sony
showed 46-inch LCD-TVs that used a
backlight composed of red, green and blue
LEDs instead of the conventional cold
cathode fluorescent tube. The result was
awesome. The contrast (reportedly 1000:1)
was superb, but the color saturation even
more spectacular. Typical LCD-TVs offer
color saturation that is only about 72% of
the NTSC specs, but the LED backlight

LEDs are also enabling new product types.
At CES, no less than five companies
showed “pocket projectors.” These are tiny
projectors that use LEDs instead of UHPtype lamps to create an image. At around 1
pound, these products are still quite dim,
but can create a useful 10-15 inch image.
Is there a use for these new products? No
one knows yet, but applications include
using them for small business meetings or
with game consoles or DVD players. And,
the technology can allow the creation of
spin-off products like even tinier projectors
that are accessories for cellphones or
PDAs. They might even be embedded into
products like cameras or notebooks.
So are LEDs the next big thing in the
display world? We say “yes” and we’ll keep
watching.
Chris Chinnock
Insight Media
chris@insightmedia.info
www.cleverdis.com
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> WHY LCD?
Advantages of LCD
LCD has a number of major advantages with
regard to PDP displays. For a start, the LCD
market boasts better economies of scale lent
by the combined market size for LCD
monitors, notebooks, and TVs, altogether
about 50~100 times larger today in terms of
units than the number of PDPs sold last year.
This means that LCD technology could
develop more quickly and prices could
eventually become more attractive than PDP,
even for larger screen sizes such as 42W at full
HD resolution (1920 X 1080). In fact, LCD is
already more cost effective in the 20”~37”
category, with 32” and 37” HD LCD displays
(1376 X 768) already outselling their lowerresolution PDP competition. As HDTV
becomes increasingly common, LCD will
have even more of an advantage, because it’s
easier to attain higher resolutions on an LCD
than a PDP, particularly full HD resolution
(1920 X 1080), which will be much more
important in the near future as HD content
becomes more widespread. In contrast, most
PDPs today are actually lower resolution VGA
or enhanced definition (ED) models. In terms
of form factor, LCDs are often much lighter,
meaning the average person can easily carry
an LCD TV or monitor from one room to
another, depending on the size. This is not the
case with most plasma products, as they are
almost all big and heavy. In this day and age
of environmental consciousness, LCD also
often has a potential advantage over PDP due
to its usually lower power consumption,
longer life span (>60,000 hours) and lower
heat emission, which means no fan is needed
and an LCD could even help save on air
conditioning costs. Also, when considering
“real-life” performance, if you want to use a
TV or monitor in conditions with ambient
light, meaning a normal room in the daytime
or any room with even one light on in the
evening, LCD is far and away the best choice.
There’s higher “real-life” contrast, as LCD
displays are less affected by ambient light than
www.cleverdis.com

plasma displays—in normal living room
viewing conditions (ambient light at 100~300
“nits” or “lux”), an LCD rated at 500~1000:1
may attain a CR (contrast ratio) of 300~400:1,
while a PDP that is rated at 5000:1 or higher
may really achieve less than 100:1.
In addition, in regular lighting conditions,
LCDs boast a lower reflection ratio than PDPs.
On a more technical note, recent
independent comparison testing found that
LCD also excelled over PDP in many relevant
specs such as actual peak brightness and
dynamic range (see Raymond Soneira,
‘Display Technology Shoot-Out’, Widescreen
Review, Sept 2004). Overall, LCD is the only
current technology well suited for large-scale
production of flat displays for HDTVs for the
37” and below class of products, and soon
will be the best for all full HD solutions at 42”
and below.

Disadvantages of LCD
LCD technology is currently not well suited
for large displays in the 60” and above class,
meaning that LCD and PDP should not be
considered to be in true direct competition
with each other, as each serves a relatively
distinct flat TV market by size, with LCD
having more sizes and higher resolutions and
PDP being the only true flat TV above 55”

available today. However, advances such as
LG.Philips LCD’s copper bus technology are
now paving the way for better large LCD
displays, though this will help first and
foremost in our 23”, 26”, 32”, 37”, 42”, and
47” wide family of panels. Although LCD has
lower “lab” specs in certain theoretical
brightness and contrast measurements vs PDP,
these tests are usually done in darkroom
laboratory test conditions with one white spot
on a dark screen rather than in real-world
conditions or with real image content. In most
“jury” tests today, the majority of respondents
often judge LCD to outperform PDP in many
real-life conditions with actual video content.
In terms of response time, PDP is measured in
nanoseconds while LCD is measured in
milliseconds, meaning that LCDs do have
slower response time. However, technology
such as overdrive circuitry and scanning
backlights already allow LCD response time
to reach very acceptable levels of video
performance (and future improvements will
make this even less of an issue). In most cases,
with realistic images and content, this is
already not as big an issue as it is made to
seem by certain “specmanship” games, and,
again, we put our faith in real-world tests with
real-world content.

© Photo: Cleverdis

On this page, we ask Bruce Berkoff, Executive
Vice-President of Marketing for LG.Philips
LCD, to give his point of view on the
advantages… and disadvantages of LCD vs.
PDP.
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LG.Philips LCD’s Bruce Berkoff with world first 20.1 inch AMOLED (LTPS)

> OLED TECHNOLOGY

BACKGROUND:
Kodak first discovered organic materials
that glowed in response to electrical
currents in the late 1970s. At that time,
Eastman Kodak Company scientist Dr.
Ching Tang discovered that sending an
electrical current through a carbon
58 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006

compound caused these materials to glow.
Dr. Tang and Steven Van Slyke continued
research in this vein. In 1987, they reported
OLED materials that became the
foundation for OLED displays produced
today. OLED displays use organic, lightemitting elements instead of liquid crystals.
Basically they comprise a piece of glass
with thin-film silicon
transistors on it. On
top of this, you have a
stack of four or five
extremely thin layers
of organic materials.
When you put a
voltage across that
stack, the organic
materials glow.

BENEFITS OF OLED
Brightness
Bright, crisp images and video are easy to
see from any angle owing to unsurpassed
contrast and luminance. OLED screens
appear extraordinarily bright because of

© Photo: Kodak

Like many new technologies, OLED has
been a number of years in coming to
maturity. Six or seven years ago, it was “just
around the corner” and four or five years
ago it was for the next year. Today however
we are beginning to see some real uses for
colour OLED panels, and it is in
commercial production for use in some
Kodak EasyShare cameras. This comes as
little surprise as it was Kodak who invented
OLED technology in the first place.

www.cleverdis.com
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device ergonomics. Bright, clear images
and a faster pixel refresh rate – easily better
than the standard 60 frames per second –
mean fewer compromises in device design
and use. OLED displays are more easily
viewed than LCDs of comparable size,
providing greater utility. You no longer
need to position yourself or your device to
get a good view.

OLED GETS BIG

LG.PHILIPS LCD HIGHLIGHTS AMOLED
AT CES LAS VEGAS 2005.
LG.Philips LCD has announced an
AMOLED display prototype, the world's
largest single plate low temperature
polysilicon (LTPS) technology-based active
matrix organic light emitting diode
example. This 20.1-inch prototype for
future-generation TVs was developed
jointly with LG Electronics. It significantly
improves the display's response time and
provides superior colour saturation, along
with reduced power consumption - all
within a slim form factor, and no backlight.

Seiko Epson Corporation ("Epson")
announced in 2004 that it had used inkjet
printing technology to successfully develop
the world's first large-screen (40-inch) fullcolor organic light-emitting diode (OLED)
display prototype.

Clarity
Clear, distinct images result from OLED
displays’ lifelike color reproduction,
vibrancy, and brightness. Unlike LCDs,
OLED screens dispense with intervening
liquid crystal structures that may limit color
vibrancy off-angle.
While camera-class LCD’s can typically
reproduce 262,000 colors, Kodak’s
NUVUE displays exhibit more than 16
million colors.
Lifelike motion
OLED pixels turn on and off as fast as any
light bulb. Their independent action in an
active OLED display produces fluid fullmotion video. In fact, active displays can
refresh at rates more than three times that
required for standard video.
Easy to incorporate
Thin OLED screens are free from the added
bulk and weight of backlighting, making
them ideal for compact devices.
Smaller is better
Easier to see in changing ambient light
conditions, OLED displays bring an edge to
www.cleverdis.com

Epson has been actively working to
develop and commercialize nextgeneration OLED displays. The company,
long a leader in inkjet printers, has
developed an original inkjet process for
depositing organic layers on large-size TFT
substrates. Using this adapted inkjet
technology to form organic layers on largesize substrates in a simple process, Epson
has now developed the world's largest (40inch diagonal) full-color OLED display
prototype.
By establishing an OLED display
manufacturing system and process that can
handle oversized substrates, Epson has
beaten a path to large-size OLED displays,
as well as to lower cost small- and
medium-sized panels cut from larger TFT
substrates.

LG.Philips LCD’s world first 20.1 inch AMOLED (LTPS)

their unusually high contrast. Unlike LCDs,
they have neither backlights nor chemical
shutters that must open and close. Instead
each pixel illuminates like a light bulb.

Epson believes that the characteristics of
OLED displays make them the ideal device
for entertainment applications, whether in
equipment for the road or living room. The
company is thus gearing up towards
commercialization in 2007.
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> 3LCD - "BRAND"
OFFICIALLY LAUNCHED

3LCD Branding Was Highly Visible at CES Las Vegas

SIX LEADING VISUAL TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES ANNOUNCED THE OFFICIAL LAUNCH OF THE "3LCD GROUP" ON
JANUARY 7, 2005 AT CES LAS VEGAS. EPSON, FUJITSU, HITACHI, PANASONIC, SANYO AND SONY WILL CONDUCT
A JOINT MARKETING EFFORT FIRSTLY IN THE US, CHINA AND JAPAN TO MAXIMIZE AWARENESS AND UNDERSTANDING
OF THE 3LCD TECHNOLOGY. JOHN LANG, PRESIDENT AND CEO OF EPSON AMERICA ANNOUNCED THE 3LCD
GROUP: "3LCD TECHNOLOGY IS FEATURED IN MORE THAN 250 CURRENT PRODUCTS GLOBALLY HAVING A TOP
SHARE. BUT NOW OTHER TECHNOLOGIES ARE IN THE MARKETPLACE CAUSING CONFUSION. THAT'S WHY WE'VE
INVENTED THE TERM 3LCD TO DESCRIBE OUR PROJECTION TECHNOLOGY." MR. KOMIYAMA, PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER OF SONY ELECTRONICS INC. ADDED "WE NEED TO EDUCATE THE MARKET THAT 3LCD
TECHNOLOGY ENABLES BRIGHTER, ECONOMICAL IMAGES GIVING FULL SATISFACTION TO THE CONSUMERS."
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According to Dr. Katsumi Terada, senior
engineering manager, Projector Business
Unit, Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd. "Although
3LCD technology is the next generation
technology, the fact is not widely known to
the public which is a big problem. We all
need to join force together as 3LCD group
to educate the market with the facts."
While the official launch took place at CES
in the USA, and marketing has started in
the US and Asia, it will soon spread to
Europe: "We will have the 3LCD logos on
all of our products and brochures so we
can reinforce the unity of the brand and
gain wider perception. Not only the US
and China, we are hoping to expand the
promotion onto Europe in the near future
as well," said Mr. Hanaoka, Vice President,
Seiko Epson Corporation.

MISSION:
As this technology continues to advance
and the overall number of 3LCD product
offerings continues to expand over the next
few years, the 3LCD Group’s mission will
be to educate consumers and professionals
about its benefits through promotional
activities, product demonstrations and
industry news updates. Furthermore, it will
communicate the features of 3LCD
technology that make it different from other
display systems on the market.
“The explosive popularity of high
resolution digital video formats such as
DVD and HDTV, along with a steady
www.cleverdis.com

increase in projection-based business
applications have contributed to a massive
surge in demand for front projectors and
large-screen televisions, said Kazuhiro
Kaizaki, president, Hitachi Home
Electronics. “And, as the number of
products has increased dramatically, so has
a new level of confusion among shoppers
and AV professionals who are trying to sort
through an overwhelming selection of
display technologies. We’re very excited to
be working with these major manufacturers
who share our vision in a unified program
that will help the industry better
understand the benefits of 3LCD
technology and why it serves as the
foundation for so many reliable, nextgeneration, high definition products.”
In addition to the 3LCD Group’s official
unveiling, several other promotional
elements were launched, including a 3LCD
logo that will appear prominently on new
products featuring this technology, and in
industry-wide marketing materials, as well
as the launch of an educational Web site,
www.3lcd.com. The Web site will not only
highlight the benefits of the technology in
general, but also communicate how 3LCD
projection actually works through detailed
text and illustrations, showcasing the evergrowing array of 3LCD products on the
market and providing 3LCD-related news
and product announcements across the
industry.
The 3LCD Group is also producing
collateral materials and advertisements for

consumers and industry professionals that
further reinforce many of the core benefits
of 3LCD products as shown at CES.
These include:
• “No Color Breakup” – since this
technology simultaneously projects three
full-time red, green and blue images, there
is no color breakup or “rainbow effect” to
potentially cause viewers eyestrain or
visual fatigue. Full-time color along with
12-bit processing also makes some 3LCD
products capable of producing up to 68.7
billion colors.
• “Superior Greyscale” – 3LCD products
are reported provide a broad range of
neutral grey tones. In fact, one of the latest
3LCD-based front projectors on the market
produces up to 10 quintillion steps of
greyscale gradation.
• “Excellent Contrast” – According to the
group, 3LCD products feature very
competitive contrast ratio levels, with
dozens of models routinely reaching
1000:1 or more. Most recently, 3LCD
technology has been able to achieve up to
6000:1.
• “Brilliant Images” – Many 3LCD
business products currently on the market
are capable of achieving brightness ratings
as high as 5,000 ANSI lumens and above.
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> TECHNOLOGY GURU
INTERVIEW
Bruce
BERKOFF
Executive
Vice President
Marketing

LG.Philips LCD
20 Yoido-dong, Youngdungpo-gu Seoul,
South Korea. Phone Number, 011-82-2-37770790

Cleverdis: Until not too long ago, color
TFT-LCD panels had fairly narrow viewing
angles and slow response times. More
recently though, we've seen new
technologies being used which enhance
the image of TFT-LCD screens, like
LG.Philips LCD’s S-IPS technology, which
achieves a much better viewing angle, less
color-shift, and better response rates. Can
you explain what S-IPS is, and how it will
change people's buying patterns?
Bruce Berkoff: S-IPS refers to Super InPlane Switching. It’s important for people
trying to understand why LCD TVs using
this technology have a better picture than
those using older technologies, so I’ll try to
give you a basic run-down of how the
technology works. The kinds of LCDs that
are used in TV sets work by changing the
polarization of light waves as the light
passes through the liquid-crystal material,
and then blocking the light depending on
the change in polarization. Traditional LC
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Bruce I. Berkoff is EVP of marketing for LG.Philips LCD, chartered with
promoting and positioning their display solutions worldwide. Prior to this
Bruce was general manager for the software and electronics business unit of
Philips Flat Display Systems. Bruce has held several senior marketing and
management positions with different leading Silicon Valley technology
companies, including UMAX Computer Corporation, Radius, SuperMac
Technologies and Ziff-Davis Labs. He holds a degree in physics from
Princeton and an advanced degree in biophysics from the University of
California at Berkeley.

Headquartered in Seoul, South Korea, LG.Philips LCD is one of the world's
leading manufacturers of TFT-LCDs for PC monitor, notebook, and flat TV
applications. With a cutting-edge product portfolio, LG.Philips LCD is wellpositioned to address the quickly growing flat display field, especially the new
large and wide high definition LCD TV market. In anticipation of the strong
growth potential associated with this emerging market, the company has
worked hard to develop, in high volume, the LCD technology critical for highresolution digital broadcasting and wider and larger screen demand, enabling
LG.Philips LCD to emerge as one of today’s leading suppliers to the LCD TV
industry. For more information on the company and its leading-edge LCD
solutions for the TV, desktop monitor, notebook PC and other display-centric
markets, please visit www.lgphilips-lcd.com
LG.Philips LCD makes Technology You Can See!

materials – called TN materials – change
the polarization of the light by tilting their
molecules out of the plane of the display.
This mechanism is fine for laptop
computers that are normally viewed head
on, but light that passes through the display
at larger angles is changed in a different
way from light that goes straight through
the display. This is what gives rise to
brightness, contrast, and color distortions
with off-angle viewing. S-IPS solves these
problems by using a switching mode that
keeps all of the molecules in the plane of
the display at all times, and does it in such
a way that light passing through the display
at an angle is not treated very differently
than light passing straight through the
display. As a result, brightness, contrast and
color rendition are much more constant
with angle—the display looks great
regardless of where in the room a viewer is
sitting.

Cl.: You claim 12 Milliseconds Gray-toGray Response Time or better. Why Grayto-Gray, and not just “response time”? And
why is this important?
B.B.: While S-IPS dramatically improves
viewing angle and off-axis color fidelity, it
does not by itself cure the “smearing” of
moving images you see on a lot of LCD
screens.
LCD designers have worked hard for years
to bring the total response time of an LCD
down to below 16.67 milliseconds, which
would theoretically allow the LCD to
faithfully follow standard video signals (the
time for 1 frame of 60 frames/second film).
They first measured the switching time
from black to white to black because that
was the easiest thing to measure, but it is
not representative of the video content
most people watch. With some more
research, it became obvious that switching
times from one gray level to another are
generally more useful in predicting real
www.cleverdis.com
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shareholders, LG Electronics and Philips,
LG.Philips LCD works with many top brand
notebook and monitor manufacturers,
including almost all of the biggest names in
the PC business, like Dell, HP, IBM,
Toshiba, Sony and Apple.
Part of the reason behind our success has
been the fact that companies such as these
have always been able to rely on the
superior quality of our product, as well as
our
advanced
technology
and
manufacturing scale.
Cl.: What differentiates your products in
the market?

front of screen image quality and
performance with real video content. To
minimize smearing, it is necessary to get
most gray-to-gray switching times down
below 16 milliseconds. Through a
combination of optimizing the liquidcrystal material and designing a new
electronic drive system based on a
proprietary ODC (Over Driving Circuit),
LG.Philips LCD engineers have succeeded
in reducing effective gray-to-gray switching
times to below 8 - 12 milliseconds.
What this means is a well-designed LCD
TV set incorporating an S-IPS LCD panel
with ODC can display images with a wide-

viewing angle, no color shift and a fast
response time with little or no motion blur.
Cl.: Who are the main customers of
LG.Philips LCD - in the monitor field and in
TVs? Where can we see your panels?
B.B.: LG.Philips LCD’s customer base
includes 7 of the world’s top 10 consumer
electronics brands for LCD TVs, ensuring
that our industry leading panels are being
installed in sets that employ the highest
quality front-end electronics.
For our larger PC product portfolio, apart
from supplying displays to our major

LG.Philips LCD is the only TFT-LCD supplier to have won the

B.B.: Essentially, our manufacturing
productivity and customer intimacy sets us
apart as a company, while our technology
and quality offer real value propositions to
our customers via our product offerings. A
good example of technology is, as
mentioned before, our Super-IPS. When
you go into a shop and compare a flat TV
using an LG.Philips LCD panel with one
using a competitor’s panel, you can often
see the difference in image quality right
away. This all comes from high
manufacturing standards that translate into
high quality products at high volumes. Our
world’s first Gen 4 and Gen 5 lines helped
enable the LCD monitor market, and our
recently opened world’s largest Gen 6
factory will enable cost effective 32W and
37W TVs on a large scale.

DISPLAYSEARCH
AWARD

DisplaySearch Customer Satisfaction Award for three consecutive
years, taking the prize home in the spring of 2002, 2003, and 2004. This award
recognizes the company’s achievements as a preferred TFT-LCD supplier. According
© Photo: LG Philips LCD

to Bruce Berkoff, EVP of Marketing at LG.Philips LCD, the company is committed
to maintaining the focus on customer and product excellence that the
DisplaySearch Customer Satisfaction Award recognizes.
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> eLCoS
INTERVIEW
Dr. Warren
SHIH,
Chairman and
CEO,
Co-Founder
eLCoS
1290 Oakmead Parkway,
Suite 201
Sunnyvale, CA 94085
Tel: 408-245-7588
Fax: 408-739-0026

Cleverdis: Tell us about eLCos.
Warren Shih: By name we are religious
believers in LCoS! We started three and a half
years ago. I, at the time had been working on
LCoS technology for more than seven years. We
started all the technology work with S-Vision in
1994-95. At that time, the technology was being
targeted towards the front projection market,
which became crowded with LCD projection,
then DLP, and this made it hard for LCoS to
continue. That was the “tumbling” time for the
LCoS people. They couldn’t find their place in
the market and while there was a lot of
development we didn’t see the product on the
market. Then three or four years ago when I
looked at the new digital TV market, this was
when we saw the Japanese moving LCD into rear
projection TV, Samsung finally started using DLP
in projection TV three years ago, and I thought
“hey, this is a great opportunity for LCoS to
compete with the other two micro-display
technologies.” LCoS definitely enjoys the highest
resolution, and I believe that with the production
supported by Taiwan or China you can quickly
achieve the lowest cost and it will become a
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eLCoS Microdisplay Technology (www.elcos.com), a fabless design house for LCoS
(Liquid Crystal on Silicon) microdisplays, is a venture capital-backed company with
headquarters in Sunnyvale, CA. eLCoS is a leader in next-generation display technology
by providing advanced, all-digital, dynamic video display solutions. All eLCoS products
utilize proprietary patent-pending digital imaging technology to ensure the purest colors
and the most lifelike pictures. eLCoS’ team of talent includes the pioneers of digital
LCoS technology. eLCoS has offices in the United States, China, and Taiwan.
Dr. Warren Shih, Chairman and CEO, Co-Founder, has over 20 years of IC design
and business management experience. Prior to co-founding eLCoS Microdisplay
Technology, he was invited by the Taiwan government to initiate DRAM development
with ITRI in the Science-based Industrial Park at Hsinchu, where he began his
entrepreneurial career. Since then, Dr. Shih has founded or helped to found over ten
different new companies, mostly in the semiconductor design and PC subsystem areas,
in both Taiwan and in Silicon Valley, successfully bringing several companies to IPO
while serving as President and CEO. Dr. Shih worked on DRAM design with the IBM
General Technology Division of IBM. He later joined IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
and was responsible for the design of their popular micro-370 microprocessor, the OS/2
file system architecture, and the design of the PS/2 multimedia systems. Dr. Shih
received his BSEE from the National Taiwan University and earned both his MSEE and
Ph.D. from the University of Maryland.

commodity product. In particular in the HDTV
market, people want to enjoy the video
performance, but you want to be able to take
something home with a reasonable price. At the
time, plasma screens were eight to ten thousand
dollars and I think I would only pay two to three
thousand dollars for the product. So I focussed
all my energies on rear projection TV. That’s
where we believed, three years ago, that the new
market would emerge and the technologies
would mature. At the time it was not really
mature. Our US team has superior know-how,
and we’ve found the best partners in Asia for the
production of our TSMC semiconductor – a well
established semiconductor foundry in Taiwan,
with very good yields, low costs and high
quality. We were doing our Liquid Crystal in the
US, and now everything is moving to China. So
we enjoy the best performance for the lowest
cost. It’s a dream come true. I started out working
for IBM, starting in 1981. That was the year IBM

announced the personal computer. It was the
birth of the PC. Computer technologies had been
there for 30 years, but until then, no-one ever
believed personal computers would happen. I
believe digital TV will follow in this ilk. What the
PC did in the past twenty years will now be seen
in the growth of digital TV. This kind of
commodity TV will also give a lot of
entrepreneurs the chance to bring their dreams
to life. When I worked for IBM I learned how
Intel became successful, I learned how Microsoft
became successful, but now I want eLCoS to be
the next Intel.
Cl.: Intel attempted to get into the LCoS market
and now they’re pulling out. Why would eLCoS
be successful where Intel has failed?
W.S.: We spent 50-million dollars to date to
deliver something Intel has probably already
spent over 500-million dollars doing and they

The eHD70 imager with 1920 x 1080 native resolution for 1080-progression scan, the smallest
three-panel, 1080p LCOS microdisplay on the market, is eLCOS’ latest product offering. The
eHD70 is suitable for large screen high definition television, videowall, and front projection
systems, and helps to accelerate the move to 1080-based products.
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hadn’t even arrived where we are. Why? If they
didn’t make big mistakes we wouldn’t have had
a chance to survive… Big mistakes... I think for a
micro-display you have to get back to your
architecture. In microprocessor architecture Intel
was the best in the early 80’s and beat everyone.
This doesn’t just take account semiconductors. It
includes liquid crystal, optics, software and
other things. Intel is so good when it comes to
semiconductors no-one can say anything about
that. Because they’re so good they tried to use
their advanced semiconductor knowledge to
accomplish something I don’t think needed
accomplishing. Last year, when they realised a
lot of Japanese and Chinese companies, some
even small, were making more advances
because of better architecture, they had nowhere
to go. They were beaten, not because their
technology was not so good, but I think because
they chose the wrong way to implement microdisplay. I could go into a lot more depth, but in
shot, in terms of cost and performance, Intel
could not have had any advantages in
comparison to smaller companies. My whole
design team came from Intel. My CTO already
worked with them back in 1976, and our design
team has much more combined knowledge on
micro-displays than Intel people. I would say
that we are now the masters and they are the
juniors – in Micro-display at least – not
semiconductors.

Cl.: What is the roadmap for eLCoS? What are
you planning for the next couple of years?
WS: The first three years, we were just trying to
survive. If I could survive when the giants, Intel
and Philips, drop out, it would be like a
marathon race when the giants drop out. Some
little guy can come along and win the race. I
know I need more energy to continue, but now I
have support from my customers, not just the
foundry. I have good partners on the support
side. During this show (eds: CES Las Vegas
2005), I have been receiving visits from the
presidents of some of the world’s biggest

manufacturing companies, who tell me they
want my product. They really want to join with
us, because this is the “art piece”.
Cl.: Who are the customers you’re working with
now?
W.S.: At this show we have eight TV’s on show,
mostly from our customers. There’s a 65” TV
from our customer Chungwha Picture Tube
(CPT). They are the leading suppliers of CRT in
the world. They also supply Plasma and LCD, but
now they’ve added micro-display. This was
shown by them in Yokohama in Japan last
October, and it got a lot of attention from the
Japanese customers. We have another company
which is a public company – a spin off from the
Chungwha university, and they already have
ordered 20-thousand units for 2005. I have five
customers committed to the product in 2005 and
there are more and more.
Cl.: Have you projected sales over the next few
years?
W.S.: Yes. I think it will take time to educate the
customers about micro-displays and to
manufacture the final products. Microdisplay,
since it’s semiconductor based, Liquid Crystal
products, can easily be put into mass
production, but a lot of people still don’t know
about HDTV. For smaller customers in Taiwan
and China that had no previous experience in
making RPTVs, it’s taken two years just to
develop one product, but now they’re ready. In
2005, we expect to ship around 80-thousand
units to the market. That’s the target I have. In
2006, I project the shipment of half a million
units. If we team up with the right companies, in
Japan for example, their forecast alone is, for
2006, 300-thousand units with our product. We
believe demand will grow very rapidly.
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FACE TO FACE WITH MARKET LEADERS

> UNDERSTANDING IMAGE
QUALITY
INTERVIEW
YVES
FAROUDJA

Cleverdis: When looking at direct-view
TV’s, particularly LCD versus CRT technology, what are the main considerations to be
taken into account?
Yves Faroudja: The basic choices to be
made by a potential buyer are of course
firstly based on aspect ratio… either 4:3, or
16:9… Then comes the question: HDTV or
not HDTV…
All sets nowadays must have Video, Yuv,
and S-VHS inputs, and even in 50 Hz
countries, CRT TVs must display at a 100
Hz rate (through frame doubling), manual
aspect conversion from 3/4 to 16/9, or vice
versa, and Zoom functions.
Cl.: What about image quality? What are
the main concerns here?
Y.F.: The different elements of image quality are resolution, flicker, colorimetry, black
level, uniformity, overall contrast, motion
blurring, and angle of vision ( LCDs ). It has
to be underlined that CRT TVs are still the
best in terms of picture quality and cost.
Their limitations are only due to mediocre
pre-processors, not from the CRTs themselves. Their main inconveniences are bulk
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YVES FAROUDJA
As the man who added "line doubler" to the video lexicon (not to mention
“quadrupler”), Yves Faroudja has been instrumental in the advancement of
display technololgy. A graduate of Paris University Ecole Superieure de
l'Electricite, he co-founded Faroudja Laboratories in 1971. The company
went public in 1997, and in 1998 it merged with Sage, with the resulting
entity (Sage) being sold to Genesis Microchip in 2000. Among Mr Faroudja's
inventions are circuits licenced to be used in home VCR's and artefact-free
NTSC/PAL encoders/decoders, and since the 90's his company, Faroudja
Inc., has developed line-doublers / multipliers. Mr. Faroudja's work has led
to the awarding of three Emmy's from the US National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences including a lifetime achievement Emmy Award.
He is the holder of more than 50 US and foreign patents.
Since 2001, his main interest has been in the improvement of image quality
in Flat Panel Displays (FPDs).

and weight. In Direct-view LCD-TVs main
advantages are their flatness and weight.
Resolution is good. Requirements for preprocessing include de-interlacing (if
required), and flicker is limited. However,
the colorimetry may be false, the angle of
vision may be limited, and black level may
not be black enough. The intrinsic motion
blurring of the LCD may not be properly
compensated.
Cl.: We hear people talking a lot about the
importance of pre-processors. Tell us about
these…
Y.F.: A good pre-processor should have, for
all devices, 3D PAL/NTSC decoding,
Non-linear enhancement, De-interlacing
including reverse telecine and diagonal
lines interpolation modes. In addition, for
LCD devices, Scaling, Motion blurring correction ( Often only partly done) and
Colour correction.
But pre-processors cannot correct:
• Errors of all kinds made during the signal
source generation (Studio processing).
This is probably the greatest source of
degradation of image quality.

• Errors due to excessive compression and
transmission path.
• Limited angle of vision ( LCD )
• Poor black level ( LCD )
• Lack of uniformity.
Cl.: Mr Faroudja, it could be said that you
are one of the visionaries of the industry…
How do you see the future of this market?
Y.F.: In the future, I see LCDs taking a bigger and bigger part of the market, but CRTs
will stay with us for a very, very long time,
as well as analogue transmission standards.
I believe that the remaining defects of some
LCD displays ( Black level, angle of vision,
colorimetry, blurring, etc) will be corrected
in the device itself, which will make the
task of the pre-processor far easier.
I also believe that the use of HDTV in TV
sets will significantly grow, side by side
with usual standards, but unfortunately,
mostly under interlaced form.
www.cleverdis.com
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WHAT A PRE-PROCESSOR CAN AND CANNOT DO:
WHAT IT CAN DO

WHAT PRE-PROCESSORS CANNOT DO

> Decoding
With composite video inputs (PAL-NTSC), it should provide high quality non linear 3D decoding (diagonal resolution)

> Perfectly compensate response time errors
An acceptable pre-correction may be obtained, but the variations of
response time with grey level change, amplitude or sign, make it quite
difficult and never perfect, particularly for large displays, whose
response time is longer.

> Enhancement
For soft pictures, horizontal and vertical non-linear edge enhancement,
or bandwidth expansion is preferred
> De-interlacing
This is the most difficult of all operations. It should include reverse
telecine and interpolation process
> Scaling
Scaling is required to match the requirements of the LCD panel.
For HDTV sources, of course, the steps of decoding and enhancement
are not required, and de-interlacing is only required for interlaced
sources (1080i). These steps of processing apply for all displays and
are not limited to LCD applications.
For an LCD TV one more step is required: pre-compensation of
response time. Today it is practical to implement all these functions
under IC form.

www.cleverdis.com

> Correct uniformity errors
Improve black level… There is no such thing as a “negative” photon.
This is where the superiority of CRT over LCD is evident. With a CRT,
when no electrons are emitted, there are no photons. With an LCD,
the light source is permanent. Photons from the source always find a
way to the screen, even in the black parts of the image.
> Correct colorimetry errors
A processor can do it, but only to a certain extent. The colour gamut
(Triangle of colours) of an LCD is often smaller than that of a CRT. The goal
of a processor, through colour matrixing, is to duplicate within the triangle of colours of the display, that of a camera (the standard). For colours
which are outside the triangle of colours, there can only be approximations (lower saturation). A common mistake, which is to artificially
increase the size of the colour zone (sometimes with more than 3 colours)
is to be avoided. The goal should be to be as faithful as possible within the
triangle of colours. Therefore the display, not the processor, should duplicate the camera/standard. The LCD light source colorimetry should be
improved. In this area, colour LED’s may be preferable.
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FACE TO FACE WITH MARKET LEADERS

> THROWING SPECS TO THE
FOUR WINDS
IAN MILLER: DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY

INTERVIEW
Ian
MILLER
Director of
Technology
Samsung
Information
Systems America
SEA HQ - Samsung Electronics America
105 Challenger Road - Ridgefield park
NJ 07660

Cleverdis: Tell us about the projects you’re
currently working on…
Ian Miller: I’m working in two areas. One
is standardization. To allow our products
and everyone else’s to interoperate. This
involves industry standards like ISO and so
on and takes quite a lot of time. The other
part of my job is looking for future
technologies that we can utilize to produce
better displays for the future. That’s a very
broad statement, but it’s a very broad brush
mission. The mission covers anything from
basic LCD monitors right up to plasma TVs,
LCD rear-projection… anything that can
produce a better image. There are also
some novel things like trying to find
whether there’s a realistic way of
introducing 3D. Clearly there are some 3D
products on the market.
Most companies have had some 3D
activities in their labs for some years, but
there still isn’t a compelling image quality
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Ian Miller has been involved with display production, development and
metrology over many years. Ian joined Samsung in 2000 as Director of
Technology (Displays) and is actively involved in seeking new display
related technologies and the development of standards. Prior to joining
Samsung he worked at IBM with responsibilities ranging through display
manufacturing (CRT and PDP), display metrology (CRT and LCD) and
LCD monitor development.
Ian has been actively involved with VESA (Video Electronics Standards
Association) for 10 years and is currently chairman of the board of
directors.
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., Ltd. is a global leader in semiconductor,
telecommunications, flat panel display and digital convergence
technology. Samsung Electronics employs approximately 75,000 people
in 89 offices across 47 countries. The company is the world’s largest
producer of memory chips, TFT-LCDs, CDMA mobile phones, monitors
and VCRs. Samsung Electronics consists of four main business units:
Digital Media Network, Device Solution Network, Telecommunications
Network and Digital Appliance Network Businesses. The company web
site is located at http://www.samsung.com

that has a realistic infrastructure behind it,
so we’re looking at how to fix that. There
are a lot of small companies with some
innovative ideas, but so far it remains an
interest area that may or may not come to
anything.
Cl.: As someone with his finger on the
technology pulse, what would you say are
the most exciting developments we’ll be
seeing in the next few years in the display
business?
I.M.: I think it’s the fact that displays are
going to become pervasive. At the moment,
we tend to have one or two displays in the
home in fixed places and you go to the
display and look at it. We’re going to be
moving towards a situation where there are
displays of various sizes and formats
scattered around in a way that you have
image data virtually anywhere. That’s going
to change the way people consider visual

information from whatever source. And to
enable that, we’ll be seeing effective
networking. And by that I mean something
that doesn’t need an IS expert to set them
up… things that the average person can
simply plug in and they work in a very
intuitive way.
Cl.: We’re seeing New Visual Solutions in
the form of Displays almost everywhere
already – in elevators, shops, cars, even in
your fridge … because technologies are
coming down sharply in price. But we’re
also seeing some weird new stuff like
flexible displays. Do you think that kind of
thing is useful or is it hype?
I.M.: I can’t see the benefit of a flexible
screen. I do view this as hype. There’s a
whole sub-strand at every display or
technical conference at the moment,
talking about flexible screens as though
they were intrinsically valuable. I’ve yet to
www.cleverdis.com

hear any compelling reason for having
them except that you may want to them to
conform to some sort of curved surface.
But that’s a one-off flex. For something that
flexes multiple times, unless you can get to
a display that you can roll tightly and stick
in your pocket, I really don’t see the
benefit. It could be useful for very large
displays that you could roll up like a carpet
for transportation.
Cl.: Obviously Samsung has a reason for
having you doing what you’re doing.
What’s Samsung’s philosophy when it
comes to trying to be at the forefront of
technology and developing technology?
I.M.: It’s twofold. Firstly it’s a recognition
that we can’t do everything ourselves. We
can’t invent everything. Samsung has a lot
of very good technologists but you’re never
going to invent everything across the
breadth of the industry. And that’s why we
have a group of which I form part, looking
for technology that comes from elsewhere;
particularly smaller start-ups that we can
licence in some shape or form. We tend to
have a pragmatic approach to technology.
If we can invent it ourselves, that’s great,
and if we can’t, we’ll find it.
Cl.: People are talking a lot about
convergence and the fact that this,
combined with Digital TV and HD will all
change the world. What are your thoughts
about all that?
I.M.: There’s a big gap. I have to laugh
because just a few minutes ago I was
writing a report and the paragraph I was
writing was about digital convergence with
a big question mark. There is a big gap that
resides around interfaces, when you look at
the whole spectrum of displays. In the
computer industry you basically have VGA
and DVI as the supported interfaces. Go
over into the TV space, and you have an
assortment of interfaces with component
video, Scart, HDMi and a whole host of
other legacy things that vary somewhat
from continent to continent.
At one level you have convergence if
you’re prepared to do all the cabling and
switching yourself.
But convergence is inhibited by the lack of
a common interface.
Cl.: What about the education of the
industry about new display technologies. Is
www.cleverdis.com

part of the problem perhaps coming from
the fact that even people within the
industry itself should be educated and
informed?
I.M.: That’s an interesting question…
Within the industries there is undoubtedly
ignorance … about where we’re going and
what the stepping stones are along that
path. For the end user, why should
technology matter? It’s function that
matters, not technology. If they can have
the functionality they want in a package
they can afford, technology is just the
technology that makes it happen. Whether
it’s LCD or Plasma or OLED, I don’t think
the industry serves the customer very well
by hyping specific technologies.
Cl.: But is this perhaps because there is a
lack of adherence to standards, especially
when it comes to specifications for things
like brightness and contrast … so people
have to rely on any other information they
can get.
I.M.: The answer to that is that there are
plenty of standards. They’re not being used.
There are even many standards for contrast
ratios. Pick any one of those standards and
all the spec sheets in the industry would be
much more meaningful. It’s really a
question of usage. The spec sheets and
documents the end user normally gets to
read are usually written by marketing
departments who, in most cases don’t
understand what they’re writing and have a
perception that a big number is better by
definition. In many cases the engineering
groups that are behind them are arguing
saying “…no, that’s not true! You have to
qualify that, etc…” and the response is,
“Yes, but company X doesn’t do that, so we
can’t do that. We can’t be technically
accurate and disadvantage ourselves!”
There is discussion about this kind of
problem within the Video Electronics
Standards Association of which I’m the
Chairman. One of our work-groups covers
metrology - the measurement of image
quality - particularly of flat panels. They
have written a set of measurement criteria
which are used within the technical
community essentially as the bible for
measuring LCDs in particular but flat
panels in general. It doesn’t tell you what’s
good or bad; it tells you how to measure
things correctly. One of the activities we
have under consideration there is whether

it’s worth it, in the sense of “would anyone
ever use it”, to generate a standard display
specification template, which would
essentially serve to level the playing field
and get away from exaggerations,
sometimes downright lies, and certainly
misleading
statements
about
the
performance characteristics of displays,
because it would tie them back to specific
measurement standards. If Samsung says
this display is 1000:1 using method XYZ
and NEC says theirs is 1200:1 using the
same method, now you have a
comparison. At the moment though, you
can look at numbers and they don’t
actually mean anything.
Cl.: It’s sure that if everyone used different
methods to measure car engine power,
everyone would be up in arms. Surely this
is something that will have to happen in
this industry…
I.M.: Personally I’d love to see that. I think
it would stop a lot of the confusion that
goes on at the end user level, and it would
allow displays to be judged on their real
merits. There’d be a turbulent transition no
doubt. There’ll be some winners and
there’ll be some losers, but it would be a
fair comparison.
Cl.: So when people look at a spec sheet
now, they should take it with a pinch of
salt?
I.M.: Quite honestly I would actually say
they should throw it away!!! I look at specs
a lot of the time. If you know enough, you
can infer and take an educated guess what
they mean, but you never know for sure.
And it’s even worse than that, because if
you look at different segments of the
industry. Compare LCD and Plasma for
example. They never specify how they get
the results, and the test methods behind the
scenes used are different. They will always
choose test methods that advantage their
own screens. A good example is contrast
ratio… with some plasma manufacturers
claiming 3000:1 contrast. How do you
achieve that? How does it relate to a real
user environment? They don’t tell you. But
you can be certain that it’s very different to
an LCD number, which are typically in the
few hundred to a thousand-to-one area
these days.
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SMARTguide
THE ESSENTIAL INFORMATION SOURCE FOR
EUROPEAN CHANNELS
At
a
time
when
industry
professionals have been crying out
for the education of the channel and
resellers, Cleverdis has launched a
new
publication
aimed
at
demystifying
new
flat
TV
technologies and explaining the
workings of the market.
This easy-to-read new guide is a
boon to all those in the business
who need to obtain a better
understanding of how to sell these
products and how to explain
differentiation and value added of
various brands and technology
partners.
To obtain a copy, or for information
on our future publications in the
same category, please contact
info@cleverdis.com

SPECIAL FLAT TV

I know, we’ve been hearing people talking about HDTV for many years, and it’s still not really
upon us. Well get ready for it, because it really looks like 2005 will be the year that HDTV takes
off in Europe, following hot on the heels of the USA. This will affect not only consumers, but
indeed the entire AV industry… quite profoundly. While this is a short chapter, its importance
should not be overlooked. In months to come, we will be publishing more highly specialised
works covering the DTV and HDTV phenomena in far greater detail. Watch this station!

CHAPTER 4
H IGH D EFINITION
S OLUTIONS –
2005 – T HE Y EAR
OF HDTV
www.cleverdis.com

HDTV Overview - Cleverdis

HDTV Recording Formats
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> HDTV ARRIVES
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OVERVIEW:
According to the NAB at time of writing,
more than 84-million households in the
USA have cable or satellite services
offering HD (High Definition) programmes.
More than 20 cable, satellite and broadcast
channels offer HD programming, and more
than 700 hours of HD programming are
available per week on cable. Europe is
lagging, but is that a bad thing? Not so sure,
as the various powers that be attempt to
agree a standard that will, in the end, be
better than the mish-mash of HD standards
in the US. While the introduction of HD
programming in Europe at first appears to
be totally consumer oriented, it is
important to understand the importance
that HDTV will take-on in all of our lives in
the next few years.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES BOOST
POSSIBILITIES
As you may know, broadcasting HDTV
resolution means more data and higher bitrates, thus more bandwidth… but the
number of channels and bandwidth is
limited. The introduction of new
compression technologies is one of the
ways of solving this problem. Until now,
broadcasts have generally been in MPEG-2
format. The introduction of a new
algorithm, known as MPEG-4, allows for a
much higher compression with similar
picture quality, meaning more channels
and lower delivery costs. Microsoft’s WMVHD does the same thing. Another

compression technology that’s making itself
felt in the HD world is Div-X, which also
has an HD format, and has very high
compression rates.

NOT JUST IN THE HOME
In the USA, PRN (Premier Retail Networks)
is (according to them) the most watched
HDTV network in the country, with over
60M monthly viewers (Survey – Nielsen).
The use of HDTV as a visual medium in the
retail environment greatly enhances the
visual experience of the potential buyer.
From being a simple purveyor of sales
messages, the in-store HDTV becomes an
entertainment centre, enticing the

You will be surprised at the speed with
which HDTV will invade the market, and
the added value this will bring to the
display sector in general.
We believe the onset of digital TV and
HDTV along with the rapidly falling prices
in the flat panel sector will create a massive
cross-over effect between consumer and
professional usage of TV and video… the
lines of demarcation are no longer clearly
defined.
In this section, we aim to give you a brief
overview of the current state of affairs in
Europe concerning HDTV. In a publication
to be released later this year, we will be
covering the HDTV market in far greater
detail. Those interested should contact our
editorial department in order to be put on
our direct contact list.

BACKGROUND:
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The decision to work on a new TV standard
goes back as far as the 1964 Olympics,
when the Japanese public broadcaster
NHK decided to examine the idea. In
1980, an HDTV standard was agreed in
Japan, known as MUSE/Hi-Vision. Since
this time, the debate has been raging in
Europe and the US as to what standard to
adopt in HDTV. When, in 1993, the FCC
decided to back a digital TV standard, the
possibility was opened-up to allow for
HIGH DEFINITION TV. The US DTV
standard was a variant of the Japanese
approach (1080 lines – interlaced).
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customer to stay longer, and to perceive
shopping as an even more enjoyable
experience. At trade shows, the use of
larger HDTV screens is also now becoming
a major differentiator for those taking the
extra step of using HD instead of standard
definition screens. Here in Europe, certain
providers are already starting to create and
distribute HDTV content for digital
signage. The difference HD makes is
astounding and really makes the viewers’
heads turn…

SO WHAT IS HDTV?

CHOOSING A TV OR
MONITOR

The "i" means interlaced, which means half
of the lines are drawn in one 1/60th-of-asecond pass, then the other half of the lines
are drawn in another 1/60th-of-a-second
second pass, to draw the "full" picture every
1/30th of a second. The "p" stands for
progressive, meaning lines of information
are sent to the display in sequential order to
create the picture.

There are four main types of unit available:
plain old CRT, projection TV, Plasma and or
Liquid Crystal Display. Projection TV is
very popular, because it offers the best
value for your money in terms of screen
size. This being said, PDP and LCD offer
better picture quality. The industry
therefore considers projection TV to be an
alternative choice before a full blown
acceptance of PDP or LCD in the market.
Check out the “technology” pages of this
guide to get a better grip on what’s what in
this department.

WHICH IS BETTER?
One system delivers 2 million pixels 30
times per second, while the other delivers 1
million pixels 60 times a second. Some
think that 720-progressive has better
compression. Others say it’s more
important to have more pixels. What’s clear
for now is that both systems will coexist. In
any case, both systems are compatible with
almost all HD set-top boxes and HD
satellite receivers.

WHAT’S
THE
DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN HDTV AND DTV?
DTV refers to Digital TV, while HDTV refers
to High Definition TV. The onset of digital
broadcasting and digital media in general
is basically what has enabled High
Definition TV to become within reach in
the USA. HDTV has existed for years in
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There are currently two primary HDTV
standards. The "720p" system (which is also
called the "ABC system”, because the ABC
network in the USA was the prime mover
behind it) uses a 720 line, 60 Hz
progressively scanned signal. The other
system is called 1080i. HDTV programmes
are broadcast in 16:9 (wide screen) aspect
ratio.

WHAT DO THE “I” AND “P”
STAND-FOR IN 720P AND 1080I?
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Japan in analogue form, but failed to catch
on either in Europe or the USA due to cost
and infrastructure issues. So to be clear, all
HDTV programs today in the US are digital,
but not all digital programs are HDTV.

WIDESCREEN
HDTV programming is in 16:9 format,
rather than the traditional 4:3 format of
standard TV. This being said, the simple fact
that a picture is 16:9 (wide screen) does not
mean it’s HDTV. HD concerns only high
definition pictures.

HDTV “READY”:

Some HDTV-compatible sets receive the
HDTV signal and convert it to 480p
(enhanced definition TV). Some sets
capable of displaying 720p or 1,080i may
have a only a 4:3 (standard) aspect ratio,
and thus cannot display a widescreen
picture at full resolution.

HD SET-TOP BOXES
The HDTV television set-top box or
receiver is generally referred to by cable
companies as an HD Digital terminal or
HD set top box. It’s important to note that a
regular digital terminal will allow you to

receive digital signals but will not allow
you to receive HDTV signals.
Be careful to make sure that your HD settop box has all the necessary cross
conversions your TV needs. For example, if
the TV accepts only 1080i and 480p, and
the box delivers 720p, you won't be able to
watch those programs! Other times, the
box may be able to handle live video, like
newscasts, but not movies. Technically, live
video (1080i) has 30 frames per second in
broadcast mode, while movies have 24
frames per second, but the set top box
always sends (approx.) 30 frames per
second to the TV.

When you see TVs that are labelled “HDTV
Ready”, this essentially means buying the
TV alone won't bring you HDTV pictures.
You will also need to obtain a digital settop box. Similar to a cable box, this is a
tuner that receives the broadcast in digital
form and feeds it to your TV. A fully
integrated HDTV (with an HD tuner inside)
will cost more than an “HDTV ready” unit.
If you’re only planning to watch high
definition video material from a source
other than broadcast, you won’t need the
set-top box, so you may be best off buying
an HD Ready set. On the other hand if your
prime reason for purchasing an HDTV is to
watch broadcast TV, it’s best to buy a set
with the HD electronics built-in.

HDTV “COMPATIBLE”:
A TV set that can receive a digital, HDTVquality signal but cannot display it in a true
HDTV resolution is HDTV compatible.
www.cleverdis.com
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HDTV OVERVIEW

> DIGITAL TV IN EUROPE
INTERVIEW
Dr. George
T. WATERS
President of the
International
Academy of
Broadcasting

Cleverdis: What is the current state of
affairs concerning Digital TV in Europe?
George T. Waters: Roll-out is progressing
in most European countries. They all have
different time scales, but I think there is
universal acceptance now that every
country in Europe will start to introduce
Digital TV within the next three years. The
Berlin Brandenburg area was the first in the
world to go completely Digital and cease
analogue services. There is an extensive
plan now in Germany to roll-out digital
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DR. GEORGE T. WATERS
Dr. George T. Waters been, for the later part of his career, involved at the
cutting edge of Digital and HDTV, having been Technical Director of the
European Broadcasting Union. He was a founding member of the DVB
project and has worked on that project throughout its unravelling…
According to Dr. Waters, “I always said that the two things that will drive
higher quality TV were large screens and DVD… We saw this coming a
number of years ago, and we have the components in place now.” Dr Waters
in fact served on the Bureau of the Technical Committee of the EBU for ten
years before joining the General Assembly and was elected Vice-President of
the EBU in 1982, where he served until his appointment to the Permanent
Services. Dr Waters was awarded the degree of Doctor of Philosophy from
Trinity College, Dublin for his doctoral thesis on High Definition Television.

television in different areas over a period of
time. The time scale is very difficult to
calculate as it’s often linked to the
availability of spectrum space. We’re lucky
in a way that there have been some vacant
channels – the so called “taboo” channels,
which will allow us to introduce digital
services. The best example of generalised
Digital roll-out in Europe is in the UK,
where they have begun a digital terrestrial
service. This has been a great success with
numbers are building every day (Eds: at last
count 4-million receivers).

Cl.: When we talk about coverage, it
doesn’t always pertain to end users. Can
you explain?
G.T.W.: There is a big difference between
coverage and take-up. Italy is an example
where by the end of this year, around 70%
of the population will be “covered”. This
does not mean that 70% of the households
have digital receivers. But demand is being
stimulated by the offering of subsidies on
the receivers. The viewer pays around 49
euros and the rest is paid by the state. This
should increase the take-up over the next
couple of years, and Italy should progress
quite quickly in this area.
Cl.: Why should we be pushing towards
the onset of Digital TV?
G.T.W.: There are a number of reasons. Of
course it gives us the possibility to have a
greater number of channels in a lower
portion of the spectrum, meaning less
spectrum space. It gives us better quality,
coverage is better and the cost of running
transmitters is lower.
As far as administrations are concerned, it
frees up a lot of spectrum space that can
either be used for other services or for
enhanced
or
increased
television
programme services for specialised
channels such as news and sport, which
even in themselves are being broken down
into sub-segments for more specific interest
groups. Interactive TV also becomes a
reality, which is very important.
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Cl.: What other changes have you been
noting in the market?
G.T.W.: One of the other things that have
happened in recent years is that screen
sizes have become bigger and tuners have
improved enormously. In the past five or
ten years, the quality has improved greatly.
People now have both better quality
receivers that are enhanced by bigger, flat
panel displays and they also have DVD
which has introduced a quantum leap in
quality. DVD quality is far superior to
broadcast reception, and broadcasters will
have to address this issue. It’s another
reason why digital television will forge
ahead.
Cl.: Tell us about the future of HDTV in
Europe…
G.T.W.: Over in the United States there are
currently around 18 different formats and
quality levels in what’s termed HDTV. In
Europe, it’s too early to say, but I would
www.cleverdis.com

hope we end up with just one format. In
any case, because it’s Digital, it’s a lot
easier to handle those different formats
than with the old analogue systems. In
Europe, we always had an advantage over
the Americans in that the PAL system was
so much better than the NTSC system.
So the quality difference between PAL and
High Definition is great, but not as great or
obvious as in the United States where there
has been a bigger quantum leap between
one and the other. As screens grow bigger;
as plasma and LCD screens become
available at lower prices, the public is
going to demand greater quality and that
quality will have to be higher than or as
high as DVD.
High definition Television will give us a
better definition than the present DVD, but
of course in a couple of years’ time we’ll be
seeing HD-DVD (BluRay) DVD’s on the
market and broadcasters will have to match
that.

Cl.: Where are other developments
happening that will affect the HDTV
market?
G.T.W.: One of the most important areas is
that of compression. We have the new
techniques of MPEG4 or Windows Media 9
which are going to give us the opportunity
to put far more information into a smaller
bit-rate. We also have a development in
satellite broadcasting now – the DVB S2,
which is the second satellite classification.
This will allow more channels to broadcast
over the same band-width, and will also
allow HDTV to be broadcast over an
acceptable band-width.
Cl.: When do you think 50% of European
channels will be HDTV?
G.T.W.: I would guess that it will be
anywhere between 7 and 10 years.
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HDTV RECORDING FORMATS
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> NATIVE HD
RECORDING FORMATS:
BLU-RAY DISC AND HD-DVD

Blu-ray Disc and HD-DVD Formats allow
storage of entire films in native HD format
on one disc (without compression such as
MPEG4 or DivX).

Packard Company; Hitachi, Ltd.; LG
Electronics Inc.; Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation;
Panasonic
(Matsushita
Electric); Pioneer Corporation; Royal
Philips Electronics; Samsung Electronics
Co., Ltd.; Sharp Corporation; Sony
Corporation; TDK Corporation; Thomson;
Twentieth Century Fox; and Walt Disney
Pictures and Television.
Blue-ray will be able to scale to 100 GB in
2007 using four-layer technology and later
up to 200 GB with eight layers, according
to a statement from Sony officials made
today.
Leaders from Critical Industry Segments
have been Joining the Blu-ray Disc
Association – More than 100 Members at
time of writing…

ABOUT BLU-RAY DISC
Blu-ray Disc is the next-generation optical
disc format being developed for highdefinition video and high-capacity
software applications. A single-layer Bluray Disc will hold up to 25 gigabytes of
data and a double-layer Blu-ray Disc will
hold up to 50 gigabytes of data.

In February 2005, the Blu-ray Disc
Association (BDA) surpassed a milestone as
its membership grew beyond 100
companies. Established in October of
2004, the BDA rapidly gained the support
of many leaders from the computer,
consumer electronics, video gaming,
optical media, disc replication, authoring
and content industries. All of these

industries are critical to the successful
development and launch of a highdefinition optical format.
"When a new format launches, people tend
to notice only the end product -- the
hardware and the software. What often
remains out of sight is the ecosystem
needed to support those end products,"
said Brian Zucker of Dell Inc.'s Client
Product Group. "What's most remarkable
about the growing support for Blu-ray is not
just its sheer volume, but its breadth. Bluray has support from the computer,
consumer electronics, gaming and content
industries, as well as the authoring,
replication, application development and
manufacturing leaders that are critical to
sustaining any format."
"The addition of new members to the BDA
enables expanded opportunities for both
the format and consumers," said Victor
Matsuda, Sony Corporation of America's
Vice President for Blu-ray Disc. "Due to the
broad support of Blu-ray Disc, we will be
able to offer unparalleled games, versatile
recording applications, and hybrid discs
that allow high definition and standard
definition movies to reside on a single disc.

ABOUT THE BLU-RAY DISC
ASSOCIATION
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The Blu-ray Disc Association (BDA) is
responsible for establishing format
standards and promoting and further
developing business opportunities for Bluray Disc -- the next-generation optical disc
for storing high-definition movies, games,
photos and other digital content. The BDA
has over 100 members. Its Board of
Directors consists of Dell Inc.; Hewlett
www.cleverdis.com

IMPORTANT – BACKWARD
COMPATIBILITY
HD DVD is based on the same physical
disc structure as DVD, which secures easy
backward compatibility with today's DVD,
and enables manufacture of highly reliable
hardware and discs at a reasonable cost.
HD-DVD Endorsed by Studios:
Mr. Tadashi Okamura, President and CEO
of Toshiba Corporation, said: "We are
delighted that the HD DVD format has
been
independently
endorsed
by
Paramount Pictures, Universal Pictures,
New Line Cinema, and Warner Bros.
Studios. We sought to contribute to
development of the format through a close
dialogue with Hollywood studios and
extensive technical discussions within the
DVD Forum, an approach that has been
validated by these endorsements.
www.cleverdis.com
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The HD-DVD format competes with Blueray technology and is mainly backed by
Toshiba, NEC, and more recently Sanyo.
Both approaches are based on blue lasers
with shorter wave length than their red
counterparts to read data stored in higher
density on discs. The HD DVD disc
standard is being developed at the DVD
Forum, which represents over 230
consumer
electronics,
information
technology, and content companies. HD
DVD innovations include higher resolution
video and audio available on a suite of disc
capacities adaptable for longer or shorter
programs – along with advanced
navigation, web connectivity, and new
consumer options. HD DVD supports such
essential features as advanced content
access and robust content security
technology, which are critical to the
studios. A single, dual-layer HD DVD ROM
disc, which has a 30-gigabyte capacity, can
hold as much as eight hours of high-quality,
high definition movie content.

Photo courtesy @ blueray.com

About HD-DVD

"HD
DVD
offers
the
necessary
combination of picture quality, content
security and advanced features, including
interactivity,
plus
reasonable
manufacturing costs. We believe this is why
HD DVD is gaining broad acceptance and
has won the support of each of these four
leading studios," Mr. Okamura continued.
"Endorsement of HD DVD by these leading
Hollywood studios is a great impetus to
assuring the timely launch of HD DVD and
to assuring that consumers have a range of
attractive choices in both hardware and
software. Major Hollywood studios are
expected to release a number of movie
titles, including new releases, to support
the smooth progress of HD DVD in its
initial year. Hundreds of other titles will
also be available from other international
content holders."
The DVD Forum has been working on the
fine details of the HD DVD specifications
for almost two years, including physical,
file format and application specifications
for recordable and ROM discs. The DVD
Forum approved the version 1.0 physical
specifications for HD DVD-ROM in
February 2004, followed by version 1.0 of
the HD DVD-Rewritable format in
September 2004. Completion of the HD
DVD-R, a one-time recordable format, is
also expected by year end. "Every facet of
HD DVD development is on track," said
Yoshihide Fujii, President and CEO,
Toshiba's
Digital
Media
Network
Company. "As we enter the age of highdefinition
broadcasting,
consumers
increasingly want HD content for their high
definition, large-screen displays, and HD
DVD naturally fits in with this trend. HD
DVD will open up new horizons in visual
entertainment."

Photo courtesy @ blueray.com

These combined attributes will also offer
the greatest flexibility for both new and
legacy consumer playback devices."
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In a world where display technologies are evolving at the speed of light, the desktop monitor is
no longer simply a desktop monitor. It is a window to the digital world in all its glory and needs
to fulfil roles a desktop monitor never had to fulfil before. There’s an ever increasing list of
important factors to be taken into account when choosing desktop monitors, and as
applications evolve in rhythm with the technology, it’s important to get a grip on what
technologies are best suited for your desired applications. In this section we feature a report
from Meko on the evolution of monitors in the rapidly expanding field of AV production. We
also again highlight ergonomics, a factor that should not be taken lightly… this year spotlighting
the guru of ergonomics – Ergotron’s Harry Sweere. We also talk to some of the leading lights of
the industry in order to obtain their vision for the future!

How to choose a PC Monitor

CHAPTER 5
D ESKTOP
M ONITORS

Save Now - Pay Later - TCO of
LCD
Heighten ROI with Multiple
Monitors
Ergonomics - Interview Ergotron
Why ISO is Important
Optimise Your Monitor Overview of best tips
Spotlight on a Market Leader LGE

www.cleverdis.com
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PC MONITORS

> HOW TO CHOOSE
A PC MONITOR ?

PC

MONITORS HAVE EVOLVED

INCREDIBLY OVER THE PAST FEW
YEARS.

THEY’RE

LONGER

OF COURSE NO

JUST

INTERFACE”

“VISUAL
WORD-

A
FOR

PROCESSING AND OTHER STATIC
FILES.
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TO

THEY’VE

THE

IN FACT EVOLVED

POINT

WHERE

THE

SCREEN IS NOW BY FAR THE MOST
PROMINENT ASPECT OF A

PC

AND IS CROSSING-OVER WITH

TV-LIKE

FUNCTIONS,

WITH

MANY PEOPLE NOW WATCHING
VIDEO

(DVD, DIVX,

ETC.) ON

COMPUTER.

THEIR

SO

COMPUTER SCREENS NOW HAVE
HIGH-COLOR
– BOTH STILL AND
VIDEO. AND THAT’S WHERE WE

TO

SUPPORT

IMAGES

START TO SEE SOME DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN BRANDS.

TECHNOLOGY
Sales of bulky old CRT (Cathode Ray Tube)
Monitors have now been overtaken in by
TFT-LCD screens. While CRT remains
cheaper with comparable image size (a 15”
LCD is equivalent to a 17” CRT), CRTs are
on the other hand three or four times more
cumbersome on average than LCD and
consume approximately three times more
energy.

SCREEN SIZE
The size of the screen you buy will of
course very much depend on what you
need the screen for. Displaying the same
quantity of visual information on a screen
of a bigger size makes it possible to
improve eye comfort.
An LCD offers a real image size equivalent
to that of a CRT which has a diagonal of 2”
82 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006

more: the standard of monitors LCD is thus
now 17", which gives a usable real screen
size to a 19” CRT.

only result in a degradation of image
quality).

SCREEN FORM-FACTOR
SUPPORTED RESOLUTIONS
The size of screen corresponds only to the
size of the image, not to the quantity of
information (in dots, or pixels) able to be
displayed: thus, with equivalent resolution,
two screens of different size will display
exactly the same number of pixels and thus
the same quantity of information. In
addition, while it is possible "to push-up"
the resolution of a CRT (by increasing the
refresh rate to avoid a phenomenon of
flutter), an LCD should be used only in its
native resolution, i.e. that corresponding to
the real number of pixels present on the
panel (there is no point increasing the
resolution of the signal beyond what the
screen is able to display… this in fact will

Most computer monitors have until now
been produced in a 4:3 format, but we are
seeing an increasing number of models on
the market in a 16:9 format. These monitors
(exclusively using LCD technology) offer
the advantage of being compatible with
DVD images, but in addition to this, within
the framework of office applications, they
make it possible to post the Office™ bar
developed by Microsoft, without reducing
the usable working surface of the screen.
Another feature which has come with the
LCD monitor is that of “pivoting” which
makes it possible to swivel the screen
through 90 degrees to put it into portrait
mode and thus display a full size, upright
US-Letter size document.
www.cleverdis.com

COLOR RENDITION AND
CONTRAST
The number of colors a monitor is able to
display is important if you’re using it for
graphics or even for watching video
images: more the range of colors is broad,
better the image quality will be. For this
kind of thing, CRT screens have still
generally been better than LCD, but more
recently, LCD has benefited from notable
technological improvements, making it
possible for certain models to produce
excellent quality images. In the same way,
contrast ratio of governs the "legibility" of
the image, while making it possible to
better distinguish the details when they are
in similar colors. These criteria, of course,
are of little importance for traditional office
use, but are essential for applications like
CAD/CAM, graphics, video assembly, etc.

Once again, if it is a question of using the
monitor for traditional office applications,
this criterion is not important… However, if
the monitor is used for watching video or
moving 3D simulation, it is very important
to ensure the screen has a good refresh
rate. This is to ensure that fast moving
images on the screen will not generate
visual artifacts (trailing…).Most modern
LCD panels have a refresh rate better than
16 m/s, however what they don’t tell you is
that it’s more important to calculate the
response time between two different gray
levels, which can only be done in a test
lab, and this is rarely, if ever cited by
manufacturers. Make sure you test the
various screens you’re looking at with fast
moving images, and don’t be hypnotized
by those lovely slow moving demo videos
they us in many shops.

VIEWING ANGLE
QUALITY OF VIDEO RENDITION

CONNECTIVITY
Traditionally, a monitor is connected to a
computer by a VGA cable which conveys,
in analog form, the 3 (Red-Green-Blue)
components of the computer image.On the
other hand, if the monitor and graphics
board allow it, it is possible to substitute
this for it a DVI (DIGITAL video interface)
connector which transmits 100% digital
data and thus guarantees a better image
quality. In addition, certain screens offer
additional connector interfaces (USB,
headphone, microphone, etc.) which may,
in certain cases, prove to be very useful.
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During the display of moving images, the
response time becomes an essential
criterion.
CRT monitors do not have too many
problems here (although the weak link will
probably be the graphics board), while
LCD monitors present, according to the
models, very disparate performance levels.

According to whether you look at a screen
face-on or not, the quality of the image, in
particular contrast levels can change.
While being placed directly opposite the
screen, one is assured that the visual result
will be optimal but the more off-center you
are, the more faded the picture is likely to
become, depending on the LCD
technology used (see technology section).

In theory, this criterion is not essential for
office applications, since the user by
definition is placed in front of his or her
screen.
However, if several people want to look at
the screen at the same time (i.e. watching a
video), viewing angle will be a major
deciding factor.
On the other hand, if you’re using the
screen in a situation where you don’t want
inquisitive eyes to stray onto your screen,
polarizing filters are available which
considerably reduce viewing angle and
ensure that only the user placed behind the
screen can see what’s on it.

www.cleverdis.com
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TCO ISSUES FOR VIDEO MONITORS

> SAVE NOW, PAY LATER!
SPONSORED BY SONY PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS EUROPE
COMPILED BY MEKO LTD 2004
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LMD-320W

IN PREVIOUS ISSUES, WE HAVE PRESENTED TCO (TOTAL COST OF
OWNERSHIP) WHITE PAPERS BY MEKO, A LEADER IN DISPLAY INDUSTRY
RESEARCH IN EUROPE. THESE STUDIES HAVE COVERED THE VARIOUS FACTORS
TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT WHEN CONSIDERING THE PURCHASE OF
MONITORS - IN ORDER TO MINIMISE TCO. THIS YEAR, MEKO HAVE RELEASED
A NEW SURVEY ALONG THE SAME LINES, CONTAINING MUCH OF THE SAME
CALCULATIONS (UPDATED), BUT ALSO TAKING INTO ACCOUNT FACTORS TO BE
CONSIDERED WHEN PURCHASING MONITORS FOR USE SPECIFICALLY IN VIDEO

WHILE
DEALT
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PRODUCTION APPLICATIONS.
IN PAST ISSUES WE HAVE NOT
WITH

VIDEO

PRODUCTION

MONITORS IN ANY GREAT DEPTH, WE FELT IT WOULD BE VERY USEFUL TO PUBLISH
THIS WHITE PAPER, IN AGREEMENT WITH

SONY PROFESSIONAL
SOLUTIONS EUROPE, FOR WHOM THE WORK WAS UNDERTAKEN. WE THANK
THEM BOTH FOR THE ABILITY TO PUBLISH THIS HIGHLY USEFUL WORK. FOR
ANYONE INTERESTED IN OBTAINING OTHER WHITE PAPERS FROM MEKO, OR
INDEED COMMISSIONING A CUSTOM SURVEY, PLEASE CONTACT THEM ON
HTTP://WWW.MEKO.CO.UK

We all know that buying the product with
the lowest price tag is never guaranteed to
be the most economical solution for long
term ownership.
The aim of this study is to consider and
compare the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
of LCD and CRT monitors for broadcast and
TV production applications. There are three
key application areas in the broadcast
industry where static monitors are used –
Outside Broadcast (OB), in studios and by
rental companies that supply equipment for
programme production. Many of the issues
are the same for each of these applications,
but the balance of benefits is very different
between the three applications, so we will
consider the cost implications of each.
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BACKGROUND
Even though Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)
technology has been established as the only
TV display technology suitable for
monitoring purposes for more than fifty
years,
dramatic
improvements
in
manufacturing efficiency and visual
performance have made Liquid Crystal
Display (LCD) monitors a realistic
alternative. The first wave of LCD monitors
offered only limited performance in visual
quality and could not get near to CRT image
quality. This has changed in recent times
and areas such as speed of response,
viewing angle and colour quality have
started to get close enough to CRT
performance to allow LCDs to be
substituted in very many monitoring

PVM-4L4

applications. The additional and secondary
advantages of LCDs, such as size, weight,
power consumption and consistency of
performance over time become very strong
advantages once the visual performance is
good enough for the main monitoring
application. Since the second wave of basic
LCD technology arrived, monitor makers
have developed products that are aimed
specifically at professional motion video
use, rather than being simply slightly
modified IT products.
• Makers have added many features needed
for professional functionality by operators.
• LCD monitors are fundamentally digital
in their internal electronic operations.
This makes them particularly flexible and
makers have developed support for many
www.cleverdis.com
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kinds of analogue and digital inputs
including SDI and HD SDI. The digital
signal path means more accuracy in display
without errors and distortions caused by the
conversion from digital to analogue and
without the degradation of analogue signal
paths.
• LCDs are based on progressive scan
technology and over recent years, a lot of
development has been done to improve the
display of interlaced broadcast signals on
progressive displays.
• LCDs for professional broadcast
applications have now been developed
with better colour performance. Colour
gamuts that are optimised for video and
close to SMPTE/EBU" specifications have
been developed. Furthermore, white
balance and gamma are also optimised for
this use.
• LCDs are capable of very high pixel
density. This means that relatively small
LCD displays can still support high
definition display. CRT monitors with small
size and high density are very difficult to
make. Furthermore, LCDs are convergent
displays. CRTs designed for video monitor
applications have different characteristics

and design from those used for data
processing and computing applications. As
a big simplification, CRTs for video tend to
be optimised for brightness, while CRTs for
data monitors are optimised for sharpness. It
has proved difficult to make a single design
of CRT that can give good performance in
both areas, but this is not the case for LCDs.
LCDs that are optimised for video quality
are likely to also look very good when used
for data display because there is no trade-off
between brightness and sharpness with
LCDs.
The significance of the convergent display
on cost of ownership is that the monitor
may be useful for more than one
application. In other words, where a user
may have needed a separate computer and
video monitor in the past, a single LCD
monitor may be enough. In office
applications, LCDs have been found to be
faster to use than CRT monitors. A reason
for this may be that the individual pixels
that make up the image on an LCD are
sharper than those of a CRT. As a result, the
eye finds it easier to focus3. This effect,
which is even more pronounced in older
computer users, means a very strong return
in efficiency and comfort for office users of
LCD monitors.

COST SAVINGS
WEIGHT AND SPACE
Space saving is the most immediate and
obvious area where LCDs can have an
advantage over CRTs. The amount of space
taken by a CRT increases as a function of

the cube of the screen diagonal, because
CRTs typically get deeper as the screen
diagonal increases, if the image quality is to
be retained. This is not the case with LCDs
which can scale up hugely in diagonal with
relatively little increase in depth.
The bigger the monitor, the more the
advantage of LCDs. The effect is also
amplified by the fact that while CRT
monitors are normally specified on the
nominal size of the glass tube, with a
smaller actual image area, LCDs are
normally specified on the visible image
size. This means that a 30” LCD would have
almost the same image size as a 32” CRT
monitor. Furthermore, the increasing trend
to widescreen formats gives an additional
benefit to the LCD. The 4:3 aspect ratio for
TV was originally adopted because it was
the most economical for CRT production.
There isn’t really an optimum aspect ratio
for LCDs – the most economic sizes and
shapes being a function of the design of the
factory and the cost of driver chips. This
means that there is no real economic
disadvantage in adopting 16:9 format for
professional and TV applications for LCDs.

FOOTPRINTS & FLOOR SPACE
Floor and desk space is expensive wherever
it is occupied. In mobile applications,
volume as well as surface space can be an
issue.
Assumptions:
France space cost/m2/year Eur517.00
Germany space cost/m2/year Eur342.00
UK space cost/m2/year Eur693.00
23" CRT Floorspace 0.332 m2
23" LCD 0.044 m2
Source: King Sturge Office Rents Survey Q1 2004

The amounts quoted are based on average
rents, but for offices and studios in major
centres such as Frankfurt, London or Paris,
the savings could be twice as high. For
news centres and offices in city centres,
even higher additional costs can apply.
Some studios and broadcast facilities are in
industrial buildings and the cost differences
are proportionally smaller.
Assumptions:
France space cost/m2/year €71.00
Germany space cost/m2/year €132.00
UK space cost/m2/year €87.00
23" CRT Floorspace 0.332 m2
23" LCD 0.044 m2
Source King Sturge Rents Survey Q1 2004
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In mobile applications and in rental usage,
volume becomes as important or even more
important than the footprint (the area
occupied on a desk or table).
In outside broadcast applications, the basic
cost of the truck depends partly on the
volume of the control room. The use of
LCDs reduces the volume taken up by
monitor screens. This can have advantages
in allowing more room for alternative
equipment, or can allow the same size of
unit to support higher numbers of cameras
and video feeds. From the broadcasters’
view, smaller trucks mean lower cost and
reduced logistic problems. From the
operators’ point of view, trucks with LCDs
can support more complex requirements at
lower cost.
For rental companies, reduced volume
means lower storage costs as well as
reduced transport costs. We have looked at
storage costs and we have calculated that
the savings for storage during a year would
be as follows:
Assumptions:
France space cost/m2/year €240.00
Germany space cost/m2/year €220.00
UK space cost/m2/year €261.80
23" CRT Floorspace 0.332
23" LCD 0.044
Source: Storage companies

Other advantages of the smaller size of LCD
monitors include:• The possibility of using colour monitors
(which are available in sizes as small as 4”
diagonal where only monochrome is
available at that size in CRTs.
•
The
possibility
of
100%
desk/console/floor space savings where
monitors are wall or arm mounted – a much
more practical proposition for LCDs than
for CRTs.
• Staff able to sit closer together making for
easy communication.
• Adopting LCDs to save space may delay
moving to larger premises by more efficient
use of the space.
• The reduced size of LCDs means less
packaging to be disposed of when new

products are delivered or to be stored where
products may have to be returned under
warranty.
• Reduced space for storage when spare
units need to be kept on site
for high availability applications. Reducing
weight has an impact in a number of areas,
and in particular in transport and handling.
Shipping costs:
Looking at shipping costs, the difference
between LCD-based and CRT-based
monitors is significant.
Assumptions:
Costs based on weight
BVM-D24E1WE 51kg
LMD-230W (inc. controller) 11kg
Delivery by 12.00
As well as shipping costs, there are often
limits by carriers on items of weights of
50kg or more. Often these cannot be
shipped by the fastest routes and with
express services.
Monitors that are regularly shipped around
need to be properly protected in flight
cases. Flight cases for LCDs can be much
smaller and lower cost than those for CRT
monitors.
There are further advantages to the low
weight and bulk of LCD monitors that go
beyond cost alone. Employers within the
EU are bound by legal directives4 that limit
the weight of an object that can be carried
by a single person. Guidance in some
countries is for a maximum weight of 25kg,
less than half the weight of a 23” CRT
monitor. Clearly, having to use two staff
every time you need to move a monitor is a
significant disadvantage in any application
where the viewing area may need to be
reconfigured. However it can also be a
problem if there is a fault in the unit which
may need repairing.
• If technical support or warranty support is
needed, single person handling can reduce
handling cost.
• Where a monitor needs special mounting
– such as on a wall or on a pillar, the
reduced cost of an LCD mount could be
significant.

Annual Cost of Office Space
CRT
LCD Annual Saving
France
Germany
UK

€171.6
€113.5
€230.1
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LMD-150 and MEU-WX1
© Photo: Sony

VOLUMES & WEIGHTS

€22.7
€15.0
€30.5

€148.9
€98.5
€199.6

REDUCED
POWER CONSUMPTION
A reduction in power consumption is a
positive step on its own for environmental
reasons. However, there are also economic
benefits in cost of ownership when power
consumption is reduced. The power saving
benefits of LCDs are simple to understand
and to calculate. Because LCDs use
fluorescent lamps to generate light very
efficiently, overall, they have substantially
reduced power requirements compared to
CRTs. Improvements in the efficiency of
LCDs have allowed the development of
much brighter monitors. Looking to the
future, more improvements in backlight
performance, LCD efficiency and increased
integration in drive electronics are likely to
lead to even lower power consumption. A
typical working year in an office is around
2,000 hours5, but often monitors are left on
over weekends and overnight. A monitor
left on accidently overnight is on for the
equivalent of two normal working days. A
single weekend with a monitor switched on
(from 5pm Friday to 9am Monday) means
an additional 64 hours use – the equivalent
of nearly two weeks’ normal use
However, in video applications, power
saving operation is much more problematic.
The performance of CRT monitors often
changes during the warmup period as the
shadow mask literally warms up and while
this may not be significant in a data
application, it can be critical in a broadcast
monitoring application where image quality
is being checked. It’s best, therefore, for
CRTbased video monitors to be powered up
from the start of operations each day until
the end. The warm up period for LCDs is
much shorter and it can make sense for
them to be powered off when not
immediately required. It is possible to
develop LCD monitors with power saving
www.cleverdis.com

France
Germany
UK

€23.6
€43.8
€28.9

functions that could reduce the power costs
of LCD monitors even more.
Clearly, video monitors are likely to be in
use with a wide range of different usage
from occasional to 24/7 operation in news
and monitoring facilities. For our example,
we’ve used two figures. The first is based on
typical office use, with an allowance for
some monitors being left on outside normal
hours6. The second is based on a control
room or monitoring application such as a
news room that is open and working
continuously around the clock.
5 Usual hours worked per week = 40.1
Source: Eurostat Annual Labour Force
Survey 2001.
The Adjusted Hours figure of 2,419 hours
used in the example represents typical
hours of usage including break times, with
an assumption that in non-working hours,
5% of monitors are left on with no power
saving mode, while 10% are left on in
power saving modes (8W for CRT monitor,
5W for LCD monitor)
Assumptions:
France power cost/Kw/Hour €0.05
Germany power cost/Kw/Hour €0.09
UK power cost/Kw/Hour €0.04
23" CRT Power Consumption 0.155
23" LCD Power Consumption 0.092
Source: EU survey of costs of power for industrial users

It’s clear that power saving alone would not
justify the adoption of LCDs on
costgrounds, but the reduced power has
significant benefits elsewhere.
• Reduced air conditioning. It can be hard
to get rid of all the heat from CRT monitors
especially in the confined space of an
Outside Broadcast van. In mobile
applications, including OB trucks, where
portable air conditioner units are likely to
be used, around 33% of the power of the
monitor is likely to be needed to eliminate
the heat produced by the monitor7. So, as
an example, a van with a wall of 50
monitors would allow a saving of 2.5kW in
power and a further 0.83kW in cooling
needed, for a total saving of 3.3kW. As well
as saving diesel costs, this may help to
reduce the size of generator and
www.cleverdis.com

€3.1
€5.8
€3.8

€20.4
€38.0
€25.1

airconditioning plant needed. Of course,
there may be an offsetting reduction in
heating costs during cold weather, although
it is difficult to control the heat output of
monitors.
• Electricity produced by mobile diesel
generators will typically cost up to three to
five times more than power in fixed
installations, increasing the cost benefit of
low power operation from LCDs.
• In portable mobile applications, reduced
power means longer battery life or lower
battery costs. For example, a Sony PVM6041QM CRT monitor would last around 6
hours using a 20 Ah (Amp hour) battery,
while an LMD-650 would last 20 hours.
Even more compelling, the
LMD-650 could run for 10 hours on a
battery pack of a third of the weight of that
needed for the CRT.
• Because very small colour LCDs are
available, while very small CRTs are
monochrome only, colour monitoring
becomes possible in situations where only
monochrome was previously practical.
• In some situations, there may be fixed
power ‘budgets’ to consider, where extra
power is not simply available on request.
Using LCDs can allow spare power to be
used for other purposes.
• There can be a big ‘step-up’ from the cost
of one size of generator to another. Where
many monitors are being used, LCD
adoption may avoid having to ‘step-up’ to
the next level.

LIFETIME
CRTs start to deteriorate from the first time
that they are switched on and have a
lifetime that’s generally quoted as 20,000
hours8. After this time, a CRT monitor will
typically only produce around 50% of the
light output. The ageing effect on the
quantity of electrons in the beam, so a
monitor used at high brightness in high
ambient light conditions will deteriorate
faster than one that is used at limited
brightness. The lifetime will also depend on
the image content - the brighter the image
being shown, the shorter the lifetime.
Increasing the drive of the CRT to
compensate for the effect of ageing can

reduce the focus performance significantly
if professional compensation is not built in.
Every user’s idea of when a CRT monitor
has come to the end of its useful life will
vary.
LCDs, on the other hand, have backlights
which can also decline in brightness, but
over a lifetime of 50,000 hours or more9. As
LCD monitors typically start with double
the brightness of CRT monitors, reducing
brightness is less likely to be a problem. The
speed of deterioration in LCD brightness is
independent of the content of the images.
Because the backlight of an LCD is
permanently illuminated, the power
consumption and lifetime of the LCD
monitor are independent of the content and
the brightness setting. Also, there is no drop
in focus or other visual performance as
LCDs age, unlike CRTs. This means that an
LCD can be optimised for the operator and
viewing conditions without any concern for
image quality, monitor lifetime or battery
life.
The cost of the different types of monitor
over the lifetime can be easily calculated:
Assumptions:
LCD LMD-210 + BKM-220D + MEU-WX1
Lifetime 50,000 hours
CRT PVM-20L4 + BKM-120D
Lifetime 20,000 hours

FUTURE PROOFING FOR HD
OPERATION
At the time of writing, the broadcasting of
HDTV content is still very limited in
Europe, but this may change rapidly over
the lifetime of a newly purchased monitor.
Despite the lack of adoption in Europe,
there is still a strong demand to create
content in HDTV formats for other markets.
There are a wide variety of different video
formats in use around the world and in
© Photo: Sony

Annual Cost of Industrial Space
CRT
LCD Annual Saving

LMD-2020
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LMD-2010
© Photo: Sony

Ageing Costs
CRT
2,419 hours per year
8,760 hours per year

€382.9
€1.386.7

IMPROVED RELIABILITY

future,
high definition DVD formats will
add to the need to be able to monitor HD
content.
Creating HD format monitors using CRT
technology is expensive because of the
difficulty in making very small dot pitch
CRTs that have adequate brightness and
because of the cost of the scanning
circuitry. These restrictions are not the same
on LCDs, which can have a fine pitch at
high brightness. LCD monitors also use
digital scaling technology to map a variety
of formats onto the display screen, making
them flexible for future developments in
formats. Because the image formatting
circuitry within an LCD monitor is
independent of the actual scanning and
driving of the display panel, it’s possible to
separate the display from the input
processor. This makes for much greater
flexibility for the future with LCDs.
As more and more computers are used to
run broadcasting, the flexibility of
LCDbased video monitors means that there
will be increasing opportunities for
monitors to act as both data and video
monitors. It’s difficult to put a number on
the cost of this future proofing. However, a
CRT monitor that only supports Standard
Definition (SD) owned by a rental company,
whose customers now need HD support, is
just a burden on storage costs and is,
effectively, a complete write off as CRT
monitors cannot be upgraded. With LCDs,
it may be possible to minimise cost of
purchase by buying an SD controller now
and upgrading to an HD controller later on.

Because LCD monitors have many fewer
components in general and a reduced
number of power or high voltage
components than CRT monitors, there is
generally a higher reliability for LCD
monitors. Meko’s own research, published
at the end of 2002, showed that LCDs have
a third less chance of returning for
repairthan CRTs. Even though companies
that supply the professional market may
have very effective and high quality repair
services, any reduction in the number of
repairs is to be welcomed by users. For
rental companies, reduced repair frequency
can directly help profitability and reduce
the stock levels needed to maintain
customer service.

REDUCED COSTS FOR
HANDLING WARRANTY
Where products do go wrong, handling
LCDs is considerably simpler than handling
CRTs, especially the larger ones. Lifting
larger CRTs may even become a health and
safety issue if only one person is available.

END OF LIFE
The end of life issues of LCDs are simpler
than for CRTs. Because of the high lead
content in CRT glass, CRTs have been
categorised as ‘hazardous waste’ by the EU.
This means that within EU countries, in a
very short time, CRTs will need to be
disposed of only at special sites. There are
limited recycling facilities available in some
countries (the Netherlands, Germany and
Italy, for example), but in other countries,
CRTs will probably have to be put into
special landfill sites. Although CRT
monitors contain a significant amount of
valuable material such as the copper in the

LCD

Annual Saving

€189.3
€685.4

€193.7
€701.3

deflection yoke, the cost of disposing of
CRTs is more than the value of the
materials. This means that there is likely to
be a significant cost to disposing of new
CRT monitors bought now when they come
to the end of their lives. Within the EU, the
Waste Electronic & Electrical Equipment
Directive will take effect over the next year
or two. In the future there will be a legal
requirement for producers to take back CRT
monitors from consumers for correct
disposal. However, there is likely to be a
cost for this service and the legal obligation
of take back is only for consumer sales, not
for professional sales. Outside the EU, one
or two countries do have take-back
schemes that may help users, but a full
analysis is outside the scope of this report.
Although the backlights of LCDs can also
contain heavy metals, and a variety of
different chemicals are used in the display
itself, the amounts of these materials
involved are very small10. We are not
aware of any long term degradation issues
of the LCD panel itself, other than the
backlight and the general reduced
reliability that’s seen in any electronic
equipment. In theory, at least, replacing the
backlight may extend the life of an LCD
monitor at lower cost than replacement
inapplications where very heavy use is
experienced.

INSTALLATION COSTS
REDUCED PACKAGING
As previously mentioned, the lower weight
of LCDs means that any installation should
be easier. One person can easily lift most
LCD monitors, whereas even mid-sized
CRTs need two. In multiple installations, the
number of displays that can be loaded on a
trolley for delivery and installation may be
higher, reducing installation time.

ADJUSTMENT

Annual Storage Cost
CRT
LCD
France
Germany
UK

€79.7
€73.0
€86.9
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€10.6
€9.7
€11.5

Annual Saving
€69.1
€63.4
€75.4

LCD monitors usually have more internal
processing power than CRTs and many
have an ‘auto set-up’ button to adjust the
monitor to work correctly, whereas CRT
monitors may need a lot of adjustment to
optimise the image. There is never a need to
www.cleverdis.com

Shipping
France
Germany
UK

CRT

LCD

Per Trip

€77.1
€84.0
€99.7

€40.3
€50.0
€30.5

€36.8
€34.0
€69.2

Based on Pricing from Parcelforce, UPS, DHL for next day
delivery in the same country
adjust LCDs for convergence or for
geometry and distortion. This can reduce
costs for rental and other companies that
frequently have to adjust CRT monitors that
have moved out of adjustment in transit.
LCD monitors are not sensitive to magnetic
fields and do not need to be degaussed.

REMOVALS &
REORGANISATION – COSTS &
FREQUENCY
Every time an office or production facility is
re-organised or moved to another location,
a saving can be made with LCDs rather than
CRTs.

REDUCED INTERFERENCE
EFFECT
CRT
monitors
are
sensitive
to
electromagnetic fields and also generate
fields themselves. Often, when two CRT
monitors are used very close together, they
will cause interference with each other.
Sometimes, CRT monitors can be affected
by large nearby sources of magnetic fields
such as air conditioning plant. LCD
monitors do not produce or react to this
kind of interference. This can be a great
advantage in mobile applications where
there may be little choice of where to site a

monitor.
The performance of CRT monitors can
change depending on the earth’s magnetic
field. As a consequence, CRT monitors used
around the world may need expensive
adjustment when moved from place to
place over long distances. LCDs are not
affected by the earth’s magnetic field.

SIMPLER CONFORMANCE TO
DISPLAY SCREEN DIRECTIVE
Within the EC, employers are bound by the
Display Screen Directive, through local
regulations, if a monitor is used for an
extended period for graphics. Employers
must ensure that all users of computer
display screens (as defined in the
regulations) have displays that are flicker
free, have adequate character size and are
easy to adjust for brightness and contrast.
Current LCDs are always flicker free.
Whereas the image on a CRT display is
refreshed around 70-80 times per second,
depending on the graphics card and
software, an LCD provides a continuous
display, while the backlight will be

refreshed at rates of 10s of kHz.
Because LCDs have a fixed resolution
format, it’s simpler to check that the fonts
and settings used are suitable and meet the
legal requirement of ‘adequate character
size’.

LCD IMAGE – A MARKETING
BENEFIT
LCD screens are widely seen as being very
modern and ‘high tech’. Using LCDs
instead of CRT monitors gives an image of
the future and a modern look to offices and
public places. This can help improve the
impression of the company received by
visitors including customers, suppliers and
prospective employees.

OVERALL COST ISSUES
As has been shown, there are many areas
where LCDs can save cost compared to
CRT monitors.

CONCLUSION
Although the initial purchase cost of LCD
monitors is still higher than that of
CRTbased products, the total cost of
ownership of LCDs can be significantly less
than that of CRT monitors. The most
important factors in the cost savings are
extended lifetime, reduced use of space,
improved ergonomics and reduced use of
power.
There are many secondary benefits in
installation,
reduced
maintenance,
improved reliability, lifetime support and
end of life handling.

Annual Storage Cost
Electricity Costs - 2419 hours

France
Germany
UK

CRT

LCD

€17.1
€32.2
€14.4

€10.1
€19.1
€8.5

Annual Saving
€6.9
€13.1
€5.8

© Photo: Sony

Electricity Costs - 2419 hours

LMD-1420
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France
Germany
UK

CRT

LCD

€61.8
€116.5
€52.0

€36.7
€69.1
€30.9

Annual Saving
€25.1
€47.4
€21.1
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DESKTOP MONITORS

> HEIGHTEN ROI, THANKS TO
MULTIPLE MONITORS!!
undertaken more efficiently and
quickly through the use of at
least one extra monitor per
person. The use of side by side
monitors may at the outset look
like splashing out on gear that’s
not really needed. What was
needed was proof that extra
monitors could more than pay
for themselves in a short space
of time, and to precisely
identify what advantages can be
obtained. This has been done in
a recent study in the United
States
sponsored
by
NEC/Mitsubishi and ATI, carried
out at the University of Utah
under the supervision of
Professor James Anderson.

EXPERIMENTAL
COMPARISON OF
TASKS

At times, you may be testing an application
while taking notes in Microsoft Word.
Other times, perhaps you’re instant
messaging with a friend about a Web page.
Often you may be doing all these things
simultaneously. It seems like we waste half
the day clicking the taskbar to switch
between tasks.
As it turns out, you don’t need another
computer— you just need another monitor!
Windows XP supports using multiple
monitors and has the Dualview feature (see
below) built in. Dualview lets you add a
separate monitor to your computer and
view different programs on each display.
You can easily work on more than one task
at a time by moving items from one
monitor to another or stretching them
across numerous monitors. Edit images or
90 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006

text on one monitor while viewing Web
activity on another. Or you can open
multiple pages of a single, long document
and drag them across several monitors to
easily view the layout of text and graphics.
You could also stretch a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet across two monitors so you
can view numerous columns without
scrolling.

USE OF MULTIPLE MONITORS HOW DOES IT MAKE MORE
MONEY FOR MY COMPANY?
While in financial trading rooms, the use of
multiple
monitors
has
become
commonplace, studies by numerous
groups over the past few years have shown
that virtually all office tasks can be

An experimental comparison
was devised using simulated
office tasks. Three blocks of
three
tasks
each
were
developed.
Each
block
contained a text-editing task (TXT), a
spreadsheet-editing task (SST) and a slidepresentation editing task (PPT). Each task
was designed to use six windows of
information: two windows concerned the
administrative, data collection, and
simulation management of the experiment,
while four windows showed components
of the task. A seventh window provided
navigational information that governed the
entire session and the hyperlinks for the
various files required. Each of the 108
respondents completed a different block in
each of the three configurations: single
screen (SS), multi-screen (MS), and multiscreen
assisted
by
multi-screen
management software. The displays used
were 1855NX TFT-LCD monitors from
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NEC, driven by ATI Radeon graphics cards.
The screen management software used was
Hydrovision, from ATI. One station had
two monitors arranged in a slight V with the
right hand monitor having the Taskbar; the
other had three in a triptych arrangement
with the centre monitor having the Taskbar.

CONCRETE BENEFITS
These experiments showed solid benefits
from the use of multiple screens, by almost
every measure. In summary, in the trials
with multiple panels, these results were
found:
• The time to set up tasks was reduced by
6%.
• Production was increased by 10%.
• Tasks were performed in 16% less time.
• There were 33% fewer errors.
• Errorless tasks were performed 18% more
quickly.

www.cleverdis.com

These gains were obtained with only 5
minutes of training and benefits were seen
for experienced computer users as well as
inexperienced users. The gains achieved
through the use of the screen management
tool and through the use of three screens,
rather than two, were more subtle. The
authors suggest that the total viewing angle
subtended by three screens may be so large
that the additional head motion slows
down operations. It should be noted that in
these experiments the screens are being
used to facilitate the accomplishment of a
single task for which multiple input sources
are required. The study did not address
benefits to workers who must also be aware
of other things going on around them. For
example, one may wish to have separate
open windows with a calendar, email log,
news feeds etc. Efficiency can surely be
improved if these can be displayed at the
same time as those relevant to the major
task at hand.

PUTTING VALUE ON BENEFITS
The authors attempted to put a dollar value
on the benefits that accrue from the
additional display(s) and to compare with
the added costs. They assumed a clerical
wage of $12 per hour. Their conclusion was
that the added cost (~$800) is recovered in
less than a year if more than 20% of the
work requires access to multiple input
sources. This does not take into account
any overhead costs. The return for higherlevel employees would be much greater.
NEC/Mitsubishi and ATI are to be
congratulated on releasing the results of
this study, which are potentially of great
benefit to the marketing programs of the
whole display industry. We are aware of
other studies on user benefits of improved
display technology that are being closely
held by their sponsors, even though they
were carried out by members of the
academic community. Not only do such
policies threaten principles of academic
integrity, they are detrimental to the
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progress of the industry as a whole.
Thorough studies are expensive and each
company cannot afford to support all the
investigations relevant to their business
strategies. We hope that the example of ATI

and NEC/Mitsubishi will encourage others
to share the results of such carefully
executed studies. ViewSonic is one of the
companies that have been actively
promoting the use of multiple panels
and assisting customers in choosing
the supporting software and
hardware. They show, for example, that up
to 4 panels can be driven simultaneously
with a single Matrox Graphic card and that
four cards can be installed in a single PC,
to control up to 16 screens.

WINDOWS XP AND MULTIPLE MONITORS
Windows makes it possible for you to connect up to ten individual
monitors.
One monitor serves as the primary display and will hold the logon dialog
box when you start your computer. In addition, most programs will
display windows on the primary monitor when you initially open them.
Different screen resolutions and different color quality settings can be
selected for each monitor. Multiple monitors can be connected to
individual graphics adapters or to a single adapter that supports multiple
outputs.
Use Display in Control Panel to configure the settings for multiple
monitors.

USING DUALVIEW
On many portable computers and some desktop computers (those with
two video ports on one video card), you can expand your display to a
second monitor by using Dualview. Dualview is very similar to the
multiple monitor feature, with the exception that you cannot select the
primary display. On a portable computer, the primary monitor is always
the LCD display screen. On a desktop computer, it is the monitor
attached to the first video out port. Once you attach the second monitor
and turn on your computer, use Display in Control Panel to configure
your settings, just as you do with multiple monitors. Dualview can be
used with docked or undocked portable computers.

GRAPHIC ADAPTERS

UNQUANTIFIABLE BENEFITS
A seven category system was developed in
the University study, based on thematic
analysis. Categories included usability,
affect, experience, comparing, anticipated
use and cognitive framing. “Usability”
comments included statements such as
“Multi-screen is easier to use” or “In single
screen, it was harder to remember”.
Examples of “affect” comments (those that
referred to emotions connected with a
screen configuration experience) - “Multiscreen was fun” or “Multi-screen was
overwhelming.”

TWO MONITORS SIDE BY SIDE,
OR ONE WIDE-SCREEN?
There are many questions that need to be
investigated to follow up these studies.
Would a single panel of the same total area
be better than a set of multiple panels?
Placing different windows on separate
panels can help one locate the information
that is needed and prevent confusion.

video adapter with an adapter that can connect directly to multiple
monitors. You can find such video adapters for less than $200 at most
electronics stores—just make sure that it's compatible with your
computer and has connectors that match the monitors you plan to use.
At the time of writing (Feb. 2005) the following adapters were listed by
Microsoft as being compatible for connecting multiple monitors:
Desktop Computer Display Adapters for Use with the Multiple Monitor
Feature
• 3DFX Banshee
• 3DFX Voodoo3, Voodoo4, Voodoo5
• 3DLabs Permedia2, Permedia3
• ATI Rage128, Rage128 AIW, Radeon
• Intel I810
• Matrox Millennium, Millennium II, Mystique, G100, G200,
Productiva, G400, G450
• Number Nine Imagine 128, Imagine128 v2, Revolution 3D,
Revolution 4
• Nvidia NV3 (Riva128)
• Nvidia NV4, NV5 (TNT, TNT2, TNT2, TNT2 Ultra, TNT2 Vanta, TNT2
M64, Geforce, Geforce3)
• SIS315
Desktop Computer Display Adapters for Use with the Dualview Feature
• Matrox G200, G400, G450
• SIS300i
Laptop Computer Display Adapters for Use with the Dualview Feature

If you have a desktop computer and you want multiple monitors, your
best bet is to buy an external monitor and a second video adapter that
supports multiple monitors. Alternatively, you can upgrade your current
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• S3 Savage MX
• Trident 3D, Trident XP
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One of the main factors that will come into
play here will simply be cost. Why buy a
big, wide-aspect screen for € 1500 when
you can buy two monitors giving the same
total screen space for less than € 1000? On
the down side, multiple monitors need to
be set up by IT management in the first
instance, which adds a little cost.

SAMPLE CASE:
In one large health organization, there was
a need for the creation of a Data Entry
environment that would restrict access of
most employees to paper claims, yet
enable the data entry process and reduce
the movement of paper claims throughout
the Company.
Steps taken to improve this process
included testing, selecting, and purchasing
new hardware for the workstation,
installing the Imaging software system, and
creating new business procedures for the
data entry of claims.
Solution - After evaluation of various
www.cleverdis.com

systems by employees and management,
the following solution was deployed:
• Installation of nVidia GeForce2 MX 440
Video cards with 64 MB DDR Memory and
dual video ports.
• Installation two NEC MultiSync LCD
1850E monitors side-by-side.
• Configure claims processing software on
the right monitor; the image of a claim on
0the left monitor.
Benefits:
• Dual monitors increased desktop real
estate, improved data entry performance by
reducing paper handling. This resulted in
faster claims payment.
• Reduced movement of the paper claim
and new security standards enhanced the
ability to protect PHI data.
• Data Entry could be accomplished by
both office-based and home-based
workers.

• Employees following up on claims issues
can view both the claims processing results
screens and a copy of the original claim.

CONCLUSION
It is evident that for most office tasks
nowadays, multi-tasking means that more
screen space divided into two separate
clear areas (or more) will increase
efficiency and the reduced cost of LCD
monitors brings this concept well within
the reach of most companies. We
recommend
testing
multi-monitor
installation in your own corporation or
organisation, analysing the results and
looking towards broader roll-out based on
your own results. Please let us know how
the experiment works-out!
Our thanks to Chris Connery from
DisplaySearch for the compilation of this
information.
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ERGONOMICS

> CONSTANT FORCE
TECHNOLOGY
THE FOUNDATION FOR A NEW WAVE OF ERGONOMIC COMPUTING SOLUTIONS
Abstract
Constant Force (CF™) Technology will
become the foundation for a new wave of
weight and height-adjustable ergonomic
stands, arms and carts used for computing,
video display mounting and electronics
applications. CF uses a low-cost and
reliable conventional spring that converts
the spring’s linear force curve into a flat,
constant force, throughout the entire range
of lifting or pivoting motion. This force
conversion means that users exert very little
effort to adjust their display, and they
experience a quiet fluidity to the motion,
which was previously unattainable.
These low user forces greatly improve
ergonomics, plus make height-adjustability
available to a broader range of users such
as children and disabled adults. The
weight-adjustability allows a single lift
product to serve a broad range of monitor
weights. This patented technology is low
cost and easy to manufacture, therefore we
believe this will lead to a new wave of
ergonomic solutions for the computer
electronics industry, and other industries in
the future.

Explanation of Constant Force
Technology
Constant Force Technology is the term
Ergotron, world leader in ergonomic
computer mounting solutions, has applied
to describe its family of low cost lift, arm
and pivot mechanisms. The elegantly
simple counterbalancing forces of CF
flatten out the force curve of a conventional
spring throughout the entire range of lifting
or pivoting motion.
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In a typical monitor lift mechanism, a gas
spring or coiled flat spring counterbalances
the force of the monitor. As the monitor is
lifted, the spring forces vary widely.
Friction must be introduced into the lift to
overcome the variation in spring force and
keep the monitor in place over the full
range of motion. Otherwise, the monitor
would simply fall down to the bottom of
the lift.
In a CF lift, a proprietary
mechanism allows the spring to deflect less
the further the cable is pulled. The variation
in spring force is nearly constant over the
range of lifting. Therefore, far less friction
is necessary to keep the monitor in place.
This allows the user to exert a constant
force rather than an increasing force to lift
the monitor. We refer to this as a low “user
force”.
The same concepts may be applied to pivot
or arm mechanisms. In a typical pivot, the
forces acting upon the system vary greatly
over a range of +/- 45 degrees of motion.
Friction must then be designed into the
pivot to allow it to hold in place without
returning to its original position. The
resultant effect is a pivot which is either
very difficult to move (very stiff), or one
which has some backlash or sag at extreme
angles. A CF pivot has a counterbalancing
force designed into the mechanism that
makes the net force much more constant
over the range of motion, allowing the use
of substantially less friction to maintain the
desired position. Therefore, the user
experiences very smooth, easy motion of
the pivot.
Weight-adjustability is another key
advantage of CF mechanisms. With a
simple turn of a screw, the tension of the
main spring can be increased to
accommodate a heavier weight. This
adjustment can be made by the
manufacturer or the user, therefore
providing greater flexibility to adapt CF
arms, lifts and pivots to work optimally
with a wide range of different monitor
sizes.

www.cleverdis.com

Benefits of
Technology

Constant

Force

ERGONOMICS
The basic principles of ergonomics
highlight that workplace injuries are
caused by several main physical stresses or
workplace risk factors: deviation from
neutral
posture,
force,
velocity/acceleration, repetition, duration,
recovery time, heavy dynamic exertion,
and segmental vibration. CF technology
can provide a significant reduction in stress
in four of these critical areas:
Neutral Posture: For seated workers, the
optimal position of the head is in the
neutral posture, which means that the head
is centered over the midline of the body
when viewed from either the front or the
side, or with a slight (normal) forward lean
(5º). The neutral posture places the
smallest demand on energy expenditure
and results in the least amount of structural
stress and related fatigue. CF lift and pivot
mechanisms enable height and angle
adjustability allowing the user to easily
adjust a workstation to the desired neutral
posture position. Products with 130 mm of
vertical lift serve the average female to the
average male in a seated desk
environment. Products with 510 mm of
vertical lift can serve the average female to
average male in a sit/stand application.

Duration: While neutral posture is
desirable, it is also well known that a user
must reposition their body frequently to
prevent stress to joints.
If a monitor is difficult to lift or tilt, the user
is less likely to adjust it. Low user forces
encourage the user to more frequently
adjust their workstation.

(Figure 1)
A concept design of a height-adjustable large Plasma or
LCD display mobile cart. This system offers 500 mm of
height adjustment using less than 5 kg of user lifting
force. It also offers easy tilting motion to allow optimal
ergonomic adjustment for users in a variety of viewing
positions - from seated to standing. The wide range of
adjustability can be used to optimize viewing
conditions for children and adults.

Force: CF mechanisms allow very low user
forces to be applied to monitors as large as
100 kg. This means that even a child or
disabled adult can move a large television.
Furthermore, it means that workers that
need to adjust height or tilt to achieve
neutral posture can do so with minimal
exertion.
Velocity/Acceleration: Jerking motion can
result from having to overcome a high
initial friction force to move an object.
With low user forces and low friction,
motion is smoother and less likely to cause
jerking.
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ECONOMICS
Cost: A key to the increasing adoption of
ergonomic solutions is overcoming the
financial barrier to entry into the
marketplace. Costly gas spring lifts have
made lifting mechanisms available to
premium users in manufacturing or
healthcare environments, but less so in
homes and offices. CF technology
employs a much lower cost and
more reliable energy unit to achieve
that lifting force.
Furthermore, CF mechanisms are
relatively simple to manufacture.
Therefore, they can be applied to
consumer products, office products and
home environments in addition to higherend user markets.

(Figure 2)

Weight-Adjustability: CF mechanisms
have the advantage of being weightadjustable. That means that a single lift
product can be used for a range of different
weights simply by increasing tension on
the spring. This is an advantage for the user
because they can use the same lift for many
monitor models. And it is an
advantage for factories and
distributors because fewer
product
SKU’s
have

significant operational advantages in terms
of reduced inventory and simplicity of
distribution.
Workplace Injuries: It is well known that
lost time and workman’s compensation
claims due to repetitive stress injuries are a
significant cost for employers. Improved
ergonomics and ease of use will reduce
workplace injuries.
Scalability: Finally, CF technology can be
scaled up from lifting small 2 kg monitors
to very large, 100 kg Plasma televisions.
Scalability enables use of this technology
across a very broad range of products and
applications.

PRODUCT APPLICATIONS
CF technology can be applied to numerous
consumer and end user products. A heightadjustable, weight-adjustable LCD monitor
stand and a full line of wireless computing
carts with sit/stand height adjustability are
available today. Products such as Plasma
television carts and stands, wall mounted
monitor and TV stands, monitor arms,
multiple monitor adjustable stands and
height adjustable carts are also in
development. All of these products are
easily weight-adjustable.

Prototype of a height-adjustable cart designed for a
large LCD or Plasma display. A CF lift mechanism
enables easy height adjustability, and a CF pivot allows
easy tilt adjustment. A display as large as 100 kg can be
positioned for optimal ergonomic viewing and glare
elimination.

(Figure 3)
The Neo-Flex™ LCD Stand provides 130 mm height
adjustability to enable optimal positioning in the
neutral posture position for multiple users of a single
computer. It also provides very easy tilt, pan, and
portrait/landscape adjustments. The low user forces
encourage optimal ergonomic positioning.
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CONCLUSION
The numerous ergonomic advantages of height and weightadjustable mechanisms have been well known for many years.
Low user forces bring further ergonomic benefits by reducing load
and encouraging frequent adjustment. CF technology can be easily
adapted to a broad range of products from stands to carts and
arms. Weight-adjustability provides great flexibility. The lower

cost of CF mechanisms will lead to a significant increase in the
adoption and integration of ergonomic products in all workplaces
and homes, and will certainly lead to a reduction in stress-related
injuries.
Peter R Segar, Ph.D.
Senior Vice President and
Chief Technical Officer, Ergotron

(Figure 4)
The Ergotron LX™ Arm mounts to a desk and provides all the ergonomic advantages of the Neo-Flex LCD stand. Additionally, it allows the monitor to be easily positioned
anywhere above the desk surface or tucked against the wall.

www.cleverdis.com
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DESKTOP MONITORS

> THE HUMAN/COMPUTER
INTERFACE
BY H. C. SWEERE, CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF SCIENTIST, ERGOTRON, INC.

“THE ADVENT OF ADJUSTABLE FLAT PANEL MONITOR DESK STANDS REPRESENTS
THE GREATEST IMPROVEMENT IN THE HUMAN/COMPUTER INTERFACE SINCE
VIDEO DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY WAS INTRODUCED OVER FORTY YEARS AGO.”

I realize the above is a very powerful statement, given the dramatic
advances in the quality of video display technology over the past
few years. Yet I firmly believe it is true. Just ask a thousand
ergonomists, company safety officers or end users who have been
exposed to this delightful new stand technology.
Now, for the first time in history, millions of computer users can
adjust their computer display screen to exactly the right position to
give them optimum viewing. Optimum viewing provides many
benefits including better health, more productivity, fewer errors
and generally happier workers.

(Figure 1)
An early tilt/swivel CRT mounting device. This unit later gave way to the
plastic bowl tilt/swivel design which was widely adopted.
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The road to the above statement has taken a long, arduous path.
The original CRT or VDT devices were introduced in the late
1960s. While they represented exciting new technology, they were
very poor from an ergonomic standpoint. They were simply
housed in square boxes with an attached keyboard. A bit of
progress was made in the second generation where the keyboard
was separated from the display terminal. In the early 1980s a
couple of entrepreneurial young companies saw the need to
improve the human interface to these devices and began to design
and offer tilt/swivel stands. These devices offered a number of
ergonomic benefits including lifting the monitor 75 to 100 mm (3
to 4") above the desktop to provide better viewing for most people;
they also offered a monitor tilt and pan function. Within five years,
or by 1988, this technology had swept the world. By that time,
literally all CRT monitors being produced came standard from the
factory with the now familiar plastic bowl tilt/swivel accessory.
www.cleverdis.com

Unfortunately, advances in computer
monitor ergonomics lay dormant for the
next 15 years. It was during this period
when computer operation held the dubious
honor of being the most stressful
occupation in US industry, according to the
US
Government
Department
of
Occupational Safety and Health (OSHA). It
was also during this period that the science
of ergonomics became much more widely
recognized and brought into practice as
people began to recognize the growing
health problems associated with operation
of computers. The world’s Standards
organizations also became involved to help
ease the plight of computer operators.
It was also during this period that many of
the physical disorders associated with poor
ergonomic
design
known
as
Musculoskeletal Stress Disorders (MSDs)
were
identified.
Work
related
musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs), also
known as Cumulative Trauma Disorders
(CTDs) or Repetitive Strain Injuries (RSIs),
are a group of health problems caused by
over-use or misuse of muscles, tendons and
nerves. Manifestations of MSDs include
eye, neck and back strain, fatigue,
headache, and wrist, head, elbow and
shoulder disorders such as Carpal Tunnel
Syndrome, Tenosynovitis, De Quervains
Disease, Trigger Finger, Tennis Elbow,
Rotator Cuff, Tendonitis and Ganglion
Cysts, etc. Many of these diseases were
clearly traced to improper video screen
and keyboard placement.
Over the years, through the efforts of many
people, some progress has been made and
today computer operation has given way to
meat packing plants as the most stressful
work environment.

THE NETWORK ERA
In the early to mid-nineties, networking
technology began to allow automation of
many functions that required bringing the
computer to the point of use, such as in
hospital rooms, dental offices, and
industrial applications. To respond to this
opportunity, several small companies
developed heavy duty computer arms,
pivots and other mounting devices that
allowed bringing the computer display into
these areas. Ergonomics played an
important role in the design of this
equipment as manufacturers strived to
place the computer screen and keyboard in
the proper position for a broad range of
users, especially in multi-shift, multioperator work environments.
The advent of flat panel monitor (FPM)
technology dramatically accelerated the
number
of
applications
requiring
computers to be brought to the point of
use. Computer mounting apparatus
manufacturers responded accordingly. As
the number of FPMs grew, primarily
through the explosive growth spawned by
these
network-based
specialty
applications, the volumes generated
helped to bring prices down to where FPMs
began to make inroads into the
seated/desktop
work
environment.

growth of the FPM industry was the vision
of the Video Electronics Standards
®
Association (VESA ) when they published a
worldwide Flat Panel Monitor Physical
Mounting Interface (FPMPMI ) Standard in
1999 (updated to the Flat Display
Mounting Interface (FDMI ) Standard in
2002). This Standard was rapidly adopted
by Flat Display manufacturers as it
facilitated the low cost mounting of their
displays
in
specialty/network-based
application areas. The Standard specified a
center located mounting interface at the
rear of the display. This interface facilitated
easy tilt of the monitor and also allowed
use of displays in the portrait mode, but
perhaps most importantly the center
located interface proved ideal for
attachment of adjustable height desk stands
that began
to appear
in 1999.
TM

TM

This process is now well
underway to where FPMs will
soon completely replace
CRTs as the display of
choice for most home
and business
applications.
One of the
major factors
that promoted

(Figure 2)
A heavy duty track-mounted arm providing lift, tilt and pan motion for a CRT
monitor, keyboard and mouse. This design offered height adjustability to
improve ergonomics for multiple users of a single computer. While
popular in industrial and healthcare settings, these
systems were typically too expensive for the home
user.
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(Figure 3)
The VESA FDMI

TM

standard 4-

hole mounting pattern which
has been widely adopted. This
square hole pattern has enabled
a wide variety of mounting
devices to be used on almost
any flat panel monitor.

Table 1) Summary of Desk Stand Specifications
Vertical height adjustment
Screen tilt
Horizontal monitor rotation (pan)
Portrait/Landscape screen rotation
Moving forces, all adjustments
Lift capacity
VESA FDMI – D compliant
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130 mm (5-1/8")
30º upward, 5º downward
70º (35º/35º)
90º
1.4 – 1.8 kg (3 – 4 lbs.)
2.7 – 7.2 kg (6 – 16 lbs.)

www.cleverdis.com

At about this same time a document
entitled “Design of an Ergonomically
Correct Desk Stand for Flat Panel
Monitors”* was published. During the
period 2000 through 2001, this document
was distributed to every major FPM
manufacturer in the world. Today the
ergonomic
technical
specifications
outlined therein have become the de facto
standard for the design of FPM desk stands
throughout the industry.

this new lift technology, millions of seated
workers throughout the world will enjoy its
many benefits. Recently our company
introduced an after-market version of a
desk stand containing the same technology.
This means that the millions of FPMs sold
in recent years without an adjustable
height stand can be retrofitted with a low
cost accessory.

Up until now very little attention has been

A NEW ERA OF ERGONOMICS

to these needs. For example, a television

*To review this document, access
www.ergotron.com. See below for
summary of technical specifications.

Since the new generation of low cost,
TM
Constant Force (CF ) lift technology used
in the stands is scalable and adjustable, it
offers major opportunities for improving
the human/computer interface in other
areas. In recent years, for example, the US
and other governments have recognized
the looming health problems being created
by small children spending long hours
looking upward at computer screens. With
this new technology, adjustable school
desks can be designed to allow placement
of the computer screen and keyboard
worksurface at the correct ergonomic
height for children from kindergarten to
adult.

RELIEF FOR SEATED/DESKTOP
OPERATORS
As the new adjustable desk stand
technology became available in large
numbers (initially on manufacturer’s
premium lines), seated office workers
around the world began to enjoy the
benefits. After 15 years, the human
interface to computers for seated workers is
now being dramatically improved. As more
and more FPM manufacturers introduce

paid to the human interface with television
screens.

To

respond

to

this,

new

anthropometric and ergonomic research is
being done to determine the optimum
viewing heights for television screens.
New, adjustable height and pivot television
stands are being developed to correspond
stand is being developed by our company
which will provide the ideal viewing height
for seated adults in the evening and then
the screen can be easily lowered to provide
the ideal viewing height for children during
the day.
In summary, we are entering an era where
the viewing experience with all types of
video

display

technology

will

be

enhanced. By working together we can
improve the comfort, health and enjoyment
of computer and TV users throughout the
world. It is truly an exciting time.

(Figure 4)
A height-adjustable flat panel monitor desk stand with a tilt/pan swivel. This stand provides 130 mm of vertical adjustment, allowing optimal ergonomic adjustment for the
average female to the average male in a seated position. This allows a significant reduction in the cost of height-adjustability, and can be mounted to almost any computer
monitor through the VESA mounting interface.
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SPECIAL FEATURE

> HARRY SWEERE PIONEER OF DESKTOP ERGONOMICS
IN MANY WAYS, ERGOTRON’S FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT, HARRY SWEERE HAS THE SAME
KIND OF PHILOSOPHIES AS CLEVERDIS WHEN IT COMES TO MOVING THE DISPLAY INDUSTRY
IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.
HARRY’S BACKGROUND IN THE BUSINESS GOES BACK A LONG WAY. WE ASKED HIM TO DELVE
INTO HIS PAST EXPERIENCES AS AN INSPIRATION FOR US ALL…

Cleverdis: Harry, you have been involved
in the industry since its beginning and your
patents will continue to influence this
industry for years to come. Tell us about
your achievements.

© Photo: DAVE HRBACEK, THE CATHOLIC SPIRIT

Harry Sweere: I won an award back in
1969 for selling more CRT Monitors for
Sperry Univac than any other salesman.
Since I was in the Airline Sales end of the
business, this was not too hard to do. I was
one of the inventors back in 1982 of one of
the very first tilt swivel stands for CRT
monitors. During the heyday of this
business, we sold hundreds of thousands of
these stands as after-market accessories.
Then I designed our first ergonomic arm for
CRT monitors with 6" of vertical
adjustability back in 1987.
Cl.: The 90’s saw major developments in
this field. Tell us about that period…
H.S.: During the early 1990s through
1996 we designed 12", 16", 32" and
another 16" Arm used to automate
Hospitals, Dental Offices, Manufacturing
Facilities and many other industries. All of
these Arms had a specific ergonomic
design objective to meet generally
recognized ergonomic ground rules and
the latest anthropometric measurements of
the human body.
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Cl.: When did the onset of flat panels start
taking effect?
H.S.:In 1997, I began work on our first Flat
Panel Monitor Mounting Arm. We filed our
patents in 1998 and put the unit into
production immediately. By the time a
VESA Mounting Standard was introduced
in 1999, we had a comprehensive line of
Flat Panel Mounting Products, including
arms, pivots, carts, wall mounts, desk
mounts, ceiling mounts, etc.
Cl.: How did you come to get involved in
creating a standard for the industry?
H.S.: In 1998, I approached the Video
®
Electronics Standards Association (VESA ),
regarding publishing a Worldwide
Mounting Interface Standard for Flat Panel
Monitors. Although I was the new guy on
the block, and VESA had never published a
hardware mounting interface before, I was
able to convince them that publishing such
a Standard would be worthwhile.
Accordingly, I became the Work Group
Leader responsible for creation of the
Standard.
www.cleverdis.com

The Standard was published in 1999 after
making 14 trips to California. Since that
time, this Standard has become a rousing
success and has become the most widely
implemented Standard ever published by
VESA. Also in 1999, I worked with the
European Standards Group (UFE) to assist
in publishing the first ever UFE Physical
Ergonomic Standard for FPMs. Since that
time, Ergotron has been heavily involved in
influencing Computer Workstation Design
Standards through our involvement with
the US based HFES-ANSI 100 Standards
Organization

and

other

Standards

organizations throughout the world.
Cl.: As time went on, you invested more
and more into R&D on ways to improve
ergonomics. How did this evolution take
place over the past five or six years?
H.S.: In 1999, I began design work on
ergonomic desk stands for flat panel
monitors. We filed our first patents in 2001.

Out of this development has come design
and development of the Constant Force Lift
and Pivot Technology introduced in 2003.
In 2000, I wrote the first draft of a
document entitled “Design of an
Ergonomically Correct Desk Stand for Flat
Panel Monitors”.
This paper was
distributed throughout the world by our
affiliate company CFT (since merged into
Ergotron) and has become the de factodesign Standard for most of the adjustable
height desk stands manufactured by the
Flat Panel Manufacturers throughout the
world. We are now also one of the major
OEM suppliers of Desk Stands to the FPM
industry.
Cl.: Tell us about the latest research…
H.S.: In 2004, Ergotron introduced the first
weight adjustable after-market desk stand,
allowing existing FPM users to upgrade
their monitors to full ergonomic
adjustability at low cost. Pete Segar and I
are currently doing ergonomic and
anthropometric research to foster the
spread of this technology, and an improved
user interface, to the new and rapidly
expanding Video Display and Flat
Televisions Industries.
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ISO 13406-2
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> WHY THE ISO STANDARD
IS IMPORTANT
13406-2, LCDs are subdivided into three classes with regard to
their reflection characteristics. The best possible picture quality
must be achieved even in a bright working environment.
As with CRTs, the uniformity of the colours and the brightness
(homogeneousness) and the quality of the font reproduction are
relevant in obtaining the ISO certificate. Digital LCDs easily fulfil
the requirements for freedom from flicker. Deciding factors are
much more the last two points in the list of test items.

PIXEL FAULTS

The particular ISO standard that applies to display monitors is
known as ISO 13406-2 (They could have called it something
simpler, no?)
Buying monitors that comply to this standard mean you can be
assured that they are of high quality in respect to a number of
criteria:
• Luminous intensity of the display
• Contrast
• Reflections
• Colour reproduction
• Uniformity of luminous intensity and colours
• Font analysis
• Flicker
• Pixel faults
• Viewing angle classification
Good luminous intensity and strong contrast are generally no
problem for LCDs. However, according to ISO 13406-2 only dark
space can still be measured. Three measurements of the contrast
ratio are relevant: in complete darkness, at 500 Lux (office light)
and at 5000 Lux (sunlight). As a result, it is no longer as easy as it
used to be to come up with astronomic figures for contrast ratios.

REFLECTION
The test engineers investigate the reflection characteristics in a
similar manner to that laid down in ISO 9241-7. According to ISO
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Pixel faults are a weakness typical of LCDs and are subdivided into
four classes, 3 types of pixel fault and 2 concentration criteria
within the framework of the ISO 13406-2 test. For the different
types of pixel fault, a distinction is made between illuminated
pixels, dark pixels and sub-pixel failures (or flashing pixels).
The concentration criteria distinguish between firstly the number
of white or black pixels occurring in a particular area (cluster) and
secondly the sub-pixel failures or flashing pixels occurring within
a cluster. The four classes of ISO-13406-2 define the maximum
number of failures allowed for each type of pixel fault and each of
the concentration criteria. Class 2 is typical. Class 1 is intended
only for demanding special applications (military, hospital or other
critical applications), and Class 3 is for inexpensive models. Class
4 represents the reject criteria in manufacture.
Pixel defaults (for Class II LCD panels)
The table below shows the allowable number of malfunctioning
pixels that are acceptable, depending on the native resolution of
the LCD and allowing for 2 malfunctioning pixels per million
pixels.
The table below shows the allowable number of malfunctioning
sub-pixels that are acceptable, depending on the native resolution
of the LCD and allowing for 5 malfunctioning sub-pixels per
million pixels.

N° of Pixels

N° of
Million Pixels

Allowable
Defects

786,432

0.79

4

1280 x 1024

1,310,720

1.31

7

1600 x 1200

1,920,000

1.92

10

2048 x 1536

3,145,728

3.15

16

Native
Resolution
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N° of Pixels

N° of
Million Pixels

Allowable
Defects

1024 x 768

786,432

0.79

2

1280 x 1024

1,310,720

1.31

3

1600 x 1200

1,920,000

1.92

4

2048 x 1536

3,145,728

3.15

6
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Native
Resolution

The table below shows the allowable number of malfunctioning
sub-pixels that are acceptable within a 5 x 5 block of pixels,
depending on the native resolution and allowing for 2
malfunctioning sub-pixels within a 5 x 5 block, per million
pixels.

The luminous intensity as a function of the
viewing angle and the contrast distribution are
also important features of LCD displays. If the
user is looking directly at the middle of the
screen, he can only view the corners at a
certain angle. However, there should be no
discernible reduction in quality.

© Ph
oto:
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LUMINOSITY AND VIEWING ANGLE:

Of course this also applies when the observer
is looking at the screen within a certain area
from the side. The measurements of
luminous intensity and contrast distribution
are therefore carried out using a spherical
co-ordinate system, which simultaneously
covers the dependency on viewing angle.
Here too there are 4 classes. Class 1 is
assigned by ISO-13406-2 to the case
where several users are able to view the
screen and Class 2 is for one possible user.
Class 3 displays only allow the user a very
restricted viewing angle and Class 4 is
again defined as unacceptable.
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DESKTOP MONITORS

> OPTIMISE YOUR MONITOR
AN OVERVIEW OF THE BEST TIPS

In addition, the monitor’s settings have a
direct influence on the user’s satisfaction
and health. If the monitor has been placed
too high or too low, the result may be neck
tension or eye problems. Some display
settings cause a noticeable flickering of the
screen, a possible cause of headaches.
The 8 points to remember:
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1) Set your screensaver so that it
automatically comes on whenever the
computer has not been used for 15-30
minutes. Select a screensaver with a lot of
colours and constant motion.
Some
monitors have what is called a “sleep
mode.” While this setting helps to save
energy, it prevents immediate use of the
computer because the screen has to warm
up again. But when you use a screensaver,
there are no delays in getting back to your
work. The screensaver should go on after
15-30 minutes, while the sleep mode can
be set to go on after one hour.
2) Turn off the monitor at night or whenever
you do not use it for a longer period of
time; otherwise, pixel burnout will happen
sooner and the electric bill rises.

The
monitor
manufacturer
AOC
International (Europe) GmbH has put
together a list of 8 points which should be
observed for optimal ergonomic use of a
monitor. Years of industrial experience and
suggestions from its customers have led
AOC to the conclusion that the many users
do not utilize their monitors optimally.
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If the monitor is not configured and
serviced regularly, its functional capability
may diminish, leading to frustration on the
part of the user.
For example, screensavers are often not
activated, accelerating the so-called “pixel
burnout” in CRT monitors or the burning of
images onto the screen in LCD monitors.

3) If you use a CRT monitor, you should
regularly adjust the sharpness of the image
as it begins to distort slightly over time.
Setting the resolution too high can cause
the image to be distorted or to flicker
sooner. Ideally it should be 75 Hz or 85
Hz. If the resolution is too low, it can cause
flickering. Even flickering which is not
perceptible to the eye can cause eye
problems or headaches.
www.cleverdis.com
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5) Clean your monitor regularly; it builds
up a certain static charge which attracts
dust. A layer of dust on the screen leads to
picture disruptions. In addition, dirt and
dust which collects in the monitor casing
can cause allergies. So dust off CRT
monitors every two weeks. LCD monitors
do not build up such a high static charge,
so cleaning them once a month is
adequate.
6) Do not put your monitor where it is
subjected to direct sunlight; the picture on
LCD and CRT monitors appears washed
out or is difficult to see, and on CRT
monitors it can lead to reflections which
make it difficult to recognize the picture on
the screen. Furthermore, it causes the
colour of the monitor casing to change..

www.cleverdis.com

7) Place your
monitor so that your eyes
are on the same level as the upper
edge of the screen and you can easily
look at the middle of the picture.
Ergonomically, this is the best viewing
angle and prevents problems with
your neck and eyes. Monitors with
adjustable height make this easier.

Our thanks to AOC for the use of this
material.

8) Do not turn your monitor off and
on too frequently, as it can result in a
disruption of the electric circuits. If
you are going to be away from your
computer for only a few hours, the
screensaver or sleep mode is a
better choice rather than turning it
off and on.
According to Bernd Maja, product
manager at AOC International
(Europe) GmbH, “If you observe
only some of these points, you will
optimize the useful life of your monitor and
at the same time prevent health
problems”.
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4) Select a monitor
with an automatic setting
function. On LCD monitors, this unction
adjust the most important monitor settings
such as clock, resolution, horizontal and
vertical alignment for optimal viewing.
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SPOTLIGHT ON A MARKET LEADER

STAN OH – Vice President

INTERVIEW
Stan
OH

Stan Oh join ed LG Electronics in 1984. After progressing through various
management positions and in particular, in recognition of the brilliant success
of LGE’s OEM business when Oh worked in LGE’s U.S. operations, he was
named as Vice President of LG Electronics in 2000. Oh has been in charge of
LGE’s brand and OEM display business since 2001. Oh is recognised as an
internationally leading strategist and a visionary business leader in the OEM
and corporate markets.

VICE
PRESIDENT

LG TWIN TOWERS
20, YEOUIDO-DONG,
YEONGDEUNGPO-GU
150-721, SEOUL - KOREA
+82 2 3777 1114
www.lge.com

LG ELECTRONICS, INC.
Headquartered in Seoul, South Korea and founded in 1958, LG Electronics
Inc. (Korea Stock Exchange: 06657.KS) has grown into a global force in
electronics, information and communications products with annual total
revenues of US $29.9 billion (consolidated). With more than 64,000
employees working in 73 subsidiaries and marketing units around the world,
LG Electronics is comprised of four main companies: Digital Display, Digital
Media, Digital Appliance, and Mobile Communications.
The LG Digital Display Company provides core technologies for cutting-edge
digital products and is a world leader in digital display products including
Plasma TVs, LCD TVs and MONITORS, and HDTV.
For more information, please visit www.lge.com

Cleverdis: What are your
Flagship monitor products
this year?

LG FLATRON L1980Q

Stan Oh: LG Electronics
always offers cutting-edge
technology with reliable
quality and sophisticated
design. It means that there
are lots of good products
which can be introduced
to consumers. But I can
categorize our flagship
monitor products to
three:
FLATRON
L1780Q,
FLATRON
L1740PQ, FLATRON
MFT (Multifunction
Monitor TV) M2040A.
FLATRON L1780Q is
a new stylish and space-saving
display, praised as the thinnest
monitor available in the world. And
FLATRON L1780Q is a high-tech
product with LG’s revolutionary
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FLATRON f-ENGINE™ technology, the first
picture-enhancing chip for monitor that
alters the relationship between brightness
and contrast resulting in the sharpest,
brightest, most true-to-life images available
today. Also FLATRON L1780Q offers an
ultra fast response time at 8ms, which is the
fastest available in the market today and in
addition, user can rotate the screen and
then automatically the contents will be
pivoted without using additional pivot
software loading. Another fascinating
function is turning over the screen head
only and then automatically adjusted to the
turned screen.
Definitely leading the way in the area of
design is LG FLATRON’s elegant, waveshaped FLATRON 1740PQ, perfect for
style-conscious consumers looking for style
and functionality. The arched back, artdeco looking design is the key distinct
feature from previous flat back design. And
FLATRON L1740PQ has used a
combination of noble black and silver so
that the monitor can elegantly form a
www.cleverdis.com

Electronics always
think
about
offering world’s
best product with
ages.

harmony with its surrounding environment.
These creative ideas allow LG FLATRON to
open up a new horizon of design creation
with
fresh
strokes
of
inspired
deconstruction. Apart from design,
FLATRON L1740PQ has LG Electronics’
proprietary picture-enhancing chip for
monitors, FLATRON F-Engine™, enabling
true to life image and also offers an ultra
fast response time at 8ms. .
The last product I want to introduce is our
FLATRON MFT (Multi Function Monitor
TV) M2040A. Today’s multimedia users
prefer devices that are equipped with
various functions so that can enjoy game,
movies at their own room. With FLATRON
MFT M2040A, we offer multi-purpose allin-one display solutions for a variety of PC
and home entertainment uses. Users can
enjoy easy and convenient access to AV
devices such as a DVD player, VCR, Video
game console, Camcorder and more. And
like FLATRON L1740PQ, FLATRON MFT
M2040A is designed with creative and
innovative ideas. The arched back, art-deco
looking design is the key distinct feature
from previous flat back design.
Based on these three products, we will
keep up doing our best to raise our brand
value and quality for consumers, also
satisfy consumers. It’s because LG
www.cleverdis.com

S.O.:
LG
Electronics
envisions itself
as “a pioneer of
electronics
convergence,”
bringing
joy
and happiness
to customers
through
enhanced
customer
technology.
LG
Electronics has also set the clear
business goal of being ranked as
one of the world’s top 3 electronics
company by 2010. As a result, sales grew,
with net profits expected to more than
double.

From this point of view, CES 2005 was
great opportunity for LG and LG FLATRON
LCD monitors. We can get a chance to be
well
known
to
worldwide
and
acknowledged to the world market ever
than before. These visible outcomes are
very helpful to gain brand value both LG
and LG FLATRON LCD monitors. And at
CeBIT 2005, we will do our best to show
LG FLATRON LCD monitors’ advantages,
like its unique design and high technology
to consumers, and attract consumers.

We believe it can prosper by
making LG’s global brandbuilding campaign. We tries to
make consumers think that
once they have an LG
FLATRON LCD monitors,
they are more likely to
turn to the brand when
other products.
Cl.: LGE "scooped
the pool" at the CES
show in Las Vegas
with a number of
innovative products
and the brand was
very "visible". Is this
part of a worldwide
plan for a higher
profile?

LG FLATRON L1740PQ

LG FLATRON M2040A

Cl.: Which were
the major changes
or announcements
for the past year?

International Consumer Electronics Show
(CES) for commitment to design and
technical excellence. In addition to being
honored with a CES 2005 Innovation
Award, LG FLATRON L1730S received the
“Best of Innovations” award in the
Computer Components product category,
receiving the judges’ highest scores in the
category. And during the show, LG
FLATRON LCD LX80 series was introduced
to CBS and CNN Head Line News for its
design and high technology.

S.O.: Underscoring
its growing U.S.
brand presence
and reputation
for innovation,
LG Electronics
has
been
recognized by
the
2005
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This is a sector that is twisting, turning and evolving at a breakneck pace, and keeping up is
somewhat akin to riding a rollercoaster… or perhaps “Space Mountain” would be more apt. The
use of large area TFT-LCD screens is now widespread in digital signage applications, but Plasma
is still very strong, and will continue to be a better choice in a number of situations. The use of
large area TFT and Plasma monitors in the field of digital signage, is revolutionising in-store
advertising and promotion, while their use in public display is making airport and railway
transits much more pleasant and efficient. To this end, for those involved in specific vertical
markets, we have produced a specific guide on the topic (SMARTreport – Digital Signage).
Other applications are also popping up their heads, so in this chapter, we aim to cover the field
in a broader sense, giving some useful tips on how to choose…

Narrowcasting

CHAPTER 6

Retail Display Applications Originality and differentiation

L ARGE A REA
M ONITORS –
LCD AND
P LASMA

Buying Digital Signage
Interview - Steven Kieth Platt
Leading Plasma
Manufacturers (Pioneer Samsung)

www.cleverdis.com
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DYNAMIC DIGITAL SIGNAGE

> NARROWCASTING – THE FUTURE OF
RETAIL AND PUBLIC MESSAGING
As we look around our every day
environment, it is obvious that there are
more and more digital messages being
flashed at us from all directions, thanks to
what has been coined “Dynamic Digital
Signage” – the use of digital technology to
send images and messages to displays in
places frequented by the general public or
specific groups. The most obvious place
has of course been airports and railway
stations, where the old “flop down”
(remember that “tick, tick, tick, tick, tick…”
every time the message board changed?).
Here, the use of plasma screens began in
earnest a few years ago, and more recently
we have begun to see some big LCD
screens being used (up to about 40 inches).
In recent times, the dynamic digital signage
market has moved quietly into the
mainstream, becoming a credible tool for
brand marketing and communications. The
use of “narrowcasting” has opened up
many new possibilities, with digital signage
networks opening up. The advantages in
terms of cost savings are so obvious that
virtually any company with a network of
stores, agencies or outlets will find a fast
return on investment through the use of
narrowcasting via dynamic digital signage.

© Photo: TMM

Costs saved are as follows:
- printing of promotional posters
- infrastructure required for the distribution
of posters
- transport costs
- costs associated with recycling or
destruction of outdated posters
Further to this, the word “dynamic” is
important as part of the recipe. It means
eye-catching colourful moving images may
be used as part of the message, vastly
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enhancing the impact of what is displayed.
New Costs to be taken into account in the
establishment of a dynamic digital signage
network:

developers, all of whom have learned from
their first experiences and are in a position
to advise corporations on exciting and cost
effective solutions.

- initial purchase of screens and electronic
infrastructure
- upkeep and devaluation of screens and
infrastructure (completing TCO)
- content creation (generally outsourced)
- content management (may be outsourced)

TECHNOLOGIES

PROOF IN THE PUDDING

© Photo: Cleverdis

Wary of being the first to jump in the deep
end, many companies have until now had
a “wait and see” attitude. This is changing
with the fact that there are numerous
examples of how successful digital signage
networks can be established using creative
integrators, network operators and content

One of the first questions being asked is of
course “what technology should we go for,
and what will it cost?” It is important here
to underline the fact that here we should be
looking for displays that are used as signs,
not televisions per se. Early generation
plasma models created a slight backlash in
the DDS market due to their inherent flaws
such as burn-in and lifetime issues. LCD
was then seen as the knight in shining
armour, and many thought LCD would
totally dominate the business. The
technological advances made by plasma
manufacturers have changed much of this,

prolonging the life of the plasma screen
and reducing the burn-in issue. As a rule of
thumb, we are tending to see 26” to 40”
LCD as being by far the preferable solution
in that size range, while over 40”, plasma
remains the best value for money. In the
following pages, we will give you a much
more detailed explanation of how to
compare the two technologies. Other
technologies are also important to consider
nowadays as digital signage solutions.
These are rear-projection screens and front
projection solutions. The technological
advances in the microdisplay sector mean
that DLP, LCD and even LCoS rear
projection screens are not only far more
aesthetically attractive than before; the
image can now also be striking. Front
projectors used to be a poor choice for
digital signage due to their running costs
and high purchase cost, taking into account

www.cleverdis.com
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the fact that very bright projectors are
needed in digital signage situations. Today,
costs are dropping to the point where one
can seriously consider these solutions and
technologies are improving in terms or
reliability (added to the fact that network
controlling means you can keep tabs
remotely on your whole inventory and
ensure all projectors are running as they
should). Other exciting new possibilities
come to mind, such as the use of
holographic rear projection screens in shop
windows. Another technology which is
rapidly taking hold is that of LED (Light
Emitting Diodes), which, in addition to
being used for outdoor video displays, are
now starting to catch on indoors,
differentiating through their brightness.

DISTRIBUTION
Whereas before, many presentations were
played directly from a DVD player or
computer, a plethora of networking
solutions is opening up. There are
numerous kinds of digital storage available,
whether they be hard drive, DVD, Blu-Ray
or HD-DVD, or integrated storage on chips
actually inside the plasma screen or
projector, and new formats such as Div-X,
Windows Media, MPEG-4, etc. When
choosing the kind of application you’ll be
using, careful consideration is required as
to the type of images you wish to display
and how “rich” the content will be. Then
you must decide from where you will be
running the network, who will supply and
manage the content, and how often you
plan to update it.
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HOW TO CHOOSE
As the Digital Signage market is still
relatively new, there are still a number of
pitfalls facing the inexperienced. It is
therefore vitally important to the outcome
of your project that you put some time into
choosing the right integrators and
designers. The first thing to look at is the
past experience of the integrator. Look at
some of the projects they have already
undertaken… not just how pretty they are,
but more importantly how viable they are.
We recently saw the case of an integrator
being highlighted in a monthly industry
magazine for a spectacular project they
had undertaken, only to find out that just a
couple of months following this, the entire
project went under. When you look at case
studies, take the time to call the people
cited therein and talk to them about the
ROI of their project and how the integrator
impacted this. Does the integrator bring
innovative and/or money-saving ideas that
allow for good ROI? In addition to this,
look at the field the particular integrator is
coming from. Are they more comfortable
working on retail jobs, exhibitions,
networking, etc.?

CONTENT IS KING
Before getting heavily into the technical
mumbo-jumbo, it’s even more important to
consider what you’re going to be displaying
on your screens, and how the content is
going to be managed. A dead screen or a
screen with an old our outdated message
(or “Windows Error No. XXX”) is not only
the equivalent of throwing cash out the

window in terms of technical investment:
worse than that, it can have a real negative
effect. It is important to understand factors
such as audience attention span in
transitory situations (shopping malls etc.) as
opposed to more static situations (waiting
in line at the bank, etc.). In any case, using
30 or 60 second TV ads will not work. In a
situation where you have to grab the
attention of the passer-by, the message
should be no more than just a few seconds.
In situations where people are waiting in
line, different kinds of presentations should
be devised, and variety will be essential in
order not to bore the pants off the viewer.
Other important factors will include linking
your content supply system through some
sort of interface to your point-of-sale
system, inventory management system and
on-line retailing. You may even be able to
advertise the same products or services in
different outlets for different prices in order
to maximise your profits. It is generally
understood that in a retail situation, the
most effective signage has a “call to action”
encouraging viewers to buy directly at a
certain price. Failing this, the signage may
not be effective. Linking the system to
inventory systems is another way of
optimising sales. Imagine that dynamic
digital signage in a number of stores runs a
promotion for X brand jeans. The first
couple of days, sales are great, but
following this, there’s a big problem. No
more jeans. A “clever” system will allow
for the promotion to continue in the stores
where they still have inventory, and will
swap the promotion to another item in the
stores where the stocks have been
depleted. Can your integrator or content
provider ensure this? Good question. Can
the changes be made without having to go
to major expense? Another good one to
keep in mind. Try interspacing advertising
or promotional messages with video or TV
programmes in order to make the whole
thing palatable. News, weather and sport
in short doses will grab people’s attention.

LOCATION
This sounds obvious, but unless the screens
are placed strategically, you’ll be losing
money on your investment, because
people just won’t be looking at them. Put
some time into studying where people will
have the best chance of being able to see
and/or watch your screens unhindered.
Correct placement of your screens may
well mean the difference between success
and failure.
www.cleverdis.com

CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION,
PURCHASE MANAGEMENT AND LOYALTY…

> RETAIL DISPLAY APPLICATIONS –
ORIGINALITY AND DIFFERENTIATION
A BAFFLING CHOICE…
Numerous types of screens: PLASMA,
HOLOGRAPHIC, FLOOR, FOG, offer a
wide variety of technical features including
the possibility to network content thanks to
a centralised content manager. Building on
the power of images, screens provide
updated product information, lively
multimedia presentations stimulating the
shopper’s interest therefore increasing the
time spent in store. They also contribute
building your brand. As an integral part of
the in-store concept, screens create
awareness to the Point of purchase in order
to attract customers to the shop. Digital
media can "customise" the store to the
target groups according to different hours
during the day. Zonal speakers may be
added to be triggered when someone walks
next to (or over) the screen to deliver
directional information: news reports,
football results, cookery tips… Given that
70% of purchase decisions are made at the
point of purchase, moving images are the
most powerful and cost effective way of
promoting
brands,
optimising
the
marketing medium that is the Store. The
latest innovation is the fog screen
developed in Finland. It is made of a nonturbulent airflow in which thin fog is
injected. The screen may be translucent or
fully opaque and it enables shoppers to
walk through since images are “floating” in
thin air. Directional sound devices and
whispering windows have the ability to
direct or focus sound into a tight beam or
to create targeted sound atmosphere
consistent with the lighting. They provide
targeted advertising directly at the display,
they capture passers-by attention in a nonintrusive way and increase the traffic flow.
Point of purchase aromas create a new
sensory experience and build the brand
emotional capital.
www.cleverdis.com

They encourage consumers to approach,
touch and interact with a brand, creating a
coherent context for (impulse) purchase
decision. Society as well as the shopper is
rapidly changing: shops become lifestyle
zones and means of social identity
expression. The Point of Purchase
atmosphere is the emotional part of the
brand identity closest to the shopper that
must meet the shopper’s needs and
expectations. In this context, digital
communications allow retailers and brands
to quickly react according to new trends
and to provide new and exciting shopping
experiences.
Enhancing the Communication Experience
Communication is increasingly multisensorial. Visual stimulation, while
primarily important, is not enough
anymore, and more often systems for
“smell environments” or localised sound
diffusion (whispering windows, hypersonic
sound) are coming into play. Integrated
messages that affect different senses can
produce an outstanding strengthening of
the shopper attention level. Price
Decreasing prices in the digital sector have
enabled the spreading of integrated systems
for POP information management: large
screens, rear projection displays, “Flasma
screen” (floor+plasma), displays for
products information, aroma dispensers
and audio-video programming systems…
These are just some examples of
technologies available nowadays for POP.
The real critical point of in-store
communication today is planning the
messages which must be not intrusive or
troublesome, but helpful and interesting in
order to meet the actual customer needs.
Consumer studies within the retail
environment should also benefit from
digital technologies: they offer the
possibility to understand the consumer
behaviour, needs and expectations
allowing store management to receive
feedback in real time.

PURCHASE MANAGEMENT
The traditional process of product choice
(purchase decision) can be revolutionised if
new technologies such as RFID (Radio
Frequency IDentification) are integrated
within the Point of purchase. As METRO
Future-Store has brightly showed, it is
possible to achieve a complete integration
between logistic and commercial aspects.
From the customer’s point of view, the
possibility to manage the shopping event
with a “smart kart”, able to provide
information about products and to help in
the decision process, is certainly an
interesting opportunity.

LOYALTY
Digital technology is able to provide
several means for loyalty strategies,
whether by “physical” tools ( e.g. “smart
card”) or integrating Internet network use
with new wireless connection solutions
(Wi-Fi, third generation mobile phones,
etc.). Imagine an information system that’s
able to recognise users when they enter the
POP, and the possible returns from a
marketing point of view. The main obstacle
to
customer-relationship-management
systems is not technological but ethical and
consequently related to legal issues. In any
case, this does not prevent the
development of a real one-to-one
relationship with customers, on the
grounds of transparent rules. The subject of
digital technologies for retail is wide and
can lead to great innovations in the
understanding of selling goods. Any new
step should be done keeping in mind that
the customer, first of all, is an individual.
The objective of retail marketing should be
to discover this individual’s needs and
expectations. Only the customer’s
understanding will allow the retail industry
to grow.
Our thanks to POPAI for the information
supplied in this article.
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> BUYING DYNAMIC DIGITAL SIGNAGE

While in real estate they say, "Location,
Location, Location", in digital signage, it's
"Goals, Goals, Goals".
The dynamics of the buyers' market for
digital signage
Today only about one percent of the
potential retail sites actually have any kind
of dynamic digital signage in place. Even in
many of those sites, there's more work to
be done. Of course that doesn't mean
we're ever going to achieve 100%
penetration, but certainly something in the
25-33% range is extremely believable, if
not even a little conservative. That means
an ultimate market in terms of dollars of 20
to 25 times what we're seeing today. One
of the key challenges of a vendor selling
into this industry is that multiple
departmental buy-ins are required.
Research clearly indicates that the initiative
often starts with the marketing department,
but the latter usually does not have the final
authority and often does not have the final
budget. They need to get support from the
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IT department, and that can often be an
obstacle. They also need to get support
from the brand managers or advertising
agencies with whom their working. You
equally need to get some support, although
this is traditionally less difficult, from the
operations department or operations
management. What does this all mean? The
marketing department and the IT
department actually have little or nothing
to say about the physical layout of a store.
Cost is always an issue, but because of the
complexity of these systems and because of
the potential for what they can do, it's not
the number one issue. The two biggest
things a vendor or integrator has to do are
to convince the customer of the potential
effectiveness in terms of conversion rate,
sales lift and so on... or customer service in
the case of non-retail applications, and
then they need to convince the customer
that there is ultimately a solid return on this
investment.
Obstacles to the industry at the moment
One of the biggest obstacles is timing. The

technology pieces that make this not-toodifficult, sufficiently robust and not-tooexpensive have really only been in place
for about five years and if the industry were
in the same stage of development in 1997
than it is today we could be looking at
quite a different story. But what's happened
instead is that it's still a tough economy out
there and it's a very tough retail
environment. A number of major retailers
are by and large convinced of the
effectiveness of these systems and by and
large believe that within five years their
company will make such an investment.
Despite this, they're still saying that right
now, with their margins and competitive
environment, it's not the right environment
for investing in this type of magnitude.
What's the key to success in a digital
signage project? While in real estate they
say, "Location, Location, Location", in
digital signage, it's "Goals, Goals, Goals".
Clearly define what you want to achieve
then start talking about what you need in
order to achieve it.
www.cleverdis.com
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INTERVIEW
Steven Keith
PLATT
DIRECTOR OF THE
PLATT RETAIL
INSTITUTE

PLATT RETAIL INSTITUTE
P.O. BOX 158 HINSDALE, IL 60522
UNITED STATES
TEL 00 1 630-920-1844
skp@plattretailinstitute.org
www.plattretailinstitute.org

STEVEN KEITH PLATT
Steven received his Bachelor of Science Degree in Finance and Marketing
from the Boston University School of Management. He also has a Law
Degree and a LL.M. in Taxation from Boston University. Steven has led
courses for the American Management Association is a frequent speaker
and has published many professional articles in retail industry reference
journals. He is a member of the Executive Advisory Board at the University
of Florida Center for Retailing Education and Research and an Associate
Member of the American Collegiate Retailing Association and the National
Retail Federation.

PLATT RETAIL INSTITUTE
The Platt Retail Institute’s mission is to initiate and secure the funding of
studies by its Research Fellows on specific retail business issues. PRI
functions as a conduit, bringing together retail executives with leading
researchers.
In addition to general research in the area of Retail Digital Signage, PRI
renders the following services to retailers: 1. Deployment Management:
Working with and representing the retailer to ensure the most cost effective
solution is deployed; 2. Testing and Measurement: throughout a project’s
lifecycle, recommending testing methodologies and audit results; And 3.
Data Analysis and Interpretation: Assisting the retailer in understanding
message impact and success.

Cleverdis : How is Digital Signage being
used in the retail sector?

www.cleverdis.com
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Steven Keith Platt : Retail digital signage
is visual content displayed in a retail
environment digitally through a centrally
managed and controlled network. This
network called a “Digital Media Network”
is the basis for delivering highly flexible
and impactful data or images that can be
tailored to specific stores and their
customers in an efficient and valuable way.
Digital signage in retail allows companies
to reach out to their customers as well as
recruit new customers by communicating
directly with them. The DMN allows any
combination of video, animation, text,
audio and visuals to be sent directly to
dynamic point-of-sale displays such as
plasma or LCD screens. Messaging can be
adapted to speak to the specific customers
of a store and rapidly transform purchasing
decisions into sales. In essence, Digital
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signage enhances a retail environment. It
gives instantaneous access to customers in
multiple
locations
to
the
same
announcements,
advertisements,
promotions, news, educational material
and information. The key word here is
stimulate. Digital signage in retail
stimulates customers to purchase. In
addition, such customized content
increases a retailer’s reactivity on the
market. Product marketers are given
immediately available and virtually
unlimited “shelf space.”

Cl.: What are the main advantages of retail
digital signage?
S.K.P.: Digital signage can create a
number of competitive advantages for
retailers such as increased awareness,
message flexibility and an enhanced store
environment. Its interest is to not only
make spaces more dynamic, perhaps even
entertaining, but to inform customers and
accompany them closely in the purchasing
process. Traditional static signage not only
limits the number and types of messages
communicated but if used in excess, it can

create clutter. Digital signage allows
retailers to communicate merchandise
prices and promotions; to present product,
store or other information; to entertain
customers; to enhance store décor; and
finally to deliver brand marketing messages
– all in a way that can be specifically
tailored to each store without losing the
consistency of messages as they emanate
from one central network.
Cl.: What drawbacks should be avoided?
S.K.P.: Digital signage in retail implies a
complex and solid support system. An
investment in DS must include the
participation and budget of multiple
departments – from the look and feel of the
digital sign as supported by the IT
department
for
example
to
the
coordination of the marketing mix
components as supported by marketing
and communication. The cost and lack of
proved ROI for DS as of yet make the
investment a heavier decision than other
point-of-sale displays.
Cl.: What are the key components of retail
digital signage systems?
S.K.P.: First, the content. The production
and management of creative content,
advertisements and brand management is
crucial. On-site media for content
presentation is equally important such as in
the case of media capturing, playback and
display technologies and interactive kiosks.
Efficient management of local servers
becomes a determining factor. Other key

SPAR 2004 TRAIL TEST RESULTS:
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*A UK BASED 2,780 STORE
CONVENIENCE STORE CHAIN.
THE CHAIN DOES 12 MILLION
TRANSACTIONS PER WEEK.
*TRAILS WERE CONDUCTED IN 2004 IN
SIX STORES.
*THEY FOUND THAT:
*ON-SCREEN COMMERCIALS FOR
GENERIC BRAND MESSAGES ACHIEVED
AN AVERAGE INCREASE IN SALES OF 10
PERCENT
*ON-SCREEN PRICE PROMOTIONS
SECURED AN AVERAGE SALES INCREASE
OF 24 PERCENT.
*Spar BRAND PRICE PROMOTIONS
secured an average sales increase of 25
percent
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measurement of the effectiveness of digital
signage in retail takes shape, a retailer
should also consider how intangibles
impact
consumer
behavior
and
perceptions. Important qualitative factors
such as consumer longevity, average
annual customer expenditures, product or
service margins, and acquisition costs all
affect the value
of an investment in digital signage.
Cl.: What is the future of retail digital
signage?

components are the network technologies
(Internet and communication) and asset
and media management to implement the
technology for remote monitoring, access,
and to ensure compliance.
Cl.: How should the framework for digital
signage systems be established?
S.K.P.: Several questions should lead a
retailer to determine the need for a digital
signage system. A first look at competition
and the efficiency of the store’s
communications compared to others in the
same chosen product-market. Media
resources are also an important element of
the framework – can the retailer use the
available media resources to support the
business strategy or must new ones be
developed? A media strategy is elaborated
that must be supported by appropriate
messaging content and delivery approach.
Finally, the content strategy requires finetuning the choice of technology for optimal
performance. Business, media, and content
strategies all form the framework for
applying DS systems to retail.
Cl.: How can effectiveness be measured?
S.K.P.: Any investment evaluation starts
with confirmed and clear objectives. After
establishing the appropriate measures to
assess results, the process of data
www.cleverdis.com

compilation starts. Using this quantitative
and qualitative data, the retailer then
proceeds to a first evaluation of offer and
demand comparing the data to a base case.
Here, an initial decision on what type of
display is made – digital signage or static?
DS enabled or non-enabled? A retailer who
opts for digital signage will most likely
obtain more obvious results on the second
or third year of its use. While meaningful

S.K.P.: With time, retailers should come to
see the benefits of this emerging
technology on a long-term basis. In the
future, digital signage will allow dynamic
pricing and be interfaced with POS data to
even further develop the rapid execution of
price changes. This will also allow retailers
to maximize their inventory management.
In addition, interfacing with customer data
bases will allow retailers to project
personalized messages on their DS screens.
As customers get used to this, demand will
increase and marketing strategies will
adapt accordingly.

Organizational Goals of RDS Measures

Establish Testing Methods
Consistent with Goals

Effect Sales
*Sales Lift
*Basket/Ticket Size
*Customer Conversion
*Customer Traffic
Enhance Customer
Experience

Impact Customer Loyalty

*Sales Audits
* Sales Audits
*Sales Audits & Shopper Interviews
*Traffic Counts

*Customer Impressions of Store *Discussion Groups
Attributes (such as service
*In-Store Observational Research
levels, checkout wait time per- *Shopper Interviews
ceptions)
*Store and Product Education
*Brand Perception
*Discussion Groups
*Shopper Interviews
*Enhance Store/Brand Promise *Shopper Surveys
*Enhance Product Perceptions *Loyalty Card Use
*Customer Lifetime Value
*Customer Revenue Capture
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LEADING PLASMA MANUFACTURERS

INTERVIEW
Karsten
SØDERBERG

KARSTEN SØDERBERG
Karsten Søderberg is assigned Director, for Industrial Plasma Display,
Pioneer Europe NV. He holds a Master of Science in Business Economics &
Mathematics from the Copenhagen Business School and has worked in a
number of positions in different companies and countries within Pioneer.

DIRECTOR FOR
INDUSTRIAL
PLASMA DISPLAY

Pioneer House - Hollybush Hill Stoke
Poges, SL2 4QP Slough - UK
+44 17 53 789 789
www.pioneer-eur.com

Cleverdis: In the past year, Pioneer took
over NEC’s plasma production facilities.
Tell us about this acquisition and what this
will change for Pioneer.

PIONEER
Pioneer Corporation is a global leader in electronics and audio/video
products for the home, car, commerce and industry, particularly in the core
multimedia technologies DVD, Plasma Display Panels (PDP), Car
Navigation and In-Car A/V Systems.

Karsten Søderberg: The acquisition
generates several key benefits for Pioneer.
Our take over of NEC’s plasma display
company along with its original intellectual

property brings together two of the three
players that created and established the
market for plasma technology. Our heritage
and record for innovation in plasma is
strengthened by the ownership of NEC’s
plasma engineering expertise and equips
Pioneer with an exceptional wealth of
intellectual property and knowledge.
We now have the largest single resource of
dedicated plasma engineers in the industry.
Indeed, Pioneer will continue to build on
its reputation for innovation, quality and
develop class leading displays through
innovations
to
enhance
product
performance.
Cl.: What will it change for NEC?

© Photo: Pioneer

K.S.: Although we cannot comment on
NEC’s business, it remains a pivotal and
highly respected brand in the plasma
market and is a valuable OEM customer for
Pioneer.
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Cl.: What is Pioneer’s position in the
plasma market?
K.S.: Research conducted by DTC last year
among 850 European resellers confirmed
that Pioneer is rated as the number one
brand for product quality – a position
www.cleverdis.com
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cemented by our 43 and 50-inch true XGA
displays. We have also introduced a 42inch VGA display and will launch a 61inch XGA panel soon, which will both
broaden our range and give us a great
opportunity to develop our business in the
POS and POI markets.
Needless to say we remain convinced that
most of the professional market will move
to high resolution XGA products – this is
already happening in Japan and the US.
Our consumer displays also enjoy an
excellent reputation and our record for
innovation is evidenced by the fact that
these screens are already HD ready and
lead across all key areas of technical
performance.
The strong performance of our business
and consumer product lines verifies our
strategy of investing in both consumer and
business research and development teams.
Few other companies retain this distinction
and it enables us to specifically address the
very different demands of these customers.
Cl.: Pioneer has a number of value adds in
the field of image quality can you outline
these?
www.cleverdis.com

K.S.: Our current 43 and 50inch XGA models
benefit from a
series of technical
innovations that
improve image
and product quality.
These include
Pioneer’s unique
‘Deep Encased
Cell’ structure
of its plasma
cells that is
complemented
by our traditional
focus on trueXGA resolution,
delivering highly
accurate image
reproduction.
The
screens
deliver
class
leading brightness, superior
contrast and superior colour gradation.
The displays include Pure Drive - a range of
technologies that deliver exemplary image
reproduction by reducing noise, delivering
sharp, vivid images and improving image
rendering.
Pure Drive is complemented by a new Pure
Colour Filter II.
This ensures minimal reflection, producing
deeper blacks and true-to-life colours.
On-going improvements in display
performance have not resulted in an
increase in power consumption. The
displays achieve among the lowest ratings
in the industrial sector. Life cycle
management has also been enhanced
through the introduction of a new range of
screen management features. Our unique
cell structure technology gives rise to the
high brightness level of the screens, and
ensures that the displays do not have to be
driven at full power to match the output of
competitor products.
Such innovations ensure our position as
one of the leading producers of plasma
display panels.

K.S.: The Expansion Solutions concept is
proof of our commitment to enhance
performance and improve connectivity to
our screens while driving down costs. In
addition to the standard 15 Pin D-sub in
and out and DVI-D connector fitted to our
43 and 50 inch XGA screens, the displays
include two open architecture expansion
slots. One slot is dedicated for signal input
with two optional Pioneer expansion cards
available to handle all of the major video
signals. The second is a unique
communications slot that includes an RS232C expansion card as standard. With
their open architecture, these slots enable
interchangeable cards to be designed by
third party developers to handle all current
and future analogue, digital and
communications signals. They also provide
the flexibility for systems integrators to
design plasma installations to customers’
exact specifications.
A number of powerful expansion cards
have been created so far by 3rd party
partners. To name a few, there is a TV tuner,
receiver for CAT5 video distribution, a networkable MPEG player with HDD
integrated, an IP based control solution, a
Wireless RGB / Keyboard / Mouse receiver,
an SDI I/F. A video streaming player
incorporated with Windows Media
Connect and H.264 video decoder, was
also demonstrated at this years winter CE
show in Las Vegas.
The potential of Expansion Solutions to
create new applications and cut
infrastructure costs is demonstrated at the
Royal Festival Hall in London. Using an
Adtec Edje-PDP decoder card, the arts
venue has built a full media streaming and
control system across a network of displays
at a fraction of the cost of a PC-based
installation. Pioneer and its partners
continue to invest in Expansion Solutions.
Expansion Solutions create a highly
versatile platform for all types of plasma
applications and customers are beginning
to recognise the inherent infrastructure
advantages of the concept.

Cl.: Tell us about some of the Expansion
Solutions available with your displays?
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SANG HEUNG SHIN
Senior Vice President Visual Display Division Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

INTERVIEW
Sang Heung
SHIN
SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT
VISUAL DISPLAY
DIVISION
SAMSUNG
ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
16F, Samsung Life Insurance Bldg.
150, 2 GA, Taepyung-Ro, Chung-Ku
Seoul - Korea - 100-716
+822 727 3401
www.samsung.com

What are the main innovations Samsung is
bringing to the European market in
2005/2006?

102" PDP TV

Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. is a global leader in semiconductor,
telecommunication, digital media and digital convergence technologies with
2003 parent company sales of US$36.4 billion and net income of US$5.0
billion. Employing approximately 88,000 people in 89 offices in 46 countries,
the company consists of six main business units: Corporate Technology
Operations, Digital Appliance Business, Digital Media Business, LCD Business,
Semiconductor Business and Telecommunication Network Business.
Recognized as one of the fastest growing global brands, Samsung Electronics is
the world’s largest producer of colour monitors, colour TVs, memory chips, TFTLCDs. For more information, visit www.samsung.com

Digital technology to realize the best sound
experience.

46” LCD TV (LED)
- Samsung’s new 46” LCD TV employs a
LED light source to provide 40% enriched
color expression compared to previous
CCFL method (based on NTSC color
definition, 105% of Color Gamut is
reproduced). As for sound, DACS (Dual
Acoustic Chamber System) with two
acoustic chamber speakers enables more
powerful sound than ever.

concept network solution, MagicNet. The
MagicNet function enables multiple
displays to be operated independently
while linked to the same PC server. With
the MagicNet client/server architecture,
several Ethernet clients can share
multimedia files such as movies, photos,
music, file viewer and web browsing with
quality 100% intact as well as store data
files on the server. Samsung’s new widescreen SyncMaster 460PN and
SyncMaster 400PN
LCD TV

NETWORK TV MONITOR
- Samsung introduces a series of
new displays equipped with a new-

© Photo: Samsung

- Samsung introduces the world’s largest
102” PDP TV embedded with HDTV tuner,
and boasts 16:9 widescreen and highest
quality picture of 1080p Full HD. Also
implemented is Samsung’s exclusive image
enhancer, DNIe (Digital Natural Image
engine). Like the 80” PDP model, 60 times
richer color expression (68.7 billion colors)
and highest contrast (2000:1) is provided to
guarantee image perfection for the largest
and most advanced PDP TV. Furthermore,
SRS Trusurround XT that brings virtual
6.1ch 3D sound is combined with the
power of Dolby

Mr. Sang-Heung Shin was recently promoted to Senior Vice President, in charge
of color TV sales and marketing at the Samsung Electronics Main Plant Complex
in Suwon, Korea. Prior to this appointment he served as President of the
Samsung Electronics subsidiaries in Spain and then Portugal for four years. A
graduate of Kyungbuk University (Taegu, Korea) in Social Economics, Mr. Shin
joined the Samsung organization as a member of the Human Resources
Department in 1978. He worked in consumer electronics sales and marketing
in Seoul between 1979 and 1987. In 1987, he was sent to the company’s
Chicago Office, where he was involved in sales and marketing for five years.
He then returned to Seoul to continue working in the same capacity. He
returned overseas to serve as President of Samsung Electronics Mexico between
1995 and 2001.
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monitors boast contrast ratios of 800:1 and
600:1, respectively, and a viewing angle of
170 degrees. They are the ultimate
network solutions for transportation
facilities (airport/train/bus), corporate
lobbies, factory information board or
shopping malls to provide a variety of data
with crisp images.
Cleverdis: What do you feel have been the
landmark announcements at Samsung in
the past year?
Sang-Heung Shin: The two main
keywords to appear recently in the display
sector are Digital TV and Flat Panel.
Samsung has long been preparing for the
Digital TV era, and has already set up a full
product line-up to satisfy a variety of needs
in various broadcasting environments
across nations.
In addition,
1) Samsung successfully developed world’s
first ground-wave DMB TV;
2) The company released a digital slim TV
featuring an incredibly reduced frame
thickness;
3) Samsung signed an MOU with TimeWarner Cable, one of the most renowned
www.cleverdis.com

US cable networks, for joint development
and marketing cooperation in interactive
digital TV sector that is expected to provide
the main innovation engine in the near
future;
4) Samsung’s exclusive XHT (Expandable
Home Theatre) technology has been
selected as a US standard, securing digital
TV technology leadership in the global
digital networking market.
Cl.: As Samsung sells both LCD and
Plasma screens, what is the company
policy concerning the "pros and cons" of
LCD versus Plasma?
S.H.S.: It is projected that LCD will prevail
in under-30” market, PDP in over-50”. The
fiercest competing field of the two
technologies is expected to be the 30” to
40” market. Image quality technologies for
both PDP and LCD are rapidly advancing,
making more plausible the anticipation
that the highest quality expression down to
the picture element level will come to a
reality in the nearest future. Insignificant or
additional technology competitions may
continue, but the key to dominating the
market will surely be the price. Samsung is

exerting efforts to position itself as a
leading digital TV brand, focusing on flat
panels like PDP and LCD, as well as highend digital TV market including Micro
Display PJTV.
Cl.: What's the roadmap for your DLP
RPTVs in Europe?
S.H.S.: Samsung’s new series with
innovative design and powerful functions
will guarantee the leading position in the
DLP TV market. The new line-up includes
42”, 46” and 50”, all of which are
produced with perfect flat panel design
with separate speakers, and advanced
image engine that provides highest quality
with 1000cd/m2 brightness and 2000:1
contrast (as of 42”). HDMI terminals realize
digital image and sound perfection, and
PIP (Picture in Picture) enables customers
to watch two digital broadcastings at the
same time. Samsung will continue to
provide the best TVs with the most
advanced digital features.
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Look reality in the eye.

The 3LCD-technology in Epson projectors
provides the perfect reproduction ofreality for an
unforgettable experience. An optimal light output,
crystal clear sharpness and lifelike colours define
the picture quality. No more colour-flickering and
jitter strains on your eyes.
More information on Epson projectors and
3LCD-technology under: www.epson-europe.com

As price reductions in the plasma industry have been impacting the projector industry in what
had been seen as a “sweet spot” – the home cinema sector, projector companies are today
increasingly turning towards ways of enhancing applications in the professional sector as a way
to increase overall market share. To this end, projector companies are heading in two main
directions – making projectors “smarter” in order to increase their usefulness, and making
projectors that have incredible image quality, through improved DLP and LCD technologies and
the democratisation of the use of LCoS technology. In this chapter, we explain how smart
projectors can make your life easier; we spotlight Canon’s new LCoS projector as a flagship for
the technology, and we speak with some of the leading lights in the industry. Hold onto your
hats… the ride’s going to be an exciting one!

CHAPTER 7

What you need to know
about front projectors
Projection applications
Networking Projectors

P ROJECTION
S YSTEMS

Three levels of Intelligence Epson Special
Why a Projection Screen?
LCoS Goes Mainstream with
Canon
Under the Microscope - High
end market

www.cleverdis.com
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PROJECTION SYSTEMS

> WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT FRONT PROJECTORS
©

There are three main categories of videoprojectors: Pico portables, Micro portables
and Ultra Portables. Choosing the correct
category should be your first consideration
when selecting the right projector for your
needs.

PICO PORTABLES
Pico Portables are projectors which are
generally less than 4 pounds in weight. The
efficient design of DLP™ Technology has
created this category and, in fact, it is the
only technology found in projectors under
3 lbs. These projectors are intended
primarily for those needing portability such
as professionals who travel frequently for
whom weight and bulk are essential buying
factors.
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THE USE OF MULTIMEDIA PROJECTORS IS
EVOLVING RAPIDLY, AS MORE AND MORE
PEOPLE DISCOVER THE AMAZING BIG SCREEN
EXPERIENCE. FROM WATCHING MOVIES AT
HOME OR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES ON
A 20 FOOT SCREEN TO GIVING
COMPELLING
PRESENTATIONS
THAT CAPTIVATE THE AUDIENCE,
PROJECTORS ARE BECOMING AN
INTEGRAL PART OF LIFE. THERE
ARE SEVERAL CRITERIA THAT
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED WHEN
LOOKING TO PURCHASE A NEW
PROJECTOR. THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION SHOULD HELP YOU
DETERMINE THE PROJECTOR THAT WILL BE
THE PERFECT FIT.

MICRO PORTABLES
Micro Portables are projectors used for
environments which may only require
occasional movement of the projector from
place to place. They typically weigh between
4 and 6 lbs. Their “portability” refers more to
the simplicity of set-up (primarily in the
simplicity of adjustments etc.), which makes
it easier to move them from one room to
another, depending on the user's needs.

ULTRA PORTABLES
Lastly, Ultra Portables, while still mobile,
typically range from 6 to 11 lbs. and are
generally more powerful and of a larger size.
They are usually intended to remain in a
single room: in this case, compactness is not
necessary, nor is total simplicity of controls.
These projectors are characterized by their
image quality much more than their
portability.

© Photo: Epson

VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF
VIDEO-PROJECTORS AND
THEIR WEIGHT

Ph
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BRIGHTNESS

RESOLUTION

The brightness of a projector is measured in
ANSI Lumens. This refers to the brightness
of the projector. As the brightness of the
lamp increases, oftentimes, cost does as
well. Brighter projectors may also consume
slightly more energy and release more heat
(and thus, creating an increasing need for
cooling which could increase the fan
noise). Essentially, the brightness necessary
for
the
projector's
operation
is
proportionally a function of the ambient
light in the room it will be used. In a
situation of half-light or in the dark, 500 to
800 ANSI Lumens can be sufficient. A
brightness level of between 800 and 1500
ANSI Lumens constitutes an acceptable
average in the case of using a projector in
normal ambient light for rooms of average
size. For rooms of a larger size, the longer
projection distance increases the need for
higher lumens, since it's necessary to
obtain a more significant image size. This is
why ultra portable projectors generally
have an output beginning at 2000 ANSI
Lumens, with the most powerful of them
exceeding 6 - 7,000 ANSI Lumens.

This refers to the number of pixels in the
projector’s matrix. It is expressed in the
same manner as that of computer monitors
(see table below). Logically, the higher the
resolution, the better the definition of the
image. The greater part of current-day
projectors are SVGA or XGA, the first of
course being cheaper than the second.
Here again, the choice of resolution must
be related to its use: if it is not absolutely
necessary to project detailed images,
SVGA is perfectly suited; if it is a question
of projecting more complex images (video,
texts in small characters, etc.), XGA will
undoubtedly be preferable. As for SXGA
projectors, they offer the highest image
definition but are also typically the most
expensive and should be reserved for
applications requiring very high image
definition.
Various resolutions (ex: for a 4:3 image):

CONTRAST RATIO

KEYSTONE CORRECTION

Put simply, the contrast ratio corresponds
to a ratio of luminosity between the
clearest part of the projected image and the
darkest part or white versus black. In
theory, we speak of white and black, but
the operation mode of a projector (use of a
luminous ray to project the image) makes it
difficult to approach perfect black. The
contrast ratio is an important criterion for
projectors that are generally used for
projecting detail images, eg. video images,
as the contrast emphasizes them. On the
other hand, if it is a question of projecting
“data” images (graphics, diagrams, etc),
this criterion is less essential.

Theoretically, a projector is best positioned
just opposite the screen, so as to project the
image without deforming it. Indeed, if a
“skew” in the image is projected, the
normally rectangular image becomes
trapezoidal. Keystone correction makes it
possible to mitigate this induced
deformation, by rectifying the image and
restoring its rectangular form. Nearly all
projectors on the market have vertical
keystone correction, with a few that
propose horizontal correction as well. This
feature is particularly valuable when a
projector is moved from location to
location.

Sim2 Domino 30H Ultra portable

www.cleverdis.com

640 X 480 pixels VGA
1024 X 728 pixels XGA
800 X 600 pixels SVGA
1280 X 1024 pixels SXGA

Hp sb21Pico portable

ZOOM AND FOCAL
DISTANCE
The traditional distance between the screen
and the video projector is 2.5 times the size
of the base of the screen on which the
image is projected. Nevertheless, the space
constraints can bring one to position the
machine closer or further away, according
to the situation. A zoom thus makes it
possible to adjust image size, the better the
zoom, the more room one has to maneuver
the installation of the projector. In addition,
if the distance from the screen is reduced,
the use of a short-throw lens will make it
possible to project an acceptable image
size, in spite of the lack of space.

NOISE LEVELS
The ventilator used for the cooling of the
lamp makes a noise, this is variable
depending on the model you choose.
Typically, fan noise is more of an issue for
projectors
designed
for
home
entertainment, but is rarely a factor
otherwise.

WIRELESS CAPABILITIES
“Wireless” projectors are currently seeing
strong development. The absence of a
video cable to connect them to the
computer has the advantage of simplicity: it
is no longer necessary to be close to the
projector to control its presentation. If, for
example, various presenters use the
projector, it becomes possible for each to
take turns in having the control of the
machine.

Projection Design FI+SXGA Ultra portable

Toshiba TDP S20U Ultra portable
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> PROJECTION APPLICATIONS
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corresponds to normal ambient light) will
be adapted: that is to say, generally an
SVGA projector of at least 800 lumens,
with a preference - if budget allows - for
an XGA with luminosity higher or equal
to 1200 lumens.

MOBILE SALES (ROAD
WARRIORS)

TEACHING & TRAINING
Depending upon the situation, you may wish to use pico portable
or micro portable projectors, according to your requirements in
terms of mobility. By the same manner, you should attempt to
choose a machine in which the resolution (adapted to the type of
projected images) and luminosity (generally, this type of use

Weight is a primary concern for this
category of projector use. Typically 3 lbs.
or less is usually preferred.
In addition to the weight, automatic
keystone adjustment, auto-adjustment of
the colorimetry and image contrast, and
sensors which analyze the ambient light
and the projection surface are all features
to consider. The capacity to directly
connect a USB key or a PCMCIA card
containing your presentation also has a
major advantage in terms of efficiency
and time saving.
A luminosity level between 700 and 1000
lumens will be generally sufficient.

MEETING OR CONFERENCE ROOMS
Projectors having a broad range of functionalities here are very
much appreciated. Indeed, a conference room is characterized by
the fact it can be utilized by various types of people over time.
A luminosity of 1500 lumens is generally preferred.

© Photo: Optoma

The weight and the size of meeting room projectors are not as
significant factors, since it does not, by vocation, have to be
regularly moved.
It is evident that in different corporate or institutional settings, the
size of the space may vary greatly.
As the size of the room grows, the probability of using portable
projectors is reduced with a preference of fixed ultra portable
models, and the importance of high light output increases.
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Good contrast ratios are always important when considering
projectors for these applications.

LARGE CONFERENCE ROOMS, VENUES…
The machines dedicated to this type of application must have very
high light output (typically 4,000 lumens or higher) and high
resolution (imperative SXGA), because of the long projection
distance.
In addition, many additional functionalities may be significant in
your selection criteria (such as the aptitude to function in 24/24
mode thanks to a dual lamp system allowing the lamps to take
turns one after the other, or “intelligent” systems making it possible
to combine several projectors to create complex visual scenes, etc)

HOME THEATRE
Home theatre projectors have a number of different features that
differentiate them from ææome office projectors to get that “Home
Theater” experience, or for sports events such as football or
baseball games. For people looking for a permanent projector for
home use, the scope is very broad, with base-line prices now
within reach of most households.
The main criteria to look for in this category are:

www.cleverdis.com
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• Aspect ratio – It’s important, if you’re going to be playing DVD
or other movie sources (such as recorded HDTV wide aspect) to
ensure you get a projector that has a 16:9 wide aspect ratio. This
is not the case with most office use projectors, though most
projectors can be set up to produce a 16 :9 ratio via the onscreen menu.
• Noise level –If you plan on using your projector in a quiet room
at home, fan noise can be an issue. Make sure you check that
the noise level of the projector’s fan is acceptable,
• Light output – Even in a darkened room, if you want to get a
crisp, clear picture with good contrast levels, make sure your
projector is bright enough for acceptable viewing.
• Resolution – If you plan to view HDTV images, make sure the
projector is HDTV compatible. This is often the case, however
it’s better to check first!
• Aesthetics – in the home, this is of course
even more important than in the office.
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> NETWORKING PROJECTORS

savings within the organization. It is a
simple equation – will the application pay
for itself? For the IT or AV manager, the
savings are a result of less support time and
product performance.

An increasing number of installations today
require networked projectors to undertake
two primary roles:
- The delivery of content from remote
locations or through wireless input inhouse
- And the sending of information back to a
centralised location to enable monitoring
of the state of the unit.
The decision to network projectors
generally
involves
three
different
perspectives. Those of:
- the end user,
- the purchaser
- and the IT or AV manager.
For the end user, the feature functionality
and final system design are the biggest
considerations. Benefits and features are
important to the end users while the
purchaser reviews features and pricing.
Though procurement requires the most
features for the least money, they also look
at if the purchase generates money or
130 I Cleverdis European Guide 2005 • 2006

The final decision to purchase a product
involves two key considerations: Total
Cost of Ownership (TCO) and Return on
Investment (ROI). The TCO involves not
only the purchase price of a product but
the additional resources and support
required to make it function. Though a
product may not actually generate revenue
in itself, the ROI can be measured through
the other savings such as eliminating
additional costs and reducing the time
involved with a particular process.
Applications with networked projectors
need to consider both TCO and ROI to
ensure the full value of the features and
applications are realized.

APPLICATIONS FOR
NETWORKED
PROJECTORS
EVALUATING NEEDS
There are two main audiences in the
projection market – the users and admin.
For presenters, meeting facilitators and
attendees in the user group, they demand
easy content delivery and other
functionalities to ensure their meetings are
as productive as possible. The admin group
is compromised of IT and AV
administrators
and
requires
asset
management and control.

USER NEEDS
The user needs focus on having a
projection system that performs flawlessly
throughout a presentation or conference.
The user does not always understand the
technology behind the system – they just
need it to perform. A projection system
needs to be easy to use and provide
functionality similar to a desktop computer.
Users are not concerned if the information
is sent to the projector on a wired or
wireless system. They are concerned about
their ability to transition and build slides or
images as part of a standard presentation.
Static slides are not optimal for many
presentations. Conference presenters are
more focused on being able to easily
change to the next slide or graphic. At
interactive meetings, the ability to
collaborate and revise presentations in real
time is critical. In short, users are looking
for a networked projector that can send
dynamic content, offer flexibility and
options and provide an interface at the PC
level. Users are not bothered by how the
process actually works – they just want the
projector to perform.

ADMIN NEEDS
Admin needs tend to focus on system
control and asset management. For
example, the helpdesk personnel or IT
support staff can leverage the local area
network (LAN) and the network’s remote
capabilities to provide quicker response
times to support AV equipment while
lowering TCO. The system needs to provide
proactive information to ensure ongoing
performance. A system that can send alerts
www.cleverdis.com

about potential problems or maintenance
issues allows the administrator to identify
and correct issues before the end user even
realizes there is a problem. By providing
notification of possible system issues and
maintenance
conditions,
IT/AV
administrators can anticipate problems to
reduce downtime. For example, the system
can indicate if the lamp timer is
approaching the expected end of life or the
internal projectors are approaching a
failure threshold. These forward thinking
reminders allow support personnel to
provide better and more informed support.
Now ordering lamps, replacing lamps,
cleaning the filters or improving projector
ventilation can be completed before a
meeting or event. Ultimately, the admin
needs to ensure a projector performs
perfectly for the end user.

NETWORKED PROJECTORS
WITH CONTROL SYSTEMS
When discussing networked projectors, the
most asked question is: “Can the
networking feature of a projector replace
the need for control systems like Crestron
or AMX ?”. The simple answer is no. There
are some instances where a simple contact
closure solution plus the networking
feature can perform the tasks normally
handled by a control system. However,
replacing the control system is not the
reason to network projectors. The real
advantage is derived by leveraging the
network capabilities of the system. It allows
a system to have centralized control for a
relatively low cost.
www.cleverdis.com

By enabling network connectivity to a
device that normally would not have a
control system attached to it, IT/AV
managers gain more control rather than
replace controllers. The benefit comes from
having no Single Point of Failure (SPOF) in
the system. If the control system provides
the only link between the projector and the
network, everything relies on the controller
working flawlessly all the time. Though the
controllers on the market today are high
quality, it is unrealistic to expect one piece
of the system to work 24/7 without issue.
Introducing a networked projector allows
administrators more flexibility to deal with
issues. Even if the controller fails, a
networked projector can still be accessed
via the network. It also allows features to
be added to a Simple Fixed Installation
(SiFI). Even without a control system,
administrators can communicate with a
projector via a network and provide a local
control via a contact closure device or
RS485 connector panel with push button
controls.

scrapes) on the computer screens and
sends them to the projector. The screen
scrape method can result in a one to three
second delay though the AV industry is
continuously working to reduce this delay.
The

two

most

implementing

popular

wireless

ways

features

of
are

embedded and external devices. Some of
these devices also have the ability to accept
a flash memory card or read presentations
stored on a secure digital (SD) card.

CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT
Centralized

management

can

be

implemented in a number of ways. There
are software packages available that allow
IT/AV managers to see all of the projectors
on the network through a single view.
These software packages are purpose built

CONTENT DELIVERY
For presentations and meetings, delivering
dynamic content is paramount.
Networked projectors offer a new and
easier means of content delivery via wired
or wireless network connection. Today,
most content is sent to a projector
wirelessly. A presenter is usually mobile
and uses a portable projector to display the
images or graphics. They access the
projector via its wireless connection and
use software that converts the presentation
to JPEG files or captures pictures (screen

to support the AV or
IT helpdesk by providing an easy-to-view,
single window representing the networked
projectors.

Our thanks to Christie Digital for content
for this article.
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UNDERSTANDING PROJECTOR
NETWORKING AND PC-LESS
PRESENTATIONS

> PROJECTORS JUST GOT
SMARTER …
INTERVIEW
Sophie
LAYER LE NALBAUT
PRODUCT
MANAGER VIDEO
PROJECTORS

European Marketing Department
(Paris) 68, Bis rue Marjolin
F-92305 Levallois-Perret Cedex
Tel
+33 (0)1 40 87 67 28
Fax
+33 (0)1 40 87 67 20
E-mail : layer@epson-europe.com
www.epson-europe.com

We often hear people talking about
“Projection
Networking
Solutions”,
“Wireless Presentations” and so on, and
even well oiled professionals will often
glaze over when following presentations
on the subject. This is due to a
phenomenon that’s easy to understand.
There is such a plethora of new solutions,
including networking, new forms of
connectivity and built-in intelligence,
promoted and explained in different ways –
generally by AV/IT specialists but rarely
interpreted by communications experts (in
the true sense) that it all becomes “too
much”. Solutions that aim to make life
easier in many ways do just the opposite
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SOPHIE LAYER - LE NALBAUT
Projectors Epson

– Marketing Product Manager Video

Sophie Layer attended business school in Germany and France and graduated
with a DESS in marketing and communication. She spent 2 years in Austria as
project manager for Peugeot, then worked 3 years in the French subsidiary of
NEC in charge of plasma and projectors as PM. In September 2004 she moved
to EPSON Europe as European PM in charge of 3LCD projectors (HC and
business).

EPSON
Firstly known in the corporate world for their printers, Epson are also
renowned for their manufacturing of LCD chips for front projection systems
and the sale of front projectors for professional use. They have most recently
been instrumental in launching the "3LCD" brand (see specific article on this
subject). Epson has had a presence in Europe since the establishment of its
first two European sales companies in the UK and Germany in 1978. Since
then, their European network has continued to expand throughout their entire
sales region - Europe, Middle-East, Russia and Africa. Epson Europe B.V. was
established in Amsterdam in 1990 to take on the special challenges and
diversity of the European markets. Epson Europe addresses the need to
effectively manage operations in an atmosphere of fast-paced changes within
the intensely competitive high-tech information and electronics industry.

through creating too many new choices. It
is for this reason that Epson decided to
make a major step in truly communicating
with potential end users. The aim is to help
people understand, in simple terms, what
exciting new possibilities there are when it
comes to using an LCD projector, and how
much easier using a projector is becoming
thanks not only to these solutions, but also
to the way in which they’re explained!
In this section, we look at how Epson
projectors are becoming “smart” thanks to
the various “EasyMP” modules, and what
this means to the user… how their life can
be made easier.
www.cleverdis.com

Sophie Layer: There are several different
kinds of EasyMP module that are each
designed to fit the needs of specific kinds of
end user. Firstly, let’s talk about EasyMP
monitoring (IM-M).
This enables people to monitor and control
projectors throughout their campus or
corporate structure. It allows for remote
management of projectors via an easy to
use (and configure) software interface that
can be loaded onto virtually any currentday PC. With this, you get remote control
of your projector via an EMP monitor or via
a standard protocol, and e-mail alerts when
your projector needs attention. When it
comes to presenting, we have a couple of
different kinds of solution. EasyMP (IM-X)
comes with all the advantages of IM-M
monitoring, and allows the presenter to
make wireless presentations, or make
presentations directly from the projector
using a PC card, as well as being able to be
remote controlled via a browser. This
solution is based on an inbuilt Linux
operating system.
The top of the line solution is called
EasyMP.net, or IM-XP, which is based on a
built-in Windows XP operating system.
With this solution, you have streaming
video playback, file management via the
network, remote desktop function, internet
browsing, timer function, as well as screen
white board, mark-up and snapshot
features.

the
development
EasyMP.net?

of

S.L.: It all came down to the idea of
successful
presenting.
Successful
presenting revolves around organization,
confidence and leaving the audience with
not just a positive impression, but saying
‘wow’ at the end of the show. We designed
EasyMP.net
around
these
factors.
EasyMP.net means simply turning on the
projector and presenting with no delays. It
saves time for everyone and makes the
presenter appear truly organized. Not
having to worry about video cables,
compatibility and PC interfaces gives the
presenter much less to worry about, vastly
increasing his or her confidence.
Cl.: What if there are several presenters?
We’ve all been in a position in the past
where there’s been a big “gap” between
presentations due to technical hitches
when changing laptops…

Cl.: Let’s concentrate on EasyMP.net as the
ultimate form of intelligence. How does it
work?
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Cl.: What if the files are confidential?
SL: Not to worry. Confidential files can still
be protected from duplication with an
easy-to-use menu command.
Cl.: How does EasyMP.net facilitate more
effective meeting management?
S.L.: Oh that’s easy! There’s a great new
feature which allows for convenient onscreen note taking which enables users to
make notes on individual slides from any
PC that’s being used on the local network.
Using the “EasyMarker” feature, users can
mark action items on the actual slides or on
a blank white panel known as EasyBoard.
Using EasyCapture, users can save slides
and annotations as JPEG files on a PC card
for future review and distribution.
Cl.: I suppose that being Windows XPbased, I can use all the standard kinds of
software available on the market today
without having to hook-up the laptop?

S.L.: EasyMP.net is really an UltraCompact Computer. Inside the small
EasyMP.net unit, you'll find a CPU, RAM
memory, a hard disk and Windows XP
Embedded. This allows you to install
Windows XP applications and to use the
projector just like a computer.
Cl.: What were the basic principles behind

the
next. Users
can
send
multiple
presentations to the projector
sequentially or direct the
projector to present files from
various computers on the LAN. In
addition, there is no need to create
and distribute copies of a presentation
since meeting attendees can access the
complete presentation file via the LAN!

S.L.: Indeed, multiple presenters can make
simple transitions from one presentation to

S.L.: Exactly. EasyMP.net supports a wide
array of popular presentation software
without complicated conversions. Users
can easily transfer and view native files on
the projector in their original format from
programs such as Microsoft® PowerPoint®,
Word, Excel, Lotus® Freelance Graphics®,
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Cleverdis: Tell us about the different levels
of “Intelligence” with the different kinds of
EasyMP modules…

Lotus 1-2-3® and Corel Presentations™. In
addition, most presentations transfer to the
projector without sacrifices to specialty
features such as PowerPoint animations
and sound effects.
Cl.: So what you’re saying is that with
Epson’s innovative and easy-to-use
EasyMP.net technology, the beauty is in its
simplicity. But in today’s presentations, we
find a lot of different kinds of media. How
does EasyMP.net handle these?

based processor built-into the projector,
allowing for streaming video playback, file
management via the network, remote
desktop function, internet browsing, timer
function and screen whiteboard, mark-up
and snapshot functions.

EasyMP equipped projector from a laptop –
either in “Ad-hoc” mode or “Infrastructure
mode”. Using ad-hoc, or direct mode, the
user has the advantage of connecting
directly by Wi-Fi where cables may have
failed.

WI-FI IN THE CORPORATE
MEETING ROOM
“Look! No Wires!!!”

S.L.: The EasyMP.net module can project
all kinds of media ranging from video to
presentations wirelessly or via a wired LAN
system. Easy Player lets the user enjoy a
variety of media including MPEG-1, 2 and
4, WMV, RealVideo and image files.

The software provided by Epson enables
the user to connect easily without entering
an IP address for the projector. SCENARIO:
Imagine you want to trouble shoot a
projector when cable connections are
failing. The software will automatically
search the projector and assign an IP
address corresponding to the sub-network
to which the computer is tuned. The
projector in fact assigns itself the correct IP
address.

Cl.: It sounds like there are a lot of features
to talk about. What are some of the other
main ones?
S.L.: With Intelligent Timer you can have
comprehensive automatic control of your
projectors, Easy File lets you send data files
to and from your computer through the
network, Easy Browser allows you to surf
the Internet with just the EasyMP.net using
Epson’s own built-in Web browser and with
Remote Desktop you can remotely control
your computer through the EasyMP.net via
a LAN connection. You can also take a
snapshot of any screen, automatically
convert it to a data file and save it to a
folder.

Wired and Wireless – Hand in Hand

Cl.: Thanks Sophie. In the next pages, let’s
take the time to take a closer look at the
features of EasyMP.net as well as the basic
features of EasyMP (IM-X) and network
control functions…

EASYMP – SEVERAL DIFFERENT
LEVELS OF “SMART”
As outlined by Sophie in the previous
pages, Epson’s EasyMP comes in a couple
of different versions. The simplest (IM-M),
allows an administrator to remotely control
a projector and be alerted when something
goes awry. Next level up the scale is called
(IM-X) and is based on an intelligent (Linux)
unit allowing for wireless presentations,
direct presentations from a PC card, and
remote control via a browser.
The top of the scale is called EasyMP.net
(IM-XP). This is based on a Windows XP
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When we talk about Wi-Fi connectivity,
one is led to think about a direct link
between the laptop and the projector.
While this is the best solution for “road
warriors” making presentations “on the
hop”, in the corporate meeting room, it
may not be the best solution for a number
of reasons. Let’s look at the different
solutions possible and what they’re best
suited to.
Direct Connection – There are two different
ways of wirelessly connecting to an Epson

The best solution is often a combination of
wired and wireless connectivity. In some
cases, the projector may be connected by
cable to a LAN hub which manages a
number of activities in the conference
room, and to which a wireless hub is also
connected by LAN cable. In other cases,
users connect their laptop by LAN cable to
a central hub, which is connected
wirelessly to the projector. The advantage
in the latter case is avoiding ungainly
wiring to the projector, and enabling the
movement of a projector from one room to
another, or around the same room, while
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maintaining the same sophisticated
network structure. This solution is the most
secure, thanks to LEAP protocol (see
separate section on security issues). In
addition, thanks to Epson's unique
compression/decompression algorithm
wireless
presentation
quality
is
outstanding.

Improved Frame rate
One of the biggest problems with wireless
connectivity to projectors has been the
frame rate or throughput. Epson has vastly
improved rates, offering around 13-14
frames per second, as opposed to previous
rates of 8-9. The rate is constantly
improving, and it appears that soon we’ll
be seeing full screen video sent through
wireless on Epson EasyMP equipped
projectors.

Scribble on the screen? Yes it’s
possible!

Thanks to screen white-board, mark-up and
snapshot functions enabled by EasyMP.net,
the presenter is able to use the projected
screen in place of a whiteboard, writing
with a mouse or electronic tablet. They can
save what they wrote as an image file,
make marks on presentations while they
are being projected and save them as
image files, and even print them – direct
from the projector (see direct print
function).
This is highly convenient for gatherings and
meetings at work, as well, of course, as all
kinds of classroom activities.

PRINT SCREEN FUNCTION
For the first time ever, it’s now possible to
print directly from a projector. Using
EasyMP.net, the user can simply print
what’s on the screen.
SCENARIO: Imagine a sales meeting where
objectives are being worked on,
interactively, thanks to EasyMP.net. Not
only can the files be sent directly from the
projector’s memory to the PCs of all those
present, the screen content can also be
immediately printed out for those attending
the meeting, in order for them to be able to
get straight to work. The time savings and
increased efficiency will increase the
Return on Investment for the projector, and
the printed sheets will assist in reinforcing
the message given at the meeting.

of presentation, allowing real time
presentation from applications in distant
computers.
SCENARIOS: - Imagine the user works for
a corporation with several main sites
around the world. It’s possible to access
photos that have just been stocked on a
computer in Tokyo, then pop-over to New
York to show what progress is being made
there.
- Imagine a company using AutoCAD with
a number of projects currently under way.
It might be nice to project several images
from different servers in different locations.
The heavy AutoCAD applications can be
run on the various remote computers,
allowing for presentations which until now
would have been very difficult to organise.

Built-in Web Browser
The EasyMP.net unit is equipped with its
own browser allowing you to view the Web
without connecting to a computer. Unlike
some other brands on the market, it
supports plug-ins, allowing you to display
Flash and Acrobat files.

Look! No Source!!!
Both Linux and Windows XP versions of
EasyMP allow for the presentation of video
direct from the projector, without attaching
a laptop or other video source.

COMPUTERLESS SOLUTIONS
EasyMP.net – A Veritable PC
The EasyMP.net module turns the Epson
projector into a full-blown PC in its own
right. Like any Windows XP based
computer, it can be accessed through the
network from anywhere in the world. Files
can be transferred to and from shared
folders and status can be easily controlled,
videos or presentation files can be changed
and played with commands being made
from a central location anywhere you want.
Remote Desktop – While it’s possible to
access the files stocked in the projector’s
“on-board PC”, by the same token, Remote
Desktop can be used directly from the
projector to access the user’s computer
anywhere in the world. While at a first
glance this may not seem all that necessary,
it does open up possibilities for new kinds
www.cleverdis.com
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On the Linux version, it’s possible to run
MPEG 2 files direct from a USB key. They
may even be inserted, using EMP
SlideMaker as part of a Powerpoint-like
presentation (see detail on EMP
SlideMaker).
On EasyMP.net (IM-XP), any kind of video
can be played direct from the projector.
This is due to the fact that Windows XP is
built-in, including Windows Media Player,
and any other software, such as WinAmp®
may be installed. In addition, video-on
demand is possible direct from the
projector using MediaEdge client software.
When connected to a MediaEdge server,
high quality video can be played directly
from the projector.
CASE EXAMPLE – This solution is
extremely interesting for advertising.
Where many people have been using
solutions where a PC client was needed
until now, this is no longer the case, as
everything can now be included in the
projector which becomes an “all in one”
device. Not only does this save room, it
gets around connectivity problems,
maintenance and incompatibility issues.

ONE STEP FURTHER

ADVANTAGES – Staff no longer have to
worry about turning the machine on and
off - the Return on Investment of such a
feature goes without saying.
SCENARIO: Imagine- in a retail or public
display environment, the projector can start
working before the staff arrive (beaming
messages as morning and evening passers
stroll past a shop, for example)…
Other applications: This solution would
also be a great boon at corporate or hotel
reception areas, at tradeshows and other
events, and with ads and PoP displays at
fast-food restaurants, boutiques, etc.

TIMER – IMPORTANT ROI

The Road Warrior
MOBILE PRESENTATIONS JUST
GOT EASIER…

Until now, the only solutions enabling
projectors to be turned on and off
automatically were units connected
externally to the beamer, meaning a lot of
extra cost and hassle. This module allows
the administrator to set the time, input
source, file, etc. ahead of time to have the
EasyMP.net unit play them back in their
absence.
With the Timer function of EasyMP.net, no
external unit is needed. The projector can
be programmed to boot up and shut down
at given times, or change video sources at
different times, and these times may be
changed by remote control from a central
location, by simply logging into the
computer at the heart of the unit.

Using the various possibilities offered by
EasyMP, Epson projectors can be used to
their utmost by mobile workers, or “road
warriors” with amazing effectiveness.
SCENARIO: By using a Tablet PC and direct
wireless connectivity, presenting to potential
clients or in training room situations
becomes infinitely more dynamic. For even
more
surprising
results,
various
presentations (including high quality video)
can be saved in the memory of the
EasyMP.net (IM-XP) projector, and the laptop
can be left back in the office. No more
fiddling and fumbling to connect cables
between the laptop and the projector!
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SCENARIO: Taking this one step further,
by using EasyMP.net (IM-XP), let’s look at
an interesting scenario in the retail sector.
The same could be true for banking,
corporate or other. Imagine a fashion chain

with 80 shops around the UK. Rather than
sending DVDs to each shop, from a central
location, each projector can be accessed
just like a normal PC network with remote
desktop. Old video files can be deleted and
new ones transferred at the click of a
button. From one day to the next, the video
content changes seamlessly. The local
personnel don’t even have to touch the
projector. In addition, the unit of course
turns on and shuts down according to prearranged parameters, which can also be
changed at will at any time from the central
IT hub.
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Remote Control via EMP Monitor

INTERVIEW
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PRODUCT
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VIDEO
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European Marketing Department (Paris)
68, Bis rue Marjolin, F-92305 Levallois
Perret Cedex
Tel
+33 (0)1 40 87 91 75
Fax
+33 (0)1 40 87 67 20
E-mail : mario_silic@epson-europe.com

THE SECURITY ISSUE
Cleverdis: Security is one of the main issues
for buyers when considering wireless
solutions. Epson has addressed this question
through several means. Can you tell us
about this?
Mario Silic: We have made security a
priority in the design and concept of the
EasyMP modules. Epson has indeed won a
number of tenders due to the proprietary
security functions in EasyMP when it comes
to wireless connectivity. The following
security protocols are supported:
- LEAP (CISCO) : Light Extensible
Authentication Protocol) is available for
advanced security
- WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access)
- WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) can be
enabled for added security.
Cl.: Apparently Epson is the only
manufacturer to offer LEAP security protocol
at the moment. How important is LEAP???
…and can you tell us a little more about it?
M.S.: Companies such as Peugeot and
Renault, when buying projectors from
Epson, had a primary criterion in terms of
security. Peugeot, with an inventory of
around 2,000 wireless laptops, needed to
have the most advanced security available
for wireless projectors. The fact we had
included LEAP was a major determining
factor. Cisco LEAP is an 802.1X
authentication type for wireless LANs
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MARIO SILIC TECHNICAL PRODUCT MANAGER
VIDEO PROJECTORS
EPSON EUROPE
Mario Silic holds a DESS in
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support on Linux/UNIX/Windows) He
has been working in the marketing
division (Epson Europe) since
November 2004 as Technical Product
Manager responsible for 'Solutions'
(EasyMP technology, Wireless, 3rd
party solutions..)

EMP Monitor allows the user to monitor
and control multiple projectors from one
computer. It works for up to 64 projectors
at a time, allowing the administrator to turn
the power on/off, switch the source, etc.
Without going to the projector, from a
central location, the administrator can
remotely monitor the status of the
projector, turn the projector on and off,
change the image source, etc., and can
check the status of multiple projectors on
one screen.
SCENARIO: Imagine a university campus.
The administrator can check the status of
each projector in every classroom from the
teacher’s room (on/off, etc.).

Remote Control
Protocol (SNMP):
(WLANs) that supports strong mutual
authentication between the client and a
RADIUS server using a logon password as
the shared secret. It provides dynamic peruser, per-session encryption keys. Cisco
LEAP overcomes major limitations of
802.11 wireless security through extensible
authentication support to other back-end
directories (Windows NT, Windows Active
Directory,
and
Open
Database
Connectivity [ODBC]) or to Cisco LEAP
proxy RADIUS servers such as Cisco
Secure Access Control Server (ACS) and
Cisco Network Registrar®. Epson is, for the
moment, the only projector manufacturer
to offer this security feature, which is
available on either Linux and Windows
versions of EasyMP.net.

Centralized Projector Management
EasyMP projectors are able to be accessed
over the network via an IP address. This
feature allows the user to simultaneously
monitor and control all Epson projectors on
the network, troubleshoot remotely, check
projector sources, view power on/off status,
and configuration settings. Projectors can
be controlled remotely with the exclusive
EMP Monitor application - An easy-to-use
application that allows the user to monitor
and control multiple projectors from a
remote location. The management system
supports SNMP, allowing remote control
just like any other network device. It also
sends automatic e-mail alerts, with
immediate recognition of problems
wherever they occur.

using

Standard

This interface conforms to the standard
protocol for controlling devices connected
to a network (SNMP). The administrator can
control projectors remotely using an
application that supports SNMP, and the
centralized control of multiple projectors is
also possible. This module is also quite
exceptional in the EasyMP modules and
makes the EasyMP equipped Epson
projectors highly attractive for major
corporations. It also means that if the user
does not wish to use the proprietary Epson
software (EMP Monitor), SNMP allows
them to develop their own interface.

OpenView

Plug-in: Most large
corporations need solutions where
anything up to several thousand devices
may be monitored around the world. When
this is the case, OpenView means the
projector can be recognized on a large
network (including several types of
devices) as a projector. It is a module that
shows the projector as a little image and
makes it easy to find on the network.

Automatic Alert E-mails
If something goes wrong, an e-mail is
automatically sent to pre-set addresses as
an alert for such problems as “Internal
error”, “Fan related error”, “Sensor error”,
“Lamp out”, “No-signal” etc. This module
allows for immediate recognition of
projector issues, allowing the administrator
to take care of lamp replacements and
other issues ahead of time.
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PROJECTA

> WHY A PROJECTION SCREEN?
© Photo: Projecta

Finding the right projection
screen made easy. Really!
Projecta has devised a 4-step system to
help choose the right projection screen
without having to resort to physics
textbooks. This provides the most important
selection criteria, which will help you to
choose the right projection screen, taking
specific circumstances and needs into
account. It also acts as an interesting
introduction into the basic science of
projection.

STEP 1. “WHAT’S YOUR TYPE,
THEN?”

When Buying a Great Projection Solution,
Don’t ruin it by getting the wrong
projection screen … or worse still, none at
all!
…Some sound advice from Projecta, leader
in projection screens.
More and more professionals are finding
out that a top quality presentation requires
a top quality projection screen. In addition,
more and more people are discovering the
increased enjoyment of watching a big
screen, alone or together, in the privacy of
their homes or at their favourite bars. After
all, why invest a fortune in beamers and
laptops and spend days perfecting a video
or Power Point, just to end up projecting
blurry images on an entirely unsuitable
surface? Or build up a fantastic movie
collection and buy a top-notch DVD player
to be hugely disappointed by the end
result?

That’s why choosing the right
projection screen is extremely
important!
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Projecta would
like to explain why, and
hopes these pages will provide some
insight into the parameters which come
into play when selecting the ideal screen.
The projection screen is an indispensable
component of any presentation or Home
Cinema set-up, just as important as the
source media and beamer. An image must
be projected in such a way that several
people can see it at once. Each situation is
unique and for the best possible projection
quality, the light output of the projector,
size of the projection screen and the
reflection value of the screen fabric should
be attuned to one another. The clarity of the
image also depends on the quantity of
ambient light, the reflection value of the
screen fabric and the light output of the
projector. All Projecta’s screens feature a
special black border which significantly
improves perceived image quality. On
certain models, for example all the Projecta
Home Cinema projection screens, border
and screen height are adjustable, allowing
users to determine the ideal viewing
height. The effect of the black border must
be seen to be believed and demonstrates
our philosophy of applying advanced
physics to create deceptively simple,
practical solutions!

There are four types of projection screens:
• electrically operated projection screen
• manually operated projection screen
• portable projection screen
• permanent tensioned screen
A portable projection screen is the best
choice if a variety of locations are used. If
the projection room is permanent,
however, one may choose from an
electrical, manually operated or tensioned
screen, depending on personal preference
and budget.

STEP 2. MANY ASPECTS TO
CONSIDER...
Depending on the projection method, the
projected image will have a certain
width/height relationship, or aspect ratio.
For the best results, select a projection
screen with the same ratio as that of the
projected image. These are the most
common aspect ratios:
1:1 Standard format (width = height)
4:3 Video format (width = 1.33 x height)
16:9 Widescreen format (width = 1.78 x
height)
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STEP 3. FINDING THE RIGHT
SPOT
Dimensions and hanging position of the
screen are determined by these guidelines:

• Dimensions of the projection
screen
Height of the projection screen should be
1/6 of the distance from the projection
screen to the last row of chairs.

• Optimum viewing height
For the following types of use, the ideal
distance from the bottom of the projection
screen to the floor is at least 125 cm for
professional use and a minimum of 90cm
for “Home Cinema” use.

• Minimum viewing distance
The optimum perception of the projected
image is determined by:
Minimum viewing distance = 1.5 x height
of the projection screen

© Photo: Projecta

STEP 4. CHOOSING
SCREEN FABRIC

THE

Projecta offers a wide range of screen
fabrics in various shades, with different
viewing properties. A situation requiring a
wide viewing angle and with high ambient
light will require a different fabric than an
application with a low light output
projector in a confined space. The property
of the projection screen, which allows it to
reflect light in a certain direction, has
consequences for the viewing angle and
image clarity. Seating arrangements,
viewing angle and the position of the
projector (ceiling or table) are the first
environmental factors upon which the
choice of screen fabric are based. In order
to enable you to offer the right projection
screen for every projection application and
projection room, we have developed
various projection screen fabrics. All these
screen fabrics, each with its own specific
characteristics and uses, are explained
below.

Diffusion screen fabrics
These are suitable for applications which
require a wide viewing angle, up to 50° L/R
(Left/Right), or wherever a projector with a

high light output is used. May also be used
in situations in which the projector is
placed at seat height as well as those in
which the projector is mounted on the
ceiling. There is a choice between Matte
white and High Contrast. Matte white
produces clear, true-to-life colours. The
light-grey surface of the High Contrast
projection screen fabric ensures deeper
black levels, fuller colours and excellent
shadow detail display. For the best results
with High Contrast, we recommend
darkening the room.

Reflective screen fabrics
Screen fabric equipped with a special top
layer for increased reflection. Particularly
suitable for rooms with normal ambient
light or a lower projector output. This
screen fabric reflects light in the opposite
direction of the projector, making it very
suitable for ceiling projection and a
viewing angle of up to 35° L/R.

Retro-reflective screen fabrics
This fabric offers amazing clarity, suitable
for situations with lots of ambient light or a
low projector output. This screen fabric
reflects light primarily in the direction of
the projector and is therefore only suitable
for projection from seat height and has a
maximum viewing angle of 25° L/R.

Diffused reflective rear projection
screen fabrics
Special translucent screen fabric without a
hotspot, ideal for projection in which the
projector is placed behind the projection
screen (rear projection). Thanks to the high
level of reflection, this screen fabric is
particularly suitable for rooms with a great
deal of ambient light. The maximum
viewing angle is 35° L/R.

MORE ABOUT PRESENTATION
MEDIA APPLICATIONS
Take a projector, put a screen in front of it,
turn down the lights and you have a
presentation. If only it was that simple.
Unfortunately, there are many other
considerations, both physical and
environmental that affect the quality and
viewabilty of a presentation. We call these
Presentation Media applications.
Today's typical Presentation Media
www.cleverdis.com
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• Screen surface must remain taut to
maintain resolution and eliminate
disturbing shadows when projecting with
video devices like LCD, DLP and CRT
based video projectors.
• Could possibly require a variety of
projection aspect ratios i.e. HDTV,
letterbox, standard broadcast television.

CLASSROOM /
BUSINESS TRAINING
This classic application is a key
communication method in today's hectic
business world. Communicating effectively
in mass enables companies to get
employees up to speed quickly. Likewise,
in the educational setting, educators are
finding
an
emphasis
on
visual
communication is not only favored by
students but as importantly, is far more
effective in sharing information and
concepts.
Although business and educational settings
are worlds apart, their Presentation Media
characteristics and problems are common

Classroom and Business Training
Characteristics
applications fall into the following four
distinct categories - Each with its own
unique requirements and problems. The
optimum viewing solution demands the
projection surface fully address these
requirements and problems.
If your particular application is not
described here exactly, consider the
relevancy of problems and special
situations identified in other applications as
a guide to using the selection criteria list.
Choose the application that best describes
your situation.

Home Cinema Characteristics

HOME CINEMA /
ENTERTAINMENT

Special Problems or Situations

This growing application brings the realism
of the "cinema" home. You'll find a wide
spectrum involved in this application from
video enthusiasts who build dedicated
home cinema rooms to movie fans that
convert their living rooms or dens into
mini-cinemas.
Consider these characteristics and
problems typically found in Home Cinema
applications:

Typically, you'll find most home cinemas
have one or more of the following
problems.
• Lighting conditions may not always be
controllable. For example, windows,
skylights and entry ways can allow stray or
direct light into the room, negatively
affecting image quality.
• Screen surface could be easily soiled or
damaged by children, pets, etc.
• May require wide or narrow angle of
view depending on room configuration.
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• Typically this application uses some type
of video projection but could include some
slide projection. Popular today are LCD &
DLP projectors combined with surround
sound audio equipment.
• The application objective is to attain the
highest degree of visual and audio realism.
The desire is to make the audio-video
experience as close as possible to the
feeling experienced at a modern-day
cinema.

• Any setting where a medium size group
of people are seated around an instructor
using presentation media as the focal point
for communicating ideas or information.
• Generally, participants take notes and
refer to additional reference materials
requiring higher ambient lighting.
• Interaction and eye contact between the
instructor and the student is vital in
teaching and maintaining audience
interest.
Special Problems or Situations
• Lighting conditions may not always be
controllable to the extent desired. In both
the educational and business training
areas, rooms may be multi-purpose and
have windows that allow stray light to
penetrate.
• Presentations requiring note taking or
reference to materials dictate higher
ambient room lights.
• May require wide or narrow angle of
view depending on room configuration.
• A variety of projection methods i.e.
video, data, overhead or slide may be used
on the same screen.
www.cleverdis.com

BUSINESS /
BOARDROOM STYLE MEETINGS
The cornerstone of business is the
"meeting." Without meetings, vital
information is slow to be communicated.
The result is quick paralysis of an
organization. The better the ability to
communicate clearly, quickly and
effectively, the better the results.
In this application, you'll find a wide array
of room configurations. Established
meeting rooms with built-in presentation
capabilities are ideal but not as typical as
standard rooms outfitted with portable
projection devices with screens made to fit.
Either way, the physical and environmental
characteristics of both have similar
objectives.

Business/Boardroom Style Meeting
Characteristics
• Any group meeting where the main
emphasis is imparting information and not
for the express purpose of interacting with
the audience during the presentation.
• Typically these presentations are made in
rooms designed or earmarked for
presenting. Lighting and ideal seating
arrangements can be controlled.
• Although this application generally

involves smaller groups, the size of the
audience can vary greatly, limited only by
the physical size of the room.
• A wide range of projection media are
typically used alone or in combination including standard video, power point and
data projection.

Special Problems or Situations
• A variety of projection methods (i.e.
video, overhead or slide) may be used on
the same screen, requiring a screen surface
that addresses the needs of all without
severely compromising the image quality
of any one method.
• Depending on the projection method
and room size, image brightness may
suffer.
• The audience is typically closer to the
screen than optimally recommended,
dramatically exaggerating the viewing
angle for some audience members.

AUDITORIUM /
LARGE GROUP MEETINGS
Presentations to a large group of people
can be an exciting and impressive
Presentation Media application. Yet, it is in
this application more than any other, that
selecting the right screen is critical to

satisfying all audience members with a
quality image.
In this application, you'll find auditoriums
with built-in permanent projection booths,
large multi-purpose rooms (like hotel
banquet/function rooms) where flexibility
requires portable projection methods and
impromptu or infrequent presentations in
large areas not specifically designed for
presentations
(typically
found
in
businesses).

Auditorium/Large Group Meeting
Characteristics
• Typically large numbers of seated or in
some cases, standing audience members
where room size usually dictates a wide
viewing angle.
• Very limited interaction between
presenter and the audience, if any.
• The need for a large image size requires
a
projection
method/source
with
substantial lumen output.
Special Problems or Situations
• Depending on seating position, image
quality may not be ideal due to wide angle
and/or distance from screen.
• Although film projection is generally
used with high lumen output, multiple
(stacked) video projectors may also be used
to accomplish higher light output.

ABOUT PROJECTA’S SUCCESS
International leader Projecta is Europe’s number one when it comes to offering perfect screen solutions for the professional and home cinema markets. Founded in ‘52,
family firm Projecta launched its first projection screens into the pre-TV consumer market. These were warmly received by countless slideshow and Super 8 enthusiasts.
As the need for professional equipment grew, Projecta developed accordingly. Currently, Projecta is successfully expanding into the fast-growing Home Cinema area.
Ongoing in-house development and manufacturing means top quality is offered at very reasonable prices. This was the case fifty years ago and the tradition is continued
to this very day.
Projecta now operates from the Europe’s largest facility especially designed and built for the purpose of designing, manufacturing, transporting and servicing high-quality
projection screens. The purpose built facility features 8600 m2 production space and another 3800 m2 for transport and storage. It has been built to cater for Projecta’s
ambitious plans for the coming years. During the festive opening, staff and partners alike stated how impressed they were with the new building, which features the latest
manufacturing equipment and has been designed to meet the highest ergonomically standards. The entire plant has been designed around Projecta’s ways of working and
also makes it possible to arrange all processes and machinery in the most efficient manner possible. ‘The quality of our products is largely determined by the technology
and working methods we employ,’ explains Peter de Kroon, Managing Director of Projecta. ‘By employing new technologies we can relieve staff of specific demanding
tasks, which are now carried out faster and with extreme consistency.’ For example, a robot will be spraying the screens with their coatings from now on, ensuring
environmental waste and health hazards are minimised whilst production is stepped up by 75%.
PROJECTA – PART OF DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
Since 1991, Projecta has been a part of the Warsaw, Indiana-based Da-Lite Screen Company Inc: the world leader in presentation products. Furthermore, Projecta
acquired French manufacturer ProColor in 1999. Projecta is ISO 9001:2000 certified and an active member of the major trade organisation CEDIA (Custom Electronic
Design and Installation Association).
Projecta’s success is down to the ability to create and service innovative, durable and functional products and offer above-average service. A seven-step ‘best-in-class’
methodology and training has been introduced recently, ensuring quality control in everything Projecta does. The ‘best-in-class’ formula covers everything from how to
keep clients happiest to result-oriented operations, quality communications and ongoing improvement. Close relations with distributors, dealers and end-users in over
60 countries allow Projecta to keep breaking new ground and satisfy the needs of many markets. Besides monitoring market feedback, Projecta keeps close track of
technological developments. This allows the company to continuously expand its already unsurpassed knowledge of applied physics and keep enlarging and adapting its
vast array of projection screens and screen fabrics.
Do you want more information and advice on choosing the right screen for any application? Visit www.projectascreens.com, don’t forget to try our interactive screen
selector tool!
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SPECIAL FEATURE

> LCoS GOES MAINSTREAM WITH CANON
BY USING LCOS TECHNOLOGY,
CANON PRODUCES HIGH
DEFINITION IMAGES - 720P OR
1080I. UNTIL RECENTLY, LCOS
(LIQUID CRYSTAL ON SILICON) HAS
BEEN A BIT OF A SIDELINER, USED
PRIMARILY BY
PROJECTORS

JVC IN ITS HIGH END

- AND THOUGHT OF

BY MANY AS TOO EXPENSIVE AND
BULKY.

CANON HAS NOW BROKEN

THIS MOULD BY RELEASING THE

XEED SX50 - A COMPACT UNIT,
BOASTING TRUE HIGH DEFINITION
CAPABILITY

(SXGA) AND ALMOST

SEAMLESS IMAGES

(LCOS HAS NO

"SCREEN DOOR" EFFECT). IN THIS
FEATURE ARTICLE,

CLEVERDIS ASKS

CANON'S EUROPEAN MARKETING

© Photo: Canon

CHIEF,
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TAKANOBU SUZUKI, TO GIVE

THE LOW-DOWN ON THIS AMAZING
UNIT.
www.cleverdis.com
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INTERVIEW
Takanobu
SUZUKI
EUROPEAN
MARKETING
CHIEF
Canon Europa N.V.
Bovenkerkerweg 59-61
1185XB Amstelveen
The Netherlands
+31 20 545 545
www.canon-europe.com

www.cleverdis.com

TAKANOBU SUZUKI
Takanobu Suzuki joined Canon in 1992 as a Systems Engineer, he then
occupied strategic positions in product planning and co-ordination before
taking charge of the Pan-European marketing for “own brand” multimedia
projectors in 1999. He currently is responsible for pan-European Projector
marketing at Canon Europa N.V. in Amsterdam, having moved there from
London since the first launch of our own brand projector last year.

In Europe, CANON is a US$9.3 billion company, employing over 10,000
people in research, manufacturing, marketing, sales, service and even recycling. Based in Amsterdam, Canon Europa is the headquarters for the sales
and marketing operations in Europe, Africa and the Middle East. In each
country, a Canon distributor has been appointed to represent Canon in the
supply and service of Canon products. In Western Europe, this is often a
Canon company, while in Emerging Markets this is, more typically, an independent distributor.
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Cleverdis: In what you're hailing as a
triumph of innovation, the XEED SX50
combines advanced technologies to create a
real breakthrough in resolution, brightness,
contrast and size, delivering a truly portable
SXGA+ projector. Can you give us the
intimate details?
Takanobu Suzuki: Absolutely. More than
60 years of Canon optical heritage have
been distilled into a single defining moment
with this model! The extraordinary SXGA+
XEED SX50 is indeed setting a new standard
in projector technology. The XEED SX50's
outstanding SXGA+ resolution – usually
only found in larger, heavier, fixed projectors
– delivers 3.1 times more pixels than SVGA
and 1.9 times more than XGA. The SX50
clearly displays CAD drawings, technical
data, designs and multiple windows!

Cl.: What about the AISYS system? What's
that?
TS: Canon's revolutionary AISYS (Aspectual
Illumination System) technology Solves the
contrast limitations of traditional LCOS
projectors, powering an incredible 1000:1
contrast ratio for rich, deep tones, true
blacks in dark areas and incredible detail in
light areas. With 2,500 lumens brightness,
the XEED SX50 has the power to show
midday presentations without drawing any

blinds. AISYS technology optimises the light
path to prevent lamp-light loss while the
LCOS panels reflect appreciably more light
towards the screen than conventional LCD
panels. A key component of the
revolutionary AISYS optical system is
Canon’s Pure Colour Processing, which
accurately separates images into red, green
and blue and then faithfully processes these
colours individually, resulting in fantastically
clear and true colours. Combining 6-axis
colour adjustment and Customisable Image
Registration, the XEED SX50 gives you
precise manual colour control.
Cl.: What are some of the other primary
features?
TS: The XEED SX50 has a new projection
lens with a 1.7x zoom allowing strong
magnification with little distortion and wideangle projection. Two aspherical lens
elements eliminate aberrations for high
corner-to-corner contrast.
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Cl.: What specific value-add does the LCoS
technology bring?

TS: When you look at a conventional LCD
projector, the gaps between the pixels can
create an image that looks as if its covered in
a fine mesh grid. With virtually no gap
between the pixels of the XEED SX50's
LCOS (Liquid Crystal On Silicon) panels, the
displayed image will be clean, smooth and
faithfully reproduced. LCOS panels operate
at a double framespeed to deliver flicker
free, high quality, seamless movie and video
viewing.
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Cl.: One of the main criteria for key
account buyers is that projectors should be
easy to use. How is Canon addressing this
issue?
TS: The XEED SX50’s ‘Human Centred
Design’ is integral to theprojector. Every
aspect of the menu structure is designed
withthe user in mind for fast, instinctive
operation. Users won’tneed a degree in
computer science to get their presentations
working just the way they want them. Even
the air exhaustpoints away from the
audience so they won’t be distractedwhile
the presenter gets his or her point across. The
unit can be tilted up or down using one
hand, and keystone corrections +/- 20
degrees both horizontally and vertically can
be made easily. It connects to almost any
laptop, VCR or DVD. HD is supported via
DVI and Component Video connectors.
RGB out is available for external monitor
connection.
Cl.: If we have calculated correctly, users
should be able to beam a 100 inch diagonal
image from just three metres away using this
unit...
www.cleverdis.com

TS: Exactly. This is very important in Europe
where rooms aren't always very big,
whether in the office environment or even
for Home Cinema use. We were aiming for
the biggest possible image in the smallest
possible space.
Cl.: Okay... so how does LCoS really
compare to LCD or DLP?
TS: LCD is okay as a presentation tool, but
for video, the image can lack detail since not
all of the visual information makes it through
the three mirrors at the same time and it's
never been taken very seriously as a home
cinema projector. DLP solved that problem,
because it doesn't have the mirrors.
But DLP has colour wheels which produce
accurate colour but reduce saturation,
contrast and light output. The more wheels
you have, with the greater variety of colours
to produce, the more they bleed into each
other and create a rainbow effect.
Another problem with DLP is the brightness.
In order to achieve the contrast you'd want
for a home theater projector, you'd have to

sacrifice the white segment of the colour
wheel--which makes the projector
unsuitable for PowerPoint presentations.
Cl.: What makes Canon different in the
market?
TS: Our advantage lies in the fact that we
rely on our own lens technology. The
competitors don't have their own lens
technology. Our philosophy is to build it
from the lens back. We're a lens company. If
we hadn't had this lens technology, we
wouldn't have achieved this. In addition,
our product is smaller, lighter, and less
expensive, and has a higher resolution than
other LCOS models.
Cl.: So who will buy this projector?
TS: We plan to market the projector to both
home cinema and business users. We call it
a multimedia projector, and We're targeting
both business and home cinema users - in
fact everyone who has a need to see a great
video... or still image projected.
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CASE EXAMPLE - SANYO

> UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: THE HIGH END
PROJECTOR MARKET IN GERMANY
In this special section we have undertaken to
take a close-up look at a particularly
interesting sub-sector of the projector market
– that of High End – or Installation projectors.
The German market is without doubt the
most dynamic and typical in this sub sector,
which, while in terms of volume is not highly
significant, is very interesting in terms of
overall turnover. It is also, we believe, the
sub-sector where a great amount of
confusion still exists.
To this end, Cleverdis has worked closely
with Sanyo as well as several statistical and
analytical research organisations to compile
a report that will hopefully shine some more
light on the category. The purpose is not only
to enlighten German buyers, but also to
inspire those around the rest of Europe as
well.

- internal and external use
- governmental departments
Despite the fact the figures are dropping
when expressed as a percentage from year to
year (the sector of Corporate only
represented around 40% of the total sales of
projectors in Europe in 2004), this still
however represents 400,000 units. The
majority of the demand for high end
projectors lies in this segment.

INSTITUTIONAL SECTOR:
- educational sector
In Germany, purchase decisions have been
put on hold over the last months, but should
be made sooner or later, which makes the
great potential of the German institutional
market.

German schools today have a higher
percentage of XGA projectors than schools in
other European countries. Therefore,
accessories and combined solutions, e.g.
projector and interactive whiteboard, which
are still quite rare, have a big potential in the
German market.
Especially in the Institutional market a quick
and comprehensive after-sales-service is
important.. 24-hour-repair services and the
possibility to rent or receive free of charge
replacement projectors in case of defects can
create important profit margins and convince
Institutional buyers to choose a certain
brand, who offers them these Value Added
Services.
Service will be THE opportunity in the
German Institutional and Corporate markets.
Comprehensive and flexible service
packages are still rare.

© Photo: Sanyo

Where are High-End Projectors Required?

CORPORATE SECTOR:
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To offer support from the purchase planning
phase through a Pre-Sales-Team to the after
sales
service
(24-hour-exchange,
replacement rental, warranties) can bring a
serious competitive advantage. This is an
opportunity to avoid the price erosion and to
differentiate from competitors in a market of
increasing convergence.

PUBLIC DISPLAY:
¸ Sales in the restaurant sector (bars, clubs…)
¸ Sales in transport, trade shows …
As explained above, only a particularly subtle
marketing plan centred on dedicated
products (holographic projection for
example) would make it possible make
projectors a competitive alternative to Plasma
and LCD.
NEC’s WT600 is a perfect illustration of
differentiation
through
technological
innovation. This product allows a full new
range of applications, opening completely
new possibilities of usage, for example in
shop windows, interior projections and other
applications of public display.
Another opportunity on the German market
in 2004 have been the recent sports events.
With the Football World Cup and the
Olympic Games, high end projection systems
have be strongly demanded by restaurants,
bars and other venues. These sportive events
are also a great advertising and promotional
platform, which can be used to promote sales
in all market segments.
The high end installation market is in fact a
very small market with high requirements
concerning technical know-how and service.
As we have seen in the example of Sanyo,
manufacturers who want to conquer this
www.cleverdis.com

- highly qualified sales force (engineers).
Presence at targeted events, type ISE, in order
to get in personal contact with AV integrators
and clients.
- Targeted publications, such as the Cleverdis
Special Report, which can be mailed out to a
very selected target, therefore limiting the
scattering losses of traditional mass media. In
terms of content, all communication must be
very high level, including technical details
and USPs.
- The establishment of an adapted distribution
network, going through specialised AVDistributors and Resellers/Architects.
- Comprehensive Service offering, including
presales service, technical support, aftersales
service, demonstration models, etc.
First significant element in elaborating a
Business Plan in order be able to reply to the
extensive information and service needs of
the different target groups. This is clearly THE
market where margin pressure can be
avoided by keeping prices high and offering
comprehensive service packages.
The second essential step is the establishment
of a communication plan: After having
assured that this infrastructure is in place, the
value-added needs to be communicated to
the target groups. Such an operation can
prove to be positive in the short and middle to
long term. It can be considered in stages and
can easily be externalised.

The differences between the different models
are sometimes not easy to see (lack of USPs
like WLAN or integrated camera).
According to the distributors the best selling
Sanyo models are ultra-portable models
(high luminosity, high contrast, low weight,
good price-quality-relation) and conference
room models with more than 3500 ANSI.
In the low and medium segments, Sanyo
offers a range of 16 models, divided into
microportable and ultraportable. Three
models are destined for Home Cinema, one
for E-Cinema and one for Digital Cinema.
In the category >3 000 Lumens, Sanyo offers
11 portable models and 10 fixed installation
models (see table below). A possible
disadvantage of this wide product range
might be the difficulty in differenciating the
different models. USPs, such as integrated
camera, low noise models, etc., do not really
exist. This might be the reason that Sanyo,
since the beginning of 2004, has already
reduced its range by 6 models.
In addition to this wide range of projectors,
Sanyo also offers accessories, such as lenses
and connection cards in all their projector
brochures and on the Sanyo Website. This is
due to the sales strategy, which focuses on
complete solutions rather than on products.
Concerning applications, the high end
projectors are mostly used for the following
applications:
- Rental
- E-Cinema
- Simulation
- Large Conference rooms

Sanyo only offers LCD, no DLP. They do not
have projectors with less than 35 db. They
offer 37 different models, which is the most
exhaustive product range among the
companies we examine. The projectors
weigh between 1,9 and 37,5 kg, and
therefore meet very diverse buyers’ needs.
They have many models in the low-cost
segment, but with very good quality. Their
good quality-price ratio is reknowned on the
market.
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market must meet the information needs of
the buyers, who are mostly highly qualified
engineers and specialists in the field.
Those requirements cannot be met with
traditional media and advertising campaigns,
which are not enough individualised and
targeted.
The key to conquering this Market are
individualised, high-level communication
initiatives which allow to establish a personal
contact with the target. This can be
guaranteed through:
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BRUSSELS EXPO, BELGIUM
1– 3 FEBRUARY 2006

MARK YOUR DIARIES
In 2006 Integrated Systems Europe moves to
Brussels, Belgium. Join other specialists
from the Residential, Commercial and Professional
AV systems industry from 1 – 3 February 2006
at Brussels Expo and secure your place at the
European AV Systems Integration Event.

FOR MORE VISITOR INFORMATION

WWW.ISEUROPE.ORG
IF YOU WISH TO EXHIBIT MAIL US AT
EXHIBIT@ISEUROPE.ORG
OR CALL +49 8102 89640
Integrated Systems Europe is a joint venture partnership of

18297_ISE_Anz_Cleverdis.indd 1

15.02.2005 11:26:06 Uhr

Who does what in the AV sales process, and what is the value of each link in the chain? In this
chapter we not only give some pointers on who you should be talking to and how to choose the
right partners, but also highlight some of the leading projects that have taken our eye over the
past year. To this end, it’s truly the “inspirational” part of this year’s guide… a chapter that will
not only give you some exciting ideas, but will also hopefully help you to pull-off your own
spectacular project.

CHAPTER 8
INSPIRATION
- P ROJECTS THAT
WORK –
SUCCESSFUL
INTEGRATION
www.cleverdis.com

From Architecht to Integrator Who does what?
Distribution and Logistics INGRAM MICRO
South BAnk Centre
Football (Pioneer)
Barco - Olympics
International Press Launch BMW
Highlights on Autumn exhibitions
Party light Versa
Madrid 112
Airbus
Requirements of the Hotel Trade
- Kempinski & Dorchester
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THE AV SALES PROCESS

> FROM ARCHITECT TO
INTEGRATOR –
WHO DOES WHAT?
“The main thing designers need
to know — and if they’d learn
this it would solve an awful lot
of problems — is to get the AV
consultant or systems integrator
onboard at the very beginning
of a project…”
This statement, by interior designer
Roseanne Bell, division vice president and
director of interior design with The Benham
Companies in Tulsa, is at the heart of the
current problematic in the industry.
Of course, the whole building process
starts with an ARCHITECT. As the architect
designs a building, it’s wise for them to
include the ability to integrate AV
equipment into conference rooms,
reception areas and other open spaces.
The architect to this end should work
closely with the customer to achieve the
high end objectives of the latter, typically
working with an AV CONSULTANT. The
consultant has the job of designing a
system that fulfils the requirements of the
environment. The consultant may either be
commissioned by the architect, or by any
number of people within the company
undertaking the project – including the
purchase manager, training manager or
even IT manager, PR manager or CEO.
Many facilities executives don’t realize that
presentation systems and audiovisual
equipment could be restricted by a
building’s infrastructure, floor plans and
costs. For example, rear projectors need
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anywhere from 2 to 3 metres of space
behind a room. Initial designs might not
allow for that additional space.
Some of the problems that audiovisual
integrators commonly confront when
they’re brought into a project late include
improper cabling, conduit that’s either too
large or too small, issues with cable
support structures, and lack of room for
equipment, such as projector screens or
racks. Other problems include poor
ventilation for heat generating equipment.
Once the customer has decided that they
would like to install an AV system, they
thus will firstly go to a consultant, who will
advise them on the different technological
solutions and what costs will be involved.
The consultant in fact works as an agent for
the customer, advising them on the design
of the entire system on a functional level.
The job of the consultant is not to select
brands for the job but to specify what kinds
of machines should be used. They may
however spec products by name if only one
will fit the bill for the application. The
consultant designs the entire system,
putting it up to bid if it’s a large project, and
working with local dealers for smaller
projects. For the bigger jobs, the AV
integrator, System Integrator and/or dealer
will have the job of meeting the specs that
have been set down by the consultant. They
come up with a list of what they can offer
to fulfil the specifications required and how
much they will charge for the job. The
integrator will also typically either install
the products or contract the installation. It
is also the integrator who is in general
responsible for all the safety certifications,
permits and installation criteria.

To summarise, the Consultant is the person
who creates the overall system, puts it out
to bid, and evaluates the responses of the
RFQ’s. They then go back to the customer
to explain who will best meet the criteria
and will be party or fully responsible for the
decision of who wins the bid. If a
consultant is directly linked to a System
Integrator, it is seen as unethical to put the
grant the bid to that integrator. This is why
an integrator will often step back at the start
of a project and let the consultant come in
as a separate entity in order to be able to
make the bid.
There tends to be some cross-over at time
in the roles played by consulting or design
firms and integrators, however an ideal
system sees each acting in harmony,
forming checks and balances for each
other.

THE AV ARCHITECT – CREATING
AN EXPERIENCE
With display systems evolving at the speed
of light, more and more companies are
turning to plasma, LCD, projectors and LED
walls as a means of delivering information
about their activities. What now sets
people apart is how creative they can be in
the deployment and use of this equipment.
According to Graham Hanson of Graham
Hanson Design, “The real savvy companies
are those that are able to illustrate what
their services and products are all about in
some experiential way.”
Many large companies are beginning to
realise this and are adding that kind of
www.cleverdis.com
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touch to their entrance halls and public
spaces, to give people a quick sense of
what they do. It can be an excellent way to
promote a brand in a natural and powerful
way. Successful installations are designed
and installed to look like a natural
continuation of an existing environment.
They should not look “pasted on”.
Designers are sometimes more keen on
making an impression than designing
something that is an effective and
harmonious continuation of what is already
there. A certain sense of integrity must be
retained with regard to proportion and
scale. Restraint should be practiced in the
use of colour and the variety of materials
and finishes used.
Most importantly, form cannot be
compromised in lieu of function and vice
versa. Both of are equal importance.

THE ROLE OF THE AV
INTEGRATOR
With the onset of new digital technologies
and display solutions, the role of the
integrator has changed and the
labour/equipment ratio has shifted. A
number of years ago, the hardware made
up almost all of the spend, while today,
there is often a much higher percentage
(sometimes more than 30%) spent on the
“soft” costs constituting the remainder of
the sale.
The basic skills of integrators are also
evolving. While in the past, designers and
integrators learned their trades from the
“school of hard knocks”, today’s highly
competitive market, along with complex
www.cleverdis.com

new technologies, means that today’s
integrators must depend on more formal
education
from
accredited
trade
organisations such as the ICIA and from
manufacturers such as Extron.
While end users see and hear about new
technologies from a wide range of sources,
not all those sources tell the true story.
People often see AV packages such as
home cinema kits, and tend to believe that
it’s a simple thing to put together the AV
side of a boardroom, conference room or
retail PoS. This is where the art of
integration becomes all the more
important.
So what are the soft costs? Integrators, as
mentioned, have to put more and more into
education and project management. It is
also imperative that the integrator spends
time on coordination with other trades, and
there is a considerable element of software
and development thrown-in. To this end,
proprietary software solutions offered by
individual integrators are becoming hot
property in their own right.
The development of user interfaces is a
growing part of the role of the integrator,
and while “easy” solutions are offered by
companies such as Extron, Crestron and
AMX, the choices are mind boggling and
the installers need to get everything right
the first time. The focus of the integrator’s
talent is now more that of finding solutions
to constantly changing needs and
expectations.

HIRING AN AV INTEGRATOR
When choosing an integrator, it is best to
consider those that put a descent design
effort in preparing their proposal. An
integrator that comes in with a lowerpriced bid may not have considered all the
projected “glitches” and may have design
flaws if they have not given the project due
diligence. Therefore, it is important that all
those involved in an AV project within your
corporation or organisation be made well
aware of the fact that cheapest is certainly
not always best when it comes to choosing
a contractor in this respect.
Look first for reputable companies. Next,
ask for the integrators to outline their
experience. Not only should they
understand electronics, but they also
should be familiar with other facets of
project completion. The integrator should
be well staffed among all disciplines. It will
have to be decided how many people
should be dedicated to a single project,
paying attention to have a separate service
staff and technicians. Once you’re assured
that the integrator is capable of performing
the project, it is important to ask for staff
certifications. Organizations such as the
ICIA offer several certifications for AV
designers and installers. Also ask for
references, particularly from similar
projects.
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DISTRIBUTION AND LOGISTICS

INTERVIEW
Peter
VAN DEN BERG
VICE PRESIDENT
VENDOR
MANAGEMENT,
PURCHASING AND
OPERATIONS
INGRAM MICRO
EUROPE

INGRAM MICRO EUROPE N.V. /S.A.
LUCHTHAVENLAAN 25A - B-1800
VILVOORDE
BELGIUM
TEL.: 00 32 2 254 96 11
FAX: 00 32 2 254 96 12

Cleverdis: How important is Ingram Micro
in the European market for display and
digital peripherals?
Peter Van Der Berg: Ingram Micro is an
important player in this market serving tens
of thousands of resellers in 14 countries in
Europe. We cover approximately 20
different brands in the display and digital
peripheral market – such as Philips,
Samsung, Sony, NEC and BenQ – and we
are preferred distribution partner for most
of those 20 brands.
Cl.: What would you say are Ingram
Micro’s strong points in the market?
P.V.D.B.: To both vendors and reseller
customers, Ingram Micro is a value-added
partner. For display manufacturers, the key
advantages to work with Ingram Micro are:
1) Market reach. Ingram Micro provides
access to over 90,000 resellers across
Europe – in all categories and reaching all
major market segments.
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PETER VAN DEN BERG – Vice President Vendor Management, Purchasing
& Operations Ingram Micro Europe. In this position, he is the prime contact
for Ingram Micro’s vendor partners on European level. His responsibilities
include vendor and inventory management, product procurement and
operations management of Ingram Micro's logistics network including carriers
and freight forwarders.
Since joining Ingram Micro in 1993, Van den Berg has held various
management positions within the company including Chief Financial Officer
Ingram Micro Netherlands, CFO Ingram Micro Northern Europe, Regional
Integration Manager Ingram Micro Latin America, Vice President Purchasing
Ingram Micro Europe. Before joining Ingram Micro, Van den Berg worked at
Price Waterhouse, ARCO Chemicals in the Netherlands and Merison Holiding
in the Netherlands.
INGRAM MICRO INC. is the world's largest technology distributor and a
leading technology sales, marketing and logistics company. Since its
beginnings in 1979, Ingram Micro has connected technology solution
providers with vendors worldwide, identifying markets and technologies that
shape the IT industry. Today, Ingram Micro remains at the forefront of the global
technology marketplace, bringing the latest products and services to market
and finding new ways to bring value to our customers. The company offers a
broad array of solutions and services to nearly 165,000 resellers by distributing
and marketing hundreds of thousands of IT products worldwide from nearly
1,400 suppliers. Through Ingram Micro Logistics, the company provides
customizable services for order management and fulfillmaent, contract
manufacturing, contract warehousing, product procurement, product pack out
and cartonization, reverse logistics, transportation management, customer
care, credit and collection management services, and other value chain
services. Ingram Micro serves 100 countries and is the only global IT distributor
with operations in Asia.

2) Targeted marketing activities. Our
powerful customer database allows us to
segment our customers and target specific
reseller categories depending on the
positioning of the product. This way Ingram
Micro provides its partners with a much
more effective use of marketing funds,
ultimately resulting in higher returns for our
vendor partners.
3) Bundling opportunities. Very often,
displays are sold in combination with pc's,
both laptops and desktops. Because Ingram
Micro partners with all major system
vendors in Europe and because we supply
products to all major (white box) system
builders in Europe, Ingram Micro is in an
excellent position to bundle displays with
products from one of those categories.
4) Optimized logistics and minimized
logistic costs. Ingram Micro is a world class
leader in supply chain efficiencies and
logistical processes; capabilities that each
manufacturer partner can leverage upon.
For example our efficient bulk break
process enables our suppliers to optimize

their supply chain by shipping only full
pallet loads or full container loads to either
a local country warehouse or our central
warehouse in Tilburg – The Netherlands.
5) Product knowledge. Ingram Micro’s
sales people are fully trained on the latest
products and technologies. Because they
know the products they sell, they can
highlight and articulate the competitive
advantages of a specific product to their
customers.
To our reseller customers, some of the
advantages to work with Ingram Micro are:
1) Breath of product portfolio. Because
Ingram Micro deals with so many vendors,
we are able to provide resellers with a onestop, multi-vendor shopping place for all of
the best-in-breed products their customers
need
2) Immediate availability and next day
delivery. Ingram Micro’s sophisticated
systems and processes enable us to
optimize our inventory positions and
www.cleverdis.com

3) Direct delivery capability to end
customers on behalf of and in name of our
resellers. More and more resellers optimize
the supply chain processes by using Ingram
Micro as fulfillment partner for direct
shipments to their end customers. The end
customer appreciates the fast delivery
while the reseller partner no longer needs
his own logistical process. The majority of
the shipments these days at Ingram Micro
are direct delivery.
4) Competitive pricing. Ingram Micro’s high
volumes and continuous focus on logistical
efficiency, enables us to deliver products at
very competitive prices.
Cl.: What have been the main
developments over the last year in your
activities and what does 2005 hold in
store?
P.V.D.B.: During 2004 we have further
enlarged our product portfolio, grew our
customer base, improved our logistics
efficiency and have started to enter new
markets. One example of such a new
market is the Consumer Electronics market
– of which displays and digital peripherals
are a major product segment. For 2005 we
plan to even further expand our product
and service offerings as well as market
coverage in the consumer electronics
category. Another example of our plans for
2005 is the enhancement of our central
warehousing capabilities. This will offer
significant advantages to those suppliers
who wish to ship full container loads from
their production sites -- mostly in Asia -- to
one single location in Europe.
Cl.: According to Kevin Murai, president,
Ingram Micro Inc.: "Whether you're in
Asia-Pacific, Europe or the Americas,
companies and consumers across the globe
are embracing technology and looking for
ways that it can help them do more with
less. From new technologies to added
upgrades or services that help maximize
the lifecycle of their existing technical
investments, we believe this trend will help
drive demand forward in 2005 and
beyond."
How is this philosophy filtering through the
company?
www.cleverdis.com

P.V.D.B.: Over time our company has
moved from a traditional distributor only
offering stand-alone products to a valueadded distributor that is capable of
bringing to market multi-vendor, multiproduct solutions. In order to do this
effectively, Ingram Micro has created
divisions around product or market
segments. Examples of those divisions are
the Ingram Micro Networking Services™
division, focused on selling networking and
security solutions, the Ingram Micro
Components™ division, focused
on
system builders, a systems division,
focusing on PC's and Servers and a display
division, focusing on display and
presentation solutions. Most of the Ingram
Micro offices in Europe have those groups
in place and we are now driving the
appropriate product offerings through our
European Category Managers.

countries the shift from CRT to LCD
occurred later than in the northern parts of
Europe.

Cl.: What have been the main market
trends as observed by Ingram Micro
Europe?

Cl.: What would you say is Ingram Micro’s
"Value Added" in the corporate market?

P.V.D.B.: One of the key trends that we see
is of course the shift from CRT to LCD and
Plasma. Currently the majority of the
displays we sell either have LCD or Plasma
technology. We also believe that
nowadays, the end-user is increasingly
aware of quality differences, presenting an
opportunity to our resellers to up sell and
advise customers on buying higher quality
products. Price is no longer the main
selling argument. In addition to demand for
higher quality products we also see that
consumers are more critical and conscious
when it comes to the design of the product.
The entry of the PC into the living room has
made design an important product feature.
Another trend that we can identify in this
context is ‘bigger is better’.

Cl.: How does Ingram Micro help
individual corporations and institutions
find the right digital solutions?
P.V.D.B.: Ingram Micro only deals with
resellers. Our role is therefore to inform our
resellers as much as possible about the
differences in products and solutions to
assist them to offer the most appropriate
solution to the end-customer. In addition to
knowledgeable sales account managers,
we do this by providing in-depth product
information on our websites, product
comparison tools, product training
sessions, brochures that discuss the
products in more depth, etc., etc.

P.V.D.B.: Ingram Micro’s main value add
in the corporate market is apart from all
things mentioned before, the ability to offer
business the right product for the right
solution, while ensuring an optimized
integration with solutions and technologies
that are already in place in the business
environment.

Cl.: Within Europe itself, what trends have
you noted between different geographical
zones?
P.V.D.B.: It is interesting to see that within
the region of Europe, the more expensive
displays with higher quality are historically
sold more in the Nordic countries whereas
in Germany price has been one of most
important drivers. This also explains the
bigger success in the German market for
non-branded products or products with
low brand recognition but with competitive
pricing. In the more southern European
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ensure next day delivery of high-demand
products.
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> LONDON’S SOUTH BANK CENTRE –
AN INNOVATIVE MULTIMEDIA SOLUTION
“THE DAYS OF CLUTTERED LEAFLET DISPLAYS ARE FIRMLY IN THE PAST…”

centre. A standard specification on the
displays is an ‘Expansion Slot’. Unique to
Pioneer’s displays, the open architecture
Expansion Slot enables third party
developers to connect virtually any signal
to the screens to create a new range of
plasma applications.

© Photo: Pioneer

“The strategy behind the point of
information system was to complement
traditional promotional tools with engaging
multimedia content, motivating casual
visitors to find out about future events and
purchase tickets,” SBC Head of Marketing
Development, Owen Valentine Pringle,
said. “As soon as we heard about Pioneer’s
expansion solution and Adtec’s expansion
card, it sounded like the system we
needed.”

The South Bank Centre is one of the most
exciting and innovative art complexes in
the world.
It comprises the Purcell Room, the Queen
Elizabeth Hall, the Royal Festival Hall and
the Hayward Art Gallery.
These venues house an eclectic mix of
traditional to highly contemporary
productions
encompassing
dance,
literature, theatre, poetry and music. In
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keeping with the vibrant feel to the South
Bank Centre, its marketing team led by
head of marketing development,
Owen Valentine Pringle, created a network
of plasma screens to dynamically promote
forthcoming events to its three million
annual visitors.
The installation streams animation, video
and still images to 10, 43-inch professional
Pioneer plasma displays throughout the

In response to SBC’s desire for digital
signage, Trimedia Broadcast Ltd. installed a
wireless IPTV system throughout SBC,
creating a fully programmable media
system capable of displaying discreet, real
time information on separate screens
throughout the complex.
“Pioneer’s
Industrial Plasma screens are modified to
include network connections and Adtec’s
edje-PDP 20 gigabyte hard drives, holding
up to five hours of broadcast-quality MPEG
2 video and graphics files, and enabling
stored and forward programming for each
screen, from one central source,” Trimedia
Managing Director, John Donovan, said.
“It’s unnecessary to hang a computer off
each plasma, meaning massive savings, no
wiring, minimal installation costs and
minimal installation disruption. There’s
also no power-up/power-down routine or
unreliable, proprietary operating systems to
worry about.”
www.cleverdis.com

“This installation has revolutionized
customer communications at SBC,”
Donovan said. “The days of cluttered
leaflet displays are firmly in the past.” The
South Bank Centre is Europe’s largest arts
complex, presenting nearly 1,000 paid
www.cleverdis.com

performances each year and more than 300
free foyer events in the Royal Festival Hall,
Queen Elizabeth Hall and Purcell room.
Up to six major art exhibitions are
presented at the Hayward Gallery as well
as exhibitions in more than 100 venues
around the country. For more information
about the South Bank Centre, visit
www.sbc.org.uk.

Trimedia Broadcast Ltd. is one of the UK’s
leading Digital Broadcast and Corporate
communication consultancies, with over
50 years of combined experience working
with leading Broadcast and MPEG 2
technology. For more information about
Trimedia
Broadcast,
visit
www.trimedia.co.uk/index.asp.

Pioneer Corporation is one of the leading
manufacturers of consumer and business
electronics products such as audio, video
and car electronics on a global scale. Its
shares are traded on the New York Stock
Exchange (ticker symbol PIO), Euronext
Amsterdam, Tokyo Stock Exchange and
Osaka Securities Exchange. For more
information
about
Pioneer,
visit
www.pioneer-eur.com.

Adtec Digital designs and manufactures
innovative technology for digital television
delivery, IP streaming, commercial
insertion, and multimedia digital video
applications. Adtec Digital products offer
rock solid engineering, powerful features,
scalability and the ability to generate
unmatched bottom line revenue. For more
information about Adtec Digital, visit
www.adtecinc.com.
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SBC required that each screen could be
easily updated and show different content
on each display when needed, allowing
information to be tailored to each area of
the facility. “The solution is controlled from
a software interface on one PC, managing
the creation and remote updating of
content and playback schedules across
every screen, in contrast to traditional
installations that require each display to be
connected to its own PCS and complex
proprietary software to manage the
creation and distribution of its own
content,” Donovan said.
“Time and
location specific information is being
displayed on each screen. The Hayward
Gallery can include specific information
about exhibitions while the Royal Festival
Hall can preview its own programming.”
“Running costs were key demands of this
project, but we did not want to
compromise on overall quality,” Pringle
said.
“This installation provides an
innovative, cost-effective, scalable and
aesthetic point of information system. We
used to rely entirely upon customers being
proactive by picking up literature for
immediate information, much of which
could be easily missed. Now we can
communicate with our customers with
greater depth, in real time with relevant
information.
The Pioneer Expansion
Solution and Adtec’s edje-PDP is a
powerful marketing communication tool
and exactly what we envisioned when we
started this project.”
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> FOOTBALL EXPLAINED…
WITH INTERACTIVE PLASMA
“THIS INNOVATIVE PROGRAMME IS UNIQUE AMONG FOOTBALL CHANNELS…”

While dedicated sports channels
are becoming increasingly
commonplace,
Manchester
United TV is innovating with
blow-by-blow explanations of
matches using a 50” Pioneer
Plasma with Touch Screen.
BACKGROUND:
While many clubs have now launched their
own TV channels, MUTV retains its
position as a true innovator among football
television businesses by focusing on two
key areas. The first is to extend the reach of
the channel. It can be accessed in 44
countries including America, Japan and
India and throughout Europe and the
Middle East reaching over 40 million
homes. The channel is also hoping to
establish platforms in Malaysia, China, and
West and South Africa. The second
objective is to deliver quality programming,
a point highlighted by Peter Brookes,
Managing
Director, MUTV, “Part of the reason why
global networks want to work with us is the
quality of programming. We broadcast a
wide range of innovative original content
six hours a day, 365 days a year. Our lead
has been followed by other club channels
who have introduced additional content
along similar lines to MUTV to create
compelling schedules in addition to match
replays.”

IN THE ZONE
One of MUTV’s most popular programmes
is ‘In the Zone’. In the programme, football
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pundits including former Manchester
United players guide viewers through indepth match statistics that are displayed on
a 50-inch Pioneer plasma screen. The
display is complemented by Pioneer’s
touch screen interface which enables the
presenters to skip through the data and
highlight images on the screen to create a
highly interactive and entertaining match
perspective. Match data is recorded and
analysed by the Match Analysis System
developed by UK-based company,
ProZone, that uses between 8 and 12 pitchside sensors to collate detailed game
statistics. This includes information on
throw-ins, possession, territory and goal
kicks as well as players’ off-the-ball
movements and the evolving strategy
employed by managers. For example, the
features enable the presenters to show
viewers the contribution players’ off-theball runs made to a goal or how a
manager’s tactical switch counteracted the
opposition and influenced the outcome of
the game.
Coaches traditionally use PCs or laptops to
work with the ProZone data. However,
when Peter Brookes first saw a
demonstration of the software, it was being
displayed on the Pioneer plasma together
with the touch screen interface. He
observes, “The display and its touch screen
offer presenters the scope to create a
visually entertaining feature of very in
depth football data. I saw immediately that
we could adopt this set up in a studio
environment and invested in the Pioneer
system. This innovative programme is
unique among football channels and
underlines our position as the leading
broadcaster of football content.”

TECHNICAL ATTRIBUTES
The Pioneer display used by MUTV is the
professional 50-inch PDP-503 MXE.
It offers a range of technical attributes that
are particularly suited to the demands of TV
studios where bright lights can appear to
‘dull’ colour and cause problems with
reflections. Displays can also be in use for
sustained periods of time during filming.
The PDP-503 MXE has the lowest power
consumption in its class and includes a
‘pure colour filter’ to significantly decrease
external light reflectivity and produce
higher levels of contrast. The filter also
reduces the unnecessary frequency of the
red, green and blue signals to deliver
greatly improved colour reproduction.
But the most important consideration for
MUTV’s chief technical engineer, Colin
Renwick, was the quality of the image. He
comments, “The display incorporates
technology that delivers higher greyscale,
more colours and true wide XGA
resolution (1280 x 768). We take a feed
from a PC that runs the ProZone software
and because this is a VGA signal we pass it
through a mixing console to upgrade to
XVGA. The image is superb and with no
flicker due to its high scan rate we can
simply shoot the screen being used without
having to enhance the footage. In a studio
environment Pioneer’s PDP-503 MXE is the
best piece of equipment for the job.” The
display is equipped with the PDK-50 HW2
Pioneer touch screen which transforms the
plasma into a touch panel. Using a finger
or the supplied pen, images and text can be
drawn on the screen, data highlighted,
deleted, amended, printed and saved and
all types of applications controlled. These
features put a great deal of creativity at the
disposal of the presenters which
www.cleverdis.com

screens footage on most programmes and
the image performance is still excellent.”
Manchester United is one the world’s
leading football clubs and arguably the
highest profile sporting brand. The business
is based on football success but the club’s
biggest asset is the fan base, which it
estimates totals 53 million worldwide. The
club's commercial strategy is focused on
delivering the Manchester United
experience to fans across the globe…
thanks to MUTV.
www.manutd.com/mutv

PIONEER GB LIMITED
Multimedia Division, Slough, SL2 4QP, UK
TEL: +44 (0) 1753 789789
FAX: +44 (0) 1753 789520
For more information
Gemma Martin, Marketing Executive
Multimedia, Pioneer GB Limited
Tel: +44 (0)1753 789582
Email:
gemma_martin@pgb.pioneer.co.uk
Peter Brookes, Managing Director,
MUTV Tel: +44 (0)161 827 1102
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contributes to the energetic and lively feel
of the show. The interface also uses a
Windows ‘look and feel’ and is both
familiar and intuitive to use. Features
emphasised by Renwick, “The touch screen
is really easy to use for the pundits. This is
important as the presenter line up is
interchangeable. The other benefits are that
the touch screen sits around the edge of the
display so there is no loss of clarity or
brightness and it is extremely stable. It
requires no calibration – even if the unit is
moved or knocked – and in a busy studio
this is very reassuring. Initially we used the
display for the ‘In the Zone’ but it now
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INSPIRATION

> BARCO VISUALIZATION EQUIPMENT
SHINES AT 2004 ATHENS GAMES

© Photo: Barco

SPECTACULAR LED AND PROJECTION SOLUTIONS DAZZLE THE CROWDS…

The visualization of the 2004 Athens
Olympics was largely facilitated at the
numerous locations in and around the
historic city thanks to state-of-the-art Barco
equipment.
Already having high-profile display
installations at Reliant Park Stadium (Texas,
USA), Porto and Coimbra Stadium
(Portugal) and the Hala Sazka Arena
(Prague, Czech Republic), it was no great
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surprise that Barco was chosen as the
display solution provider to many of the
venues hosting Olympic events.
Over the last months of the preparation for
the games, Telmaco, the main system
designer & integrator, in cooperation with
Barco, installed two SLite 22 LED displays
at the Karaiskaki Stadium in Faliro Piraeus
and the Kaftatzoglio Stadium in
Thessalonica. Both outdoor LED display

solutions, measuring 48 square meters and
86.4 square meters respectively, are used
during the games to entertain fans and
spectators.
On August 13th, the Opening Ceremony
took place at the Athens Olympic Stadium,
and for this historic moment, Barco
equipment was chosen to help create a
breath-taking
show.
Jack
Morton
Worldwide, official producers of the
www.cleverdis.com

ABOUT
BARCO
Barco, an international company headquartered in Kortrijk, Belgium, provides visualization and display solutions for
professional markets. Barco designs and develops solutions for large screen visualization, display solutions for life-critical
applications, and systems for visual inspection. Barco has a network of subsidiaries, distributors and agents in almost 100 countries.
Barco is quoted on Euronext Brussels and is a BEL 20 and a Next 150 company.

Opening and Closing Ceremonies, chose
nine of Barco’s XLM H25 projectors for use
during the event.

Many of Barco’s foremost Greek rental
partners, including Orama New Age,
Podimatas Audiovisual, PPV and Tsili
Productions, also supplied LED and
projection equipment to numerous sports
and entertainment venues during the
course of the Olympic Games.
“Having Barco’s visualization solutions
chosen for so many high profile
installations and venues at this historic

event is a great honor,” said Stephan
Paridaen, President, Barco Media &
Entertainment, adding “Barco has been
developing tailor-made visualization
solutions for the sports market and event
engineering industry for many years. We
have always focused our R&D efforts on
designing and developing products and
solutions, which drive the technological
evolution of these industries.”
For more information about Barco, visit
www.media.barco.com
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Delivered by one of Barco’s foremost rental
parnters, Creative Technology, London, the
Barco XLM H25 projector was specifically
designed for the demanding rental &
staging and large events markets, which
require powerful, reliable projectors that
deliver outstanding images. The first DLP
projector with a native wide-screen aspect
ratio, native 2048 x 1080 resolution and
light output of 27,000 Center Lumen, the

XLM is the most powerful projector
available on the market today.
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> INTERNATIONAL PRESS LAUNCH
BMW 6 SERIES CONVERTIBLE – WITH AV
TECHNOLOGY FROM CT GERMANY . . .
THE GERMAN CAR MANUFACTURER BMW RELIED ON CT GERMANY AS TECHNICAL
PARTNER AND AV EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER FOR THEIR PRESENTATION OF THE NEW 6 SERIES
CONVERTIBLE TO THE INTERNATIONAL PRESS.
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The four-week event took place in the

meter wide and 4.5 meter high

restaurant

customised screen and 3 harddisc

Eisbach

in

Munich

in

February this year and was organised by

recorders as sources.

the BMW press department.

The different event locations in the

CT Germany delivered all audio and
video equipment for four night events
and

installed,

supervised

and

dismantled the whole equipment for

restaurant, the pavilion and also outside
were covered with a complete audio

Other BMW projects realised by CT
Germany in 2004:

• Motor Cycles Fair Hamburg, Leipzig,
Dortmund (Spring 2004)

installation in conjunction with a 6channel wireless microport system.
• Int. Motor Show Leipzig (April 2004)

each event.
Special technical solutions allowed
For the presentation of the new BMW 6

operating the high-tech AV equipment

Series Convertible CT installed 3 Barco

at temperatures below zero and secured

projectors ELM R18 (each 17.500), a 20

a smooth progress of this BMW project.
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• Int. Motor Show Lisbon (April/May
2004)
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> HIGHLIGHT ON AUTUMN
EXHIBITIONS – LED AND MEDIA
TECHNOLOGY FROM CT GERMANY
Fascinating LED and AV technology from
CT Germany was again one of the
technical highlights on the large autumn
exhibitions this year. As an international
LED specialist and full service provider for
audiovisual equipment, CT worked for its
customers on the Motorshow in Paris, on
the IAA Nutzfahrzeuge (= commercial
vehicles) in Hanover and on the Photokina
in Cologne among others.
On the Motorshow in Paris, the exhibition
stand of SAAB again convinced with the
installation of VersaLIGHTGUIDE – the
outstanding product for the design of
surfaces with LED technology. The result
was a successful combination of the very
latest media technology and architecture.
More than 110 square meters of
VersaLIGHTGUIDE were integrated as four
individual screen elements into the stand
concept of SAAB. For this, various new
graphical contents were programmed for
the VersaLIGHTGUIDE elements which
were also coordinated to the contents of
the two installed Barco ILite 6 XP screens (4
square meters each).
CT Germany also provided AV equipment
and service for the following customer
projects:

Further exhibition stands and press
conferences were equipped from the CT
Germany rental park - in cooperation with
partners - with LED equipment and media
technology.
On the IAA Nutzfahrzeuge (= commercial
vehicles) in Hanover, CT Germany
provided both Ford and VW with LED
equipment and media technology. For
Ford, a 7x4 module Barco ILite 6 XP LED
screen was installed as well as players,
control systems and on-site service were
organized for the customer.
Volkswagen also relied on the service from
CT and on two high-resolution Barco ILite

6 XP screens which were integrated into
the set, several 40“ plasma displays, players
and media control systems from the CT
Germany rental park.
For further customers, CT Germany
supplied additional LED ILite 6 equipment,
TFT – displays and a rear projection.
With media technology and service, the CT
team was working locally on the Photokina
2004 for further customers. For the
exhibition stand of Olympus, CT Germany
supplied a Barco ILite 6 LED screen. For
Pentax, the complete sector of audio, video
and light was provided by CT.

• Corvette, Cadillac, Chevrolet (CCC) Barco MiPIX, ILite 6 XP LED Screen, TFTDisplays, Media Control Systems, Players
• GM Press Conference - Broadcast
Technology, ILite 6 XP LED Screen
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• Opel – ILite 6 XP LED Screen, Media
Control System, Playe
• Ford Motor Company – complete media
technology solution and equipment by CT
London

www.cleverdis.com
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> 10 YEARS PARTYLITE – WITH
VERSALIGHTGUIDE AND BARCO
ILITE 6 XP LED SCREENS
DURING THE 10TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF PARTYLITE IN THE ESTREL CONGRESS
CENTER IN BERLIN, ABOUT 3000 GUESTS WERE ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT A GIGANTIC
SETTING CONSISTING OF LED SCREENS WITH VERSALIGHTGUIDE AND BARCO ILITE 6 XP.

www.cleverdis.com

synchronization of the two effects. The
presentation of the live video image on the
entire LED setting as well as the DMX
connection with the light control,
generating unique contents and effects on
the LED screens, ranked among the
extraordinary animations.

The CT team ensured a smooth technical
process and installation on-site and
supported the customer Planeffekt in the
technical conversion of the concept for
PartyLite.

© Photo: PartyLite

For the 3-day event from August 13 to
August 15 of PartyLite, the market leader in
direct sale of candles and accessories,
which was planned and designed by
Planeffekt, Cologne, CT Germany supplied
the entire LED technology and players and
took on the technical realization on behalf
of Planeffekt.
The design of the thirty meters wide stage
with almost 130 square meters LED
technology was a successful mixture of
high- and low-resolution elements
allowing versatile background settings.
A 46.5 square meters, high-resolution 6
mm LED screen Ilite 6 XP with more than
nine meters width was used as the central
element in the middle of the stage.
On the right and left side as well as below
the LED screen, as many as 82.0 square
meters VersaLIGHTGUIDE were integrated
into the scenery: ten individual
VersaLIGHTGUIDE steles – 7.0 meters high
and 1.0 meter wide each – were installed
in a suspended way on the right and left
side of the ILite 6 XP screen; four additional
VersaLIGHTGUIDE areas – 2.0 meters high
and 1.5 meter wide – were integrated
below the 6 mm LED screen and finally
shaped the LED scenery in a perfect way.
A fascinating setting was realized by the
different contents of the various media,
effected by a PC for the VersaLIGHTGUIDE
screens. The HD Station Pro from DVS was
used for the 6 mm LED screen. This way,
the graphics in HDTV quality could be
reproduced as real-time animation.
The Barco Eventmanager was used for the
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> REAR PROJECTION CUBES
HELP SAVE LIVES AND
BUILD AIRPLANES
SYNELEC CASE EXAMPLES
HIGHLIGHT USE OF NEW
DISPLAY SOLUTIONS
MADRID 112 – Emergency Call
Centre
The spectacular photo here shows the
newly fitted-out Madrid 112- Emergency
Call Centre which centralises all major
security services in one building.
Madrid 112 is organized to dispatch
incoming calls, interconnect all external
emergency centre and centralized data on
a main server. Real-time graphics and live
video are vizualised 24 :7 on a 100m2
display wall supplied by Synelec, to
coordinate police and rescue operations in
Madrid city. The display wall is built up of
72 retro-projection cubes in 67 inches with
XGA resolution format (1024x768).
© Photo: Madrid 112

The use of rear projection in this kind of
environment is perhaps not new, however
it’s very useful to see just to what extent
their use can be taken in this kind of
application.
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> AVL PROJECT AIRBUS VISUAL LINE
From the origin of aviation, final assembly
lines (FALs) are organized around the
precise scheduling of operations (station
cycling), including unit constraints, zone
saturation, technical constraints, and
linking of operations. This station cycling
has until recently been followed on very
large paper boards. Progress in computing
has allowed over the years for increased
assistance in this field, with such charts
printed and posted in the workplace. On
the other hand, new production
management
techniques
(Lean
Manufacturing) have been pushing
organizers towards the use of visual
components on assembly line. With just a
glance it must be possible to analyse the
"drift" of a station with regard to time, as
well as technical, logistical and quality
aspects.

balance involving real time information
(updated every 5 minutes) from all actors
on the line. A red line moves across the
panels representing time. The system
allows for the analysis of problems along
the production line, as well as
improvement of each post towards
industrial excellence. It also allows for fast
decision making based on the information
displayed. The idea was developed by the
organization team (AET Group) and has
been patented. The implementation was
entrusted to a group of Spanish and
German technicians. This group was
assembled in 2003 and has made it

possible to establish the concept on the all
production lines at Toulouse, beginning
with the first A380 station its the day before
its "moulding” in 2004. A time of writing,
about thirty AVL image walls are
operational in the workshops. The
implementation of the same concept is
envisaged for the Hamburg plants in 2005.

Technology :
Each image wall is made up of 4 DLP cubes
supplied by Synelec.

MOVE THE PIANO OR THE
PIANIST?

© Photo: Airbus

Following the example of car manufacturers,
Airbus’s direct competitor, Boeing, has made
profound changes to its assembly line, using
the “Moving Line” concept, where the
apparatus moves at constant speed from one
end of the workshop to another. Airbus
however has decided to take a different
route, with minimum displacement of the
aircraft during its assembly. To this end, new
hangars have been built with this in mind.
The construction of an A380 Airbus has
3500 phases, and tens of thousands of
elementary operations. With this in mind,
there was a real need for improved
visualization of the status of various jobs on
the line.

THE AVL CONCEPT
AVL is a visual management tool, displayed
on image walls. It is built around a certain
www.cleverdis.com
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> KEY AV PROJECTS IN THE
HOTEL TRADE
INTERVIEW
Jean K.
VAN DAALEN
GENERAL
MANAGER
HOTEL ADLON KEMPINSKI
Unter den Linden 77
10117 Berlin-Mitte - Germany
Tel: +49 30-2261 0

Cleverdis: What are the expectations of
your clients in terms of technological
services?
Jean K. van Daalen: Our clientele is very
varied. We receive individual travellers,
families with children, businessmen, and
so on. Certain occasional events can
influence the type of guests that we host.
To satisfy our business clients, we must
provide a very high quality technical
service. If we do not provide for their
technological demands, they will go to
another hotel. This does not mean that
every room in the hotel should be
equipped with professional technologies.
Out of the hotel’s 400 rooms, about 100
are already equipped with the most
recent technologies, and the entire hotel
is equipped with wireless solutions.
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The mythical Adlon Hotel in Berlin is a member of the Kempinski Hotels &
Resorts, the oldest and most reputed European hotel group. Burned down
shortly after the 2nd World War, the hotel was reconstructed near the
Brandenburg gate on its original site and was inaugurated on the 23 August
1997. Filled with history and tradition, the Adlon is a harmonious blend of
the luxury of the golden age and the sophistication of modernity and offers
to its clientele service and hospitality of an incomparable level. During the
“Villégiature Awards”, the 18th October 2004, the Adlon hotel was named
“Best European Hotel”

Jean K. van Daalen is General Manager of the Adlon Kempinski Hotel, Berlin,
named by Gault & Millar “Hotelier of the year 2003”
President of the federation of the hotels and restaurants of Berlin and its
region, Jean K. van Daalen, has, since 1996, been general manager of the
Adlon
Kempinski
Hotel,
Berlin.
For
the
past
4 years, he has assumed the responsibilities of regional director of the
Kempinski chain for North Germany, and from 2002 he has held the position
of
regional
director
for
the
Adlon-Palace
and
Residence
project, as well as the development of the Kempinski Hotel at Heiligendamm
on the shores of the Baltic sea.

Cl.: Could you describe your project and
the arrangement of these new rooms.
J.K.V.D.: The novelty resides in the fact
that each of these rooms is equipped with
the latest technological innovations:
Philips interactive LCD TV’s integrated in
the wall, wireless network throughout all
the hotel installed by Swisscom,
supplementary
telephone
in
the
bathroom, Stereo system with CD player,
DVD player, video-recorder and radio. In
2002, we installed the wireless network
when no-one was very interested in the
technology. Today, the demand is
constantly on the rise. The majority of our
clients ask for wireless access in the
hotel’s public spaces (wireless access in
their room remains a privileged solution).

Cl.: For your business clientele, what
equipment do you make available in your
conference centre?
J.K.V.D.: Concerning the equipment
specific to the needs of the participants at
seminars and conferences, we provide a
business centre complete with telephone,
pagers, fax, typewriters, photocopiers,
projectors, stereo equipment, televisions
and video-recorders, video-conference,
translation services and note-taking
services. If we can’t respond to a client’s
demand we call-in an exterior supplier
that
can
propose
bespoke
solutions. The conferences attendees can
access a private network. They can, if they
wish, have a common server at their
disposition and every computer can be
linked to the network.
www.cleverdis.com
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INTERVIEW
Viktor
LEBBIN
IT MANAGER

HOTEL ADLON KEMPINSKI
Unter den Linden 77
10117 Berlin-Mitte - Germany
Tel: +49 30-2261 0

Cleverdis: You recently installed a new
cabling system in the Adlon hotel. Tell us
about this…
Viktor Lebbin: The Cat-7 cabling system
represents the most recent technological
standard which exists on the market.
Parallel to our administration network,
Deutsche Telekom installed a new
network, completely separate, available
only for our customers. During the
installation of this new parallel network,
we replaced all the active components of
our internal network. Before beginning
work, we commissioned an independent
company to make an inventory of the old
system. We thus learned the weak points
of the system, and we knew exactly what
there was to bring up to date…
Cl.: How many digital and analogue
connections do you have per room and
for which applications are they useful?
V.L.: All our rooms are equipped with
eight digital and analogue connections.
Independently of the general access to the
fax, each customer can have, at his
request, a personal direct line fax.
The rooms benefit from a cordless phone,
two telephones connected to ISDN
(Integrated services digital network),
allowing to transport, at the same time,
www.cleverdis.com

Viktor Lebbin has, since 1998,
been responsible for IT for the
Hotel Adlon Kempinski of
Berlin. Mr Lebbin is in charge
of all projects related to the
information systems of the
hotel including video systems.
He is also guarantor of all of
the
data-processing
applications of the Kempinski
group.

voice, images and data, with a message
service and PC connections. If we still
have analogue connections, it is to satisfy
our customers who are not yet equipped
with the latest technologies. As for digital
connections, they are destined to the
customers who wish to have access to the
Internet via an ISDN line.

Using this screen, they also have the
possibility of connecting to Internet - a
paid service moreover not very attractive,
because all the rooms have a free
broadband access. It is possible to
interface the screen by using the remote
control which integrates functionalities of
keyboard and mouse.

Cl.: Do you offer your customers an
interactive television service?

Cl.: You have set up a dynamic signage
system?

V.L.: We are bringing up to date our old
“Grundig ASIS” system. The customer had
a very limited film selection on
Pay-TV. Our new Quadriga interactive
television system is largely more intuitive
and offers a widened pallet of services.
We have already integrated it in 70
rooms. The customer has, from now on,
the possibility of choosing among 130
films from a system of VOD (Video on
Demand). They have freedom to stop a
film and to start it again, paying only
once for the day.
Using a flat-screen integrated in the wall
of their room, the customer also has
access to an Audio-On-Demand system
as well as an information system which
presents the many services offered by the
hotel.

V.L.:We set up these systems in the hall
of the hotel and certain conference
rooms. Two years ago, the company
“Komma” integrated a new system with
which we are very satisfied. It is an
interface with the information system
developed by “Fidelio”. A customer who
organizes a professional meeting
communicates the text, the graphics or
the logos which he wishes to post during
the reservation.
This text, as well as the precise date of
posting, are then recorded in the system
by the personnel and are automatically
transferred onto the screen for digital
display. Approximately 60 % of our
conference rooms already have this new
system.
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INTERVIEW
Luke
MELLORS
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
MANAGER

THE DORCHESTER HOTEL
PARK LANE
LONDON W1A 2HJ
GREAT BRITAIN
TEL: +44 (0)20 7629 8888

The Dorchester, London opened in 1931 and is one of the world’s most
exclusive and reputable hotels. There is great comfort and charm in the spacious rooms and suites, and further to the caring and welcoming staff, the elegance, luxury and glamour. The Dorchester provides the very latest in communications technology for the sophisticated traveller, such as a new business/entertainment system supported visually by 42” plasma screens.
Attending the IT needs of all guests, The Dorchester’s E-Butler team, which
was the first department of its kind in any hotel in the world, are on-call daily
to provide assistance. The classic ambience and contemporary provisions
ensure that the hotel remains one of the world’s most desirable places to stay.

Luke Mellors graduated with a Bachelor of Commerce specialising in
Hospitality and Tourism Management from Ryerson University in Toronto,
Canada.
In 1996 Luke worked as Interim Systems Manager of the Delta Chelsea Inn in
Toronto, which at the time was the largest hotel in the British Commonwealth.
In 1997 he became Regional Manager for Information Systems for Delta
Hotels.
In 2001 Luke took on the post of Computer Systems Manager at The
Dorchester, London where he has overseen many innovative projects including the Dorchester’s In-Room Technology project, recognised by the British
Computer Society as one of the best examples of Service technology for 2004.
He was also instrumental in putting together the Dorchester’s E-Butler team.

Cleverdis: If we could start with your InRoom Technology, do you offer an OnDemand or Scheduled Service and why?

© Photo : Dorchester Hotel

Luke Mellors: We offer On-Demand
services meaning flexibility for the guests:
primarily films, music, and streaming radio.
We believe that an important difference
between on-demand and scheduled
services is that we have full DVD
functionality, which means that somebody
can have the same control of a feature-film
or even a music track as they would have in
the privacy of their own home. We’re
aiming to get our system as closely
associated with what people are used to
having in their home-entertainment
systems, because that’s where their
comfort-zone is and where the satisfaction
levels are.
Cl.: There are, of course, differences in
terms of technologies, could you tell us
about this?
L.M.: On-demand services require more
back-end technology to facilitate them.
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They have to be digitally streamed and
there has to be a certain level of
functionality and control for the people
using the service. There are two types of
on-demand: There is the on-demand that
allows you to choose a movie and watch it
at the time of your choosing, and ‘true’ ondemand, which is what we have at the
Dorchester. This allows the guest to access
and have full operational control of a
movie at any time, so there are some issues
with making sure your backing
infrastructure can support that level of
functionality.

Cl.: How do you manage all the different
connections to the TV in-room?
L.M.: It is true that we have a very
complex environment considering that we
have NEC plasma screens with Bose sound
systems, there’s a PC in every room, a
printer that can be hooked up to the laptop
and/or through the TV system, and cat 5
cabling backed by a complete Cisco BBSM
solution, so it is sometimes difficult to
www.cleverdis.com
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trouble-shoot. When we approached this,
we realised we would need in-house
resources to be able to take up the
appropriate ownership over the system and
insure that it is working properly so we
came up with the concept of a committed
department, and these are our ‘E-Butlers’ a committed department of qualified staff
to assist our guests with technology needs.
Cl.: Due to the fact that there are different
potential sources of differing formats, such
as Play stations, laptops etc., how you deal
with this?
L.M.: The infrastructure and the cabling
have to be able to support everything you
would expect a system to do. When we
started out, we did a lot of testing to insure
we knew exactly how the plasmas would
react to different sources and tried to solve
all connectivity problems.
Cl.: Did you test several systems or did you
make your choice on the technical aspects
on paper?
L.M.: We saw many systems as opposed to
testing them out. We spent two years
developing a road map of what we thought
our guests would need and like in the way
of In-Room Technology and tried to deploy
a product that addressed the wide variety
of guest’s needs. When we issued this
specification and held meetings with
suppliers, we realised that none of the
major market players were at the level that
www.cleverdis.com

we wanted to come into the market at with
our interactive TV, which is why we went
into partnership with our current supplier.
Cl.: What were the main differentiating
points between your provider’s solutions
and the others?
L.M.: The bespoke nature of it! They did
not have an installation prior to coming to
the Dorchester and we helped them
develop their product based on what our
needs were. We have a good relationship
with them in so much as they create
aspects specifically for us. It’s really the
Dorchester’s system, not theirs!
In the future we also want to provide
greater levels of interactivity so that the TV
can become a menu for guests when they
want to browse our services. Essentially we
put our system in place not as the best
solution of its time, but the best solution
over time: the ability to grow with the
needs of our guests, to be flexible and
continually deliver on those needs.

Cl.: Can you please describe the typical
equipments in your business centres and
conference & banqueting rooms?
L.M.: Because of our in-room capabilities,
we no longer utilise the business centre.
We offer business centre services through
our E-butlers in the privacy of the room.
What we now provide in terms of
banqueting is our high-speed broadband

access and any type of connectivity. As for
displays in conference and meeting rooms,
we are increasingly using plasma instead of
LCD projectors, especially in small
meeting rooms and we find that the quality
of the image is much better than the LCD
projectors.
Cl.: Do you believe it important that the
manufacturer, vendor and channel are all
involved in the project?
L.M.: I think that, fundamentally, the hotel
industry has been coerced so that the
vendor has most of the control. What ends
up happening is that most times hotels
don’t implement something that they want;
they implement something exciting that
somebody told them they should have. And
for that reason I think that hotels have lost
a certain amount of control of how they
service their guests. All too often hotels
don’t take enough interest in the
technology that they deploy in general, and
it takes two things: First of all, by
setting your sights on the results and not on
what’s available will allow you to screen
and talk to vendors about providing exactly
what it is your looking to do. The other
thing that hotels have to be very cognizant
of is to deliver more solutions. I think that
technology professionals as well as
business professionals in the industry have
to work together, to make sure the
technology, especially in-room, adds value.
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SPOTLIGHT ON VERTICAL MARKETS
We at Cleverdis understand the need to occasionally take a closer look at the
specific demands of a vertical market.
That’s why we have launched Cleverdis SMARTreports.
Published in several languages (English, French, German, etc), Cleverdis
SMARTreports examine the major concerns of buyers in vertical markets, and
present, in a clear and concise manner, the solutions to these issues.
Our first two issues - on the Hotel and Restaurant Trades and on Digital Signage are available free of charge for qualified buyers or indeed those involved in the
buying process.
For more information, please contact Raphaël Pinot, Project Manager, on
raphael.pinot@cleverdis.com or by phone on +33 4 42 77 46 00.

This year, the directory has put on a lot of weight, becoming even more a key part of the guide.
Each entry has a backgrounder on the company that will enable you in the blink of an eye to see
what they do. This is followed by our ever popular industry glossary, which aims to demystify
some of those industry terms you hear all the time and just don’t quite “get”…

CHAPTER 9
C LEVERDIS
I NTERNATIONAL
D IRECTORY
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Recycling - Current state of
affairs

SFG

Directory
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS & RECYCLING

> RECYCLING: THE CURRENT
STATE OF AFFAIRS
NEW REGULATIONS COMING INTO FORCE IN EUROPE WILL AFFECT THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY.
STAY ABREAST OF THE TIMES…
IN APPENDIX, OUR DIRECTORY, WHICH THIS YEAR HAS PUT ON A LOT OF WEIGHT - EVEN
MORE A KEY PART OF THE GUIDE. EACH ENTRY HAS A BACKGROUNDER ON THE COMPANY
THAT WILL ENABLE YOU IN THE BLINK OF AN EYE TO SEE WHAT THEY DO. THIS IS FOLLOWED
BY OUR EVER POPULAR INDUSTRY GLOSSARY, WHICH AIMS TO DEMYSTIFY SOME OF
THOSE INDUSTRY TERMS YOU HEAR ALL THE TIME AND JUST DON’T QUITE “GET”…
In 2005, most European countries will seek
to introduce legislation on electrical and
electronic equipment in relation to its
composition and the levels to which it
should be recycled. This legislation has its
origin in the EC Directives relating to WEEE
and to the Restriction of Hazardous
Substances (RoHS) in WEEE.
The adoption of these directives means for
the first time that each producer will be
held individually responsible for the
financing of the collection, treatment,
recovery and final disposal of his own
products.
Indeed, the adoption of the WEEE directive
means that responsibility is changing from the “polluter pays” principle (where
the last owner pays the bill) to
responsibility of the producer, not only for
the financing, but also for organising the
collection, treatment, and final disposal of
products.
This highly awaited WEEE Directive will
greatly change the WEEE recycling
landscape in Europe. While some countries
such as Austria, Belgium, The Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden and Switzerland have
already implemented WEEE “take back”
regulation, others were still waiting for the
WEEE directive to be adopted in order to
follow and thus take measures.Moreover,
whereas some solutions are today quite
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effective in prompting national collection
of WEEE and the treatment of white goods,
as far as IT products (and more specifically
monitors) are concerned, there is still a
need for operational solutions.
When
many
European
recycling
companies have been questioned in detail,
most of them do not have a real solution for
the recycling of monitors due to the lack of
economic and technical solutions for the
recycling of plastics and CRT glass. Plastics
generally end up in landfills due to a lack
of automatic sorting solutions in order to
produce homogeneous batches of
polymers and/or recycling applications of
mixed plastics.

UK ACTIVE IN PROCESS
The UK’s DTI leads the EU negotiations on
both
Directives,
all
of
RoHS
implementation and on most aspects of UK
implementation of WEEE. The Environment
Agency (SEPA in Scotland and EHS in NI)
will be the enforcement agencies for WEEE.
Responsibility for enforcement of the RoHS
Directive has yet to be allocated by the
DTI.
Defra leads on certain aspects of domestic
implementation, including drawing up
guidance on how WEEE must be treated,
waste permitting, assessing producers’
compliance with the collection, recycling
and recovery targets. The Environment
Agency (SEPA in Scotland, EHS in NI) will

enforce these aspects.
Envirowise is funded by the Government to
provide advice to business on how to make
environmental regulations work for them.
WRAP
(Waste
Resources
Action
Programme) is funded by DTI and Defra to
support research into end markets,
technology and collection of recyclables in
the UK.

Directive of the European
Parliament & of the Council on
Waste Electrical & Electronic
Equipment (WEEE)
(Published January 2003)

1/ INTRODUCTION
(INFORMATION PROVIDED BY
THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION)
Key data on WEEE:
• Around 14 kg per inhabitant and year
• Around 5 Million tonnes annually
• Fastest growing waste stream (three times
faster than average growth of waste)
• Currently, 90% of this waste is land-filled
or incinerated without any pre-treatment.

Implementation scenarios:
• Mar 2003 - Publication and entry into
force
• Sep 2004 - Deadline for transposition in
Member States
www.cleverdis.com

• Sep 2005 - Collection systems must be
operational; treatment and financing
obligations enter into force
• Dec 2006 - Collection and financing
targets to be attained
The impacts of the WEEE Directive
Overall costs 500-900 M€ annually:
• Collection: 300-600 M€
• Recovery, re-use and recycling: 200-300
M€
• Price increase of 1% (e.g. white goods) to
2-3% (e.g. monitors)

Benefits
Financial benefits
• saved production costs for virgin
materials
• saved disposal costs
Environmental benefit
• saved resources (e.g. roughly 2.8 M t of
oil equivalent annually)
• Reduced environmental impacts
associated with resource use
Welcoming the agreement between the
Parliament and the Council as a landmark
in achieving more sustainable waste
management, Environment Commissioner
Margot Wallström commented (editor’s
note : on October 10 2002) : […] I am
particularly happy that we could convince
Member States to strengthen the individual
responsibility of producers for the waste
from their products. This will be an
important incentive to producers take the
environmental consequences into account
already when they stand around the design
table”.

2/EXTRACTS OF THE DRAFT OF
THE EUROPEAN DIRECTIVE
THAT SHOULD ENTRY INTO
FORCE IN MARCH 2003:
Context
• That policy is based on the precautionary
principle and principles that preventive
action should be taken, that environmental
damage should as a priority be rectified at
source and that the polluter should pay.
• The amount of WEEE generated in the
Community is growing rapidly.
The
content of hazardous components in
electrical and electronic equipment (EEE) is
a major concern during the waste
www.cleverdis.com

management phase and recycling of WEEE
is not undertaken to a sufficient extent.
• Users of electrical and electronic
equipment from private households should
have the possibility of returning WEEE at
least free of charge. Producers should
therefore finance collection from collection
facilities, and the treatment, recovery and
disposal of WEEE. In order to give
maximum effect to the concept of producer
responsibility, each producer should be
responsible for financing the management
of the waste from his own products. The
producer should be able to choose to fulfil
this obligation either individually or by
joining a collective scheme. Each producer
should, when placing a product on the
market, provide a financial guarantee to
prevent costs for the management of WEEE
from orphan products from falling on
society or the remaining producers. The
responsibility for the financing of the
management of historical waste should be
shared by all existing producers in
collective financing schemes to which all
producers, existing on the market when the
costs occur, contribute proportionately.
Collective financing schemes should not
have the effect of excluding niche and lowvolume producers, importers and new
entrants.
For a transitional period,
producers should be allowed to show
users, on a voluntary basis at the time of
sale of new products, the costs of
collecting, treating and disposing in an
environmentally sound way of historical
waste. Producers making use of this
provision should ensure that the costs
mentioned represent to a maximum the
actual costs incurred.

Objectives
The purpose of this Directive is, as a first
priority, the prevention of waste electrical
and electronic equipment (WEEE), and in
addition, the re-use, recycling and other
forms of recovery of such wastes so as to
reduce the disposal of waste. It also seeks
to improve the environmental performance
of all operators involved in the life cycle of
electrical and electronic equipment, e.g.
producers, distributors and consumers and
in particular those operators directly
involved in the treatment of waste
electrical and electronic equipment.

Product design
Member States shall encourage the design
and production of electrical and electronic
equipment which take into account and
facilitate the dismantling and recovery, in
particular the re-use and recycling of
WEEE, their components and materials. In
this context, Member States shall take
appropriate measures so that producers do
not prevent, through specific design
features or manufacturing processes, WEEE
from being re-used, unless such specific
design features or manufacturing processes
present overriding advantages, for
example, with regard to the protection of
the
environment
and/or
safety
requirements.

Separate collection
• For WEEE from private households, […]
when supplying a new product, distributors
shall be responsible for ensuring that such
waste can be returned to the distributor at
least free of charge on a one to one basis as
long as the equipment is of equivalent type
and has fulfilled the same functions as the
supplied equipment. Member States may
depart from this provision provided they
ensure that returning the WEEE is not
thereby made more difficult for the final
holder and provided that these systems
remain free of charge for the final holder.
Member States making use of this provision
shall inform the Commission thereof.
• In the case of WEEE other than WEEE
from private households, […] producers or
third parties acting on their behalf provide
for the collection of such waste.
• All WEEE collected […] is transported to
treatment facilities authorised under Article
6 unless the appliances are re-used as a
whole. The collection and transport of
separately collected WEEE shall be carried
out in a way which optimises re-use and
recycling of those components or whole
appliances capable of being re-used or
recycled.
• By 31 December 2006 at the latest a rate
of separate collection of at least four
kilograms on average per inhabitant per
year of WEEE from private households is
achieved.
(eds.: except Ireland and Greece that have
been given 24 months delay).
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Treatment
• Member States shall ensure that
producers or third parties acting on their
behalf, in accordance with Community
legislation, set up systems to provide for the
treatment of WEEE using best available
treatment and recovery and recycling
techniques. The systems may be set up by
producers individually and/or collectively.
[…], the treatment shall, as a minimum,
include the removal of all fluids and a
selective treatment in accordance with
Annex II to this Directive.
(eds.: E.g. as a minimum the following
components have to be removed from any
separately collected WEEE: Cathode ray
tubes, Liquid crystal displays (together with
their casing where appropriate) of a surface
greater than 100 square centimetres and all
those back-lighted with gas discharge
lamps.).
• Any establishment or undertaking
carrying out treatment operations obtains a
permit from the competent authorities […]
and stores and treats WEEE in compliance
with the technical requirements set out in
Annex III
(E.g. the fluorescent coating has to be
removed from the cathode ray tubes).
• The treatment operation may also be
undertaken outside the respective Member
State or the Community […]. WEEE
exported out of the Community […] shall
only count for the achievement of
obligations and targets […] of this Directive
if the exporter can prove that the recovery,
re-use and/or recycling operation took
place under conditions that are equivalent
to the requirements of this Directive.

Recovery
• Member States shall give priority to the
re-use of whole appliances.
• By 31 December 2006, producers meet
the following targets: […] (editor’s note:
e.g. IT and telecommunications equipment
such as Personal computers (CPU, mouse,
screen and keyboard included), Consumer
equipment such as TV sets…)
• The rate of recovery shall be increased to
a minimum of 75% by an average weight
per appliance, and Component, material
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and substance re-use and recycling shall be
increased to a minimum of 65% by an
average weight per appliance.

Financing in respect of WEEE from
private households
• Producers provide at least for the
financing of the collection, the treatment,
recovery and environmentally sound
disposal of WEEE from private households
deposited at collection facilities, […],
onwards.
• For products put on the market later than
[thirty months after entry into force of this
Directive], each producer is responsible for
financing the operations […] related to the
waste from his own products. The producer
can choose to fulfil this obligation either
individually or by joining a collective
scheme.
• Each producer provides a guarantee
when placing a product on the market
showing that the management of all WEEE
will be financed and that producers clearly
mark their products […]. The guarantee
may take the form of participation by the
producer in appropriate schemes for the
financing of the management of WEEE, a
recycling insurance or a blocked bank
account.
• The costs of collection, treatment and
environmentally sound disposal shall not
be shown separately to purchasers at the
time of sale of new products.
• The responsibility for the financing of the
costs of the management of […] ("historical
waste") shall be provided by one or more
systems to which all producers, existing on
the market when the respective costs occur,
contribute proportionately, e.g. in
proportion to their respective share of the
market by type of equipment.

Financing in respect of WEEE from
users other than private
households
• Member States shall ensure that, by thirty
months after the entry into force of this
Directive, the financing of the costs for the
collection, treatment, recovery and
environmentally sound disposal of waste
from electric and electronic equipment
from users other than private households
from products put on the market after the

entry into force of this Directive is to be
provided for by producers.
• For WEEE from products put on the
market before thirty months after the entry
into force of this Directive ("historical
waste"), the financing of the costs of
management shall be provided for by
producers. Member States may, as an
alternative, provide that users other than
private households also be made, partly or
totally, responsible for this financing.
• Producers and users other than private
households may, without prejudice to this
Directive, conclude agreements stipulating
other financing methods.

Information for treatment
facilities
• In order to facilitate the re-use and the
correct and environmentally sound
treatment of WEEE, including maintenance,
upgrade, refurbishment and recycling,
Member States shall take the necessary
measures to ensure that producers provide
re-use and treatment information for each
type of new EEE put on the market within
one year after the equipment is put on the
market. This information shall identify, as
far as it is needed by re-use centres,
treatment and recycling facilities in order to
comply with the provisions of this
Directive, the different EEE components
and materials, as well as the location of
dangerous substances and preparations in
EEE. It shall be made available to re-use
centres, treatment and recycling facilities
by producers of EEE in the form of manuals
or by means of electronic media (e.g. CDROM, online services).
• Member States shall ensure that any
producer of an electrical or electronic
appliance put on the market after 30
months after the entry into force of this
Directive is clearly identifiable by a mark
on the appliance. Furthermore, in order to
enable the date upon which the appliance
was put on the market to be determined
unequivocally, a mark on the appliance
shall specify that the latter was put on the
market after... [30 months after the entry
into force of this Directive]. The
Commission shall promote the preparation
of European standards for this purpose.
www.cleverdis.com

Directive of the European
Parliament & of the Council on the
restriction of the use of certain
hazardous substances in electrical
& electronic equipment
1. INTRODUCTION
(INFORMATION PROVIDED BY
THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION)
Key data on WEEE:
Electrical and electronic equipment are an
important source of such substances in the
waste stream. For example, around 40% of
all lead in landfills and 50% of lead in
incinerators comes from such equipment.

Implementation scenarios:
• Mar 2003 Publication and entry into
force
• Sep 2004 Deadline for transposition in
Member States
• July 2006 Phase out of certain hazardous
substances
2. Extracts of the draft of the European
directive of 2003:

Context:
• The Council Resolution of 25 January
1988 […] stresses that the use of cadmium
should be limited to cases where suitable
and safer alternatives do not exist.
• The available evidence indicates that
measures on the collection, treatment,
recycling and disposal of waste electrical
and electronic equipment (WEEE) […] are
necessary to reduce the waste management
problems linked to the heavy metals
concerned and the flame retardants
concerned. In spite of those measures,
however, significant parts of WEEE will
continue to be found in the current
disposal routes. Even if WEEE were
collected separately and submitted to
recycling processes, its content of mercury,
cadmium, lead, chromium VI, PBB and
PBDE would be likely to pose risks to
health or the environment.
• Taking into account technical and
economic feasibility, the most effective way
of ensuring the significant reduction of risks
to health and the environment related to
those substances which can achieve the
chosen level of protection in the
www.cleverdis.com

Community is the substitution of those
substances in electrical and electronic
equipment by safe or safer materials.
Restricting the use of these hazardous
substances is likely to enhance the
possibilities and economic profitability of
recycling of WEEE and decrease the
negative health impact on workers in
recycling plants.
• Substitution of the hazardous substances
in electrical and electronic equipment
should also be carried out in a way so as to
be compatible with the health and safety of
users of electrical and electronic
equipment (EEE).

Objectives:
The purpose of this Directive is to
approximate the laws of the Member States
on the restrictions of the use of hazardous
substances in electrical and electronic
equipment and to contribute to the
protection of human health and the
environmentally sound recovery and
disposal of waste electrical and electronic
equipment.

Definitions:

3) imports or exports electrical and
electronic equipment on a professional
basis into a Member State.
(4) whoever exclusively provides financing
under or pursuant to any finance
agreement, shall not be deemed
“producer” unless he also acts as a
producer in the sense of subparagraphs 1 to
3.

Prevention:
• Member States shall ensure that, from 1
July 2006, new electrical and electronic
equipment put on the market does not
contain
lead,
mercury,
cadmium,
hexavalent chromium, polybrominated
biphenyls (PBB) or polybrominated
diphenyl ethers (PBDE). (editor’s note : this
shall not apply to lead in CRT glass, lead in
certain types of solders…)

Penalties:
Member States shall determine penalties
applicable to breaches of the national
provisions adopted pursuant to this
Directive. The penalties thus provided for
shall be effective, proportionate and
dissuasive.

For the purposes of this Directive, the
following definitions shall apply:
• "electrical and electronic equipment" or
"EEE" means equipment which is
dependent on electric currents or
electromagnetic fields in order to work
properly and equipment for the generation,
transfer and measurement of such currents
and fields […] designed for use with a
voltage rating not exceeding 1000 Volt for
alternating current and 1500 Volt for direct
current;
• "producer" means any person who,
irrespective of the selling technique used,
including by means of distance
communication […]:
(1) manufactures and sells electrical and
electronic equipment under his own brand,
(2) resells under his own brand equipment
produced by other suppliers, a reseller not
being regarded as the producer if the brand
of the producer appears on the equipment,
as provided in sub-point (1), or
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SFG

INTERVIEW
SERGE FISNOT

Serge
FISNOT

SFG (Société Française de Garantie)
Europarc Pichaury
BP249000
13797 Aix en Provence Cedex 3
France
+33 4 88 78 59 00
www.sfg.fr

Cleverdis: Tell us about your core
business…
Serge Fisnot: The core business of SFG is
that of “after sales services organiser”.
We’re basically a hub for the management
of the repair supply chain, end user and
corporate relationships, on site and in
home repair within manufacturer and
distributors warranty periods. SFG offers
customised solutions to international
corporations for after sales service,
guarantees and insurance solutions for the
BTB and BTC markets. Our proposal relies
on a network of 1000 technical partners in
France and 2000 in Europe. We have 5000
external technicians, an international call
centre with11 mother tongues and 20
years’ technical support for Brown, White
and Grey goods. SFG defines, with all the
actors concerned, the outsourced service
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Serge Fisnot launched SFG in 1993 and has been CEO since. Under his
leadership, he joined the insurance group April in 2002 to enlarge its scope
of products and services for distributors and manufacturers. Prior to forming
SFG, Mr Fisnot was sales manager for various oil, sport and insurance
companies. SFG was the first company to introduce Warranty Extensions
linked with networks for the Credit Lyonnais in 2003.He also launched unique
self-service warranties with the Leclerc chain in 2004. Serge participates
frequently in the Consumer media “60 millions de Consomateurs” with
comments and articles on the future of service solutions for multimedia
productsIn 2004 SFG launched an international department headed by Remy
Bouzard and created a network of alliances with partners in 21 countries
throughout Europe under a single service level excellence agreement.

for a specific product type - dedicated to a
branch, a model or a service model. The
service proposal can work on a per repair
basis, a % on sales volume, a fixed rate per
sales or a yearly fee and all areas of the
service can be included - from
manufacturer logistics, call centre hotline
and help line, commissioning of displays,
warranty repairs, extended warranty
solutions, extra warranty repair, special
insurances and recycling activities.
Cl.: What is your vision of a digital
convergence service for the future?
S.F.: The display service market is facing
some major changes. A brand distributors
and manufacturers are facing decreasing
public prices for displays and are eagerly
looking for a areas to reduce costs. It seems
that main players are no longer eager to

have huge internal service centres and
networks to support after sales. The main
subject remains the reluctance to outsource
a direct link with the end user. To succeed
and encourage each major player to
subscribe to such proposal requires a strict
service level agreement, a strong reporting
culture and a web based IT system to
support the whole project. Before the flat
screen revolution of the last few years, most
repairs in house were performed by CRT
technicians who were performing repairs
with no sense of SLA 48 timing, corporate
reporting and pan European support. Those
actors as well as the smallest distribution
chains are facing huge difficulties when it
comes to major distribution chains like
Carrefour, Cora and Leclerc as well as
specialists like Fnac, Darty and Surcouf.
The second kind of service players are
coming from the IT segment, with a full
www.cleverdis.com

knowledge of SLA (service level
agreement), industrial patterns and supply
chain management and have now
penetrated the market of Display service.
Cl.: The reverse logistics for Plasma and
LCD displays is a touchy matter. How do
you deal with this?
S.F.: Our Vision and advice to all plasma
and LCD manufacturers is that all non-easy
transportable displays (above 26”) are
considered and treated as a jewel by their
end user and also as their favourite item in
house. We have defined a special
immediate in house service with “Pizza
style” module swapping for these modules,
by young IT, software, hardware and video
specialists able to be at their premises in 30
minutes and capable to commission all
mobile digital devices: PDA, MP3, DVD
recorder, Plasma, Camcorder, PC, Laptop,
Mobile Phones, LCD screens, Portable
LCD, Fridges with flat screens, VoIP
phones, DVBip Set top boxes, Home
automation applications, Video on demand
servers and High speed internet modems…
Our scope for service to the end user is
unlimited, our added value is the end user
contact
beginning
with
technical
diagnostic by phone, understanding
remotely
their
in
home
display
configuration, and a quick, professional
advisory presence at their home when
necessary. Another interesting point is that
major players are now working on a panEuropean scheme for services, including
Jamo, Kiss technology and Foxconn whose
Country branches are mainly sales offices.
www.cleverdis.com

Cl.: How
changing?

are

geographic

strategies

S.F.: It now makes sense to centralise all
strategies on a pan-European level - having
a single pan-European point of contact for
SLA, Billing, Reporting, call center and
supply chain management.
Cl.: How is the warranty market evolving?
S.F.: The warranty market is growing
significantly every year versus the non
warranty market within the first 5 years of
product life due to the fact that many
distributors are increasing their margin by
proposing warranty extensions to end users
at time of purchase. SFG proposes various
warranty extensions through Euronics
(9000 shops in Europe), Leclerc 500
hypermarkets in Europe) with +1, +2, +3
Years of warranty based on an insurance
contract as well as a limited % faulty rate to
ensure the frame of the proposal. We also
propose to our partners and corporate
customers to participate in promotions
such as the football world cup, along with
Christmas promotions to ensure a perfect
service for customers.
A warranty
extension is considered to be priced right
when it arrives at 10% of the public price
including VAT. They have generally been
handled by distributors, but manufacturers
also propose and some extensions, within
their service manual - with a 0800 number
for example.

Cl.: A new factor is coming into our
landscape with the necessity for
manufacturers to include service within the
proposal to the distribution chain. Tell us
about this…
S.F.: Major distributors are now reluctant
to support fixed charges for after sales with
the usual 3% claim back to the
manufacturer and required especially to
non European B and C manufacturers some
service is included in their proposal. This
new fact stirred SFG to visit Hong Kong’s
last Electronic Fair to have a direct contact
with local manufacturers that were
generally surprised to meet a European
company proposing after sales services in
Hong Kong for Europe. Eventually all
agreed on the necessity to have a back
solution for service to promote their
product to the buyers.
Cl.: Who are some of your Asian partners?
S.F.: We have now established a long term
discussion and project set up with TCL,
Konka, Haier with a full included fee for
logistics from China, shop logistics, call
center, repair, spare parts warranty and
recycling activities by a single point of
contact along with our partners, Elesco for
service, Rhenus and Kerry for Logistics.
Our unique combination of services,
warranty and insurance proposals and the
support by the April Group (a successful
insurance group in France) along with
partnerships with major display players are
making our convergent future service for
tomorrow a reality today.
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Platinum Owl Certification. These companies support our efforts to educate the
community of corporate and institutional buyers in Europe, as well as end users and
influencers. We believe they have a firm commitment to truly and efficiently
ensuring an accurate awareness of the evolution of this fast moving market.
For more information, contact us at info@cleverdis.com - www.cleverdis.com

3
3M

Stephen Bullough
Business Operation Manager for Visual Systems, Blvd de l’Oise
95006 Cergy Pontoise Cedex - France
+33 1 30 31 61 61
www.mmm.com
Serving customers in more than 200 countries around the world, the
company's 67,000 people use their expertise, technologies and global
strength to lead in major markets including consumer and office; display
and graphics; electronics and telecommunications; safety, security and
protection services; health care; industrial and transportation. For more
information, including the latest product and technology news, visit
http://www.3M.com. 3M, MicroTouch, Scotch, Post-it, Scotchgard,
Thinsulate, Scotch-Brite, Filtrete, Command and Vikuiti are trademarks of
3M.
New Product – 3M™ Digital WallDisplay: The Digital WallDisplay
combines the functionality of flip chart, screen, multimedia projector, TV
monitor and digital whiteboard in one unit.

Key Products: A typical AMX integrated system consists of four
components: user interfaces, central controllers, communications and
integration software, and controlled devices.
User interfaces, which allow the user to control the system, can be as
simple as a wireless remote, or as sophisticated as a colour touch panel.
AMX user interfaces come in a variety of shapes and sizes to best match
the needs of their users.
Central controllers are the components that tie together the various devices
controlled by the system. They are integrated invisibly into the system
environment to do the work "behind the scenes."
The third component, communications and integration software, runs
inside the central controllers and acts as the “brain” between the user and
the system components.
The final component, the controlled devices, are simply put any equipment
connected to the system that the user wishes to operate. Controlled devices
can include communications devices, such as telephones, intercom
systems, and computers; environmental devices, such as lights,
thermostats, security systems, and window treatments; and audio/visual
devices, such as televisions, VCRs, DVDs, cameras, and satellite systems.
News: AMX to be Acquired by Duchossois Industries
$315 Million Transaction Maximizes Shareholder Value

3M Touch Systems, Inc.
3M Touch Systems Inc., a subsidiary of 3M, operates globally and reports
through the 3M Optical Systems Division, headquartered in St. Paul, Minn.
For more information, visit http://www.3Mtouch.com

AMX UK Ltd.
Tim Penn
Regional Manager EMEA
Auster Road, Clifton Moor, York
YO30 4GD - UK
+44 1 904 343100
www.amx.com

Founded in 1982, AMX Corporation (Nasdaq: AMXC) is a worldwide
leader in advanced control and automation technology for commercial and
residential markets. AMX products enable users to centrally manage and
control a variety of audio/video, environmental and communications
technologies. AMX markets its products through more than 800 of the
leading system integrators in the United States, who sell, install and service
its products. Outside the United States, AMX has a network of more than
1,800 dealers and 27 exclusive distributors in 86 countries to serve its
worldwide markets. AMX's products are developed in the United States by
AMX design teams working closely with supply-chain and manufacturing
partners.
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(AMXC) and Duchossois Industries, Inc. announced in February 2005 that
they had entered into a definitive agreement pursuant to which an affiliate
of Duchossois will acquire AMX. The AMX Board of Directors unanimously
approved the transaction.
"AMX is pleased to join Duchossois Industries because of
its proven history of building successful businesses.” said Bob Carroll, AMX
President and CEO. “We will continue to build upon the solid platform we
have established to grow AMX's existing business. An alliance with
Duchossois will help accelerate new research and development and
acquisition programs that will enhance our growing product portfolio. Our
proven successes, coupled with Duchossois' operating experience,
relationships and financial resources, will strengthen our industry
leadership position and assure our future growth."

Analog Way

Parc du Moulin 33 rue du Saule Trapu BP 218
91882 Massy
France
+33/ 1 64 47 14 14
www.analogway.com

Founded in 1989, Analog Way is a leading designer and manufacturer of
innovative image converters with worldwide locations (USA, France and
Singapore). The company designs a wide range of computer to video scan
converters, scalers, seamless switchers and up/down converters. The
products provide the most advanced solutions in the Broadcast, AV, Rental
& Staging, Church, Corporate and Industrial markets.
www.cleverdis.com
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AOC International Europe
GmbH

A
Bernd Maja
Product Manager
Lahnstrasse 86a
12055 Berlin - Germany
+49 241 81 09 83
www.eur.aocmonitor.com

AOC International (Europe) GmbH, located in Berlin, is a subsidiary of TPV
Technology Limited, currently the world’s second-largest manufacturer of
computer monitors and the fourth-largest manufacturer of LC displays. The
product array features more than 100 different CRT and LCD devices. AOC
International (Europe) has more than 70 distributors selling monitors in 20
different countries. TPV is listed on the stock exchange and has its
headquarters in Taiwan. Shares are traded in Hong Kong and Singapore. In
December 2004, TPV took over the OEM PC Monitor manufacturing
division of PHILIPS (see news item below PHILIPS entry in directory).

Apple Computer Europe
Souad Laoussadi
European Marketing Manager
Desktops and Displays
12 Avenue d’Océanie - Z-A de Courtabœuf 3
91956 Les Ulis Cedex - France
+33 1 69 86 34 00
www.apple.com

Apple ignited the personal computer revolution in the 1970s with the
Apple II and reinvented the personal computer in the 1980s with the
Macintosh. Today, Apple continues to lead the industry in innovation with
its award-winning desktop and notebook computers, OS X operating
system, and iLife and professional applications. Apple is also spearheading
the digital music revolution with its iPod portable music players and iTunes
online music store.

ATI

Jan Puchert
Marketing Manager (German HQ)
Keltering Nr. 13
82041 Oberhaching - Germany
+49 89 665 150
www.ati.com
Headquartered in Canada, ATI Technologies Inc. is the world leader in the
design and manufacture of innovative 3D graphics and digital media
silicon solutions. An industry pioneer since 1985, ATI is the world’s
foremost visual processor unit (VPU) provider and is dedicated to
delivering leading-edge performance solutions for the full range of PC and
Mac desktop and notebook platforms, workstation, set-top and digital
television, game console and handheld device markets. With 2004
revenues of US $2 billion, ATI has more than 2,700 employees in the
Americas, Europe and Asia. ATI common shares trade on NASDAQ (ATYT)
and the Toronto Stock Exchange (ATY).
www.cleverdis.com

AU Optronics

Yawen Hsiao
Senior Manager, Corporate Communication
No. 1, Li-Hsin Road 2 - Science-Based Industrial Park
Hsin-Chu 300 - Taiwan ROC
+886 3 56 32 899
www.auo.com
AUO is Taiwan's largest and the world's third largest manufacturer of largesize thin film transistor liquid crystal display panels (TFT-LCD). With the
merger of Acer Display Technology, Inc., (subsidiary of Acer ) and Unipac
Optoelectronics Corporation (subsidiary of UMC) in September of 2001,
the Company became equipped with the best of both worlds in TFT-LCD
technologies. AU Optronics became known as a one-stop-shop, uniquely
able to provide not only large sized but small-medium sized applications.
By year end 2003, AUO had generated over USD3 billion in sales revenues
and now houses a staff of over 20,000 employees throughout its global
operations spreading across Taiwan, USA, Japan, Europe, South Korea, and
China.

Barco

Tom Espeel
European Mktg/Comm Manager
Barco N.V, Noordlaan 5
8520 Kuurne - Belgium
+32 56 36 86 67
www.barco.com
Barco, an international company headquartered in Kortrijk, Belgium,
provides visualization and display solutions for professional markets. Barco
designs and develops solutions for large screen visualization, display
solutions for life-critical applications, and systems for visual inspection.
Barco has a network of subsidiaries, distributors and agents in almost 100
countries. Barco is quoted on Euronext Brussels and is a BEL 20 and a Next
150 company.

B

NEW OFFERING: Barco has strengthened its image display offering with
3D clinical software, thanks to strategic expansion. Barco announced in
September 2004 it had signed an agreement to acquire Voxar, the leading
3D medical imaging software company, based in Edinburgh, Scotland. For
Barco, the acquisition is a major breakthrough in the area of advanced 3D
radiology imaging, the fastest growing segment in the medical imaging
market. The acquisition creates substantial synergies for the companies,
including an enviable combined global customer base and a
complementary high-growth portfolio of products and solutions. The total
transaction cost for Barco is valued at € 39 million.

BenQ
C

onway Lee
Managing Director
Benq Europe B.V.
Ekkersrijt 4130, 5692 DC Son
The Netherlands
+31 499 750 500
www.benq.com

The BenQ Group, formerly known as Acer Communications & Multimedia
Group, is a global operation, employing over 14,760 people worldwide
and with an annual turnover (2003) of US$ 3.6 billion. Its expertise
encompasses: Communications, Imaging, Display technology, Digital
media and Electro-optics products.
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Canon
Projectors
T

audio/video furniture, mounts and accessories systems, have merged. The
combined expertise and market leadership of these two companies creates
a complementary opportunity that will enable both to be a cost effective
and customer-oriented leader across all markets they serve.

C

akanobu Suzuki
European Product & Marketing Manager Multimedia Projectors
Bovenkerkerweg 59-61
1185XB Amstelveen - The Netherlands
+31 20 545 8545
www.canon-europe.com

Canon Digital Cameras
Meldo Meijer
Senior Product Manager - Digital Cameras
Neptunusstraat 1
P.O. Box 1500, 2130
JA Hoofddorp –
The Netherlands
+31 23 567 0123
www.canon-europe.com

Canon Europe is a subsidiary of the ¥3,198,072 million (€ 23,866 million)
global giant, Canon Inc. of Japan. Canon is recognised as a world-leading
innovator and provider of imaging and information technology solutions
for individuals and businesses. It employs over 100,000 people worldwide
in more than 50 countries, and is managed by three regional headquarters
in Japan, the Americas (North and South) and Europe.
The entire company is driven by a five-year strategy cycle, which sets the
pace and tone of all Canon's activities. The year 2003 marked the third
year of the Global Excellence Plan, which is steering Canon towards its
vision to become an undisputed world leader within its chosen markets.
Canon Europe’s consolidated net sales for 2003 were ¥969,042 million (€
7,199.2 million). We employ more than 12,000 people across 19 countries
and contribute over 30% of the company's global turnover.

Christie Digital Systems, Inc.

Brant Eckett
Marketing Manager Europe
ViewPoint 200, Ashville Way
Wokingham RG41 2PL - UK
+44 118 977 80 00
www.christiedigital.com
Christie last year celebrated its 75th anniversary as a leader in visual
solutions for world-class organizations, offering diverse applications for
business, entertainment, and industry. With expertise in film projection
since 1929 and professional projection systems since 1979, Christie has
established a global reputation as the world’s single source manufacturer
of a variety of display technologies and solutions for cinema, large
audience environments, control rooms, business presentations, training
facilities, 3D and Virtual Reality, simulation, education, media and
government. Christie has taken a leading role in developing stereo 3-chip
DLP™ projection at 3D frame rates and its visual solutions are purposebuilt to meet the specific requirements of simulation and VR markets
including oil/gas exploration, civil and military aviation, sea-based and
land-based simulation, road driving and air traffic control. Christie
solutions are used in over 75,000 locations worldwide, including more
than 10,000 projectors and displays networked with ChristieNET™.

Clarity Visual Systems, Inc.

Chief Manufacturing
Europe Inc.
Mark Ley
Sales Director - Europe
Postfach 12 23
71085 Holzgerlingen - Germany
+49 7031 769141
www.chiefmfg.com

Chief has a full line of mounts, lifts and accessories for LCD/DLP™/CRT
projectors and flat panel displays utilizing plasma and LCD technologies.
They provide innovative mounting features, including the first-ever
seismic-rated wall mounts for large flat panel displays. Chief products are
designed and manufactured in Chief's main headquarters located in
Minnesota. Chief's sales offices, located in Minnesota and Europe, support
a global network spanning Europe, the Pacific Rim, the Americas and
beyond. Distribution centres are located in Savage, Minnesota;
Amsterdam, Netherlands; and Taipei, Taiwan. Chief sells mounting
solutions through a worldwide network of Pro A/V and Home Cinema
dealers. Chief dealers service a broad spectrum of market installations,
including: corporate offices, training facilities, home cinemas, educational
facilities, digital signage and information displays, entertainment and
hospitality venues and trade show exhibits.
News: Chief Manufacturing, Inc. Announces Merger with Sanus Systems
Chief Manufacturing, Inc. and Sanus Systems, a leader in the retail
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Pim Koemans
European Sales Manager
P.O. Box 3196
4800 BB Breda - The Netherlands
+31 76 531 7787
www.clarityvisual.com

Clarity offers a complete line of displays for digital signage applications.
The displays combine high image quality and reliability with large, thin
form factors that fit in any environment. They are designed for use in banks,
airports, public venues and retail stores — wherever digital signage can
grab consumer attention and compel them to act.
New Product: The Clarity Bay Cat is a 46" display that represents the
cutting-edge of direct-view LCD technology. It combines ultra-high
resolution and unparalleled image quality in a large format for a wide
range of digital signage and mission-critical applications.

Conrac GmbH
Lindenstrasse 8
Weikersheim
D-97990
Germany
0049 7934 101 0
marketing@conrac.de
www.conrac.de
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CONRAC GmbH is a worldwide operating manufacturer of high-end
display products for a wide range of applications. Founded in 1956, the
main objective has always been the development and production of
innovative products. CONRAC proves that "High-tech made in Germany"
is still possible: The very modern R&D and production facilities at the
headquarters in Weikersheim cover 18,000 sqm. The products fulfill the
highest requirements on quality according to ISO 9001, ergonomics and
service.

Digital Projection

Crestron Electronics, Inc.

Founded in 1989, Digital Projection International (DPI) has been
instrumental in the development and application of Digital Light
Processing™ technology by Texas Instruments for projection systems. DPI
introduced the world’s first 3-chip DLP™ projector in 1997. Today, DPI
manufactures and distributes an extensive line of ultra high-performance 3chip and single-chip DLP™ projection systems. These projectors are widely
used in demanding applications such as large-venue, live-event staging,
Fortune 5000, Homeland Security, education, medical and scientific
research, command and control, digital cinema, commercial
entertainment, religious venues and elite home cinema.

C
Oude Keerbergsebaan 2
B- 2820
Rijmenam
Belgium
+32/ 15 50 99 50
www.crestron.com

For 35 years Crestron has been the world's leading manufacturer of
advanced control and automation systems, innovating technology and
reinventing the way people live and work. Offering integrated solutions to
control audio, video, computer, IP and environmental systems, Crestron
streamlines technology, improving the quality of life for people in
corporate boardrooms, conference rooms, classrooms, auditoriums, and in
their homes. In addition to its World Headquarters in Rockleigh, New
Jersey, Crestron has sales and support offices throughout the U.S., Canada,
Europe, Asia, Latin America and Australia.

CTX Europe
Marlies Smeenk
Marketing Manager Europe
Science Park Eindhoven 5204a
5692 EG Son En Breugel
The Netherlands
+31 4029 09 700
www.ctxeurope.com

Draper Inc.

D

CTX produces plasma screens, CRT monitors, LCD monitors and LCD
projectors. The European headquarters is based in the Netherlands
(Eindhoven), with offices in the UK (Watford) and local CTX representatives
in Germany (Bremen), Italy (Milan) and Spain (Madrid).

Dell

Sean Fitzgerald
Marketing Manager
Technology House - Bracknell
RG12 1FA - Berkshire - UK
+44 1344 860 456
www.euro.dell.com
Dell Inc. (Nasdaq: DELL) is a premier provider of products and services
required for customers worldwide to build their information-technology
and Internet infrastructures. Company revenue for the past year totalled
$47.3 billion. Dell, through its direct business model, designs,
manufactures and customizes products and services to customer
requirements, and offers an extensive selection of software and peripherals
www.cleverdis.com

Richard Marples
International Account Manager
Digital Projection limited,
Greenside Way, Middleton
M24 1XX Manchester - UK
+44 161 947 3300
www.digitalprojection.com

Mr Mathes Robert
AV/Video Market Manager
411 South Pearl Street
47385 - Spiceland
Indiana USA
+1/ 765- 987 7999
www.draperinc.com

Draper Inc. was founded by Luther O. Draper in 1902 to manufacture
window shades for schools, and that was Draper's primary product for the
next 60 years.
Draper manufactured products closely related to projection screens
include rear projection display systems, video projector mounts and lifts,
plasma display mounts, presentation easels and communication support
furniture.
In addition to its Spiceland, Indiana facilities, Draper has manufacturing
operations in Malta, Ohio, and sales offices in Fullerton, California;
Blackwood, Gwent, United Kingdom; China/Hong Kong; and Nacka,
Sweden.
The company is owned and managed by the descendants of Luther O.
Draper and has enjoyed steady growth for the past 100 years.
Draper products are shipped to dealers throughout the United States and
more than 75 foreign countries.

E

NEWS: New President Announced in 2004 - Draper, Inc., announced a
new company president, to replace Luther Pidgeon who passed away in
July. John Pidgeon will assume the title and duties of company president.
In announcing the move to Draper employees Pidgeon said, “I love this
company, and I intend to do everything in my power to help it grow and
prosper during my tenure as president.”

Eizo Nanao Corp.
Minoru Kontani
Assistant Manager Overseas
153 Shimokashiwano, Matto
Ishikawa 924-8566 - Japan
+82 76 277 6792
www.eizo.com
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Extron Electronics Europe

Epson Europe

Fujitsu General

Eizo Nanao Corporation is a leading global manufacturer of high-end
visual display products with a wide range of LCD monitors, and WindowsBased Terminals (thin clients). The image quality, long-term reliability, and
innovative features of EIZO monitors make them the product of choice in
many financial trading rooms, hospitals, back offices, and design studios
throughout the world. EIZO is based in Japan and represented in over thirty
countries by a network of exclusive distributors.

Elo TouchSystems
Karine Piette
Customer Service Manager
Tyco Electronics Raychem NV
Diestsesteenweg 692
3010 Kessel-Lo - Belgium
+32 16 35 21 00
www.elotouch.com

Elo TouchSystems, global leader in touch technology, is a unit of Tyco
Electronics.
• 30+ years experience in touch industry
• Single-source supplier for touch and non-touch monitors
• Consistently reliable, accurate, and durable products
• Stable, drift-free operation; scratch-resistant
• Longest warranties in the industry

Coll Kretz
Epson European Marketing Dept.
Campus 100, Maylands Avenue
Hemel Hempstead,
Herts. HP2 7TJ
UK
+44 14 42 26 17 80
www.epson-europe.com

Firstly known in the corporate world for their printers, Epson are also
renowned for their manufacturing of LCD chips for front projection systems
and the sale of front projectors for professional use. They have most
recently been instrumental in launching the "3LCD" brand (see specific
article on this subject). Epson has had a presence in Europe since the
establishment of its first two European sales companies in the UK and
Germany in 1978. Since then, their European network has continued to
expand throughout their entire sales region - Europe, Middle-East, Russia
and Africa. Epson Europe B.V. was established in Amsterdam in 1990 to
take on the special challenges and diversity of the European markets.
Epson Europe addresses the need to effectively manage operations in an
atmosphere of fast-paced changes within the intensely competitive hightech information and electronics industry.

Ergotron
J

ohn van der Veld
Director of Sales & Marketing
Hogehilweg 8, 1101 CC Amsterdam ZO
The Netherlands
+31 203 122 950
www.ergotron.com
Ergotron, Inc. is a Minnesota-based corporation founded in 1982 by Harry
C. Sweere. The name Ergotron is derived from the words Ergonomics and
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Electronics. As the name suggests, Ergotron’s mission is to improve the
human interface with computers. Innovative, high-quality products are the
hallmark of Ergotron. These products are designed to position computers
where they’re needed, provide ergonomic adjustability, and save space.
Headquartered in the United States, Ergotron has five subsidiaries in
Europe, one subsidiary in Canada, and is represented in 55 countries
worldwide. Ergotron is an Equal Opportunity Employment / Affirmative
Action Employer.

Bert de Groot
Managing Director of European Sales and Marketing
Beeldschermweg 6c
3821 AH Amersfoort - The Netherlands
+31 33 4534040
www.extron.com

Extron Electronics, headquartered in Anaheim, Calif., is a leading
manufacturer of professional A/V system products including computervideo interfaces, switchers, matrix switchers, distribution amplifiers, video
scalers, scan converters, signal processing devices, Ethernet control
interfaces, and high resolution cables. Our corporate philosophy is
founded on three concepts: Service, Support, and Solutions - S3. By
following this standard, Extron has become one of the leading providers of
products and training to the professional A/V industry.

F

Shinsaku Odajima
European Marketing Manager
Unit 150, Centennial Park, Centennial Avenue
Elstree, Herts WD6 3SG
+44 (0) 208 731 3450
www.fujitsu-general.com

One of the pioneers in the field of industrial plasma display panels in
Europe, Fujitsu General, headquartered in Japan, has more recently
developed the AVM (Advanced Video Movement) digital video processor,
which improves vertical resolution and reproduces natural movement with
ease. The Fujitsu General group worldwide has 4,851employees. Fujitsu
General Limited is listed on the first section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange
(reg. no. 6755). Fujitsu General shares are also listed on exchanges in
Osaka, Nagoya.

Fujitsu Siemens
Computers GmbH
Mr Bogenhauser Stephan
Product Manager - Monitors EMEA
Bürgermeister-Ulrich-Strasse 100,
D- 86199 Augsburg
Germany
+49/ 821- 804-0
www.fujitsu-siemens.com

Fujitsu Siemens Computers is the leading European IT provider with a
responsible strategic focus on next-generation Mobility and Business
Critical Computing products, services and solutions. With a portfolio of
exceptional depth, their offering extends from handhelds through desktops
www.cleverdis.com
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to enterprise-class IT infrastructure solutions. Fujitsu Siemens Computers
has a strong presence in all key markets across Europe, the Middle East and
Africa.

G

Goldstar France

C.K.Lee
Paris Nord II 22, Avenue des Nations-B.P. 50372 Villepinte 95942
Roissy CDG CEDEX - France
+33 1 4989 8941

Hewlett Packard
Olivier Hamon
European Display Manager
HP Business Desktop Division
Monitors & Accessories,
5 Avenue Raymond Chanas-Eybens,
38053 Grenoble Cedex 9
+33 4 76 14 59 99
www.hp.com

Patrick Barthelemy
EMEA Brand and Sales Manager - Monitors
2, avenue Gambetta
Tour Descartes, La Défense 5
92066 Courbevoie - France
+33 1 4188 6374
www.ibm.com

IBM Corporation –
Projectors
Jeff Hill
Business Development Manager - Projectors
2, avenue Gambetta
Tour Descartes, La Défense 5
92066 Courbevoie - France
+33 1 4188 5020
www.ibm.com

H

HP is a technology solutions provider to consumers, businesses
and institutions globally. The company's offerings span IT
infrastructure, global services, business and home computing, and
imaging and printing. For the four fiscal quarters ended Oct. 31,
2004, HP revenue totalled $79.9 billion. After its merger with
Compaq, HP paid special attention to retain the reputation of
Compaq as a display manufacturer. While sourcing LCD panels
from several suppliers, HP engages its own R&D and produces end
products.

Hitachi Europe Ltd.

Mark Wilkin
Group Executive - Product Marketing Division
Whitebrook Park, Lower Cookham Road,
Maidenhead, Berkshire, SL6 8YA UK
+44 1628 643000
www.hitachi-eu.com
Hitachi, Ltd. (TSE:6501/NYSE:HIT), headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, is a
leading global electronics company, with approximately 326,000
employees worldwide. Fiscal 2003 (ended March 31, 2004), consolidated
sales totalled 8,632.4 billion yen (U.S.$81.4 billion). The company offers a
wide range of systems, products and services in market sectors, including
information systems, electronic devices, power and industrial systems,
consumer products, materials and financial services.

NEWS – 2004: Hitachi forms an LCD Panel joint venture with Toshiba and
Matsushita, with operations beginning in January of this year. The basic
agreement covers the establishment of a company to manufacture and sell
LCD panels for flat-panel TVs (the “JV”). The JV will build an amorphous
TFT LCD panel production line at the Mobara facility of Hitachi Displays,
Ltd. (“Hitachi Displays”), Hitachi’s wholly owned subsidiary. Scheduled to
begin mass production in the second quarter of fiscal year 2006, ending
March 31, 2007, the new company will expand production capacity in
stages, ultimately reaching the equivalent of 2.5 million 32-inch TV LCD
panels a year by the second half of fiscal 2008.
www.cleverdis.com

IBM Corporation
(PC monitors)

IBM strives to lead in the invention, development and manufacture of the
industry's most advanced information technologies, including computer
systems, software, storage systems and microelectronics.

Iiyama UK Ltd

Eric Joor
European Director
1 Vincent Court, Fishers Green Road
Stevenage, Herts, SG1 2PT - UK
+44 1438 745 482
www.iiyama.co.uk
Based in Nagano, Japan, iiyama is a leading international monitor
manufacturer. The company has been developing and producing monitors
for professional applications since 1978, and currently employs 1200
people in Asia, America and Europe. iiyama established its German
presence at Feldkirchen (near Munich) in 1993. All iiyama products are
subject to a three-year manufacturer’s warranty including an on-site
replacement service. Free recycling of old monitors is also included in
iiyama's regular customer service.

I

InFocus Corporation

Till Gotterbarn
Sr. Product Marketing Manager
Strawinskylaan 585
1077 XX Amsterdam - The Netherlands
+31 (0)20 579 2000
www.infocus.com
InFocus® Corporation (NASDAQ: INFS) (OSE: IFC) is a worldwide leader
in digital projection technology and solutions, projecting images from
multiple sources including computers, DVD players, and PDAs. From the
smallest and lightest mobile projectors and feature-packed meeting room
products to latest home entertainment solutions, InFocus has garnered
industry acclaim for design, functionality and intuitive solutions for its
InFocus®, ScreenPlay® and ASK Proxima® products.
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JVC Europe Ltd.

J

Keisuke Yoshikawa
General Manager, Professional Business
JVC House, JVC Business Park, 12 Priestley Way, London NW2 7BA UK
+44 20 8450 3282
www.jvc.co.uk
JVC is one of the world’s leading developers and manufacturers of
sophisticated audio, video and related software products. Building upon a
wealth of technologies, exemplified by the JVC-developed VHS
videocassette recorder, the Company is moving decisively to offer
appropriate solutions for the multimedia age. JVC Professional Products
Company distributes a complete line of broadcast, professional and
presentation equipment, including cameras, VTRs, editing equipment, DILA and LCD projectors, visual presenters, monitors and computer
products.

Kodak

K

Helen Chester
Customer Relations Manager
PO Box66, Station Road
Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP1 1JU - UK
+44 1442 844 718
www.kodak.com

Kodak is a major participant in "infoimaging", a $385 billion industry
composed of devices (digital cameras and flat-panel displays),
infrastructure (online networks and delivery systems for images) and
services & media (software, film and paper enabling people to access,
analyse and print images). With sales of $13.3 billion in 2003, the
company comprises several businesses: Health, supplying the healthcare
industry with traditional and digital image capture and output products and
services; Graphic Communications Group, offering on-demand colour
printing and networking publishing systems consisting of three wholly
owned subsidiaries: Encad, Inc., NexPress Solutions, and Kodak
Versamark; Commercial Imaging, offering image capture, output and
storage products and services to businesses and government; Display &
Components, which designs and manufactures state-of-the-art organic
light-emitting diode displays as well as other specialty materials, and
delivers optics and imaging sensors to original equipment manufacturers;
and Digital & Film Imaging Systems, providing consumers, professionals
and cinematographers with digital and traditional products and services.

LG Electronics
Deutschland GmbH
Maxim Chun
Jokob Kaiser Strasse 12, 47877 Willich
Germany
+49 2154 492 181
www.lge.de
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LG Electronics U.K Sales
Ltd.
Shaun Kim
LG House 264 Bath Road, Slough Berkshire SL1 4DT - UK
+441 753 500 486
www.lge.co.uk

LG Electronics Benelux
H.S.Jang
VeluweZoom 15 1327 AE ALMERE
The Netherlands
+31-36-547-8888
www.lge.nl

LG Electronics Espana S.A
S.Y.Jeon
Complejo Europe Empresarial Ctra.
N-VI 28230 Las Rozas Madrid- Spain
+34 91 2112 261
www.lge.es

LG Electronics Italia S.P.A
W.S.Park, or
Giulio Turconi Corporate Development Manager
Centro Direzionale “Il Quadrato”
Via Modigliani 45, 20090 Segrate (MI) Italy
+39 02 2692 8238
www.lge.it

LG Electronics Hellas S.A
S.S.Lee
5, Akti Poseidonos Lokridos
Moschato,183 44,Athens - Greece
+30 210 480 0552
www.lge.com

L

LG Electronics Nordic AB
Bruce kim
Esbogatan 18 Akalla P.O. Box 83
SE-164 94 Kista - Sweden
+46 8 566 415 00
www.lge.com

LG Electronics Portugal,
S.A.
Luis Lameiras
ISP Director
Rua da Garagem nº.1 r/c - Edifício Efacec, 2794-025 Carnaxide
Portugal
+35 1 21 120 2200
www.lge.com
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LG Electronics Austria
GmbH

Lite-On Technology
Europe B.V

L

Chris Wang
Managing Director
Hastleweg, 5652 CM Eindhoven
The Netherlands
+31 40 2957 500
www.liteon.com

Sung Yul Kim
Twin Tower A Wienerbergstrasse
11/16A A-1100 Vienna - Austria
+43 01 99460 6765
www.lge.com

LG Electronics has been making further major inroads into the digital
display market in 2005, scooping the prize pool at the CES show in Las
Vegas in January and featuring in Business Week magazine in a cover story.
The magazine hailed LG Electronics’ CEO S.S.Kim, who as appliances
head, position he held before becoming CEO in October 2003, turned the
white goods unit into a double-digit profit maker, "confounding skeptics
who thought LG could never compete with low-cost Chinese producers.”
The appliances unit outpaced Samsung’s appliances unit in 2000 and
jumped into the No. 3 position globally (after Whirlpool (WHR) and
Electrolux) in 2004. Business Week attributed LG’s improved productivity
to the so-called TDR (tear-down-and-redesign) campaign of which Mr.Kim
had first introduced to his appliances division and used to enhance
productivity. Following the TDR project, productivity soared 50% and
defects fell by a third due to tighter quality control. Costs were also cut by
one third in just two years. The Korean giant, always battling against its
home town rival Samsung, is increasing investment in R&D, and now aims
to be one of the world's top three electronics manufacturers by 2010.

LG.Philips LCD
Product Manager
Jakob-Kayser Straße 12
47877 Willich - Germany
+49 2154 929 530
www.lgphilips-lcd.com

Manfred Schoemaker
Kaistrasse 5
40221 Duesseldorf, Germany
+49 (0)211/ 3901-279
www.liesegang.de

Liesegang is one of the leading suppliers of professional presentation
solutions. Since 1994, Liesegang has also supplied digital video and data
projectors in almost every class. Liesegang products are sold worldwide.
www.cleverdis.com

Lumileds

Lumileds Lighting, LLC
370 West Trimble Road
San Jose, California, 95131
USA
www.lumileds.com
European Contact:
+31 499 339 439
www.futureelectronics.com/lumileds

M

LG.Philips LCD is the world leader in the development and manufacture of
TFT-LCD panels for desktop monitors, notebooks and TVs as well as emerging
mobile applications. Not to be confused with LG.Philips Displays, which only
manufactures Cathode Ray Tube sets and monitors, LG.Philips LCD only
makes LCD.

Liesegang
Optoelectronics GmbH

Liteon is a world leader in the field of Digital Convergence. Based in
Taiwan, Liteon turns over around five-billion dollars per annum and
employs around 40,000 people – more than 70% of whom are outside
Taiwan. Liteon produce digital projectors based on DLP technology. They
are also leaders in the manufacture of optical storage drives, and produce
Tablet PC's, Digital Cameras and even LCD desktop monitors.

Lumileds LED backlights are starting to be used in some display
applications such as LCD monitors or TVs where colour gamut is vital.
Lumileds Lighting is the world's leading manufacturer of high-power LEDs
and a pioneer in the use of solid-state lighting solutions for everyday
purposes including automotive lighting, displays, televisions, traffic
signaling and general lighting. The company's patented Luxeon Power
Light Sources are the first to combine the brightness of conventional
lighting with the small footprint, long life and other advantages of LEDs.
The company also supplies core LED material and LED packaging,
manufacturing billions of LEDs annually, and ranks as the producer of the
world's brightest red, amber, blue, green and white LEDs. Lumileds is
headquartered in San Jose, California, with operations in the Netherlands,
Japan and Malaysia Mission - To bring the small form factor, long life span
and other benefits of solid-state illumination based on Light Emitting
Diodes (LEDs) to general lighting applications such as light fixtures, traffic
signals, automotive, signaling and LCD displays through power LED
technology.

Maxdata Computer
GmbH & Co.
Marius Sylla
Product Manager Belinea
Elbestraße 12 - 16
45768 Marl - Germany
+49 2365 952 2423
www.maxdata.com
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MAXDATA has been among the top ten of the European hardware
producers for years. The company has nine sales companies in all
important countries in Europe, and MAXDATA products are sold in many
more countries. About 1,200 employees have a hand in the success of the
MAXDATA servers, computers, and notebooks and the displays with the
Belinea brand.

M
Microsoft EMEA
Frank Utermöhlen
OEM Marketing
Konrad-Zuse-Strasse 1
85716 Unterschleissheim - Germany
+49 (8931) 76 3121
www.eu.microsoft.com

Uwe Gratze
Senior Marketing Manager Windows
Konrad-Zuse-Strasse 1
85716 Unterschleissheim - Germany
+49 8931 76 5425
www.eu.microsoft.com

Microsoft’s activities are centred around “how their customers use their
software to find creative solutions to business problems, develop
breakthrough ideas, and stay connected to what's most important to them.”
Microsoft’s seven core business units include:
Windows Client, including the Microsoft® Windows® XP desktop
operating system, Windows 2000, and Windows Embedded operating
system.
Information Worker, including Microsoft Office, Microsoft Publisher,
Microsoft Visio®, Microsoft Project, and other stand-alone desktop
applications.
Microsoft Business Solutions, encompassing Great Plains and Navision
business process applications, and bCentral™ business services.
Server and Tools, including the Microsoft Windows Server System™
integrated server software, software developer tools, and MSDN®.
Mobile and Embedded Devices, featuring mobile devices including the
Windows Powered Pocket PC, the Mobile Explorer microbrowser, and the
Windows Powered Smartphone software platform.
MSN, including the MSN® network, MSN Internet Access, MSNTV, MSN
Hotmail® and other Web-based services.
Home and Entertainment, including Microsoft Xbox®, consumer hardware
and software, online games, and their TV platform.

Mitsubishi Electric
Mitsuru Murakami
Director
Travellers Lane
AL108 XB Hatfield - UK
+44 1707 278 100
www.mitsubishielectric.co.uk

Mitsubishi Electric is a Japanese based company with offices worldwide,
manufacturing a broad range of electrical and electronic products. In the
field of displays, Mitsubishi Electric Visual Information Systems make
imaging products for a wide range of applications including:
Security Solutions - Digital and Analogue security recorders.
Data and Video Projectors - Ultra portables, High power installations and
Home Cinema models.
Data/Video Wall Displays - Designed for 24/7 operation.
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Digital Image Printers and systems - for Medical, Photgraphic and Security
uses.
Precision VCR - for Medical, Scientific and Industrial use.
INNOVATION – Mitsubishi made a splash at the CES show in Las Vegas by
launching a palm sized DLP projector. This unit, based on an LED light
source rather than a traditional high wattage lamp, is set to be launched on
the market towards the end of 2005.

MSI / Mystar Computer
BV
Angelique Berden
Marketing Manager
Ekkersrijt 6050
NL-5692 GA SON - The Netherlands
+31 40 267 66 00
www.msi.com.tw

MSI™ specializes in the design and manufacture of mainboards,
add-on cards, servers/workstations, barebones, optical storage
devices, communication devices and IA accessories. MSI is now
ranked within Taiwan's Top Three and the world's Top Five
mainboard manufactures.

NEC Europe

N

Bernd Eberhardt
Director - Europe
Professional Graphics & Optical Storage/FDD,
Ismaning Office Reichenbachstrasse 1
85737 Ismaning - Germany
+49 89 96 27 40
www.necd.de

NEC Deutschland GmbH, based in Ismaning near Munich, was established
as a wholly-owned subsidiary of NEC Corporation in 1987. The product
portfolio includes the most modern presentation technology, such as Video,
LCD and DLP™ projectors and plasma monitors as well as peripherals
such as CD-ROM, DVD drives and floppy disks. Telecommunications
products and biometric security solutions round off the product range. The
sales territory covers Central Europe, including Germany, Austria and
Switzerland as well as the Benelux countries and Eastern and South East
Europe.
NEWS: NEC Plasma Display Corp has been acquired by PIONEER: On
September 30, 2004, Pioneer Corporation announced that it had
completed acquisition of all the shares in NEC Plasma Display Corporation
(NPD), a subsidiary of NEC Corporation, pursuant to the stock transfer
agreement concluded on July 1, 2004. NPD changed its name to “Pioneer
Plasma Display Corporation” as of September 30, 2004. For details please
refer to Pioneer Europe Office. In the meantime, NEC continues to sell
plasma display panels under its own brand – continuing product lines that
are separate from those of Pioneer – for the moment anyway.
www.cleverdis.com
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NEC Mitsubishi
Electronics

N
Peter Kroyer
General Manager & Marketing Director
Landshuter Allee 12/14 80637 München - Germany
+49 89 99699 641
www.nec-monitors.com

NEC-Mitsubishi Electronics Display-Europe GmbH with its headquarters in
Munich, Germany, is a 100 percent subsidiary of NEC-Mitsubishi Electric
Visual Systems Corp. (NMV), Tokyo. The joint venture between NEC and
Mitsubishi Electric in the monitor sector was established on 18th January
2000 in Tokyo, Japan, with effect from 01 April 2000. The new company
also commenced activities in Europe and the USA on 1st July 2000. In
Europe, NEC-Mitsubishi Electronics Display-Europe GmbH has
subsidiaries in Germany for Central Europe, France and the United
Kingdom as well as sales offices in Italy, the Netherlands, Russia, Spain,
Sweden and Poland. By means of the joint venture between NEC and
Mitsubishi Electric, the company combines the know-how and the
technological edge of both companies in the monitor sector. NECMitsubishi Electronics Display with its own Research and Development is
one of the world's leading manufacturers of desktop monitors, large-format
LCDs - so-called public displays - and special displays for the medical
field. The management of NEC-Mitsubishi Electric Visual Systems Corp. is
shared equally between both partners. President and CEO is Hirotoshi
Matsuda. NMV employs more than 1,900 staff worldwide. Managing
Director of the European headquarters is Noboru Akagi.
NEWS - The new monitor range from NEC-Mitsubishi Electronics Display
is given the iF Product Design Award 2005: LCD monitors from the NEC
MultiSync® 70s range from NEC-Mitsubishi Electronics Display are
awarded the famous iF product design award 2005 by iF International
Forum Design GmbH. This much sought-after distinction is the prize for
one of the most important design competitions in the world. The judging
panel for the IF design awards consists of top international designers and
judges on the basis of innovation, functionality and ergonomics as well as
finish and design.

Nikon Europe
Takami Tsuchida
General Manager
PO Box 222 - 1170 AE Badhoevedorp
The Netherlands
+31 20 44 96 222
www.europe-nikon.com

Nikon claims to be the only major optical company in the world that still
controls and manufactures every aspect of its glass-making business,
allowing it to finely tune Nikon lens specifications, quality and
performance. From the raw silicon to the final coatings, Nikon glass
production is both a science and an art form. According to the company,
its “Coolpix” cameras have received more awards and top rankings than
any other consumer digital camera.

NVIDIA Europe

Alain Tiquet
Managing Director
2nd Floor, 1310 Arlington Business Park, Theale, Reading
Berkshire RG 7 4SA - UK
+44 118 903 3000
www.nvidia.com
www.cleverdis.com

NVIDIA Corporation is a worldwide leader in graphics and digital media
processors. The Company’s products enhance the end-user experience on
consumer and professional computing devices. NVIDIA graphics
processing units (GPUs), media and communications processors (MCPs),
and wireless media processors (WMPs) have broad market reach and are
incorporated into a variety of platforms, including consumer and enterprise
PCs, notebooks, workstations, PDAs, mobile phones, and video game
consoles. NVIDIA is headquartered in Santa Clara, California and employs
more than 2,000 people worldwide.

Olympus Europe GmbH
Hans Thiele
Head of Marketing Communications
Wendenstr. 14 - 18
20097 Hamburg - Germany
+49 40 237730
www.olympus-europe.com

In its “Imaging Systems” division, Japanese-based Olympus produces
cameras, photo printers, accessories and voice recorders. From easy
snapshot cameras to professional digital SLR systems, Olympus offers a
wide range of devices, incorporating powerful lenses, creative features and
outstanding design. A wide diversity of innovative digital and analogue
voice recorders offer high quality for professional and private needs.
Head Office: Shinjuku Monolith, 2-3-1 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
Established: 1919
Capitalisation: 40,832 million yen
President: Tsuyoshi Kikukawa
Annual Sales: 633,622 million yen (consolidated sales for the fiscal year
ending March 31, 2004).

O

NEWS - Olympus and Panasonic Sign Joint Development Agreement for
Interchangeable Lens Type Digital SLR Cameras: In January 2005, Olympus
Corporation (Olympus) and Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.
(Panasonic) announced the signing of a joint development agreement for
interchangeable lens type digital SLR cameras based on the FourThirds
System standard. Under the terms of the agreement, the two companies
will jointly develop technologies and devices, and promote the
development of digital SLR cameras that maximise the extensive user
benefits of the FourThirds System. The FourThirds System standard was first
announced in September 2002 by Olympus Corporation and Eastman
Kodak Company of the United States, and is currently also supported by
Fuji Photo Film Co, Ltd., Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd., Panasonic, and Sigma
Corporation.

Optoma Europe Ltd.
Paul Gain
Sales Manager
42 Caxton Way, Watford Business Park
Watford WD18 8QZ - UK
+44 1923 691807
www.optomaeurope.com

Headquartered in Watford UK, Optoma Europe has offices in Düsseldorf
Germany, Paris France and Drammen Norway, and is a leading specialist
provider of display products for the business and consumer markets.
Optoma is part of the Coretronic Group, the largest DLP™ projector
manufacturer worldwide.
Optoma combines the very latest in Digital Processing Technology (DLP™)
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with their own expertise to create projectors that deliver outstanding
presentations in the office, or simply stunning quality movies at home.

Panasonic
J

érôme Berrard
Panasonic Communications & Systems Europe
Hagenauer Straße 43
65203 Wiesbaden - Germany
+49 (6) 11 23 52 70
www.panasonic-europe.com

Panasonic is a brand name for Matsushita Electric Industrial Co Ltd. of
Japan (MEI), one of the World's largest manufacturers of consumer
electronics and ranked 3rd on the Fortune 500 Electronics & Electrical
Equipment Index. The company was founded in 1918 in Osaka, Japan by
Konosuke Matsushita and has grown from just 3 employees to over
260,000 people worldwide. Panasonic has been operating in Europe since
1962, when it established its first sales office in Hamburg, Germany. The
company's presence has increased throughout Europe following major
investment programmes in manufacturing and sales operations. In the field
of digital displays and peripherals, Panasonic are renowned in Europe for
their Professional Plasma line, as well as their high end projectors, which
include the lightest and most compact three-chip DLP projector on the
market (a one-man install). In addition, Panasonic are heavily involved in
the manufacture of High Definition video treatment solutions, from image
capture right up to the display.
NEWS – Panasonic wins EISA European Projector of the Year 2004/2005
(PT-AE500): Panasonic has succeeded for the first time in the Video
Projector category with the Panasonic PT-AE500E, which the Home Theatre
Panel voted the European Video Projector of the Year.

Philips Consumer
Electronics - Europe
Alexandra Denkmaier
Marketing Communications Manager
Building HRT 22 - Breitner Tower, Amstelplein 2
P.O. Box 77900, 1070 MX Amsterdam
The Netherlands
+31 20 59 77 634
www.philips.com

Royal Philips Electronics is one of the world's top three consumer
electronics companies, with a range of products based on the company’s
world-leading digital technology competencies. The company is Europe's
largest electronics manufacturer with sales of 29 billion in 2003. In the
fields of Displays and Digital Peripherals, Philips is one of the strongest
players in the LCD TV market, and in the professional sphere, Philips is a
major player in the optical storage market. Philips’ PC unbranded monitor
business was however sold to Taiwan’s TPV technology Ltd. in December
2004 (see below). A new mission statement by Philips claims they “believe
that technology should be as simple as the box it comes in. It's this very
simplicity that transforms a task into an opportunity, a burden into a
pleasure… which is why we are committed to delivering products and
solutions that are easy to experience, designed around you and advanced.”
NEWS – Philips sells off OEM Monitor Business: In December 2004, PRC
- Royal Philips Electronics and TPV Technology Limited signed a Letter of
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Intent to create what they claim will be the most competitive partnership
in PC monitor and entry level Flat TV segments. Per the agreement, TPV
will take over the responsibility of Philips' existing OEM Monitor business,
and Philips will focus on the marketing and sales of its own branded
monitor and Flat TV products. Philips is contributing assets and resources
to TPV on these activities. The combination of TPV and Philips' PC monitor
and entry level Flat TV business will create the global leader in the display
products manufacturing market.

Pioneer Europe N.V.

Mark Grotefeld
Marketing Communications Manager Europe
Pioneer House - Hollybush Hill Stoke Poges, SL2 4QP Slough - UK
+44 17 53 789 789
www.pioneer-eur.com
Pioneer Corporation is a leader in optical disc technology and a preeminent manufacturer of high-performance audio, video, computer, car
and business markets. The company focuses on four core business
domains including DVD, display technologies, Digital Network
Entertainment™ and components. Founded in 1938 in Tokyo, Pioneer
Corporation (NYSE:PIO) employs more than 36,000 people worldwide. Its
shares are traded on the New York Stock Exchange. As a leading supplier
of professional plasma display panels, Pioneer’s 43” and 50” commercial
plasma displays (PDP-434CMX and PDP-504CMX) feature an open
architecture expansion slot that enables the user to insert a variety of
expansion cards into the plasma itself, changing or enhancing the display’s
capabilities. These expansion cards work as part of Pioneer’s Expansion
Solutions™ program, which enables third-party developers to create
expansion cards specifically for Pioneer plasmas for features including HD
processing, video wall processing, wireless enabling, touch-screen
capability and more. (A Special Report compiled by Cleverdis covering
Pioneer’s Expansion Solutions is available through the website
www.cleverdis.com).

Projecta B.V.

Piet Philipsen – Marketing and Communications
P.O Box 191
6000 AD Weert, the Netherlands
Franklinstraat 14
6003 DK Weert, the Netherlands
Telephone number: +31 (0)495 580 850
Fax number: +31 (0)495 580 860
www.projectascreens.nl
For more than 50 years now, Projecta has been a leading international
manufacturer and supplier of high-quality, innovative projection screens
and presentation furniture. With its headquarters in Weert (the
Netherlands), Projecta is a company that operates worldwide and has been
the market leader for years. Since 1991, Projecta has been part of the USbased Da-Lite Screen Company and has also acquired the French
manufacturer ProColor, a move which has led to our position as a world
market leader for projection screens. Projecta is an active member of the
CEDIA (Custom Electronic Design and Installation Association), one of the
world's largest professional associations. In 2003, Projecta obtained the
ISO 9001-2000 quality certificate, an official quality designation covering
all of its business processes.
www.cleverdis.com
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Ricoh Europe B.V.
EPMMC Division
Andreas Küsters
Sales & Marketing Manager EPMMC Europe
Oberrather Str. 6
D-40472 Düsseldorf - Germany
+49 211 6546 0
www.ricohpmmc.com

R

The Ricoh Company Ltd. is a worldwide leading manufacturer of office
equipment.
The portfolio includes copiers, fax machines, computers, DVD+RW/+R
and CD-R/RW drives and media, accessories and services. Ricoh is also a
well known producer of analogue and digital cameras. The Personal
MultiMedia Center of Ricoh Europe B.V. is based in Düsseldorf (Germany)
and is one of the leading suppliers of DVD+RW/+R, CD-R/RW drives,
media and digital cameras in the Pan-European market. Ricoh has a total
of 137 subsidiaries and associated companies in Japan and 267 abroad.
Together they employ about 74,200 people.

Samsung Electronics
Europe
Jin Hwan Kim
Display Business Senior Manager Monitors
Olof Palma Street, 10 - 2616 LR Delft The Netherlands
+31 (15) 219 61 00
www.samsung.com

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. is a global leader in semiconductor,
telecommunication, digital media and digital convergence technologies
with 2003 parent company sales of $36.4 billion and net income of $5.0
billion. Employing approximately 88,000 people in 89 offices in 46
countries, the company consists of six main business units: Corporate
Technology Operations, Digital Appliance Business, Digital Media
Business, LCD Business, Semiconductor Business and Telecommunication
Network Business. Recognized as one of the fastest growing global brands,
Samsung Electronics is the world's largest producer of colour monitors,
colour TVs, memory chips, TFT-LCDs and VCRs.

Samsung SDI Co. Ltd.
Yong Seop Moon
Senior Sales Manager - PDP Sales Team
16F, Samsung Life Insurance Bldg.
150, 2 GA, Taepyung-Ro, Chung-Ku
Seoul - Korea - 100-716
+822 727 3401
www.samsungsdi.co.kr

Over the past three decades Samsung SDI has built its reputation as a
display specific company and now is being reborn as a “digital mobile
company” through successful digital display and next generation energy
business. Samsung SDI has been developing frontier level digital products
ranging from Braun colour tube to leading flat displays: PDP, LCD and now
OLED the center of mobile display, and Lithium-ion Battery, the heart of
mobile communication devices. Samsung SDI is striving to build up its
image as a global company of trust and respect. It has introduced
‘Sustainability Management’ for the fist time in Korea which is a hot topic
in 21st century management.
www.cleverdis.com

NEWS - Samsung Claims Largest Plasma Display: Company says it has
developed a 102-inch high-definition flat screen. Samsung SDI has
developed what it claims is the world's largest PDP (plasma display panel),
measuring 102 inches diagonally. The company plans to start producing
the panels during the first half of 2005 at its Chonan factory in Chungchon,
South Korea. Samsung SDI reportedly expects Samsung Electronics to buy
the 102-inch panels and make them into TVs at a later time.

Sanyo Fisher Sales
(Europe) GmbH
Jan Markus Jahn
Deputy General Manager
Stahlgruberring 4
81829 München - Germany
+49 89 451 160
www.sanyo-europe.com

The word 'SANYO' means 'three oceans' - the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian
oceans. SANYO to date has 136 group companies in 27 countries worldwide and employs over 50,000 people. SANYO is a truly global enterprise,
conducting research and development, manufacturing and marketing in
geographic proximity to the markets we serve.
In 2003, the european Sales Headquarters were named in Germany SANYO FISHER Sales (Europe) GmbH. In summer 2005 however,
European HQ moves to Watford in the UK. The striking and prominent
office building is situated at the gateway to Watford town centre, allowing
easy access to the busy M1 motorway at junction 5.

S

SFG (Société Française de
Garantie)
Europarc Pichaury
Remy BOUZARD - International sales
BP249000
13797 Aix en Provence Cedex 3
France
+33 4 88 78 59 00
www.sfg.fr

Sharp Electronics (UK)
Ltd.

Mark Klein
email address: mark.klein@sharp-uk.co.uk
Product Marketing Manager
Sherbourne House, Croxley Business Park, Watford WD18 8WT - UK
+44 1923 434647
www.sharp.co.uk
The Sharp Corporation was founded in 1912 by Tokuji Hayakawa and takes
its name from one of our founder's first inventions, the Ever Sharp
propelling pencil, developed in 1915. Sharp has continued this creative
tradition, developing technologically innovative products to enhance our
lives, add to our comfort, broaden our perspectives and boost our
productivity.
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Sharp is recognised for its pioneering research into Liquid Crystal Display
(LCD) technology. Sharp introduced the first LCD electronic calculator
back in 1973. Since then, it has continued to develop revolutionary LCD
products such as the ViewCam, Ultra-Lite notebook pc and touch-screen
personal organisers. Perhaps the best illustration of the impact of liquid
crystal display technology on product development is with the simple
calculator. Sharp introduced the world's first all-transistor desktop
calculator in 1964. By 1979, just 15 years later, Sharp announced the
world's first super-thin (1.6mm) card sized calculator. Today, Sharp leads
the way in LCD and is a worldwide developer of core technologies that will
play an integral role in the development of digital technology such as
optoelectronics, infrared, semiconductors and flash memory. Sharp
Corporation announced in January that it is to build the world’s first 8th
generation Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) plant at its Kameyama site in Mie
Prefecture, Japan. The plant joins Sharp’s existing 6th generation facility at
Kameyama, and the new investment including building and production
equipment will reach 150billion Yen. Production is targeted to start in
October 2006. By operating the latest state-of-the-art plant using 8th
generation glass substrates – the largest in the world – Sharp will be
structuring a stable supply system for large-format LCD panels, through
which the company plans to develop the market for 40inch or larger screen
size LCD TVs.

S
Sony Europe
Nuno Campos
Business Development Manager
Da Vinci Laan n°7 / D1
1935 Zaventem - Belgium
+32 (27) 06 44 11
www.sony-europe.com

Sony manufactures audio, video, communications and information
technology products for both the consumer and professional markets. With
its music, pictures, game and online businesses Sony is uniquely
positioned to become a leading personal broadband network company in
the 21st century, currently employing more than 160,000 people
worldwide. Sony Europe, with its corporate headquarters at the Sony
Center am Potsdamer Platz in Berlin, is a subsidiary of Sony Corporation,
Tokyo. Sony Europe handles manufacturing, R&D, design, sales and
marketing of consumer and business products in Europe.
NEWS: In January 2005, Sony Europe announced the introduction of the
world’s first 4K (4096 x 2160) resolution projectors, the Sony SRX-R110
and SRX-R105. They are based on Sony’s revolutionary SXRD™ (Silicon
Crystal Reflective Display) panel technology (eds. Another name for LCoS).

Stewart Filmscreen European Office
Jensen Holger - European Operations - Sales
Vestre-Gade 6-E
DK- 2605 Broendby
Denmark
+45/ 36- 48 2204
www.stewartfilm.com

Since its establishment in 1947, Stewart Filmscreen Corporation
continually leads the industry in superior craftsmanship, technical
excellence and innovation. This family owned and operated corporation is
the foremost large screen display developer in the world, bringing ideas
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into reality. Twice winner of the Academy Award® for Science and
Technological Achievement and recipient of the Industry Certificate of
Excellence for product quality and reliability, Stewart screens claim to be
unmatched for image accuracy and quality excellence.

Synelec Telecom
Multimedia S.A.
Zone Industrielle
12380 Saint Sernin sur Rance - France
+33 5 65 99 67 44
www.synelec.com

Since 1986, Synelec Telecom Multimedia has been designing and
manufacturing complete solutions for Display Wall systems. With a
worldwide presence through 5 subsidiaries and 45 authorized distributors,
Synelec has installed 1,000 Control Rooms and 200 Corporate
Communication systems in past 15 years.
Synelec manufactures large scale display solutions for Control Rooms, and
distributes them to customers worldwide: Military, Highways, Emergency
Call Centers, Nuclear plants, Network Operating Centres, etc…

Tatung Ltd.
Shopping Lin
Marketing Manager
Stafford Park 10, Shropshire
TF3 3AB Telford - UK
+44 19 52 28 03 31
www.tatung.com
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Founded in 1918, Tatung is a worldwide leader in the design and
manufacturing of a vast array of digital consumer products, including
consumer PCs, LCD TVs and PDPs, network-connected devices, storagebased media players and home appliances. Tatung also delivers advanced
products for business computing, such as Tablet PCs, blade servers and
wireless thin clients.
By capitalizing on the advantages of vertical integration, Tatung makes full
use of the supply of key components such as flat-panel displays and digital
tuners from its many subsidiaries located across the globe. In order to
sustain strong, long-term growth, Tatung is particularly focused on the
development of advanced technologies and global network of operations.
With its overseas branches spreading across 12 countries, Tatung is in a
solid position to deliver products efficiently and fulfill customer services
more effectively. Overseeing its global operations through its Taipei
headquarters, Tatung specializes in the ODM/OEM business and serves
branded customers on a global basis.

Texas Instruments
DLP(tm) Business Products
6550 Chase Oaks Blvd. MS 8478
Plano, TX 75023 - USA
+1 972 575 2000
www.ti.com / www.dlp.com

DLP Products supplies subsystems to virtually all the world's top projection
and display manufacturers who then design, manufacture and market
products based on DLP technology. Since early 1996, more than 5 million
DLP subsystems have been shipped. Texas Instruments Incorporated
provides innovative DSP and Analogue technologies to meet our
www.cleverdis.com
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customers’ real world signal processing requirements. In addition to
Semiconductor, the company’s businesses include Sensors & Controls and
Educational & Productivity Solutions. TI is headquartered in Dallas, Texas,
and has manufacturing, design or sales operations in more than 25
countries. Texas Instruments is traded on the New York Stock Exchange
under the symbol TXN.

Viewsonic Europe Ltd
Mel Taylor
Vice President and Director of European Marketing
ViewSonic House
Fleming Way, Crawley
West Sussex RH10 9GA - UK
+44 12 93 64 39 00
www.viewsonic.com

Thomson

Pascal Vittet
WW Marketing Manager
48 quai Alphonse le Gallo
92648 Boulogne cedex - France
+33 1 41 86 50 00
www.thomson.fr
Thomson (Euronext Paris: 18453; NYSE: TMS) provides technology, systems
and services to help its Media & Entertainment clients - content creators,
content distributors and users of its technology - realise their business goals
and optimise their performance in a rapidly changing technology
environment. The Group intends to become the preferred partner to the
Media & Entertainment Industries through its Technicolor, Grass Valley,
RCA and Thomson brands.

V

Toshiba Europe GmbH
Gerd Holl
Director Marketing & Sales Professional Visual Products
Hammfelddamm 8
41460 Neuss - Germany
+49 2131 158 416
www.toshiba-europe.com

Toshiba Corporation is a leader in the development and manufacture of
electronic devices and components, information and communication
systems, digital consumer products and power systems. The company's
ability to integrate wide-ranging capabilities, from hardware to software
and services, assure its position as an innovator in diverse fields and many
businesses. In semiconductors, Toshiba continues to promote its leadership
in the fast growing system-on-chip market and to build on its world-class
position in NAND flash memories, analogue devices and discrete devices.

Toshiba Lighting &
Technology Corporation
Derek Western
General Manager
16 Highview, High Street, Bordon
Hampshire GU35 OAX - UK
+44 1420 485 760
www.tlt-uk.co.uk

Toshiba Lighting and Technology Corporation produces video cubes that
can be stacked or paired in a vast number of ways. Thousands of businesses
worldwide use Toshiba videowalls to provide dynamic and highly effective
display systems.
Their large, multi-screen images create a visually charged atmosphere and
a strong presence which enhances the client’s ability to communicate with
informative or entertaining images, and to attract large crowds to their
message. Toshiba videowalls are used in many places - restaurants, sports
bars, hotels, arenas, exhibit halls, bus and rail stations, casinos, retail
environments, corporate boardrooms and auditoria.
www.cleverdis.com

And as you'd expect from Toshiba, all our videowall products are designed
and manufactured to obtain full safety and EMC approval.

Headquartered near Los Angeles in Walnut, Calif., ViewSonic Corporation
has become a leading global provider of visual display products. Since its
inception in 1987, ViewSonic® has consistently grown and evolved its
business, finding new ways to add more value for its customers. For the first
ten years, the company primarily focused on selling CRT monitors to
businesses. To make the customer's visual experience easier and more
enjoyable ViewSonic expanded its product line to include LCD monitors,
LCD TVs, projectors, plasma displays and peripherals, as well as advanced
mobile and wireless products, such as tablet PCs and wireless displays.
Today, the company offers comprehensive visual display solutions for
business, education, consumer electronics and professional markets.,

WYSE Technology
Stephen Yeo
Director of Marketing EMEA & ANZ
1, The Pavilions, Ruscombe Park,
Twyford, RG10 9NN Berkshire - UK
+44 118 934 200
www.wyse.co.uk

Wyse Technology is the vendor that big business worldwide trusts to
implement scalable network-centric computing and access infrastructure
device solutions. Wyse provides services, software, and hardware that shift
computing complexity to the network, liberating IT departments from
unnecessary support and maintenance functions, empowering users to be
more productive in their jobs, and protecting and improving access to
critical information and business applications. The company's innovative
technology and deep domain knowledge-from the server to the edge of the
network-position Wyse as the pre-eminent resource for large businesses
seeking to build sustainable IT infrastructures through the adoption and
optimisation of a network-centric IT architecture. As the world's most
popular provider of managed thin-client devices, Wyse provides end-user
systems that can be centrally managed and controlled to conserve
resources and increase productivity. Headquartered in San Jose , California
with offices worldwide, Wyse has been #1 in thin-client market share for
the last seven years, and has been named Microsoft "Embedded Partner of
the Year" for three years.
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